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The Workshop on Severe Accident Research held in Japan(SARJ-97) was taken place at

Pacifico Yokohama on October 6 - 8, 1997, and attended by 180 participants from 15

countries and one international organizations. A total of 58 papers, which covers wide areas

of severe accident research both in experiments and analysis, such as in-vessel melt

retention, fuel-coolant interaction, fission products behavior, structural integrity, containment

behavior, computer simulations, and accident management, were presented. The panel

discussion titled "Severe Accident Research for Future Reactors" has been successfully

conducted, and the wide variety of opinions and views are exchanged among panelists and

experts.

Keywords: Severe Accident, Source Term, Accident Management, Fuel-Coolant Interaction,

Fission Products, Containment, Structural Integrity, Advanced Analysis, PSA
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FOREWORD

Severe accidents have been one of the central reactor safety issues especially since the TMI-2 and

the Chernobyl accidents. The objectives of severe accident research are first of all to understand

physical phenomena associated with severe accidents, to develop analytical methods to predict such

phenomena, to quantify the safety margin of nuclear reactors against severe accidents, to evaluate

the effectiveness of accident management measures, and finally to increase the level of safety much

further by combining these.

To meet these objectives, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute(JAERI) initiated severe accident

research in 1985. Wide range of severe accident research activities have been performed in

accordance with National Five-year Safety Research Plan established by the Nuclear Safety

Commission. On the contrary, Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation(NUPEC) has conducted

Containment Integrity Tests to demonstrate the reactor containment vessel integrity and to respond

to mitigative accident management concerns. The Workshop on Severe Accident Research in

Japan(SARJ) has been held by JAERI and NUPEC since 1990 to provide results of severe accident

research and to exchange information among international participants for more efficient and further

progress of the research.

In the Workshop(SARJ-97) held in Yokohama on November 6 - 8 , 1997, the topics included

overview of severe accidents, in-vessel melt retention, fuel-coolant interaction, fission products

behavior, structural integrity, containment behavior, computer simulations, and accident

management. The panel discussion titled "Severe Accident Research for Future Reactors" has been

successfully conducted, and the wide variety of opinions and views are exchanged among panelists

and experts.

It is our great pleasure and wish that the information shared.at the Workshop will be utilized for

further reducing the phenomenological uncertainties and risk of the nuclear reactors associated with

severe accidents, for the possible regulatory applications, and for highly enhancing the nuclear

safety for future.

Lastly I would like to express my deepest sorrow for Mr. Yamano's sudden death on October 3,

1997, just three days before the Workshop. We have determined to dedicate these Proceedings to

the memory of Mr. N. Yamano for his devoted efforts and contribution to the severe accident

research in Japan.

Jun Sugimoto, Editor

Head, Severe Accident Research Laboratory

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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DEDICATION

These Proceedings are dedicated to the memory of Mr. Norihiro Yamano, who passed
away on October 3, 1997.

Briefly recollecting his career, since Mr. Yamano joined JAERI in 1984 from University
of Tokyo, he actively conducted research in the field of severe accidents. He developed
the REMOVAL code to model fission product gas/aerosol behaviors in the containment.
He established the degraded core coolability by experiment and analysis. From 1988, he
initiated and led JAERF s large scale experiments, the ALPHA Program, aiming at FCI,
molten core concrete interaction, aerosol re-entrainment, and electrical cable penetration
leakage. His final efforts were directed towards FCI phenomenology investigations with
ALPHA and basic experiments, and JASMINE code development.

Mr. Yamano was an exceptionally competent researcher with a deep knowledge and
broad experience in both basics and applications. He enthusiastically participated in
international activities, such as in OECD as a member of FPC, SAC and CAM in CSNI,
willing to challenge a variety of roles such as lead author of the OECD technical report
on ex-vessel FCI and debris coolability published in December, 1996. He played a
crucial role for the OECD/CSNI Specialists Meeting on Fuel-Coolant Interactions on
May 19 - 21, 1997, Tokai-mura, Japan. He also acted an important role in severe
accident related committees for the Japanese regulatories. Mr. Yamano stood out as a
true technical expert.

The most lasting part of Mr. Yamano's legacy will be his human side, the example of
cheerful character, open mind, kindness and personal integrity that he set for all who
worked with him.

He is most sadly missed. May his soul rest in peace.
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Opening Remarks

M. Maeda

Director, Nuclear Safety Research Center

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Good morning ladies and gentlemen. On behalf of Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,

JAERI, and coorganizer Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation, NUPEC, I would like to

welcome all the participants to the Workshop on Severe Accident Research held in Japan,

SARJ-97. The first Workshop was held in 1990 in Tokai JAERI with 78 participants, including 7

overseas participants from three countries. This year, as in these several years, we have about 200

participants, including over 40 overseas participants from 14 countries. It is my great pleasure that

we have so many participants again to this eighth Workshop. However, first of all, it is my great

regret that I must tell you a very sad news. Mr. YamSno, one of the most important contributor of

this Workshop, has died on October 3 of a sudden heart attack. I would like to express my deepest

sympathy for his families and I believe that all the participant here would share this grief.

The purpose of this Workshop is to provide an opportunity for exchanging information on severe

accident research activities ongoing all over the world. From Japan side, achievements in the past

year will be presented by JAERI, NUPEC, industries, and universities. Through the extensive

world-wide severe accident research activities in these years, much knowledge has been

accumulated. However some important issues still remain as challenges, and new issues have been

created mostly in relation with the application to future reactor design. In the afternoon of

Wednesday, we will have Panel Discussion entitled "Severe Accident Research for Future

Reactors". It is my sincere hope that the outcome of all the presentations, discussions, and Panel

Discussion will give us a sophisticated insight into the fruitful severe accident research for future.

This year the Workshop is held in Yokohama for the first time, and at the same place as The

International Conference on Future Nuclear Systems, GLOBAL'97, which mostly aims at

advanced fuel cycles. This is intended for the convenience of the participants to exchange

information between SARJ and GLOBAL. By the way this area in Yokohama is called "minato

mirai-niju ichi", which means "Port for future twenty first century". So I think this is the right place

to discuss the future reactors and systems in SARJ and GLOBAL.

Finally I would like to express my sincere gratitude to all the organizations and individuals

concerned to this Workshop for your great help, assistance and cooperation. Also I do hope that all

participants from abroad will enjoy your stay during this colorful and beautiful season of the year

in Japan. Additionally, I would like to mention again that all the participants will long cherish the

memory of Mr. Yamano and his contribution to this Workshop.

Thank you very much for your attention.

i
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1.1 OVERVIEW OF SEVERE ACCIDENT RESEARCH AT JAERI

SUGIMOTO, Jun

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan 319-11

ABSTRACT

Severe accident research at JAERI aims at the confirmation of the safety margin, the quantification

of the associated risk, and the evaluation of the effectiveness of the accident management measures

of the nuclear power reactors, in accordance with the governmental five-year nuclear safety

research program from FY1996 and FY 2000. JAERI has been conducting a wide range of severe

accident research activities both in experiment and analysis, such as melt coolant interactions,

fission product behaviors in coolant system and containment, containment integrity and assessment

of accident management measures. Molten core and coolant interaction, molten core concrete

interaction, the leakage through containment penetrations, and aerosol reentrainment behavior in

containment have been investigated in ALPHA Program. Recently MUSE experiments in ALPHA

Program has been initiated for the precise energy measurement due to steam explosion in melt jet

and stratified geometries. In VEGA Program, which aims at FP release from irradiated fuels at high

temperature and high pressure under various atmospheric conditions, the facility construction is in

progress. In WIND Program the revaporization of aerosols due to decay heating and also the

integrity of the piping from this heat source are being investigated. Code development activities are

in progress for an integrated source term analysis with THALES, fission product behaviors with

ART, containment aerosol behaviors with REMOVAL, steam explosion with JASMINE, and

in-vessel debris behaviors with CAMP. Application of detailed and mechanistic codes, such as

SCDAP/RELAP5, CONTAIN, and VICTORIA to experimental analyses has made progress by

participating international standard problem and code comparison exercises. The outcome of the

severe accident research will be utilized for the detailed implementation of the accident management

measures and also for the future reactor development. JAERI participates in most international

international activities and contributes to the progress of severe accident research. Consensus on

severe accident issues should be reached among international society for future reactor

development.

- 4 -
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SUGIMOTO, J.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Presented at SARJ-97

October 6-8,1997, Yokohama, Japan

• Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

1. introduction

Objectives of Severe Accident
Research

• Evaluation of Safety Margin

• Evaluation of Effectiveness of Accident
Management

• Reduction of Risk

Contents

1. Introduction
2. Plan and Schedule
3-. Current Research Status

3.1 Experiments
3.2 Code Development and Assessment
3.3 Collaboration with Universities

4. international Activities
5. Summary

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

. Severe Accident Research Laboratory -

2. Plan and Schedule

• Safety research is conducted in
accordance with national 5-year
program authorized by Nuclear Safety
Commission (NSC).

© Severe accident is selected as one of
six important areas in new 5-year
research plan for FY1996 to 2000.
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Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Japan Atomic Energy Research institute
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Time Table

Current 5-year term —
96 _ ^ _ _ 97 , 98 99 2000

(1) Prevention
• PWR(ROSA-V)
• BWR

(2) Consequence
• FP Behavior &

Source Term

• Pressure Vessel
• Containment

(3) Mitigation

Test

Design & Construction

WAVE Experiment & Analysis

FP Release (VEGA)

O- In-Vessel Melt Coolability (ALPHA)

CV Responses (ALPHA)

AM for Existing Reactors -oEx-Vessel Phenomena & FP Retention

O- AM Measures for Next Generation Reactors

(*) WIND Project
(Demonstration Test)

Aerosol Behavior In Piping System & Piping Structural Integrity

— Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory •

Assessment of Loads and Performance of
in a

• Evaluation of Mechanical Loads to

Characterization of Leakage Behavior
Through Containment Penetrations

Assessment of Possible Accident
Management Measures

— Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory -

3.1 Experiments

Steam Explosion
In and Ex-Vessel
Penetration

CooSability
- ALPHA

with FEW

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

>
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o

Severe Accident Research Laboratory •

Steam Explosion Yamano 10/7
In-vessel Debris Coolability Maruyama 10/6
MUSE/AMUSE Park 10/7

o

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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Severe Accident Research Laboratory •

Irradiated Fuel at High Temperature and High
Pressure

© Deposition in piping - WAVE Experiment
© Revaporization in piping - WIND Program

• Reentrainment - ALPHA Program

MUSE - Facility
(ML[lticonfigured experiments in Steam Explosions)

^Stratified/Coolant Injection Mode Melt Injection Mode
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

VEGA Program Hidaka/Nakamura 10/7

Verification Experiments of FP Gas/Aerosol release

Objectives

To obtain fission product release data
(1) at high temperature above melting point (~2,8Q0oC)
(2) at high ambient pressure (up to 1 MPa)
(3) under various atmospheric conditions (steam,

hydrogen, air, inert gas)
(4) with/without structural materials (control rod)
(5) from once molten core (TMI debris samples)

en
2
n
o

o
o

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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OPTICAL PYR0MSTER

[IN ICE)
SHIELD BOX CHARCOAL FILTER

(IN UOUiD NITROGEN)

Severs Accident Research Laboratory •

• Aerosol Behavior Test

• Associated Analysis

• Piping Integrity Test

Shi baza ki 10/7

Hidaka 10/7

Maeda 10/7

10/7

Wide Range Piping integrity Demonstration

Objective
(1) Revaporization of FP aerosols In piping
(2) Integrity of piping due to FP decay heat

(1) FP aerosol simulant (Csl, CsOH)
(2) High temperature (~15000°C)
(3) Full-scale piping (small and medium sizes)

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Flow Diagram of Aerosol Behavior Test Facility
Watsr

Argon Gas
Supply System

Induction Heating Type
Aerosol Generator

Exhaust

Mist Separator

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Nebulizer Type
Aerosol Generator

Pump

s
n
o
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ROSA-V Program
• Prevention of Severe Accident

ALPHA Program
• Melt Coolability
• Application to Future Reactor

Accident Management Analysis
• Containment Venting by THALES

Ishikawa 10/8

I
(I)
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T3

O
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<u
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10-5

ART, 1 node

0.0 0.5 1.0
Distance (m)

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

3.2 Code Development and Assessment
• Code Development

-ART : FP in Primary Loop
- REMOVAL : FP in Containment
-JASMINE : Steam Explosion

Premixing Moriyama
Propagation Yang

- CAMP : In-Vessei Debris Behavior Mamyama

9 Code Assessment
- RELAP5/SCDAP, CONTAIN, ICARE2
- CORCON, VICTORIA, MELCOR

• International Standard problems/Benchmark
- VANAM (ISP-37), FARO (ISP-39), STORM (ISP-40),

RTF (ISP-41)
- PHEBUS/FP, Round Robin
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Severe Accident Research Laboratory —

FP Vaporization and Chemical Interaction
Prof. Yamawaki, Univ. of Tokyo

Simulation of FP Aerosol Behavior in Piping
Prof. Kaiaoka, Kyoto Univ.

Visualization of Pre-mixing by Nutron
Radiography

Prof. Mishima, Kyoto Univ.
Creep Behavior of Piping

Prof. Miyazaki, Kyusyu Univ.
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Severe Accident Research Laboratory - Severe Accident Research Laboratory ~

CSARP (USNRC)
ACE/MACE (EPRI)
PHEBUS-FP (IPSN/EC)
RASPLAV (OECD)

OECD Specialist Meeting on FCI
May 19-21, JAERI Tokai, Japan

SARJ Workshop
Since 1990

• Extensive activities are being conducted in
accordance with nuclear safety research plan,
mainly to be reflected for the implementation
of accident management

JAERI participates in most international
activities and contributes to the progress of
severe accident research.

Consensus on severe accident issues should
be reached for future reactor development.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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1.2 Present Status of Containment Integrity Tests at NUPEC

Hideo Nagasaka

Systems Safety Department, NUPEC

ABSTRACT

Objectives of Containment Integrity Tests (CIT) conducted at NUPEC are to demonstrate

reactor containment vessel integrity during severe accident and to respond to Phase II accident

management (AM) concerns regarding uncertainty of phenomena, raised by Japan Atomic

Energy Safety Commission. CIT consists of experiments and analysis of debris cooling

phenomena, hydrogen combustion behavior, fission products transport behavior and containment

structural behavior. The uncertain phenomena regarding Phase II AM(defined as AM after

reactor pressure vessel failure) treated at NUPEC are fuel-coolant interaction(FCI) and molten

core-concrete interaction phenomena during ex-vessel debris cooling, evaluation of peak pressure

during hydrogen combustion, ultimate strength and leakage conditions in the containment vessel

and effectiveness of fission products (FP) removal under Phase II AM conditions. Most of these

studies have been conducted under the international cooperation including the participation of

OECD project.

This paper summarizes the present status of CIT focusing the progress during fiscal year 1996.

The progress is: a; UO2 debris falling jet behavior test to support ex-vessel debris cooling tests

completed and the evaluation of typical FCI tests of debris dropping into pool under the most

dominant severe accident scenarios under way, b; 1/10 scale BWRII containment vessel

structural test completed, c; evaluation of tendon tensile force distribution based on a newly

proposed friction coefficient to better predict 1/4 scale prestressed concrete containment vessel

structural test completed, d; test facility modification of GIRAFFE-FP aiming at demonstration

of effective aerosol FP removal by containment spray under Phase II AM completed and the

evaluation of preliminary test results under way, e; no leakage failure of any containment

penetration below 500K and favorable FP trapping effect at leakage path confirmed, and f; large

scale hydrogen combustion tests under AM conditions simulating transient hydrogen and steam

generation completed.

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,

11



Present Status of Containment

October 6,1997 Pacifico Y O K O H A M A

H. Nagasaka
Systems Safety Department

Overall Scenario of Containment Integrity Tests

Containment integrity tests

Containment
vessel structural
behavior tests

Hydrogen mixing
and combustion
behavior tests

Debr i s
cool ing tests

FP transport
behavior tes ts

m RASPLAV project
© COTELS project

©Hydrogen mixing tests
©Hydrogen combustion tests

-Smll scale tests
-Large scale tes ts
-High temperature tes ts

®SCV tests
Q PCCV tests

a FP removal tests
• GIRAFFE project
« PHEBUS-FP project

Demonstration.of containment"]
vessel i n t e g r i t y |

R e a l i s t i c evaluat ion of
source term

Wo/rsc

>

2

to

I

Features of Debris Cooling Experiment
^Ex-vessel debris cooling tests (COTELS project)
corresponding to phaseH AM for low pressure failure
sequence in collaboration with NNC of Republic of
Kazakhstan

> FCI and MCCI experiments with conditions derived for
the most plausible SA scenarios in LJR' s simulating,
-Real molten debris (UO2/ZrO2/Zr/Steel), temperature
-Falling debris jet diameter
-Ambient conditions (pressure, temperature,
noncondensibIe gas partial pressure)

-Flow rate of injecting water
-Pool water temperature, depth(FCI only)
-Ratio of accumulated debris diameter to thickness
(MCCI only)

-Decay heat (MCCI oniy)

COTELS Tests Program
[1] Test 01

• Objective ••• Observation of flow mode of fa l l ing debris jet and
debris dispersion characteristics without FCI

• Test parameters
-Debris composition and falling velocity

[2] Test A
©Objective ••• Simulation of FCI for debris dropping into pool
• Test parameters

-Debris mass and composition, and falling velocity
-Water pool depth, volume and temperature
-Nitrogen partial pressure

[3] Test B
©Objective ••• Simulation of FCI for water injecting onto debris
©Tentative test parameters

-Debris composition and fa l l ing velocity
—Geometry of concrete trap
-Induction heater power
-Flow rate and flow injection mode

[4] Test C
©Objective ••• Simulation of MCCI with overlying water pool
©Tentative test parameters ••• Same as Test B

©
O



Features of Test Facility

Test A .A£W, I Electrical
1 inr-innV Melting

Furnace

Coolant
Injection
Nozzle

Concrete Floor

Adjustable Melt
Catcher

•Concrete floor simulating
wettabi l i ty and surface boil ing
characteristics
•Adjustable pool volume for a given
pool depth

Electrical
Me 11 i ng
Furnace

Concrete
Trap

induction
Heater
Coil

©Simulating debris fa l l ing
process

llAspect ratio of debris close to
actual plant

©Induction heating for
simulating decay heat

Pressure Response of Test Vessel (Test A4)
©Evidence of no steam explosion
-No pressure difference
between water and air space

-No pressure spike observed
-Large size fragmented debris
ranged 0.5 to 7 mm

©Pressure transient
characterist ics
-Initial rapid pressure
increase due to heat transfer
from fragmented falling
debris in water pool
(region A)

-Pressure suppression due to
heat-up of subcooled water
pool
(region B)

-Gradual increase due to heat
transfer from debris bed
accumulated on melt catcher
(region C)

16

14

12 -

10

a> 6 -

Water
Pool
Pressure

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Time(s)

2
no
D

Dispersed S o l i d i f i e d Debr is on Melt Catcher (Test A4)

©Almost a l l debris ; -- ;_ - - -,-.;_ .; ;.:
fragmented due to FCI '. .,_l ~ , ~
di f ferent from Test 01 .. . ..v- .-.'- '•""; . ' .-•

iameter of fragmented
debris ranged ~0.5 mm to
~ 7 mm (Implication of no1

steam explosion) ,

®About 6.5 kg/m3 average
density of debris

)\

„ y

iled analysis in
progress

Vapec

Observation of Concrete Surface of Melt Catcher after Test A4

idified debris very
easily removed from
concrete surfaces
suggesting the existence
of water between the
bottom of debris and
concrete surface

© N o damage observed on
concrete surface and
almost new (the concrete
catcher can be used
repeatedly)

Ooo



Present Status of Large Scale Combustion Test
[i]Objectives
©Grasping the combustion
behavior of uniform
concentration hydrogen
inside the test vessel
simulating 11 containment
compartments

©Confirmation of the
validity of the hydrogen
combustion mitigation factor

©Evaluation of combustion
behavior under transient AM
conditions

[2]Typical test results
simulating AM conditions

•Test conditions
-Continual transient supply
of steam, H2, and spray

- Continual ignition
• intermittently mild buring

of R, without accumulation
of high concentration H

Schematic diagram of test facility

Mfl/flBC

Effect of Spray Operation on H2 Combustion Behavior
©Test Conditions

-Initial gas concentration (steam:60%, H2:6%, air:70%)
-1 glow plug used

©Test Results
-Intermittent mild combustion associated with steam
condensat i on observed

-Almost uniform ft concentration observed

200

t 100
c

spray operation
200

600 1200
Time (s)

1800

p

~ 100;.
CD

E
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o
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WftBC
t

2o
o
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Summary of H Combustion Tests under AM conditions
Test conditions
- I n i t i a l gas concentration (steanT.30%, air:70%)
-Continual transient supply of steam and H2
-4 glow plugs used

•Tes t Results
-Mild Combustion in dome region after 40 min H,
-Propagation of flame front
observed

-200

toward ft inject ion
inject ion
region

300it

0)
(X
~ 100-

o
120 30 60 90 120

Time (min) Time (min)
Vupec

Present Status of Structural Behavior Tests
[1]0bjectives
©Grasping the ultimate strength of

reactor containment vessels by static
pressure load

©Refinement of structural behavior
evaluation technique

[2]Features
•Joint test between NUPEC and NRC/SNL

(except for the hatch test)
•1/10 Steel containment test facility
simulating contact structure

©Hatch test facility modeled in actual size
©1/4 Concrete containment test facility
wi th Iiners

Steel containment Steel containment
vessel shell(1/10) vessel hatch(1/1)

[3]Current situation
•Steel she I
•Steel hatch
@PCCV

Data evaluation under way
Data evaluation under progress
Cylindrical shell liner under
construction
Analysis of pre-stressed tendon
system test completed Concrete containment

vessel (1/4)1 ^/
ftWU/JBC

(X

o
c
••c



Summary of 1/10 SCV Structura
©Objectives 6
- To evaluate ultimate strength _ 5
of BWR MARK-1 I steel £ 4
containment vessel »

- To enhance predictive I 3
capability of structural S 2
behavior up to failure ^ 1

#Test Results
- Leakage at reinforcement plate
of equipment hatch

- Maximum pressure up to 6 Pd
- Evaluation of test data under
way

Integrity Test

(4.66MPa)

200 400 600 80010001200
Time (min)

Tendon Tensile Force Distribution Test
[1] Objective

® To obtain realistic tendon friction coefficient correlation as a

function of loading end load and angle utilizing 1/4 PCCV

anciIlary test

# To evaluate the effect of the present correlation on ABACUS

structural response of 1/4 PCCV test during pressurization

comparing conventional constant friction coefficient analysis

[2] Outline of Tendon Instrumentation Ancillary Test

0 Geometry of test specimens identical to that of 1/4_PCCV model

@ Instrumentation

-Load at both ends Load eel I

-Local strains of tendon /// r=5591mm.

© Test procedure

-50 kN interval loading of tendon

Anti-Load ing

sTendon

>
en
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Derivation of Empirical Correlation Tendon Frictioi
[1] Tensile force distribution assuming constant friction coefficient

Ln (P,/P)=incq

[2] Tensile force distribution considering q and Po dependency of

friction coefficient assumed to be

Ln (P/P) = mp (aq+bq
2+cq3)

mp = d + e Exp( f P/PrcJ

[3] Good prediction of tendon elongation by the present correlation
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ra 40
en
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100 200 300 400
Po (kN)
1st Test

500 0 100 200 300
Po (kN)

2nd Test

400 500

Tendon Tens i le Force D i s t r i b u t i o n by the Present

F r i c t i o n Cor re la t ion Comparing w i th Conatant F r i c t i o n Case
• Prestressing - Convex curve in the vic in i ty of loading end due to

functional characteristics of the present
correlat ion(©)

9 Setting - Maximum value at 1.08 rad((2)) (Larger setting loss
region due to smaller f r ic t ion coefficient in the
vic in i ty of loading load)

® 2.0 Pd - Flattening throughout the whole region

| Constant f r ic t ion case | Present correlation case]
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Summary of FP Trapping Tests
• Objectives
-To investigate the
containment penetrations
(electrical penetration
assembly/flange gasket)
leakage criteria under
seve re ace i dent cond i t i ons
-To demonstrate aerosol
trapping effect at the
leakage path of damaged
actual penetration assembly

• Test Results
-12 Eps and 5 FG examined
-Leakage condition
• No leakage failure below 230°C
• Leakage failure above 280°C
-Aerosol Trapping Effect
:DF>10 (8 EPs)

-Development of empirical DF
correlation under way

300~

s 200-

10 15 20
Time(hr)

25 30 35

Temperature Profile of Degradation Test

Test Specimen after the Test
(Low Voltage Module)

Objectives of 6IRAFFE-FP Project

To provide data demonstrating the effective aerosol
FP removal by containment spray under the following
PHASEII accident management (AM) conditions
-Low flow spray
-High humidity condition due to debris cooling by
water
-Long term fresh water supply

To provide data for verification and modification of
integral system codes such as MELCOR for analysis of
FP transport behavior

>m
5
n
o

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES INSIDE
CONTAINMENT UNDER AM CONDITIONS

•LOW FLOW SPRAY
- LOVER CONDENSATION RATE DUE TO LARGER SPRAY DROPLETS
- EFFECT OF THE REDUCED CONDENSATION RATE ON DIFFUSIOPHORES!S

•CONTINUOUS FRESH WATER SPRAY SUPPLIED FROM WATER SOURCE OUTSIDE
CONTAINMENT VESSEL
- LARGER FP CONCENTRATION DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DROPLET VOLUME AND
CONTAINMENT AIRSPACE

•HIGH HUMIDITY CONDITION DUE TO STEAM GENERATION AS A RESULT OF
DEBRIS COOLING
- PROMOTION OF GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING AS A RESULT OF FP AEROSOL
PARTICLE GROWTH

• INTEGRAL FP REMOVAL EFFECT VIA VARIETY OF DEPOSITION MECHANISM
AND COAGULATION MECHANISM

©TIME VARYING AMBIENT CONDITIONS
- TOTAL PRESSURE / STEAM PARTIAL PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE
- FP AEROSOL GENERATION RATE

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES INSIDE
CONTAINMENT UNDER AM CONDITIONS

•LOW FLOW SPRAY
- LOWER CONDENSATION RATE DUE TO LARGER SPRAY DROPLETS
- EFFECT OF THE REDUCED CONDENSATION RATE ON DIFFUSIOPHORESIS

©CONTINUOUS FRESH WATER SPRAY SUPPLIED FROM WATER SOURCE OUTSIDE
CONTAINMENT VESSEL
- LARGER FP CONCENTRATION DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DROPLET VOLUME AND
CONTAINMENT AIRSPACE

•HIGH HUMIDITY CONDITION DUE TO STEAM GENERATION AS A RESULT OF
DEBRIS COOLING
- PROMOTION OF GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING AS A RESULT OF FP AEROSOL
PARTICLE GROWTH

• INTEGRAL FP REMOVAL EFFECT VIA VARIETY OF DEPOSITION MECHANISM
AND COAGULATION MECHANISM

#TIME VARYING AMBIENT CONDITIONS
- TOTAL PRESSURE / STEAM PARTIAL PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE _
- FP AEROSOL GENERATION RATE I

o
o



Overview of GIRAFFE-FP test facility
©Full height simulation of BWR

• 1/720 scaled volume of BWR

® Three separate vessel
components simulating
DrywelI/Suppress ion
Chamber/Reactor Pressure
VesseI

• Actual plant spray nozzle

-4

Heat loss control by heaters
Imposing transient boundary
cond i t i ons of
s t eam/non-condens i bIe
gas/CsI ae rosoI suppIi es

wupec

SPRAY FLOW PATTERN AND
DROPLET DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION

©ALL DROPLETS FALLING WITHOUT ATTACHING TO THE WALL

" < •

TEST CONDITION
- TWO NOZZLES
- SPRAY FLOW : 3(1itre/min)
- PRESSURE : 1(bar)

ATMOSPHERE
m
2
o
o
3

TYPICAL AEROSOL CONDITION IN LOWER DRYWELL
AFTER RPV FAILURE (TQUV)

©AEROSOL CONDITION TO BE IMPOSED AS BOUNDARY CONDITION IN GIRAFFE-FP
DETERMINED BY BOTH MAAP AND MELCOR ANALYSIS

- TYPICAL Csl FLOW RATE AS A RESULT OF RE-EVAPORATiON : 1~5mg/min
- TYPICAL Csl PARTICLE MASS MEAN DIAMETER : ~ 1 Mm

©BOTH MEASURED Csl CONCENTRATION AND DIAMETER GENERATED BY ATOMIZER
NOZZLE CONFIRMED CLOSE TO PRESCRIBED VALUES

DIAMETER (pn)

Csl PARTICLE VOLUMETRIC DISTRIBUTION

240 300 360 420 ISO 540 600 660

TIME (min)

Csl INJECTION RATE INTO LOVER DRYWELL

TYPICAL TEST CONDITIONS (BWR TQUV CASE)
• T E S T CONDITIONS DETERMINED CONSIDERING BOTH MAAP AND

MELCOR ANALYSIS
|INITIAL CONDITION]

- DRYWELL
©PRESSURE ~0.30 MPa
©TEMPERATURE-420 K

•PRESSURE
~0.30 MPa
©TEMPERATURE

-340 K

•STEAM SUPPLY
(transient;

[BOUNDARY CONDITIQN]
DRYVELL

'SPRAY FLOW RATE

AEROSOL SUPPLY ,
(nearly constant)

Time

o
o



MELCOR ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BWR TQUV TEST
- Csl AEROSOL CONCENTRATION IN DRYWELL -

©CALCULATED CONCENTRATION TRANSIENT AGREED WELL WITH THAT OF
TEST DATA

0 IM

B "

— : ™ . .

Itna (mm)

ttltofi

TZ3

•

.

•

•

Vupec

Announcement of NUPEC Technical Facility Tour

Date

Place

Afternoon, 9 October

Toshiba Engineering Laboratory,
Kawasaki city

Test FaciIi ty GIRAFFE-FP and Fission products
trapping test faciIity

• Meeting place and time (NUPEC will take care of
part icipants.)
-Place ••• Registration at Washington Hotel
-Time ••• 13: 0 0 M

* Those who registered the participation, please fill
up the participant list, prepared on the conference
desk.

Wupec 2
n
o

Summary of NUPEC Papers Presented at SARJ-97
(I)COTELS Fuel Coolant Interaction Tests of U0 Debris Dropping into Water

Pool(Session IV)
(2)Evaluation of Fission Products Release and Transport in the Circuit in

PHEBUS FP Test by MACRES Code(Session V )
(3)FaiIure Criteria and Fission Products Trapping Behavior at Containment

Penetrations under Severe Accident Condi t ions (Session VII)
(4)Fission Products Aerosol Removal Test by Containment Spray under Accident

Management Conditions(Session VII)
(5)Analysis of NUPEC's Large Scale Hydrogen Mixing Tests in a Reactor

Containment vessel (Session III)
(6)Summary of Hydrogen Combustion Tests at NUPEC(Session III)
(7)Pressurization Test on a Full Scale Equipment Hatch Model(Session IV)
(8)Pressurization Test of a 1/10 Steel Containment Vessel Mode I(Session IV)
(9)Pre-test Analysis on the SCV Model Test(Session IV)
(10)Preliminary Analysis and Instrumentation Planning of a Pre-stressed

Concrete Containment Vessel Mode I(Session IV)
(H)Analysis Study on Change of Tendon Tension Force Distribution during the

Pressurization Process of Pre-stressed Concrete Containment Vessel
(Session IV)

WUfBC

Cone I us i on
Ex-vessel FC! test of U02-fiixture debris dropping into
pool, simulating most dominant severe accident scenario,
completed with the results of no violent steam explosior
r^^/^^ I * ^J I III

completed
lLarqe scale H, combustion test demonstrated mild H
combustion unaer phase II AM transient condition

11/10 steel containment vessel test demonstrated
containment integrity up to 6 times design pressure under
room temperature

empirical tendon friction correlation obtained as a
function of loading end load and angle and tendon
efongation well predicted by the correlation

ie system integral test by GIRAFFE-FP, simulating BWR
severe accident sequence, completed with the result of
favorable FP removal even under low spray flow condition

INo leakage failure of any actual containment penetration
below 500K and favorable FP trapping effect at leakage
path confirmed i—=7

I fwupec
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1.3 OVERVIEW OF SEVERE ACCIDENT RESEARCH AT THE USNRC

Charles Ader and Ali Behbahani

Accident Evaluation Branch

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

ABSTRACT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is conducting severe accident research to provide the

necessary technical data, analytical methods, and the expertise necessary to provide for an

understanding of a range of severe accident phenomena. Considerable progress has been made in the

understanding of the ways severe accidents can progress and challenge containments sufficient to

support plant risk assessments, development of accident management strategies and resolve certain

severe accident issues for operating and future plants, however, certam issues remain. Progress has

been made in a number of areas. In addressing the issue of direct containment heating (DCH),

considerable progress has been made toward the resolution of the DCH issue for PWRs. The major

experimental program has now been completed, along with the resolution of DCH for a number of

PWR plants. The resolution for the remaining PWR plants is nearing completion. The two remaining

DCH experiments being planned will explore debris dispersal at lower pressures than those considered

in the previous test series. In the area of lower head integrity, the experimental program to investigate

boiling heat transfer on downward facing curved surfaces has been extended to expand the data base

and model to take into account the effect of insulation around the outside surface of the RPV.

Experiments on the reactor pressure vessel lower head failure are providing data on the strain

behavior prior to creep rupture, rupture time, and the resulting rupture size from creep rupture of the

lower head under the combined effects of thermal and pressure loads. As part of the ongoing research

effort to address the issues of fuel-coolant interactions (FCI), experimental programs are addressing

possible chemical augmentation of FCI energetics and effects of initial and boundary conditions on

FCI energetics. In the area of temperature hydrogen combustion, the program to investigate

high-temperature hydrogen combustion phenomena is continuing as well as the experiments to

examine the performance of passive catalytic recombiners. THE USNRC is also continuing its active

involvement in a number of international cooperative experimental programs such as RASPLAV,

MACE, FARO, and PHEBUS. Finally, the USNRC is continuing its severe accident code development

activities. Peer reviews of the VICTORIA and IFCI codes were recently completed.

Work is continuing on the SCDAP/RELAP5, CONTAIN and GASFLOW codes. Finally, a new

version of MELCOR was recently released (MELCOR 1.8.4).

- 1 9 -
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OVERVIEW OF SEVERE ACCIDENT
RESEARCH AT THE USNRC

The Workshop on Severe Accident Research held in Japan
SARJ-97

Presented by

AH Behbahani
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Octobers, 1997

CURRENT DIRECTION OF SA RESEARCH PROGRAM

• Severe accident research continues to provide the technical bases for
addressing a number of regulatory issues

• Experimental work is directed at areas of largest uncertainty or
confirmatory work for code assessment

• Analytical work is directed toward completion of code development and
assessment

• International cooperative efforts valuable in addressing severe
accident issues

• Long term issue is maintenance of expertise

Page 3

SEVERE ACCIDENT RESEARCH

§W&£AccoBVrRESEMiCH has focused on phenomena aid issues to understand and
quantify phenomena and potential challenges to reactor vessel and
containment integrity

» Direct Containment Heating

• Lower Head Integrity/Debris Coolability

• Fuel-Coolant Interactions

• Hydrogen Combustion

• Source Term

• Analytical Codes

Page 2

DIRECT CONTAINMENT HEATING

OBJECTIVES

• To determine likelihood of early containment failure as a consequence
of high pressure melt ejection and direct containment heating (DCH)

STATUS

• Completed large scale integral and separate effects tests simulating
the Zion and Surry plants and completed evaluation of containment
loads versus containment structural capability.

• Issued peer reviewed reports, NUREG/CR-6075, NUREG/CR-6109 and
NUREG/CR-6338 for Zion, Surry and other Westinghouse plants with
large dry or subatmospheric containments (41 plants). Issue resolved
with finding of no significant failure probability for these plants

>
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DIRECT CONTAINMENT HEATING
(Continued)

STATUS (CONT)

• Completed 7 integral effects tests for the CE configuration using
"Calvert Cliffs - annular cavity design" for testing in SURTSEY
(1/10 scale)

• Completing DCH issue resolution for CE and E&W. plants and for W_
plants with ice condenser containments

• initiating two additional tests, in conjunction with FZK and ISPN,
with CE like geometry at lower reactor system pressure

Pago 5

LOWER HEAD INTEGRITY
(Continued)

EXTERNAL FLOODING (PENN STATE)

• Critical heat flux (CHF) experiments on downward facing curved
surfaces (Penn State) performed to assess capability of removing
decay heat via boiling on outside surface of vessel

• Completed final report on CHF phenomena and modeling NUREG/CR-6507
(June 1997)

• Extending experiments and analysis to study effect of insulation on
CHF

Page 7

LOWER HEAD INTEGRITY

OBJECTIVES

• To assess the conditions that molten core material can be retained in
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) through internal and/or external
cooling (i.e., ex-vessel flooding)

• If the RPV were to fail, to assess the likely failure mode, location
and timing of vessel failure

CURRENT PROGRAM

• External Flooding (Penn State)

• Lower Head Failure Experiments (SNL)

• !n-Vessel Debris Coolability Experiments (FAIJ

• OECD RASPLAV Project (RRC-KI)

Page 6
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LOWER HEAD INTEGRITY
(Continued)

o
o

LOWER HEAD FAILURE EXPERIMENTS (SNL)

• Conducting experiments to measure strain behavior, time to rupture,
and rupture size under combined effects of thermal and pressure
loads, with and without penetrations

• Five experiments completed to date

• Three experiments being planned

• Complete experiments and assessment of analytical models of RPV lower
head failure

Page 8



LOWER HEAD INTEGRITY
(Continued)

IN-\/ESSEL DEBRIS COOLABILITYEXPERIMENTS (FA/)

• Participating in cooperative program initiated in mid FY96 (NRC,
EPRI, 3 international organizations) to investigate inherent heat
transfer mechanisms that promote in-vessel cooling of core debris and
RPV lower head in the presence of water

OECD RASPLA V PROJECT (RRC Kl)
• Participating in OECD cooperative program to perform integral tests

with prototypic materials to assess the possibility of retaining
molten core material In the RPV lower head

Pago 9
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FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIONS (FCI)

OBJECTIVES

• University of Wisconsin (UW) FCI propagation experiments with
metallic and oxicfic simulants to determine the effects of
various fuel/coolant parameters on FCI energetics

• Argonne National Laboratory (AWL) ZREX experiments to determine
the chemical augmentation of FCi energetics in metal-water (Zr)
systems, metal-oxide (Zr-ZrQ2)-water and meta)-metal (Zr-SS)-
water

• Cooperative FARO/KROTOS program at JRC/lspra to experimentally
investigate non-explosive and explosive melt coolant
interactions involving prototypic and simulant melts

Page 11

DEBRIS COOLABILITY

MACE PROGRAM (AND

• Participating in cooperative program to examine the mechanisms for
ex-vessel quenching of core debris using prototypic materials

Page 10 >
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FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIONS (FCI)
(Continued)

UW FCI PROGRAM

• Series of one-dimensional propagation experiments using tin simulant
have been conducted to investigate the effect of fuel coolant
parameters on the steam explosion potential and yield

• Initiated one-dimensional propagation experiments with oxidic
simulants to investigate the effects of fuel/coolant parameters on
steam explosion potential and energetics

• Use results of the FCI experiments (at UW and elsewhere invoiving
both oxidic and metallic simulants as well as prototypic melt
materials) and an appropriate scaling rationale to extrapolate the
experimental data to reactor situations

O
O
D
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FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIONS (FC1)
(Continued)

ZREX PROGRAM (AND

• Completed scoping tests whh 200 gram Zr and ZrO2 melt to investigate
possible chemical augmentation of FCI energetics; all tests conducted
at 0.1 Mpa in a one meter water pool at room temperature

• Completed first series of data tests involving one kilogram of melt
material; preliminary results indicate little augmentation

• Completed second series of experiments to investigate the effects of
melt composition, triggering and water subcooling on possible
chemical augmentation

• Complete experiments and analyze experimental data to determine the
extent of augmentation to FCI energetics

Page 13

HYDROGEN COMBUSTION RESEARCH
(Continued)

Low SPEED HYDROGEN COMBUSTION EXPERIMENTS (CAL TECH)

• Performing experiments to investigate diffusion flame stability and
hot jets of hydrogen and steam to study ignition of lean hydrogen,
air, nitrogen mixtures

LARGE-SCALE EXPERIMENTS A T RUSSIA RESEARCH CENTER (RRC) KURCHA TOV INSTITUTE

• Performing large-scale experiments to investigate scaling phenomena
for DDT and criteria for placement of hydrogen igniters

• Coordinating plans with RRC, FZK and IPSN on large-scale hydrogen-
air-steam DDT experiments at elevated temperatures

Page 15

HYDROGEN COMBUSTION

OBJECTIVE

® Assess potential challenges to containment integrity resulting from
various modes of hydrogen combustion during severe accidents

CURRENT PROGRAM

• Low speed hydrogen combustion experiments (Ca! Tech)

• Experiments on H2 combustion to investigate deflagration to
detonation transition (DDT) and criteria for placement of hydrogen
igniters inside containment (RRC Kl)

• Experiments on passive autocatalytic recombiner performance (SNL}

• High temperature, high speed hydrogen combustion experiments (BNL)

Page 14 >
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HYDROGEN COMBUSTION RESEARCH
(Continued)

o
o

PASSIVE AUTOCATALYTIC RECOMBINERS (PAR) PERFORMANCE (SNL)

• Performing confirmatory tests to verify PAR performance to control
combustible gases in containment

SUPPORT) (BNL)

• Cooperative program to perform experiments to predict conditions that
may result in detonation and detonation transmission at high
temperatures

Pago 16



SOURCE TERM RESEARCH

PHEBUS

Participating in ongoing PHEBUS integral experiments being used to
confirm our general understanding (if needed, upgrade computer codes)
of fission product release and transport.

Page 17
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SEVERE ACCIDENT CODES (cont)

VICTORIA: Detailed code to analyze fission product release and transport
in the reactor coolant system during a severe accident including vapor
deposition, resuspension and revaporization

• Completed VICTORIA peer review

IFCI: Integrated Fuel-Coolant Interactions code to model in-vessel and
ex-vessel explosive and non-explosive phenomena

Completed IFCI peer review

GASFLOW: Best estimate 3D finite difference code to predict transport,
mixing, and combustion of hydrogen and other gases in the containment

Pago 19

SEVERE ACCIDENT CODES

MELCOR: Integral systems level code to analyze severe accidents and
consequences in nuclear power plants from initial core uncovery, through
reactor vessel failure and containment response

• WIELCOR 1.8.4 was released

SCDAP/RELAP5: Detailed mechanistic code to analyze in-vessel severe
accident progression including thermal hydraulics, core melting, and
reactor vessel failure

• SR5/CAP was initiated

CONTAIN: Detailed code for analysis of containment transient response
(i.e., pressure and temperature conditions) during severe accidents and
design basis accidents for a variety of containment types

Page 18 >
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PWR SAFETY RESEARCH AT 1PSN

J. BARDELAY

INSTITUT de PROTECTION et de SURETE NUCLEAIRE

SARJ MEETING, YOKOHAMA October, 6-8 1997

IPSN has developed an important program on reactor safety in the frame of the European and
international research . The goal of IPSN studies is to acquire necessary knowledge to analyze and to
improve:

« accident prevention with as the first priority to ensure protection of installations, populations
and environment,

° accident management with the identification and the assessment of effective accident
management measures, and the identification of key events and measurements for
accident management decisions,

• emergency preparedness.

The work performed at IPSN takes Into account the inherent specificity of reactor safety : multiplicity
of situations, limitation of available database, complexity of measurements, etc.,.The research effort
includes the modelization of phenomena, the development of codes and the realization of experiments.

Codes:

In a first period of severe accident studies, some characteristic severe accident scenarios liable to
occur in French pressurized water reactors have been identified and quantified, with the objective to
determine typical releases for emergency planning and mitigation features, This work has implied the
development of a whole set of scientific tools, the ESCADRE integrated codes system, designed to
investigate the potential release in the case of an hypothetical severe accident. This system of codes
has been also used for the elaboration and the validation of simplified computer tools which could be
used in case of emergency situation so as to evaluate the situation and to forecast its development. In
parallel, an experimental program for ESCADRE validation has been set up by IPSN, particularly in the
area of fission product behavior. In the frame of the IPSN-GRS cooperation on severe accidents
studies, it has been decided to develop a common integral code for the calculation of severe accidents
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tests are planed in 1998 : FPT4 (low volatile FP & actinide release from UO2 - ZrC>2 debris bed, up to
melting) and FPT2 (as FPT-1 under steam poor conditions; evaporating sump, H2 recombiner
coupons, recirculating SDray).

The study of (he hydrogen risk is the subject of an important program at IPSN. First of all, analytical
tests are envisaged in a new facility, called TOSQAN, to ensure a proper validation of the models for
wall condensation and aspersion, under representative PWR severe accident conditions. Two phases
are foreseen, tests of condensation on the walls (<j> 1), tests of condensation on the spray droplets and
tests with a sump ($ 2). The first tests are foreseen in 1998-1999. Secondly, the flame acceleration
mechanisms and the deflagration-to-detonation transitions (DDTs), which could possibly occur in the
containment subcompartments, are currently studied. As a first step, research efforts will be focused
on criteria for preventing any DDT. A joint research program based on relatively large-scale (500 m')
DDT experiments, including a steam partial pressure, is on going in the RUT facility in Russia. Thirdly,
the equipment of French PWRs with hydrogen recombiners is presently under discussion, and tests on
the potential poisoning mechanisms of catalytic recombiners, H2PAR program, are performed in
adverse environments representative of severe accident conditions (representative mixture of fission
product simulants).

In the frame of the research on fuel-coolant interaction the BILLEAU program which consisted of
the study of the premixing phase during a steam explosion, is now achieved. The study of the
detonation phase is the new objective. It will be done with the DETHER facility. The experimental
devices requirements are very strict because the conditions of the explosions must be well-known and
each explosion must be significant (limitation of border effect) and effective. The experiment is at the
stage of the conception. In parallel, IPSN takes part in FARO experiments (JRC ISPRA).

In case of a vessel meltthrough, one major parameter controlling corium cooling is its propensity for
spreading. The objective of the CORINE experimental program is to deduce, from results of analytical
tests using simulants with a low melting point, reliable laws describing corium spreading on various
materials (concrete, steel), with or without water.

The last domain of investigation is the study of uncertainties of in/ex vessel corium properties in
order to improve the corium data base, GEMINI2, used in severe accident studies. The experimental
effort include the corium interaction and chemistry project in the frame of 4m FWP and a project of new
separate effect tests on core-corium properties set with two configurations : true fresh or irradiated fuel
rods and crucible with internal melts. Otherwise, IPSN takes part in RASPLAV OECO project
performed by Kurchatov Institute.

sequences, ASTEC. The development is on going on the base of ESCADRE and RALOC-FIPLOC. It
will be first used for PSA level 2 studies at IPSN.

In a second step it has been found necessary to reduce the uncertainties of the results in order to
improve the safety evaluations for current reactors and to assess the preliminary options of future
reactors. Therefore IPSN has launched the development of mechanistic codes and an experimental
program for specific studies, while improving ESCADRE. These specific studies cover the following
topics:

« core degradation and fission products emission : ICARE with MFPR module (FP release),
the thermalhydraulic conditions being calculated with the code CATHARE,

• hydrogen risk with the aim of evaluating qualitatively and quantitatively the phenomena
governing the production of hydrogen and the risk of explosion, including an assessment of
the validity of various options internationally considered to deal with that issue : TONUS,

• corium-water interaction and steam explosions with the aim of quantifying the loadings of
such events on the containment: MC3D,

• corium spreading in order to study parameters controlling corium cooling in the frame of
basemat meltthrough prevention (future reactors): CROCO,

The development of these codes are on going but reactor calculations have been done with these
codes. MC3D is presently used in the frame of ISP 39 (FARO experiments).

Experiments:

The aim ui uic SAjjcuiHcmo

validating the models introduced
case.

7/fGmo .

im of the experiments currently carried out is to provide specific data for improving and
the models introduced in different codes or for transposing directly the results to the reactor

The fission products, actinides and materials (S.I.C..) released from core are studied with
VERCORS experiments. Six tests at very high temperature (2800°C) are planned and six additional
tests are devoted to specific transuranian release. The nature of fuel can be UO2 and MOX. The fuel
sample is made up of irradiated pellets (3), with cladding and, in some cases, control rod material. The
first high temperature test with UO2 performed one year ago. The EMAIC experimental program should
provide the characteristics of a representative source of vaporized control rod materials; such a source
is to be modeled in specific codes and introduced in some future VERCORS tests.

The aerosol retention laws have been studied in pipes with typical internal diameters of 20 mm
(TUBA program for simulating steam generator pipes) to 200 mm (TRANSAT program for large pipes).
These programs are now achieved.

The goal of iodine program is to obtain the data needed for the elaboration and validation of a code
describing the global chemical equilibria in the containment, which govern the contribution of gaseous
iodine (molecular and organic) to the source term under accident situations. The CAIMAN program
studies, in a 300 I vessel and under radiation, the effect of Important parameters regarding iodine
source-term estimation, such as the temperature, the pH, the dose rate, and the interaction with paints
(liquid and gas phases). This program is completed by series of analytical tests (I0DE Analytique)
which allow to study iodine behavior in presence of silver, the mass transfer gas-reactor paintings, the
production of HOI, the mass transfer gas-liquid of molecular iodine. A new program, EPICUR, will allow
to follow the kinetics of the phenomena at « real time » with or without radiation. This experiment is
included in PHEBUS FP program. The first tests are foreseen in 1998.

The objectives of the ASPERSION program are to study experimentally removal and retention
mechanisms of aerosols and gaseous iodine by the spray droplets, to model the phenomena and to
provide optimized applications to the future reactors. This program will be achieved next year.

PHEBUS FP. is a well-known global validation experiment of the codes used to calculate the
consequences of severe reactor accidents (cooperative action with the CEC and partners). More
specifically, the goal of the action is to validate, with representative physics and chemistry of FP, all
previous, partial experiments and existing codes concerning source-term prediction under severe PWR
accident conditions. FPTO and FPT1 tests have been performed with fresh or irradiated fuel. The next
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XFSN RESEARCH PRIORITIES

DDDDD
AIM : TO PREVENT AND MITIGATE THE ACCIDENTS IN

COMPLIANCE WITH THE DEFENSE IN DEPTH STRATEGY.

H COREDECRAJJATTONAMDMELTPROGRESSTOH:

- HIGHLY IMPORTANT FORTHE ASSESSMENT OF CORE COOLING PCHSIBIUTIES.

n FISSION PRODUCTS BEHAVIOR:

a CONTAINMENT BEHAVIOR:

- TO MAINTAIN AS FARAS POSSIBLE CONTAINMENT INTECRrTY.

SAFETY QUESTIONS : CORE COOLING
POSSIBILITIES

DdDDDDDDDDD!
WATER INJECTION INSOE THE VESSEL:

- FEASIBILITY i DEPENDS ON THE DELAY TO RESTORE A FAILED I

- EFFICIENCY) NOTPROVED.

- ASSOCIATED RISKS i HI, BTEAM EXPLOSION-

FLOODING T H E REACTOR P I T :

- FEASABILrTYi PLANT DEPENDENT (GEOMETRY, INSULATOR).

- EFFICIENCY i

- ASSOCIATED RISKS i

QVgSTlONABLE / LARGE S1ZS VESSEL, LATZ FIOOIHXG).

FUEL COO LA NT INTERACTION.

EX -VESSEL CORIUM COOLING :

- ASSOCIATEDRlSKSi

SPREADING.

FUELCOOLANT INTERACTION.

SAFETY QUESTIONS: FISSION
PRODUCTS BEHAVIOR

DIZDDDDQDDDOI
• F.?.RITI^^IO^ IN THE CONTAINMENT (CH

DEPOSITION. IODINE BEHAVIOR, )

EM CAL AND PHYSICAL FORM.

n INFORMATIONS SEEDED FOR AN ON LINE CRISIS MANAGEMENT (EXPECTED

QUANTITY, TYPE, —>

• EVACUATION OrRESIDUAL HEAT WITHOUT

REACTORS*.

-VE NTtNC.nLTRATION»{Fl'TtJRE

SAFETY QUESTIONS : CONTAINMENT
BEHAVIOR

3DDDDDDDDI
B SLOW TRANSIENTS:

- OVERPRESSURISATIONASDHEATTRANSFCR K THE CONTAINMENT

ATMOSPHERE.

a RAPrO PRESSURE AND/OR TEMPERATURE T R A N S I E N T S :

- FAST CIRCUIT DEPRESSURISATION,

- oca

- H2COMBUETION : EARLY CHALLENGE TO THE CONTAINMENT.

H CONTAINMENT L E A K T I G H T N E S S : KEY PARAMETER.

USE OF CODES FOR SAFETY STUDIES
AT IPSN

JLJLJnUDUQ
B PARAMETRIC CODES.

- ORDERS OF MACNrrUDE.

a INTEGRATED CODES :

- PRESSURE/THERMAL LOADINCS,

- SOURCE TERM EVALUATION.

MECHANISTIC C O D E S :

- CORE DEGRADATION AND FISSION PRODUCTS EMISSION,

- HYDROGEN COMBUSTION AND CONSEQUENCES.

- CORIUM SPREADING.

VALIDATION OF CODES - 2 STEPS :

lOnDDDDDOOl
i QUALIFICATION:

- TO VERIFY THE ABILITY OFTHE CODE FOR DESCRIBING A SINGLE EVENT

• CALCULATION OF AN ANALYTICAL EXPERIMENT

<• 1 PHENOMENA).

V E R I F I C A T I O N :

- TO VERIFY THE ABILITY OFTHE CODE FOR DESCRIBING A SET OF EVENTS

{SEVERAL MODULES ARE TESTED SIMULTANEOUSLY)

» C A . L C U L A T J O N O F A C I . 0 8 A L EXPERIMENT

(- BEVERAL PHENOMENA).
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INTEGRATED CODE: ASTEC

•••DDDDDOI
ECJ

osrecnvt:
- DEVELOPMENT OF AN IPSK INTEGRAL CODE FOR THE CALCULATIONS

OFSEVERE SEQUENCES (PSA LEVELJ, ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

STRATEGIES,..-.).

FRAMEWORK:

- IPSN . CRS COOPERATION ON SEVERE ACCIDENTS.

a CODE SPECIFICATIONS ;

- THE BEST MODELING R * D FROM BOTH INTITUTES,

- REASONABLE CALCULATION TIME.

CORE DEGRADATION AND CORE
COOLING STUDIES : CODES

IDDDDDQDOI
B CA.THARE: TBERNlAXHYIJRA.lJLlCCALCULATIOHSUKnLBECI?lWNGOr

THE CORE UNCO VERY.

- VERSION CURRENTLY USED : CATHARE V1.3U (Y'M).

' ICARE: CALCULATIONSOFSEVEREFIIELDAMAGE.

- INTERN AT JON A I- COOPERATION.

- VERSION CURRENTLY USED •. ICARt V1MOD1,

- i m i ICARE V3MOD0<UPTO LOWER HEAD RUPTURE).

CATHARE-rCARE :TEERMALHVT>RAUUC/CORE DEGRADATION COUPUNC.

- 1ST VERSION; ID, WITH ICARE V3MOD* AND CATHARE V1J (1993>

CROCO : CORTUM BEHAVIOR IN A REACTOR PIT, EN A CORE CATCHER.

- FIRST VERSION WITHOUT MCCI : JUNE Yl.

CORIUM CHEMICAL INTERACTIONS
AND PROPERTIES

EDDLHB
IMPROVEMENT OF THE CORIUM DATA BASE CEMINI2 USED IN SEVERE

ACCIDENTS CODES,

STUDY OP THE UNCERTAINTIES FOR IN/EX VESSEL CORIUM PROPERTIES.

EXPERIMENTAL EFFORT:

- CORIl'M INTERACTION^

> U-O-ZrDUCRAkt.

> 1ST SERIES OFTESTS : OXIDATION-QUENCH of FRESH/IRRADIATED RODN.

DISSOLL'T!ONofFRESH/IRRADIATEDUO,RODS.

ANALYTICAL E F F O R T : IMPROVEMENT AND VALIDATION o r GEMINI!

• O> AC. AL, CA, FE, IN, MG, St, XI, ZKJ BA, LA. Rt-\ SB/ CAS

• INTRODUCTION OF NL CR AND VALIDATION.

»."!•>»

SIMULATED CORIUM SPREADING
EXPERIMENT: CORINE

DUDDDDDDQOD!
a PREDICTION OF THE SPATIAL REPARTITION OF THE CORIUM IN A

SPREADING AERA.

a FACILITY, EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS :

- THE ESSENTIAL PHENOMENA MUST BE CONSERVED.

OR POROUS GRAPHITE SUBSTRATE,

6 •. TISTS WITH AN ALREADY CRUSTED SUBSTRATE (4 TESTS),

INDER W A T E I
ELTECTiC TLUIOS {J TESTS).

1997: ACHIEVEMENT OF THE TESTS OF SPREAD INC UNDER WATER.

TESTS OF SPREADING WITH A NON ELTECTIC FLUID ( ! TESTS).

HYDROGEN STUDIES: CODE

I TONUS

» HYDROGEN RISK IN SEVERE ACCIDENT.

o EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL MEANS FOR HYDROCEN RISK
MITIGATION.

• ELABORATION OF AN INTEGRATED SOFTWARE,

. LUMPED PARAMETER MODELING FOR COMPARTMENTS COUPLED WITH

MULTIDIMENSIONAL DESCRIPTION :

t BASE: TRtO-EF.PLEXtJS.CASTEM.

• FIRST VERSION :

» SEPTEMBER ST.

HYDROGEN STUDIES : TOSQAN

]nDDDDDDD!
o TO VALIDATE SOME MODELS OF THE TONUS CODE :

- STEAM CONDENSATION AT THE WALLS WFTH NON CONDENSIBLES,

' MOMENT, MASS AND ENERGY TRANSFER BETWEEN GAS -WATER DROPLETS

AND INFLUENCE OF CONDENSATION ON TURBULENCE <SPRAU

A FACILITY : REACTOR CONDITIONS (P , TURBULENT FLOW),

• HEIGHT-3M-3M,i(.B.-l.5M, PRESENCE Or SUMP.
• 7.TBAR.I«'C.BATURATION RATE tr-WA.

a 1W7 -1998: BUILDINC OF THE FACILITY, TEST o r INSTRUMENTATION,

a I99S • 1999 : CONDENSATION TO THE WALLS,

a 199S-2000: CONDENSATION ON THE DROPLETS.

TESTS WITHTHEKUXIP.
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HYDROGEN STUDIES: H2PAR

JLJLJL
TO STUDY THE EFnCIENCY OF RECOMBINERS (POISONING 11)

FACILITY: REPRESENTATIVE OF REACTOR CONDITIONS.

- TESTVOLVMZ: > M>; RATIO SC(i r/Vc(WT KEPT.

- P.T. HI AND FTEAM CONC . AEROSOLS CONC.NATURMNERTINCGAS,

- RJRI

19%: INFLUENCE OF STEAM AND AEROSOLS.

HI INJECTION ; BEfORE OR AFTER AEROSOLS

1997: REPRODUCIBILrTY. INFLUENCE OF AEROSOLS CONCENTRATION.

STEAM EXPLOSION: CODES

innnnDDDOi
MC3D:
o CALCULATIONS OF CORJUM-WATER INTERACTION.

• COODDESCRIPTIONOFPAEMIXINC PHASE.

» PROPAGATION ; DEVELOPMENTS OS COINC.
• CURRENT VERSION :MCJDV3.

P L E X U S :

o USED FOR THE EVALUATION OF CONSEQUENCES OF COR1UM-

WATER INTERACTION.

> IN VESSEL AND EX VESSEL

STEAM EXPLOSION EXPERIMENTS (1)

D E T H E R :

- OBJECTIVES:

. STUDY OF THE DETONATION PHASE : FRAGMENTATION AND PROPAGATION.

- CO.VD1TION5 OF EXPERIMENT:

- EXPERIMENTAXCONDITIONS:

» INTERACTION Tl.V BALLS (JOWM'C) . WATEH (JO.JOO'Cj.

• iNrriALCASEOUS PRESSURE M T O lobir,

» PROBLEMS: EJECTION OF TIN AND COST.

- SCHEDULE:

• 1997-1998 : FAtSABtlTTY OF THE [SJSCTIOS.

STEAM EXPLOSION EXPERIMENTS (2)

MIC RON IS :

- OBJECTIVES:

• PREM1X1NC (DIPHASIC rRACMENTATION),

• PROPACATlQN<THERM[CAl.ASDHVDRODVNAMICAt. FRAGMENTATION);
PRESSURE WAVE.

- EXfEBJMtNT:

. EXPLOSION OF A TIN OR UOjDROPLET IN WATER (OIAM S J-lOmti),

- MEASUREMENTS: FRAGMENT ATION DURATION, SIZE OF THE 7RACMENTS.

- SCHEDULE:

» 1998: BI8UOCR.A.PHV.

i> ISW: FIRSTTEST.

STEAM EXPLOSION EXPERIMENTS (3)

B TREPAM

- OBJECTIVES:

• PROPAGATION : TKERMrCAL TRANSFER CORIUM DEBRIS . WATER.

- EXPERIMENT:

- SCHEDULE: SAME AS MICRON1S,

Q BILLEATJ

- OBJECTIVE.-

» DESCRIPTION OFTHE PREMIXWC PHASE DURING A STEAM IXPLOSIOX.

- THE PROGRAM IS COMPLETED.

» i m : REALIZATION OFTHE n « * C - 1M»*C TESTS.

w 1WT : ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE TEBTS.

F. P., ACTINIDES AND SIC RELEASE
FROM CORE : VERCORS -EMAIC (1)

VERCORS H T : VOLATILE AND LESS VOLATILE P.P. RELEASE RATES,

VERCORS RT: TRANSURANIAN RELEASE,

EMAIC: CONTROL RODS MATERIALS RELEASE RATES.

VERCORS HT: HIGH TEMPERATURE : 2$OQ*C - 6 TESTS -

- Irn TEST AT HIGH TEMPERATURE {7/56): HT1.

• UO1FUEL; BURN UPi«CWD/TU,

• PURE Hi WITHOUT STEAM, NO SIC,

. T-IBM'C (DURING 5 MN).

- 1999 : HTl (REFERENCE TEST): HI AND STEAM WtTHOUT SIC.

- > J 9 » : INTERACTION BETWEEN PF. SIC, BORIC ACID.COMBL'STIBLE.

2 9 -
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F. P., ACTINIDES AND SIC RELEASE
FROM CORE : VERCORS -EMAIC (2)

VERCORS R T : - 6 TESTS -

- 1997;

• M W t T H STEAM. NO 5!C,T-I«0*C

. RTI TO BE COMPARED WITH HT7,RT1 WITH HT*

- FUTURE T E S T S :

. STUDYOFTHE RELEASE FROMADEBRIS BED.

. UOIU'ITH A MICH COMBUSTION RATE.

. PURE HI OR PURE STEAM.

E M A J C : 3 TESTS IN LW7.

. U TEST : TEMPERATURE 17M1C,ATMOSPH£RE HI.

. lai TEST: TEMPERATURE ITW*C OR 1*M*C, ATMOSPHERE H3O.

F. P. RETENTION IN PIPES :
TRANSAT-TUBA

STUDV OF THE F.P. AEROSOL RETENTION IN PIPES (ACHIEVED).

TRANSAT (11 TESTS) : SURGE <PRES5URIZER) OR SAFETY INJECTION LINE

(TURBULENT REGIME) ; < ! • » . - U f t n n .

- IN BENDS i

- VELOCrrV DEPOSITION INCREASES WITH CARRIER CAS VELQCITV.

- IN STRAIGHT PIPES >

» PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION MUST BE DETERMINED VERY ACCURATELY.

» COOD AGREEMENT WITH LIU AND ACARWAL DEPOSITION MODEL.

TUBA DLFFUSIOPHORJESIS (12 T E S T S ) : STEAM CENERATOR; d i , a . - 30 U H .

» RATHER GOOD AGREEMENT BETWEEN CALCULATION AND RESULTS l< 1.5),

• THERMOPHORESISiTALBOT MODEL; D1FFUSIOPHOREGIS: WALDMAN

IODINE : ANALYTICAL STUDIES

laZODLXDQQOl
TO OBTAIN DATA ABOUT IODINE BEKAVIOR IN CONTAINMENT.

EXPERIMENTS;

- IODINE BEKAVIOR IN PRESENCE Of Ai COLLOlDE WITH / WITHOUT RADIATION.

- PRODUCTION OF HOI IN THE CAS PHASE.

- MASS TRANSFER CASEOUS IJ - LIQUID . CAS - PAINTINGS (COMPLETED tN IW7J

EP1CUR P R O G R A M :

- ALLOWS OF FOLLOWING KINETICS OF THE PHENOMENA AT* REALTIME ».

- EXPERIMENTS WITH OR WITHOUT RADIATION :

- RADIOLVS1S (ORGANIC MATERIALS, CHEMICALS),

. VOLATILE IODINE ADSORPTION AND OESORPTION UNDER RADIATION .

LlOVID-GAS.ASS T

- MD> 98 : FIRST TESTS.

SEMI-GLOBAL IODINE EXPERIMENT :
CAIMAN

«. MOLECULAR AND ORGANIC IODINE BEHAVIOR IN CONTAINMENT,

c MASS TRANSFER : LIQUID - GAS AND PAINTINGS • CAS.

8 EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE:

- S/VMU5TBE KEEPED[V-30W), PRESENCE OF PAINTING PLATES.

- EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS :

- P H - S-S. DOSE RATE - O . I - I MiUD/H ( IN THE SUMP).

a 1991 ; WITH OR WITHOUT DOSE RATE (0.1 MRADAU, PMVTtNC ? L A T E 6

- COMPARISON TEST WITH OTHER EXPERIMENT (RTFU

a 1998: TESTSVi'tTH I MRAD/H

• IODINE BEHAVIOR IN PRESENCE OF SILVER.

SPRAY EXPERIMENT: CARAIDAS

OEDDDDDDDOOS
REMOVAL RATE FOR AEROSOLS AND GASEOUS IODINE.

EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE REQUIREMENTS:

- PHORE:

DCPERIMENTAXCONDITIONS'.

- AIR-STEAM: P " 1 - ) .10*PA ; T « 2 0 -I60*C;SATURAT. R A T E " ) - 1 ,

- DROPLETS: - |B0 -6W n ; T - IB . W*C, PH - 4 •»,

- AEROSOLS: -0.1 -S H ! MATURE t C«l o r ! , ; JCONCEHT 1 - 1 6 •*&*•'•

l ? « : EVAPORATION AND CONDENSATION DROPLETS . AEROSOLS,

PHORETIC EFFECTS (AEROSOLS).

1991: 1NERTIAL EFFECTS (AEROSOLS), IODINE ABSORPTION.

> 1 W ; EXTENSION TO MORE IMPORTANT TOPULATION OF DROPLETS.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

BILATERAL AGREEMENTS:

- NRC CRH.FZK.

- NUPEC t LARGE SCALE H I KUKLVC EXPERIMENTS, GPRAV EXPERIMENTS,

- JAERI: F.P. RELEASE EXPERIMENTS, STEAM EXPLOSION, RJA.

GLOBAL AGREEMENTS:

- OECDiRASPUV,

- tPRI: ACE/MACE,

- CCE i 4th FRAMEWORK PROGRAM

ACHIEVMENT OF EXPERIMENTS:

- DCH i KAERl (EXPERIMENTS WITH SIMULANTS),

- DDT; KVRTCHATOVINSTrTUT(RUT EXPERIMENTS).

TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE :

- PHARE.TACIS PROGRAMS.
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CODES AND EXPERIMENTS

" .•V'l!' V..V,'J-.: "'V

ESCADRE PHENOMENA ASTEC V0

IN VESSEL

VULCAfN

EMISS

SOPHAEROS

R.C.S. THERMALHYORAULICS,

CORE SLUMP, VESSEL FAILURE

F.P. RELEASE DURING CORE

DEGRADATION

AEROSOLS AND VAPOR F.P.

BEHAVIOR IN R.C.S

VULCAIN

ELSA

SOPHAEROS

EX VESSEL

RUPU1CUV
JERICHO

AEROSOLS-E

!ODE

PHADO

WECHSL

SYSINT

EX VESSEL CORIUM EJECTION

CONTAINMENT

THERMALHYDRAULICS

AEROSOLS BEHAVIOR

CONTAINMENT

IODINE BEHAVIOR IN

CONTAINMENT

ACTIVITY TRANSPORT AND DOSE

RATE

CORIUM-CONCRETE

NTERACTION

OPERATOR ACTIONS

RUPUICUV

CPA

ISODOP

WECHSL i

SYSINT

PHENOMENA

CORE DEGRADATION

CORIUM IN LOWER HEAD

FISSION PRODUCTS AND

MATERIALS RELEASE

H2 PRODUCTION

F.P. BEHAVIOR IN PIPES
AND STEAM GENERATOR
STRUCTURE

IPSN CODES USED

FOR STUDY

PHENOMENA

ESCADRE 1.1 (VULCAIN
mod), ICARE 2

ICARE 2

ESCADRE 1.1 (ELSA
mod), ICARE 2

ESCADRE 1.1(VULCAIN
mod)
CARE 2

SCADRE 1.1
SOPHAEROS mod)

IPSN

VALIDATION

EXPERIMENTS

PHEBUSCSD,
PHEBUS FP,

RASPLAV

HEVA-VERCORS.
EMAIC,

PHEBUS CSD,
PHEBUS FP.

UBA, TRANSAT,
EVAP

PHENOMENA

H2 DISTRIBUTION/

STRATIFICATION

H2 DEFLAGRATION/DDT

H2
DETONATION/MECHANICA

L LOADS /STRUCTURES

RESP.

H2 RECOMBINERS

S.EXPLO. JET

FRAGMENTATION

S.EXPLO. COARSE
MIXING

S.EXPLO. DETONATION

PROPAGATION

IPSN CODES USED

FOR STUDY

PHENOMENA

TONUS

ESCADRE (JERICHO
mod), TONUS

TONUS (currently
PLEXUS, CASTEM)

ESCADRE (JERICHO
mod), TONUS

MC3D

MC3D

MC3D

IPSN

VALIDATION

EXPERIMENTS

TOSQAN, PHEBUS
rp

RUT, CEC 4FP

H2PAR

FARO

ILLEAU,
MICRONJS

ETHER, TREPAM,
ROTOS

PHENOMENA

S.EXPLOS. EFFECT

CORIUM SPREADING

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

EX VESSEL CORIUM

EJECTION

EFFECT OF SPRAY

SYSTEM

GASEOUS IODINE

BEHAVIOR

F.P. BEHAVIOR

1PSN CODES USED
FOR STUDY

PHENOMENA

MC3D+PLEXUS
(chained)

CROCO

GEMINI2

ESCADRE (RUPUICUV
mod)

ESCADRE(AEROSOLS-
E, IODE mod)

ESCADRE (IODE mod)

ESCADRE(AEROSOLS-
E, JERICHO mod)

VALIDATION
EXPERIMENTS

CORINE

NRC experiments

ASPERSION

CAIMAN, Analyt
exp. PHEBUS FP

PHEBUS FP,
PITEAS
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Configurations de {'enceinte TOSQAN

Phase 1 Phase 2

RECOMBINEUR CATALYTIQUE

JQBDQQI

U : - 7-:••:•• f '- • -.."-""K xi'-~

• - • / ! • - • . . . -

: : : • ><

!" " '• " V-1*1 '-I- --= l ":F

i 1 I
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CAIMAN

zone d'inlerection

Section d'essai DETHER (prlncrpe)

j '_!ii

"71

an
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PHEBUS FP TEST MATRIX

FIGURE 1 j Schema de principe de ['installation | FPTO
facteur de reduction par rapport a un REP : -5000

generateur de
vapeur

circuit de refroidissement
du dispositif d'essai

dispositif d'essai|

ircuit de refroid.
du coeur

coeur du
reacteur

1

-

m=

[enceinte de confinement

assemblage d'essai,
20 cr UO2
1 cr. AiC
long. : 1m

puisard
(100I;90°C;pH 5)

ligne d'injection
de vapeur

SIMULATION DU
CIRCUrT PBIMAIRE ET

INSTRUMENTATION PF

GENERATEUR O€ YAPEUR

D£ SSCOURS
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SARJ-97, October 6-8,1997, Yokohama, Japan

1.5 Overview of Severe Accident Research at KAERI

Sang-Baik Kim and Hee-Dong Kim

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

P.O. Box 105, Yoo-Sung, Taejon, 305-600, Korea

During the first phase (1993-1996) of the current severe accident research program under the Nuclear

Reactor Safety Enhancement Project at KAERI, emphasis was placed on the experiment and model

development of the separate effects for major severe accident phenomena occurring in the reactor vessel

and the reactor cavity when it fails. The second phase of the severe accident research, which was launched

in the middle of this year, focuses on development of the integral severe accident analysis code and large

scale integral tests for accident management and design improvement for advanced reactor.

Separate effect tests in the first phase are spanning the high pressure melt ejection (HPME) resulting in

the direct containment heating (DCH), crust formation during cooling of the high temperature melt, fuel

coolant interaction (FCI) in the progress of injecting coolant onto the reactor cavity, and molten core

concrete interaction (MCCI). Also, small-scale experiments were performed to visualize the fundamental

phenomena of boiling in narrow spaces that may exist between the debris crust and the reactor vessel lower

head.

A large-scale experimental program, SONATA-IV (Simulation of Naturally Arrested Thermal Attack

In-Vessel), as a main experiment in the second phase of the project (1997-2001), has been developed to

investigate the inherent nature of degraded core coolability inside the lower head. In the first phase of

SONATA-IV, two separate experiments, so called, LAVA (Lower-plenum Arrested Vessel Attack) and

CHFG (Critical Heat Flux in Gap) are being performed to validate the gap cooling mechanism of gap

formation and critical heat flux, respectively. Once the relevant physics are interpreted and fully understood,

Phase II and III will involve real-material tests with a larger experimental apparatus.

Along with the separate effect experiments, detailed analyses for unresolved issues such as H2 burn and

steam explosion using mechanistic models have been performed in Phase I. The LILAC(Lower-Head

Integral Analysis Code) code is being developed to simulate phenomena in the reactor vessel lower head

including the interaction between the molten corium and RPV wall and internal structures during severe

accident. Development of ISAAC (Integral Severe Accident Analysis Code) is an integrated effort of

severe accident analysis in Phase II, by combining the assessment of currently available integral analysis

codes such as MELCOR and MAAP and the development of new models for unresolved issues. The

ISAAC code is aimed to be used to assess severe accident sequences for the future reactor, SMART ( Small

and Medium Advanced Integral Reactor), being developed at KAERI.
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Oct. 6-8, Yokohama, Japan Phased SA Research Programs

Overview of Severe Accident
Research at KAERI

Y.H. Jin, S.B. Kim and H.D. Kim

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

POWER.KAERI mE^:r^S^z^":^^^^i^^^^m

Phase I
('92-'96)

Establishment
of .

Technology

O Separate Effect
Tests

Phase SI

Accident
'anagemei

Technology-

O Development of
Integral Code

O Mechanistic Model ° Lar9e S c a ' e SA

O Integral SA Codes Experiments
O Occident

Management

Phase HI

(•02-W)

Safety
Enhancement
Technology

O ALWR & LMR
Safety
Enhancement

POWER-KAERI

1
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Contents

1. Introduction

2. Major Research Activities & Current Status

• Code Development & Assessment

• Experimental Studies
8 International Collaboration

3. Summary

Phase II SA Research Program
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Phase II

Phase I

Code Development and Assessment

f • Integrated~SA .Analyste Codes " j

I * Assessement of Advanced Reactor i

. Aeddent Sequence Analysts
for WE & AM

, coda validation 8. Verification

POWBR-KAERI =:=gg___P?-__3

. Support $ A Exporititent
lbpinaiti D?Int
Code Modujb

Analysis of Fuel Coolant Interaction
o Development of Expansion Phase Simulation Cods

• Including Void Fraction In Premixing Phase for Total Work Estimation
• Improving Closure Laws in Expansion Phase
- Considering Effects of Virtual Mass

o Assessment and Improvement oflFCI 6.0
• Inclusion of Hydrodynam/c Fragmenilon Model
• Analysis of ISP-39 (FARO L-U)

. UOj/ZrO, Me/f Quenching and Mixing Behavior

. Results ;
Good Agreement In Pressure and Temperature Rise Trend
Underestimate both Pressure and Temperature
Suggest the Importance of Jet Modeling and Lagranglan Code

o Development of 3-D Eulerian/Lagranglan Code: Planning
• Fuel Behavior Tracing with High Accuracy
• Application of Real Geometry

POWBR-KAERI SHI

H2 Analysis

Hydrogen Mixing and Distribution
• Analysis of the local hydrogen concentration

in a compartment using FLUENT code
- Visualization experiment for H2 concentration

Hydrogen Burn Behavior
• Development of Flame Propargation Speed Correlation
• One-Dimensional Flame Propagation Code : COMPAC

Hydrogen Diffusion/Ignition in Two Compartments
- Examination of the quenching mesh

Analysis of Oetonability
- Evaluation of Ignition energy of direct initiation of detonation (DID)
- Evaluation of DDT: to be planned

Analysis of Lower Head Integrity

o Development of Structure Analysis Code : CALF
- Finite Element Method
- Heaf Transfer in Corium and Lower Head Vessel
- Elastic and Plastic Deformation of Lower Head Vessel
- Simulation of the Gap Formation due to Deformation

o Simulation of TMI-2 Reactor Vessel Lower Head, depending
on the Initial Corium Temperature and the Gap Formation.

o Supporting Analysis for the SONA TA-IV Experiments
- Thermal Response of the Lower Head Vessel
• Deformation and Creep Analysis of Lower Head Vessel

due to Pressure Load

>

2
o
o
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o
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POWER-KAERI POWER-KAERI
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Analysis ofln-Vessel Corium Cooling j ... // Gil Severe Accident Experimental Program

o Development of LILAC I Beta Version
- Two Independent Modules to Model Mass and Energy Transfer
- Debris Behavior Module

. Heat and Mass Transfer in Oxidic Layer

. Heat and Mass Transfer In Metallic Layer

. Heat and Mass Transfer in Particulated Debris Layer
• Lower Head Heat Structure Module

. Thermal Behavior Analysis

. RPV Integrity Analysis using Larson-Miller Method
• Quenching of Corium Crust by Water Ingression into the Gap

o Development of Uncertainty Analysis Methodology for LILAC

o Development of Mechanistic Model of LILA C II: Planning
• IV Cooling Meehinism • Crust He* Iransler
' Local Creep < Crust I Flint Instability
• IVAHS • Molten Core Codeblllty

• Stein Exphslon
• CFS Performance
• Debris CoolMblllty

• Concrete Erosion • HPME
• 003 HtnentHon • Debris Disperse
• AerosolGeneration • Cevlty Irrprovemn

• Hytfrogsn
MWnj

• Hydrogen Bur

POWER-KAERI POWER-KAERI

'JT3 Assessment Program of MELCOR 1.8

o Participation in USNRC's MCAP
- TMLB'Sequence Analysis of Kori-1 NPP (WH PWR)
- TMLB' Sequence Analysis of Ulchin 3&4 NPP (CE PWR)

o Analysis of PHEBUS Experiments
- International Collaboration with IPSN, France
- Code Validation in the Area of Core Melt Progression and Fission

Product Release to the Containment
- Analysis of PHEBUS SFD fl9+ and Comparison with ICARE 2 Results
- Pre & Post Calculation ofFTPO
• Pre & Post Calculation ofFPTI

: Good Agreement in Shroud Temperature Trend

o Analysis of OECD/CSNI ISP-37 (VANAM M3 Experiment)
• Thermal Hydraulic and Aerosol Transport In the Containment

\I2JlU3 Molten Core Concrete Interaction Exp.

POWER-KAERI

a Objectives
; Provide MCCI Date of VG« 3&4
Concrete for Model validation

e Test Facility
• YGN 38.4 Concrete Crucible
• Corium Simulant: SS 304 or

fl/jOyFe Thermite, 20 • 40 kg
• Decay Heat Simulation using

Induction Heater
- Gas Chromatography

e Results
- Thermophyslcal Properties of

YGN 3&4 Concrete
- Gas Composition of YGN 3&4

Concrete during MCCI
• Ablation Characteristics of

YGN 3S.4 Concrete
a Applications

: Validation of MCCI Model In
C0RC0N Cods

$3 POWER-KAERI

n
o

O
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JUJM MCCI Test Matrix

Test No.

JDxtc
Objective

Cerium Simulant Mass
.end.IwJlEPwHKf.

("! Operetp Deplhfcm'l
Concrete Inner

,J3U.mEterfcnO
Osi/Aerosol

Erosion Ratc(cm/hr)

HertFhafMWm*)

Remarks

. .MBK0-C1 . .

Scoping Test of
Electrical
Furnace

YGN 3&4
SS3O4 Wt£

.xm:p.
10
25

NO

Erosion:
less than 5mm

D*wn'. 0.4

MBK0-C2

Scoping Test of
Thermite Melt
&C-TypeT/C

YGN 3&4
Thermite 5Vg

10
IS

NO

Eiftsion '•
5- 10mm

Erosion Rate:

Down •.0.4-3-0

. . ..MEK0

Scoping Test of
Thermite Melt
-*1-Dim. Ablation

YGN3&4
Thermite 20kg.

10
25

YES

Erosion:
15 - 20mm

Erosion Rate:
3S-175

Down: 1.3-2.1

Traceable gases
detected

MEK1

Main lest
, 1-Diro ablation
. Gas & particle
analyrerTetf

YGN3&4
Thermite 20kg

22?.o.:c.

•>o
24

YES

Erosion:
10-15mm

Ertoion Rate:
11 -129

Down: 1.1-1.3
5i#;0,3
Particle Size:
fl.0Ji-0.4um

• POWER-KAERI

\12JIS0L3 Location of Thermocouples in MEK Tests

MHtSUSst MBK-Tl Test

POWER-KAERI

n MCCI Test Matrix

Test No.

Objective

Corium Simulant Mass
and Temperature

Decay Ifc«Simula{ion

Concrete Inner

Oas/Aciosol

Remarks

NffiK-Sl
\997,.$.3O „ .
Sustained HcatVngTwt
•> 1-Dim. Erosion

SS304 20kg
1500'C

Induction
.2.5.
20

Yes/Wo

?4ejfl
Releas«d-Gases Measured

au. co. con

... MEK-T2
39Q7JQ,
Thermite Transient Test. &
Sustained Heating Test

xomm
Thermiic 20kg
Temperature Control
*>1fiO0.180O.2OQ0'CThtrmitt + Irrfyction

IS

Yes/Yes

Melt Temperature Control
Gas Measis-ement

\USDJI CORCON Validation with MEK1 Test

>
rn
2
n
§

O
O

Time, sec

POWER-KAERI • POWER-KAERI g
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Fuel Coolant Interaction Experiment [UdDJl HPME Test For Zion & Ulchin 1&2 Cavity
Stratified FCI Experiment
- Objectives
: Find Optimized Flooding Method
Providing Minimum Energetic FCI
and Coolable State ofCorlum

- Test Facility
. Corlum Simulant; Tin, 10 -20 kg
. Coolant Injection Mode: Upper

Injection, Spray, Side Injection
. Reaction Chamber: 1/50 Linear Cavity

U02 Pouring FCI Experiment; Planning
- Experiment for Premlxlng and

Propagation
• "10 kg of VO2 or UO^ZrO2

- Normal and Elevated Pressure z

- Subcooled and Saturated Coolant fe

POWER-KAERI POWER-KAERI

JLJJS High Pressure Melt Ejection Experiment [HJOLJI HPME Test Results For Zion & Ulchin 1&2 Cavity

a Objectives
' Quantification of Debris DIspersaF

Phenomena In Reactor Cavity.
• Improve Reactor Cavity

Design to Mitigate DCH.

o Test Facility
•1/20 Linear Scale Down System
-Simulant : WateriWoodMetal/Nitrogen
• Pressure: 0-4.0 MPa
- Rupture Dla. :10-20 mm

• Cavity: Korli, YGN3&4, Ulchin 1&!,etc

9 Results
- Debris Dispersal Correlation Including

Geometric Effect
• QuentWcatlon of the Effect of

Reactor Capture Volume

• Applications
- DCH Evaluation of CONTAIN & TCE

fe POWER-KAERI §11111111111111
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0 0 2 $ Molten Pool Coolahility Experiment Objectives of SON A TA-1V Research
Objectives
:Anatyze Crust Formation Process depending
on B. C. and Coolant Injection Mode

Test Facility
- Phase 1 (Convection Exp.)
. 45 cm x 15 cm x 15 cm Chamber
. Wood's Metal as Corlum Simulant

• Phase 2 (Boiling Exp.)
. 25 cm x 25 cm x 35 cm Chamber
. Tin as Corlum Simulant
• Measurement of Corlum

Thickness and Temperatures

Results
• Relationship between Crust

Thickness and B.C.
- Modelling of Crust Heat Transfer

Applications
ittnprovement of CORCON Model

^ POWER-KAERI j S S S S ^ =

• to understand the mechanism that sustained
the integrity of the RPV during the TMI-2
accident,

D to develop and validate models for debris
behaviour in the lower plenum and for vessel
response during a severe accident,

D to assess the potential for melt retention within
the RPV in view of operating and future NPP.

POWER-KAERI ,

Motivation ofSONATA-IV

a A large amount of molten core material (~ 20 ton) relocated to the lower
plenum In the TMI-2 Accident. The temperature of hot spot in reactor
vessel reached ~ 1300 K.

a However, the reactor vessel did not fail, even though state-of-art
analyses using SA analysis codes suggested It shoud fail.

a Was there an unrecognized "inherent" retention mechanism that might
be more generally applicable?

Phased Approach ofSONATA-IVExp.

,":̂ 4>! • Present
' Stage

>

o
o

I

o
o

POWER-KAER/ POWER-KAERI
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Integrated Effort of SONATA-IV Phase 1 Study

Separate Effect Exp.

TETRIS :
Preliminary Test of

Thermal Attack

VISUI&II:
VisualizatranlnGai

CCFL:
Counter-Current

2-D SLICE:
Foil Scale

High Heat Flux Test

POWER-KAERI ,

Main Experiments Analysis

LAVA:
Gap Formation

and
Cooling

ru
CHFG:

Heat Transfer
In

Hemispherical Gap

TEXAS:
MeR Relocation and

Steam Explosion

CONV 2D& 3D:
Molten Pool Bahavbr

and Heat Transfer

C A L F :
Thermal Response
and Failure of RPV

l l
Scaling

Development of
CHF Correlation

UJLUM CHFG Experiment

T/Cs

POWER-KAERI J

• Wo correlations are available In literature

' New correlations will account for periodic,
turbulent, churn, wavy, and possibly
liquid-deficient regimes for gap boiling

• Consider the effects of water depth,
debris depth, edge configuration, surface
roughness, azlmuthal variation, etc.

• Cover both the maximum nucleate
boiling & minimum film boiling heat fluxes

I

to LAVA Experiment

• Suppress steam explosion
and any jet impingement attack

'Use thermite (Fe + AlzO3and
AIZO3), no sustained heating

' Use delivery conduit and diffusers
for large mass

• Test peripheral & central paths for
delivery of molten material

• Develop high temperature & gap
measurement techniques

International Collaboration

a USNRC Cooperative Severe Accident Research Program (CSARP)
a Cooperation with U. of Wisconsin
a France PHEBUS-FP Program
a OECD/NEA RASPLAVProgram
a OECD/NEA CSNIPWG2 8,4
• Participation of OECD/NEA ISP

• ISP-37: VANAM M3
• ISP-39 : FARO L-14

a JRP (Joint Research Program) with IPSN
• HPME Experiment for French 900 Mwe PWR
• LILAC Code Development

a Joint Workshop on PSA between JAPAN & KOREA

>
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o

POWER-KAERI POWER-KAERI
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Summary

During the Phase I (1993-1997) of the SA Research Program at KAERI.

o The Code System to Analyze Severe Accident in NPPs is Established,
• Integrated Efforts of Separate Effect Tests and Model Development has

been carried out.

The Phase II Severe Accident Research Program is planned to :

a Develop the Integral Severe Accident Analysis Code (ISAAC),
a Resolve Issues ofln-Vessel Corium Retention and Coolability for AMP and

Improvement of Design,
D Enhance Containment Integrity by Considering Ex-vessel Phenomena.

POWBR-KAERI
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2.1 IN-VESSEL CORIUM RETENTION : PROPOSAL FOR A DUAL STRATEGY

I. Szabo and P. Richard

Commissariatv l'Energie Atomique - CEA (France)

Division of Nuclear Reactors - DRN

Department of Reactor Studies (DER - C.E. Cadarache)

ABSTRACT

The present paper describes a strategy investigated at CEA/DRN, aiming at retaining the corium in the reactor

pressured vessel (RPV). This strategy, based upon the combined use of RPV external cooling and of an in-vesse]

core-catcher, is therefore referred to as a + dual strategy ;.

During the last few years, promising results have been obtained with regard to the possibility of retaining the

corium in vessels of reactor of mid-range operating power (e. g. , up to about 600 MWe). For higher power reactors,

the ability of in-vessel corium retention by reactor cavity flooding or by other similar RPV external cooling is still

to be demonstrated since the higher residual heat to be removed possibly lead to boiling crisis and burn-out.

A core-catcher is proposed to be implemented in the vessel lower head of a future 1400 Me Nuclear Power Plant.

The role of this device is to collect and to cool the corium down to a power level at which the external cooling

system can efficiently operate, thus achieving definitely the retention of the molten core in reactor vessel.

The in-vessel core-catcher and associated external cooling system are described and discussed Related R&D

presently in progress at CEA/DRN and further R&D needs are also outlined.
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In-vessel Corium Retention:
Proposal of a "Dual" Strategy

I. Szabo and P. Richard

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique - CEA (France)
Division of Nuclear Reactors - DRN

Department of Reactor Studies - DER
Service of Innovative Reactor Concepts - SIS

C.E. Cadarache, St Paul Lez Durance, France F13-1O8)

E-mail: imre.szabo@ cea.fr and prichard @cea.fr

1 - BACKGROUND AND FRAMEWORK

Terminating LWR severe accidents and mitigating their consequences require the implementation of
management strategies to arrest (he core melt (corium) progression, preferably inside Ihe reactor
nrfi^snrp VRWP.1 ('RPV'l Tf ttiP. r^ar.tnr pmcrapncv mrc rnnUno svctpinc fFfTXl arc- rf\pnv̂ Fi=rJ nnrl i

in nuegiiiy, buuseijuem IAJ me ejecuun 01 me conuin into uic
containment can be avoided. These concerns include containment basemat melt-through, slow over-
pressurization by the additional amount of gases generated by an unmitigated molten core-concrete
interaction (MCCl), direct containment heating (DCH) by corium dispersion subsequent to a high
pressure melt ejection (HPME), and in the event of water present in the reactor cavity, by steam
spikes or possible ex-vessel steam explosions.

s associated with water injection into the RPV can be excluded in
oding strategy to cool the corium from outside and to retain it in vessel

Ex-vessel flooding as a strategy for in-vessel molten core retention has been analyzed a few year ago
by a group of OECD experts, who have issued in 1994 a situation report [2). One of the general
conclusions drawn by this working group is quoted hereafter:

'The feasibility and success -as well as the potential merits and concerns- of such a management
strategy depend strongly on the individual plant design and a careful design-specific safety
assessment is therefore required prior to plant modification or new features design. The feasibility
problem , pertinent to many existing plants, might be better overcome in new designs. In this context,
(he strategy of ex-vessel flooding could be viewed as diversity to the containment core-catcher or
other cavity design features, the purpose of which is to arrest and cool the corium. after the vessel
breach".

The last statement highlights the need for diversified alternative solutions, e. g., in-vessel molten core
cooling strategies and ex-vessel molten core retention systems, the ultimate safety objective being the
retention of corium in the containment with no (or minima!) radioactivity release in the environment.

Up to now, the trend in Europe is to take into account - at the very early design stage of future
reactors - severe accident scenarios with RPV lower head penetration. Furthermore, from the
technical standpoint, in-vessel corium retention is usually considered much more difficult to achieve
for large operating power reactors.

As a result, a higher priority has been attributed to ex-vessel corium retention R&D and, at
CEA/DRN, large efforts have actually been devoted to ex-vessel core-catcher studies. More
particularly, in the frame of the "Innovations-Severe Accident Research Program" (ISARP),
application of the so-called "dry" strategy has led to the elaboration of two concepts : the multi-
crucible core catcher [3] and the flat corium catcher with promotion of radiative heat transfer [4J. An
overview of R&D aimed at demonstrating the feasibility these two concepts was presented at SARJ'96
{51

Recently, encouraging results have been obtained in in-vessel corium retention strategy provided for
mid-range operating power NPP (AP 6Q0 [6]) while implementation of design features for reactor
cavity flooding is being done at Loviisa reactor (VVER-440 operating in Finland, ~ 450 MWe) [7}.
An assessment of the ability of the FT Cahloun Station design features to external vessel cooling was
made [8]. Results of this Probabilistic Risk Assessment showed significant benefits from this
management strategy.

Assessment of cavity flooding, made for Surry NPP [9], showed however that the final results
(benefits measured against adverse effects) are very sensitive to the values of uncertain parameters
(such as possible occurrence of an ex-vessel steam explosion) and that before an evaluation of the
flooding strategy can be carried out in a meaningful way, further research on the phenomena
associated with the above parameters must be done.

From the brief discussion above, it is important to emphasize that assessment of in-vessel retention
strategy must be done on a reactor-specific basis and in an integrated fashion (benefits measured
against adverse effects, cost impact, etc.) and that several remaining issues in corium progression need
still to be solved by further investigation.

arresting the corium progression, at any time , from the very early core melt onset to the relocation o
a large mass of corium in the RPV lower head. The dual strategy, outlined here, is to be considered as
an attempt to meet this objective

In the following, the basic principles of the dual strategy is presented first. The in-vessel water
injection systems, in-vessel core-catcher and associated external cooling system are then described
and discussed. Finally, related R&D presently in progress at CEA/DRN and further R&D needs are
outlined.

2 - BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE « DUAL » STRATEGY

The "dual strategy", proposed for application in high operating power range (1400 MWe) reactor is
based upon the use of gravity-driven water injection systems :

1) to reflood either a degraded core or a corium pool collected in a core-catcher installed in
the lower head and,

2) to flood the reactor cavity for ex-vessel cooling purposes.
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The basic principles of the dual strategy are derived from lessons learned from the TMI-2 post
accident analysis and from recent results stemmed from the worldwide intensive investigation on the
potentiality of ex-vessel cooling as a candidate strategy for in-vessel corium retention.

2.1 - Lessons learned from the Three Mile Island Unit-2 (TMI-2) Accident

The very first lesson, learned from TMI-2, is quite obvious and can be summarized as follows: after
the core melt onset, water supply is absolutely necessary to retain the corium in a RPV not provided
with ex-vessel cooling.

It was fortunate that the TMl- Unit 2 primary coolant pumps could be Te-actuated and the primary
coolant flow recovered. However accident more severe than TMI-2 must be considered, in which
active means are no more available (Station Black Out)- Whenever the active injection systems are
recovered in existing reactors, operators are usually required to flood the degraded reactor core, the
overall advantages of water injection being considered to exceed possible adverse effects. It is
worthwhile to notice that existing reactors are provided with water resources well adapted and
optimized for design basis accidents (DBA). Different Emergency Core Cooling system (ECCS) are
effectively provided and progressively actuated accordingly to the importance of the loss of waver
inventory (continuous and homogenous defense) . No provision of water resources dedicated for
degraded core refiooding was envisaged since, before the TMI-2 event, core melt accidents were not
to be taken into account in reactor design. For future reactors however, provision of in-containment
water resources more appropriate to severe accident management can be anticipated since ECCS
recovery after the core melt cannot be definitely ensured for all possible severe accident scenarios.
There is then a need for extending the in-containment water resources, making provision for water
injection in vessel after the core melt onset.

Note; ft is worthwhile to point out that we implicitly assume that the actual water resources are
designed to meet the prevention safety objectives (i.e., the overall reactor CMF (core melt frequency)
is less than JO /year per reactor) and hence, the additional water resource should only be used for
« severe accident» management and consequence mitigation. Entirely passive injection systems,
actuated at core melt detection, are then preferred.

Water injection in the RPV during the course of any severe accident is to be achieved preferably by
passive means, e. g,, by gravity-driven injection systems. This solution, only valid for already
depressurised RCS, will be applied in the dual strategy described hereafter, the "reference"' PWR
considered being assumed to be provided with an Automatic Depressurisation System (ADS).

A second and complementary «lesson leamed» came out of TMI-2 post-accident debris and RPV
bottom wall samples analyses. Post-accident examinations, performed in the frame of the OECD-
NEA-TMI-2-Vessel Investigation Project [10] indicated that a localized hot spot (Im2) has existed on
the lower head of the RPV after 19 metric tons of molten core material has relocated onto it. The
temperature reached 1100°C at this region and remained at that high temperature for approximately
30 minutes before cooling occurred (temperature decrease rate of 10 to 100 K/s). Even under the
combined loads of high temperature and high Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure (> 8.5 MPa),
the lower head did not fail. Post accident calculations, using besi-esiimate computer codes predicted
that under such conditions, the TMI-2 RPV lower head should fail through local or creep rupture. As
the vessel did actually not fail, assumption has been made about rapid cooling mechanisms by the
water present in the RPV.

The actual mechanisms of how such cooling occurs are not yet known and. evidenced. One
explanation has been proposed by R. E Henry and Dube [11]: «the corium draining into the louver
head does not « wet » or adhere to RPV wall and if the vessel wall becomes hot local material creep
could create a small but significant cooling path between the debris and the RPV wall. This cooling

path could have a characteristic dimension of lmtn. While this is one explanation for the behavior in
the TMl-2 accident, there may be other mechanisms which could aid and control the cooling process,
for example the water ingression through cracks or small gap between frozen core debris and internal
structure .

The above explanations still need to be experimentally validated and several facility were built for
theses purposes. Experiments 112] performed by R. E. Henry, Fauske ^Associated, Inc. (FA1) focused
on the potential for an in-vessel cooling mechanism, either as a result of the mechanism proposed by
Henry and Dube or water ingression through cracks, or a combination thereof. Several tests were also
performed in the ALPHA facility [13] of JAER1 devoted to better understanding of the in-vessel
cooling mechanisms. In Korea, the SONATA-IV Program [14] has been developed with similar
objectives, i. e., to identify in-vessel debris cooling mechanisms.

The answer to the important question of whether the RPV would fail or not in severe accident
scenarios which are not TMI-2 like, need obviously further R&D than the ones summarized above.
During the last few years, comprehensive in-vessel retention strategies have been developed, They are
briefly reviewed hereafter.

2.2 - Overview of current in vessel retention strategies

Although, the idea of retaining the corium in the reactor vessel is very attractive, very few strategies
have been proposed up to now for application in future reactors. They can be classified into two main
categories:

* External cooling of the RPV, e. g, by reactor cavity flooding

* Implementation of a core-catcher inside the RPV lower head.

As mentioned above, the first .strategy is intensively investigated for new LWR designs (AP6O0) or
for retrofitting purposes in existing LWRs (Loviisa) while the second type of solutions can be found
mostly in patents, proposed mainly for Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) application (The Super-Phenix
FBR is provided with an in-vessel core-catcher) and, more rarely, for LWRs.

External cooling of the RPV

In the concept of external passive cooling of the core melt relocated in the RPV lower head, cooling
water is made available by flooding the reactor cavity during a severe accident. As the lower head is
heated by the relocated corium pool, the decay heat generated in the melt is removed upward by
convection andfor thermal radiation and downward, from the external bottom surface of the RPV by
boiling the water in the flooded cavity. Sustaining the flooding of the reactor cavity is usually
achieved by providing the feed-back flow paths which direct the water resulting from vapor
condensation in the reactor containment back to the reactor cavity.

The idea of in-vessel retention by external cooling has been investigated both theoretically and
experimentally by several authors (T. G- Theofanous et al [6], R. E. Henry et al [15,16], S. A. Hodge
[17], H. Park and V. K. Dhir [18], Hawkes and O'Brien [19], J. M. Seiler et al [20]) and the related
experimental facilities were designed to study local CHF on the external bottom (CYBL [21], ULPU
(22], SBLB [23] and SULTAN [24], etc.) and corium pool thermal hydraulics (COPO [25], ACOPO
and Mini-ACOPO [26 ], BALI [24], e tc) . Furthermore, new computer codes (TOLBIAC [27], Corium
2D [28], LOWHED [29], etc.), have been developed for corium pool behavior prediction while two
phase flow codes (e. g,, the CATHARE code [30]) are usually used for coolant thermal hydraulic
calculations. Due to this worldwide interest and related international activity, in-vessef retention issue
can now be considered * to be ripe for decisive steps, such as those needed in the regulatory context,
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toward resolution ». As stated in reference [6], from which the late statement is extracted, the
resolution of in-vessel retention issue must however be « approached on a reactor-specific basis ».

Implementing a core-catcher in the RPV lower head

Welt before TMI-2, regulatory authorities consider that typical (bounding) hypothetical core melt
accidents must be taken into account in Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) designs. To meet this safety
objective, intensive R&D have been made since the early 70s on the coolabiHty of core debris beds
and several concepts of core-catcher to be implemented in the FBR vessels were proposed. After the
TMI-2 events, a few concepts have been patented as possible devices to be implemented in PWRs for
in-vessel corium retention. However none of these concepts was theoretically and experimentally
investigated and their applicability io future reactors is questionable.

2.3 - Basic principles of the « dual » strategy

The « dual» strategy is an attempt to take benefits from both the lessons learned from the TMI-2
accident and the intensive R&D efforts which are being done worldwide on in-vessel corium retention
concepts.

From TMI-2, we consider thai the conditions identified by Henry and Dube [ l l j and also, by Wolf
and Rempe [10], would actually favor the cooling of the corium relocated, in the RPV lower head:

• presence of water in vessel
• no adherence of the relocated corium to the RPV wall (no wetting) and existence of a gap

between the corium crust and the RPV wall,
B increase of heat exchange surface by cracks formation in debris (water ingression )

Such favorable conditions can happen - in a random manner however - during severe accidents (TMI-
2-iike) which may occur in existing reactors. For future reactors, the RPV of which can be modified
(within the limit of a reasonable extra cost), an internal device, we called in-vessel core-catcher, can
be envisaged, aiming at providing * by design » such favorable conditions.

From the intense R&D on cavity flooding, we take due note that this promising in-vessel retention
concept is expected to be validated for mid-range operating power reactors. For higher power reactor
however, the specific internal power of the molten core may generate at the RPV lower head bottom
local heat fluxes higher than critical heat flux (Boiling Crisis not totally excluded). Furthermore
ablation of the RPV wall may induce a global creep rupture of the RPV lower head.

An example of practical application of the * dual strategy » is described and discussed in the
following. It is to be considered as a very preliminary conceptual design, aimed mainly:

* at illustrating the main features of the strategy, the methodology pursued and the R&D
scheme,

» at identifying both the theoretical and experimental means available at CEAJDRN for
in-vessel retention study, and finally,

» at identifying the remaining issues and further R&D needs.

3 - CONCEPTUAL STUDIES OF A «DVAL» IN-VESSEL DETENTION (DIVER)
SYSTEM

The methodology used to investigate the feasibility of the dual in-vessel retention concept is
progressive and includes several steps as shown in Figure 1. In the following, presentation of
analyses, R&D works and preliminary results will reflect the same stepwise approach.
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Figure 1 - Study scheme of the Dual In-Vessel Retention system

3.1 - Specifications for design

As stated and discussed previously, it is of prime importance to specify what type of reactor the in-
vessel retention concept would be designed for, and to define, as clearly and as accurately as possible
the corresponding initial and boundary conditions.

3.1.1 Reference Reactor and Assumptions

The dual in-vessel retention concept we are developing is intended to be integrated into a future PWR
with a nominal electric power of about 1400 MWe.

This reference reactor is assumed to be equipped with dedicated systems (e. g., intentional or
automatic RCS depressurization system), devoted to precluding a high pressure core melt ejection
(HPME).

It is also assumed that there are no penetrations through the RPV lower head. This assumption is
made since the trend in future reactor design is to set the in-core instrumentation penetrations
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preferably at the upper head of the RPV. As a result, it would be easier to install the core-catcher in
the RPV lower head.

Furthermore, the reactor cavity can be arranged to accommodate the ex-vessel cooling system (inlets
for water supply and outlets for generated vapor or two phase flow).

To summarise, we assume that if the core melt onset is detected, the reactor primary system will be
depressurized down to approximately the containment pressure, thus allowing passive injection of
water in the reactor (gravity force as driving force).

3.1.2 - Melt relocation scenarios

In some « happy-end case », (he badly degraded core would be cooled by in vessel water injection
without relocation into the lower plenum. Worse case must however be considered and relocation of
core debris can not be totally excluded, even with water injection in the RPV after the core melt onset.

The way the debris relocate from the core region into the lower plenum is important for the in-vessel
core-catcher design. A TMI-2 like melt release scenario is usually considered: in a first stage core
debris accumulate above a bold shape lower crust resulting from resolidified core material of low
melting point. A corium pool develop then, surrounded by crust. Convection inside the pool bring its
upper part at higher temperature, thinning and weakening the crust which will break at some location.
The corium relocated at the vessel periphery into the lower plenum. The initial corium pool is voided
down to a level depending on the location of the « side » break. In case this badly degraded core
cannot be cooled (worse case than TMI-2), the remaining part of the initial pool will relocate
downward followed by the melt-out of parts of RPV structures (e. g. core support plate, baffle,
reflector, etc.) (Figure 2). Since the total mass (19 tons in TMI-2) and mass flow-rate of the first
relocation depends on the side break location and the volume of the initial corium pool, there is a
large number of possible relocation scenarios.

T"

[(happy-end case)
pati\ voiding
(ugpprparl)

lalo random
slumps
or debris

Figure 2 - Examples of « Generic » relocation sequences

It is then necessary to define some simplified relocation scenario with the aim to bound - in a best -
estimate but conservative manner - the various loads the in-vessel retention system has to cope with.
The approach we actually use to define in-vessel relocation scenarios is quite similar to the ones used
in ex-vessel corium release scenarios described in [3].

First relocation sequence

We consider that higher are the total mass relocated and the mass flow-rale during the first sequence,
greater are the challenges on the in-vessel core catcher. As a result of this, the TMI-2 like first
relocation sequences briefly described above can be bound by the following first sequence:

Mass and composition of the corium relocated

3) Before the first relocation, the molten material (in the pool) can reach 60% (100,000 kg) of
the initial core inventory ;

2) All the content of the pool relocate (e. g., through several quasi-simultaneous breaks, a
"longitudinal (vertical break) or through a more improbable but possible "bottom break"). Since the
corium progression is essentially tridimensional, the location of the break, its propagation kinetics and
final size cannot be mechanistically predicted yet (considering the present state of the art) and more or
iess sophisticated assumptions have to be made (3D effects did exist in TMI-2 leading to a single side
jet at the upper part of the corium pool instead of an "axi-symetric gross failure" of the upper crust).
The assumptions we made above are quite simple and can obviously be improved further.

3) From the onset of the core melting to the pool dislocation, oxidation of the metallic
constituents of the core is equivalent oxidation of 75% of the Zircaloy content of the cladding

Duration of the relocation:

It is assumed that the mass flow-rate during relocation is of the same order of the one deduced from
the post accident reconstitution of the TMI-2 accident (19 tons in about 2 minutes). As a result, the
duration of the first relocation is about 10 minutes for the reference reactor.

Single/multiple relocation flow paths:

Corium flowing from the core region into the lower plenum may have single or multiple flow path and
can enter the plenum either near the RPV wall or near the RPV axis.

In summary, the loads and challenges that the in-vessef core-catcher has to cope with during the first
relocation sequence correspond to continuous single or multiple oxidic corium flows voiding a corium
pool of about 100,000 tons in tea minutes. The main challenges during this first relocation phase are:
in-vessel steam explosion and core-catcher structure attacks.

Sequences following the first one are more difficult to predict. Upward convective and radiative
energy transfers continue to heat up and melt the structures above the debris accumulated in the lower
plenum. Heat up would result either in liquid corium mass flowing down or in dislocation of partly
destroyed structures which are still solid. "Late" slumps of solid and/or liquid debris are essentially
random.
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However, if the in-vessel cooling remains still insufficient to arrest the in-vesscl material melt-out, we
can arrive at an extreme situation where most of the core material, the core support plate, portions of
the core barrel and reflector, etc. will be relocated in the lower plenum. The resulting corium poo)
contains a higher fraction of non oxidised metals than the one developed previously in the core
region. Stratification can occur, separating the pool in two part : heavy oxidic pool at the bottom
overlayered by a metallic layer. That is this extreme configuration which is generally examined in
detail and quantified as specifications for design purposes. The main challenges in this "end phase"
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are how lo cool the corium pool and confine it in vessel or in other words how the in-vessel retention
concept fulfil its assigned mission.

For the reference reactor, the characteristics of the corium collected at the end phase are similar to
those of scenario B described in reference [3 and 38]

U02
ZrO2

Zr
SS

75 000 ke
4 30Oks

17 500ke
45 500 ks

Temperature: 2500 K
Oxide power: 16 MW
Metal power : 2 MW

57.7 %
3.0%
12.3%
32.0 1c

Table 1 : Corium characteristics for scenario B

3.2 - Basic concept: main features and operation principle

The Dual In-VEssel Retention system studied at CEA/DRN is schematically shown on figure 3

This system includes mainly :

• an In-vessel injection water storage tank (IVIWST), providing gravity-driven injection of
water in the RPV ;
• a second and much larger reactor cavity flooding water storage tank (RCFWST) supplying
cooling water for reactor cavity flooding purpose and possibly water injection in the RPV.
» an In-vessel core-catcher

Cooling water supply systems

Water supply from the two water storage tanks is controlled by In-Vessel Injection valves (IVI valves)
and Reactor Cavity Flooding valves (RCF valves). In vessel injection lines can end either in the
cold/hot legs of the RCS or in the reactor pressure vessel (AP 600 like configuration : direct in-vessel
injection nozzle).

At the core melt onset the primary system is depressurised down to a pressure in equilibrium with the
containment atmosphere. Loss of water inventory by depressurisation and afterwards by vaporisation
by the core debris can be compensated first by water injection from the smaller water storage tank
(volume of IVIWST is about a hundred cubic meters). Meanwhile the cavity begins to be flooded.
Once the IVIWST is empty, water injection in the vessel continue via the opening of the IVI valve of
the RCFWST, located at sufficiently high elevation with regards to the injection inlets. The vapour
produced in vessel flow out the RCS through the ADS opened valves or through the break in primary
system, if any. Vaporisation may increase Ihe primary pressure and stop from time to time the water
injection in the vessel. Thus, the water injection in the vessel may have some oscillatory or
intermittent behaviour. Nevertheless, it is expected that-the two water storage tanks can ensure the
presence of water inside the vessel for the short term (a few hours after core melt onset) and outside
the reactor vessel for the long term (volume of RCFWST is about 1G00 m3). In principle, water supply
can be achieved by the larger tank RCFWST, since it can both inject water in-vessel and flood the
reactor cavity. The use of an additional smaller IVIWST, aimed at :

o providing the possibility to dissolve boron (re-critical ijy issue) and also, some
« additives », such as surfactants [31,32,34], which would modify specific water properties

(e. g., surface tension) with a view to reduce the steam explosion risk at the very early
phase of core degradation.
providing the possibility to install this reservoir at a higher elevation than the RCFWST in
order to increase the driving force for water injection in the reactor vessel.

Heat-
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Figure 3 - Dual In-VEssel Retention (DIVER) system

The volume of the IVIWST can be roughly estimated, using a similar approach than that used by S.
Langer for TMI-2 accident analysis [34]. It would be of the order of the RPV coolant volume. More
detailed further investigation aiming at optimising volumes of I V I W S T and RCFWST should be done
on a reacior-specific basis.

Since the IVIWST volume is small, water quality control (borated water with additives) is thought to
be easier and seismic constraints less demanding (reservoir can be installed at high elevation).

ln-vessel core-catcher

The in-vessel core-catcher (figure 4) is aimed to ensure by design the conditions identified in TMI-2-
VIP as favourable to in-vessel corium cooling. :



• As described above, presence of water in the reactor vessel, after the core has melt, is
ensured by injection at the early phase by the IVIWST and afterwards by the RCFWST ;

° Non adherence of the corium to the RPV lower head bottom and existence of a gap is
« anticipated by design » by collecting the cerium in a crucible, which can be either
suspended or supported by radial « stiffeners » arranged in such a way to allow water
ingression beneath the crucible for cooling purpose;

• The necessary increase of the heat exchange surface between corium and cooling water is
achieved in providing «water ingression» from the gap into the corium debris beds/pool
accumulated inside the crucible. For this purpose, vertical tubes, the lateral wall of which
is perforated are provided. It is worthwhile to point out that « Water addition from below »
has been demonstrated in COMET ex-vessel core-catcher studies [35] to be an efficient
cooling mechanism. Transposition to the early phase of core debris relocation onto the
hemi-spherical in-vessel crucible should however be assessed.

In the case of a severe accident, liquid and solid core debris flows/falls down into the core-catcher.
Corium flows at the periphery are directed into the core catcher by means of the collector. Internal
structures such as the core support plate, the flow distributor plate and the bottom plate (a device
devoted to direct the primary coolant flow from the down-comer to the core during normal operation
of the reactors are partly destroyed as well as some vertical tubes. Relocation of the corium in the
crucible will cause natural circulation of water within the gap and water ingression into the corium
debris beds/pool through the vertical tubes (figure 5). At the « end phase », a large corium pool
(possibly stratified) develop in the crucible, having melted all its internal structures (figure 6). Since
the diameter of the inlet of the vertical tubes is small (a few centimetres) by design, it is expected that
liquid corium will freeze at this location and cannot enter the gap. At this late phase, the power
density of the corium is lower and cooling of the corium can be achieved by external cooling even if
the in vessel core-catcher happens to be deficient.
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4 - FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS AND ANALYTICAL STUDIES

4.1 Functional analysis and requirements for reactor application

Operability of the in vessel injection systems depend on both the reliability and the efficiency of the
ADS and on possible adverse effects (e.g., back-pressure in RPV due to vapour production, hydrogen
generation and associated energy release, etc.). The main requirements on these system design are:

e effective and efficient injection into the vessel;
o passive operation or no large electric power supply need;
» no significant adverse effects ;
« easily accommodated in containment building ;
* no prohibitive extra cost.

Functional requirements of the in-vessel core-catcher are quite similar to those already identified in
[3] for ex-vessel core-catcher: one, collect (lrst requirement) all the molten core materials, two,
confine (2nd requirement) and prevent them to penetrate the RPV lower head and -three, to cool (3rd

requirement) them down to solidification, in association with the ex-vessel cooling through reactor
cavity flooding.

The core-catcher has also to survive (4th requirement) severe accident conditions or - at least - to
operate efficiently during the course of the accident.

The whole in-vessel retention system must be designed to prevent excessive fission products release
and dispersal (5lhrequirement), to operate passively or without needing high electric power supply (6th

requirement). It must not induce adverse effects (7lh requirement) both in reactor normal operation and
in accidental conditions. There are also some « recommendations » related to the demonstration of the
feasibility of the concept and, at a later stage, to the industrial design. It is desirable for the concept:
one, to be based on proven and simple principles, i. e., one, not to induce novel, complex and, costly
R&D ; two, to be of moderate cost, three, of easy inspection, maintenance; four, to be easily accepted
by the safety authority (licensing) and last but not least, to be accepted by the public (public
acceptance).
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In the following, discussions are focused mainly on requirements related to the in-vessel core-catcher.
Practical and operational recommendations as well as economic and socio-cnltural aspects are not
discussed further during this very preliminary stage of our studies. Requirements on the in-vesscl
water injection system have been mentioned above as well as a brief description of the operation of
the IV1WST and RCFWST, designed to meet the requirements.

Collecting the corium (1): As the core catcher is installed just beneath the core, only peripheral
corium flows, near the RPV wall, may fill the gap. The collector is designed to derive peripheral
flows in the crucible. Since the ablation of the structures by corium, during fast transient relocations
under water is expected to be small (Cf. TMI-2), the collector can be made of refractory material
covered with external stainless steel (SS) liner, or more simply, made of stainless steel (SS).

Confining the corium (2) : this function is assigned to the crucible, made of a refractory layer (e. g.,
ZrO2 or MgO layer) sandwiched by two SS water tight layers (figure 7). The tightness of the crucible
to primary water is needed during the life time of the reactor since interaction of the refractory layer
can led adverse effect both for the layer and for the reactor cooling system. SS layer are also useful to
assemble the refractory bricks and to reinforce the structural resistance of the crucible. Such a
crucible were constructed and tested at temperature melt up to 1650 °C, by M. Mclntyre and I. P.
Gardner [36] and proposed for use as an ex-vessel core catcher in PWR of relatively small operating
power.

outer
SS liner

ZrO2 bricks

inlet holes
of vertical tube

Stiffener

Figure 7 - In-vessel crucible: example of architecture
(« artist's » view, not to scale)

Cnoling the corium (3): at the early phase of relocation this function is ensured by natural ciculation
of water through both the « gap » and the vertical tubes. The crucible is cooled externally and a major
part of the gap flow is injected from below inside the relocated corium beds/pool. At that phase, one

important question is how the corium energy can be removed upwards via the primary system alone
since downward energy flow (i.e; through the RPV bottom head) is blocked. In other words, the
control and removal of the vapor and gases generated in-vessel are of crucial importance. If the
openings (depressurisation valves and break) are not sufficient, in vessel pressure increase may
prevent injection water from entering. Due to « steam binding effects » water injection in vessel may
be intermittent. At the late phase, the vertical tubes is « out of service » and cooling of the crucible
continues via the gap flows. The RPV wall being externally cooled by cavity flooding, condensation
is enhanced its inner surface generating a water film flowing downwards to the gap.

Survive to severe accident conditions 14): as stated above the main challenges during the first
relocation are : (oxidic) corium jets impingement and possible steam explosions. These are generic
problems still unresolved, even for existing reactors. Impingement of corium flows on the lower
plenum at its periphery or at it centre continues to be intensively investigated, the parameters being
the corium characteristics, the size of the «jets ». As shown on figure 5, the corium transient flow
encountered several obstacles before reaching the crucible bottom. Direct impingement of jets on it
seems unlikely.

Steam explosion risk : Besides the use of additives (whenever their efficiency can be assessed) in the
early phase of in -vessel injection, the second means consists in using specific internal structure
(honeycomb-like boxes, grids, etc.) with a view to divide the internal water volume inside the crucible
in (communicating) cells containing a small amount of water each. When intercepting the transient
flow from above, this cellular structure would divide an inlet corium flow in several smaller ones
which will relocate in different «cel!s». As a consequence , the interacting masses (corium and water)
in each cell would be small and correlatively, the energy release. It is thought that both premixing
conditions favourable to a steam explosion and it propagation to the entire volume of cellular
structure of the crucible is less probable than for the configuration of a lower plenum void of structure
and full of water. Effects of a grid on the likelihood of steam explosion have been investigated in
ALPHA facility but no definitive conclusions can be drawn from several tests performed with grids,
since explosions were « randomly » observed in some of the tests and not in others. Further R&D are
still needed in order to determine the effects of obstacles on jet fragmentation, on coarse mixing,
propagation and expansion phases of the steam explosion mechanisms. It is worthwhile to point out
that it is a real «generic » problem since the liquid corium mostly flows along or over rods and
internal structures in the core region and impinges generally on solid obstacles before entering the
lower plenum which is also provided with internal structures.

High Fission Products retention (5)

To meet this requirement, one needs to freeze rather quickly the core debris, to prevent corium and FP
from being released and entrained by cooling flow turbulences, and subsequently, from being
transported into the containment atmosphere through tire ADS valves and RCS breaks. Evaluation of
this source term can only be done at a later phase of design.

Passive operation (6):

Dedicated power supply are provided in order to actuate the valves, even in case of a station
blackout; the water content of the RCFWST is maintained almost constant up to the long term by
draining back water resulting from the vapour condensation in the containment compartments. The
containment is provided with means (e. g., heat exchangers) dedicated for ultimate heat removal.

No adverse effects (7)

The in-vessel core-catcher must not disturb the normal operation of the reactor, more particularly the
nominal flow rate and distribution at the core inlet. As suggested on figure 4, a « bottom plate » could
be installed above the crucible with a view to provide similar paths to the RCS flow which merges
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from the down-comer. Part of the main flow is derived into the core catcher in a similar way that it is
actually done for the RPV upper plenum, in order to ensure thermal equilibrium between core catcher
structures and primary coolant and to prevent the development of stagnant zones.

As shown on figure 3, the gravity-driven water injection in-vessel lines - from the IVIWST or from
the RCFYVST (low pressure end - 0,1 MPa) to the cold legs or RPV down-comer (high pressure end ~
15 MPa) - need to be controlled by appropriate valves, which are permanently submitted to a large
differential pressure. Much attention has then to be put on the design of these valves and their
actuation, and furthermore, consequences of a possible inadvertent actuation or failure during normal
operation or accidents, must be considered.

4.2 Analytical studies

4.2.1 - Selection of crucible wall materials

The choice of appropriate material for in-vessel core catchers must take into accouni specific
constraints due to the contact with the corium in presence of water:

* Good resistance against physical and chemical attacks by molten core materials (both oxides
and metals);
* Good stability up to very high temperatures and good resistance to thermal shocks;
* Good overall mechanical behaviour.
* No significant modification of characteristics during normal operation of the reactor, more
particularly under neutron and gamma irradiation and,
* Primary coolant chemical compatibility or Provision of a protective shell (e., g. sandwiched
in water-tight SS layers).

From the material survey and analysis [37] , performed previously in the frame of the CEA/DRN ex-
vessel core-catcher studies, cerainics such as zirconia (ZKDj) and magnesia (MgO) are the most
promising materials.

4.2.2-Preiimmary calculations : thickness of the crucible wall 138}

Rough estimations of the crucible wall thickness has been performed, considering the extreme
situation of figure 8, i. e. the « end » phase of the corium melt relocation (internal structures of the
core-catcher such as the vertical perforated tubes and the inner SS liner are assumed to be entirely
melt and mixed in the stratified corium pool).

Water Circulation

Figure 8 - End phase considered in preliminary calculations

First, thickness of the Zirconia (ZrO2) and magnesia (MgO) layers, needed for the crucible design, are
roughly estimated, using the 3 D conduction equation governing the thermal behaviour of the crucible
wall. The crucible outer surface temperature and temperatures at which interactions between corium
and the crucible material become significant are need as input data as well as thermal resistances at
different interfaces. The temperatures of significant interaction (ablation) are assumed to be :
* approximately 2000 °C for MgO, and
* 2550 "C for ZrO2.
and the crucible outer surface temperature is close to the saturation temperature of the cooling water.
Thermal resistances at interfaces are simulated by equivalent layers of air

In these conditions, the estimated thickness is 10 mm for the zirconia refractory layer and 50 mm for
the magnesia refractory layer respectively.

4.2.3-Preliminary calculations: corium pool and crucible wall thermal behaviour

More detailed calculations using the finite elements CASTEM 2000 computer code [39] were then
carried out for the configuration shown on Figure 8: stratified corium pool with 90% total decay
power in the lower oxidic pool, and 10% in the upper metallic layer; presence of crust at the interface
oxidic pool/metallic layer and simulation of thermal resistance by layers of air. The crucible
containing the corium is assumed to be immersed in cooling water. The inner SS liner and other
internal structures (vertical perforated tubes are assumed to be entirely melt by the corium pool.

Several calculations were performed varying different parameters (ceramic material thickness and
conductivity and heat exchange coefficients with water). The results obtained indicated that zirconia
is a better candidate material than MgO.

Since the thermal behaviour of the crucible depends strongly on the heal exchanges between the
hemispherical wall of the crucible and the cooling water, a wide range of heat exchange coefficients is
considered (from 1000 to 10000 W/m2.K) for sensitivity study purposes. The calculated results
showed that the zirconia thickness necessary to bound the temperature difference between the outer
surface of the crucible and the cooling water by a realistic value of about 50 °C, is of a few tens of
millimetres.

Cylindrical
Rat

(H=Q5ni)

a) Simplified geometry modelled b) Heat-exchange paths considered

Figure 9 - Simplified modelling of the in-vessel crucible
used in Finite Elements CASTEM 2000 code calculations

Moreover, as shown in Figure 10, the predicted thermal behaviour of the crucible is satisfactory. The
corium temperature decreases regularly and complete solidification of the oxidic phase of the corium
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(supposed here to be the minimum solidus temperature of UO2/ZrO2 mixture, i. e. 2500 °C) is
obtained after 45 000 seconds (12.5 hours).

T(°C)

Oxides

6 9 12
Time (hours)

Figure 10 - Example of F.E. calculation results : Temperature transients in the crucible

4.3 Other analytical studies

Other analytical studies presently in progress are related to the mechanical behaviour of the crucible
and to thermo-physical aspects of corium-refractory material interactions. The latter item concerns
both in-vessel core catcher and ex-vessel core-catcher. Results obtained from the CEA/DRN ongoing
R&D program on ex-vessel corium-materials interactions will be also useful in in-vessel core catcher
studies.

5. OVERALL BEHAVIOUR STUDIES

5 . 1 - Identification of existing means and further needs

Since the in-vessel retention study is in its very early stage at CEA/DRN, only qualitative analysis
have been achieved with regards to the overall behaviour of the Dual In-Vessel Retention (DI
y e straightforward transposition of CEA/DRN ex-vessel core-catcher strategy allows the

identification of existing CEA/DRN R&D which can be useful for in-vessel study purposes T
y shown on figure 11

Since the in-vessel retention study is in its very early stage at CEA/DRN, only qualitative analysis
have been achieved with regards to the overall behaviour of the Dual In-Vessel Retention (DIVER)
system . The straightforward transposition of CEA/DRN ex-vessel core-catcher strategy allows the
identification of existing CEA/DRN R&D which can be useful for in-vessel study purposes. This is
schematically shown on figure 11

5.2 - Ongoing works:

The in-vessel retention studies under investigation at CEA/DRN are:

e Multi-D global behaviour of the in-vessel crucible investigated by means of integrated

TOLBIAC/CATHARE codes
• Tentative integrated calculations of the whole DIVER system

The first item has been successively solved for ex-vessel crucible [40] by using the PVM (Parallel
Virtual Machines) technique to couple the TOLBIAC code (corium pool thermalhydraulics) with the
CATHARE code (external coolant thermalhydraulics). Adaptation to the in-vessel crucible geometry

and specification of (approximate) initial and boundary conditions in vessel are already achieved.
First calculations results are expected in early 1998.

IN-VESSEL CORIUM BEHAVIOUR
MAAP, ICARE, VULCAIN Calculations

STEAM EXPLOSION ?
BILLEAU, MC3D.
PLEXUS, CASTEM

CORIUM POOLS

TOLBIAC, BALI

IN ^EXTERNAL COOLING
CRUCIBLE & RPV LOWER HEAD

SULTAN, (CLIAU)
CATHARE, GENEPI
CASTEM 2000

In-vessel core-catcher

"SYSTEM EFFECTS" :
Global behaviour in vessel and

in containment
TESTS : SULTAN/CLIAU

CODES: TOLBIAC + CATHARE+CASTEM

Figure 11 - Theoretical and experimental means available at CEA/DRN
in relation with the Dual In-vessel Retention system study

A preliminary study concerning the second item was recently presented at ICONE 5 [38]. The
behaviour of the reference reactor assumed to be equipped with an in-vessel crucible has been
investigated by means of the MAAP 4 computer code [41], Although the structure of the code does
not allow the user to easily model an in-vessel crucible, strong similarities do exist between the in-
vessel crucible (figure 9, end phase) and the model implemented in MAAP4 which is based upon the
same postulated explanation of the coolability of the corium relocated in the TMI-2 RPV bottom
head. As a result, the in-vessel crucible can be simply modelled, by setting the characteristics of the
lower crust to be specified in MAAP4 input data deck, identical to those of the zircona or magnesia,
which the in-vessel crucible is made of. Similarly the dimension of the gap below the crucible can
also be introduced in MAAP4.

In these preliminary calculations, the accident scenario considered is of TMLB type: Station Black-
out (SBO) with a subsequent pump seal leak of 1.6 cm2 after 2 700 seconds and a hot leg break at
about 3 hours. At the late stage (> 3hours) of this scenario, the RCS is entirely depressurised (without
ADS actuation). The efficiency of the in-vessel core-catcher is evaluated by analysing the results of
three calculations; the first one, performed without the core-catcher integrated in the RPV lower head
is considered as the « reference case ». In the second one, the reactor cavity flooding is actuated alone
(i. e. without in vessel crucible modelled) and, in the third one, both reactor cavity flooding and the
in-vessel crucible are considered. As shown on figure 12, the results obtained reflected the trends
expected : Implementation of an in-vessel crucible prevent the RPV lower head from failing.
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Figure J 2 - Example of results from MA AP4 calculations

5.3 - Further R&D needs

Most of the R&D needed for demonstration purposes of the feasibility of the DIVER system are
«generic» in that they are of concerns for most in-vessel and ex-vessel corium retention strategies.
They are mainly related to:

a Resolution of remaining issues in in-vessel corium progression; more particularly:
Coolability of in-vessel corium beds /pools and in-vessel steam explosion risk.

• Search for appropriate (refractory material), able to arrest the corium progression,
including possible impingement of corium jets (ex-vessel core-catcher studies, the results
of which can be applied to in-vessel retention systems).

The R&D needs, specific to the DIVER system, are related:

» to in-vesse! passive injection systems dedicated to severe accident management;

a to protective or mitigative features devoted to ensuring core-catcher survival and
satisfactory operation after a postulated in -vessel steam explosion. Preliminary candidate
solutions, identified here (e. g., mitigation by additives and cellular structure core-catcher,
shock absorbers, etc. ) have obviously to be investigated further. More particularly, the
likelihood of steam explosions, subsequent to a corium flow into a water pool containing
immersed structures (obstacles) is to be experimentally investigated in complement to the
more usual tests in which the corium jels fragment in a shallow or deep pool free of
immersed structures.

to the compatibility of the implementation of the in-vessel core-catcher with the normal
operation of the reactor and absence of significant adverse effects for identified typical
accidents such as a LOCA.

* to minimise its cost impacts

6. CONCLUSIONS

The « dual strategy », based upon lhe combined use of :

a water injection in-vessel, at the core-melt onset detection, to cool down either a badly

degraded core or a large mass of debris collected in an internal core-catcher,
e cavity flooding for ex-vessel cooling purposes ,

is proposed here as a candidate strategy for in-vessel corium retention applicable for high operating
power-range LWRs (- 1400 MWe).

An example Dual In-vessel Retention (DIVER) system is described, aiming at illustrating the
methodological approach pursued and the study scheme envisaged. Identification of both theoretical
and experimental means, available at CEA/DRN, which can be useful for the feasibility study of the
DIVER concept, shows that most of the « generic » R&D works, originally developed at CEA/DRN
for ex-vessel core-catcher studies, can also be used for predictive calculations and experimental
validation of the DIVER system.

Further R&D needs include more comprehensive in-depth investigation on :

» in-containment water resources provision and management, and more particularly, provision for in-
vessel injection after the core melt onset;

® protective and miligative features against in-vesse] explosion ;
s reduction (or exclusion) of potential adverse effects on normal and incidental operation of the

reactor;
• reduction of cost impacts.

These more detailed studies are envisaged at CEA/DRN for the next few years.
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Abstract

In the TMI-2 accident, approximately twenty (20) tons of molten core material drained into the lower
plenum. Early advanced light water reactor (LWR) designs assumed a lower head failure and
incorporated various measures for ex-vessel accident mitigation. However, one of the major
findings from the TMI-2 Vessel Investigation Project was that one part of the reactor lower head
wall estimated to have attained a temperature of 1100 °C for about 30 minutes has seemingly
experienced a comparatively rapid cooldown with no major threat to the vessel integrity. In this
regard, recent empirical and analytical studies have shifted interests to such in-vessel retention
designs or strategies as reactor cavity flooding, in-vessel flooding and engineered gap cooling of the
vessel. Accurate thermohydrodynamic and creep deformation modeling and rupture prediction are
the key to the success in developing practically useful in-vessel accident management strategies.
This paper presents some of the state-of-the-art thermal and mechanical results from improved creep
and rupture modeling via validation of commercially-available computational schemes for heavy
sections with thermal gradient and accumulation of the accurate creep strain and rupture database.
As an advanced in-vessel design concept, this work also presents the COrium Attack Syndrome
Immunization Structures (COASIS) that are being developed as prospective in-vessel retention
devices for a next-generation LWR in concert with existing ex-vessel management measures. Both
the engineered gap structures in-vessel (COASISI) and ex-vessel (COASISO) are demonstrated to
maintain effective heat transfer geometry during molten core debris attack when applied to the TMI-
2 and the Korean Standard Nuclear Power Plant (KSNPP) reactors. The likelihood of lower head
creep rupture during a severe accident is found to be significantly suppressed by the COASIS
options.

I. INTRODUCTION

Metallographic studies in the TMI-2 Vessel Investigation Project [1] determined that a
significant part of the reactor vessel lower head was substantially overheated. Specifically, one part
of the vessel wall is estimated to have reached a temperature of at least 1100 °C for about 30 minutes
and then experienced a comparatively rapid cooldown. The cause and nature of this rapid cooling
are of considerable importance since the TMI-2 vessel was at a pressure of 11 MPa during this time.
With this internal pressure, the vessel wall would have undergone significant creep and perhaps
eventual rupture, had it been sustained at 1100 °C for an extensive interval. Consequently, this
rapid cooling of the vessel at some time after four hours into the accident may have been responsible
for maintaining the vessel integrity. Major research programs [2,3,4] have recently been developed
to investigate this inherent nature of degraded core coolability inside the lower head due to boiling in
a narrow gap between the debris crust and the vessel wall [5,6,7] coupled with the primary system
heatup and degradation models [8,9].

The TMI-2 findings [10,11] have led to a nuclear industry standard for advanced LWR
development to add measures to mitigate the progression of severe accidents. The first kind of
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severe accident management strategy was developed in mid 1980's assuming the lower head failure
focusing on the capture and cooling of the escaped core debris which otherwise would react with
concrete floor to generate additional heat and pressure [12]. The reactor cavity flooding, but not
wetting the lower head, has been introduced as a mitigative measure to core debris-concrete reaction.
This so-called ex-vessel management approach, however, has to cope with outstanding severe
accident issues ranging from core debris induced steam explosion to containment direct heating.

In early 1990's, the lower head protection methods were sought aiming at the retention of core
debris within the vessel. Varying methods of the proposed in-vessel retention design are portrayed
in Figure 1. Several investigators have suggested that ex-vessel flooding combined with reactor
depressurization is adequate to maintain the lower head integrity [13]. The in-vessel management
approach is now seen as a key safety feature of recent advanced LWR designs, such as AP-600 [14].

(a) in-vessel flooding (b) engineered gap cooling (c) ex-vessel flooding (d) external spraying

Figure 1. In-Vessel Retention Strategies for LWRs

The Korean Next Generation Reactor (KNGR) development has been undertaken with the
initiative of Korea Electric Power Corporation since early 1990's. The principal objective of the
KNGR development is to significantly improve the safety and economy over those of current LWRs.
Construction of the first KNGR is expected in early 2000s. In order to take advantage of existing
foundation with the KSNPP technology, a reference design for the KNGR was designated to be
System 80+ of ABB-CE [15] which had adopted the ex-vessel management approach. The reactor
cavity flooding is deliberately limited to keep the outer wall of lower head dry for the sake of
investment protection. Reactor cavity and containment structures are designed to withstand
potential steam explosion in the flooded cavity in the event of core debris falling.

Although System 80+ design is the current baseline of severe accident management strategy
for the KNGR, in-vessel management strategies are being pursued in parallel. Options for the latter
avenue may include ex-vessel flooding to wetting and engineered gap cooling techniques, as will be
described in this paper. Development of in-vessel management strategies presents nuclear materials
challenges in that understanding of high temperature behavior of core debris, core structural
materials and lower head has to be improved significantly, as illustrated in the Vessel Investigation
Program (VIP) for TMI-2 accident by disagreement between creep analysis results [11]. By
examining the source of disagreement in the lower head creep analysis results between investigators,
this paper identifies important factors affecting the prediction accuracy. Evolving options for the
in-vessel management for KNGR and their effectiveness in the lower head protection are also
described from the thermomechanical standpoint.

II. CRITICAL REVIEW OF LOWER HEAD CREEP ANALYSIS IN OECD VIP

Under the auspices of the OECD-NEA, TMI-2 VIP was carried out from 1988 through 1993
[11]. The program was aimed at determining the likelihood of the creep rupture failure of the TMI-
2 lower head by a multi-disciplinary effort. Detailed results of VIP have been extensively
published [10,11]. Major achievements among others include 1) determination of approximate
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vessel temperature distribution and history, 2) development of materials property database and
constitutive models, and 3) margin to failure assessment. Margin to failure assessment effort was,
however, met with limited success. All three investigators in the effort predicted significantly large
creep strain whereas the actual TMI-2 lower head deformation was practically unnoticeable [16].
Furthermore there was no reasonable agreement in creep rupture prediction between investigators.
Detailed benchmark on analysis accuracy was apparently absent until the end of the VIP.

The VIP creep analyses by three independent investigations are summarized in Table 1.
Among others an axi-symmetric two dimensional model including the hot spot effect was chosen as
the basis for the comparison since the particular case is covered in all the three investigations and
because it is considered to be a good representation of the actual TMI-2 situation. Analysis method
and data have been reviewed by repeating the analysis using the commercial finite element analysis
programs: ABAQUS version 5.5 [17] and ANSYS version 5.2 [18] executed on workstations. Both
programs are capable of handling a large strain non-linear visco-plastic problem typical of the lower
head rupture case. In the later stage, however, only ABAQUS is used since ANASYS ran much
slower.

A series of analyses described in Table 2 were made to quantify the impact of three principal
variables in the analysis: 1) thermophysical history, 2) computational tool, and 3) creep data.
ABAQUS analysis of the INEL procedure is not made yet due to the lack of complete description on
the thermophysical history.

Table 1. Comparison of VIP Creep Analyses

Analyst

GRS
[23]

INEL
[20]

JAERI
[24]

Thermophysicai
history

Tmax = 1320K
P(t)
hg= 30 W/m2K

Tm a x=1400K

P(t)

hg = 50 W/m2K
Tm a x=1320K
p = 11.0 MPa
hg = 30 W/m2K

Computational
tool

ADINA

TSM

ABAQUS

SA533B
creep data

Simplified EPRI

NRC(T>1000K)
EPRI (T< 1000 K)

NRC(T>1000K)
truncated (T<900 K)

Predicted
max.
creep
strain

0.06 at
t=l 0,800 s

Large

0.05 at
t=2,200 s

Failure
(rupture)

No failure

Fail at
t=5,400 s

No failure

Note: 1) he is the heat transfer coefficient at the outer wall

Table 2. ABAQUS Analyses for the TMI-2 Lower Head

Thermophysical history Creep data of
GRS

GRS i x
INEL • ,
JAERI

Creep data of
INEL

X

X

Creep data of
JAERI

r
X

X

Thermophysical History
Although each investigator derived the thermophysical histories of the TMI-2 vessel from the

same metallurgical and thermohydraulic study of VIP, there prevail significant differences.
Thermophysical histories of GRS and INEL were tuned to fit the metallographic examination results
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on the maximum temperature at the inner wall, the duration at the maximum temperature (about 30
minutes) and the final cooling rate of the hot spot [19]. The maximum temperature values at the
inner wall in the hot spot agreed well with the range of metallographic conclusion, i.e.; 1320 ~ 1370
K. However, the initial heatup rate upon core debris relocation was different significantly between
GRS and JAERI. JAERI terminated thermal history at about one hour from the relocation.
JAERI's creep analysis on ABAQUS was concluded at 2,200 s to show a maximum creep strain of
about 5 % [20]. When the analysis was extended in this study for up to 3,300 s a gross deformation
with sagging of hot spot was observed. This highlights the impact of a large variation in thermal
models on core debris relocation amongst the investigators. The variation is not narrowed since
TMI-2 metallographic examination revealed on vague information on the core debris relocation
behavior. Limited information on INEL thermophysical history also indicates a difference from
that of GRS or JAERI. Given the large variation in thermophysical input and its importance in final
creep analysis results, the refinement of core debris relocation behavior modeling is in demand.

Computational Tool
ADINA analysis results obtained earlier by GRS are reproduced closely by ABAQUS analysis

using the same thermophysical and creep data. This is an important confirmation that both
commercial FEM models are capable of properly handling the non-linear deformation problem.
While ANSYS also produced comparable results for elastic and non-linear plastic problems, it
required significantly longer run time than ABAQUS when high strain rate creep was involved.
ADINA analysis by GRS was made using strain-hardening rule for creep modeling. However time-
hardening rule used by ABAQUS did not make any difference. It may be attributed to the fact that
the convergence criterion for ABAQUS analysis under time hardening rule is tight enough to finely
divide the time steps. When time step is adequately divided two modeling should produce the same
results. A disadvantage of ADINA lies in the fact that creep data have to be in certain form of
constitutive equation whereas those of ABAQUS have a range of flexibility from raw data input to
fitted equations.

The Shell Model (TSM) used by INEL was developed for VIP in order to handle a large
number of cases in the given amount of time. TSM is formulated based on the finite deformation
shell theory. While it can determine elastic and inelastic stresses from the calculated deformation,
its inability to account for the radial stress can introduce considerable amount of error depending on
the nature of lower head thermophysical history. A series of benchmark calculations of TSM as
part of VIP showed up to 50 % deviation in the stress in the high temperature region from the
accurate ABAQUS results [21]. Overall it is considered that ABAQUS is the most appropriate
computational tool for the lower head analysis.

Although ABAQUS is one of the most accurate and versatile tools for creep analysis, it has
some shortcomings. First, the multi-axial creep modeling based on the von Mises effective stress
strain formalism needs to be validated with experimental data for heavy section steels with thermal
gradient. The current creep model used in ABAQUS does not take account of the primary creep
strain memory effect which becomes significant as stress fluctuation amplifies with time. This
deficiency is of great importance for ALWR severe accident analysis where feed and bleed mode of
the emergency procedure will alternate thermal stresses between local tension and compression.
Least significant disadvantage of ABAQUS is associated with long program run time, which may
easily be overcome by using on supercomputers available at the Seoul National University.

Creep Data
In general, creep strain rate varies as a steep function of temperature and stress. The

importance of the accuracy in thermophysical history and stress analysis is evident as discussed
previously. In addition, the creep data for SA533B are found to be generated from a variety of
materials and test conditions. Selection of proper set of creep data is subject to the investigator's
discretion. In order to examine if the difference between the investigators is significant, the creep
strain was calculated as a function of time at a fixed stress that is the yield strength of SA533B at a
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given temperature. A least square fitted correlation for the yield strength from a single database
was used in this comparison.

Resultant creep strains were compared amongst the investigators. INEL and JAERJ used the
same creep data for temperatures of 1,000 K and above. JAERI creep data gave zero creep strain
for temperatures below 900 K. This combined with the large creep strain in the high temperature
region caused excessive buildup of stress in the outer region of the lower head leading to high
damage when stress-based failure criterion, i.e. the Larson-Miller Parameter (LMP), was used [20].
The GRS creep model predicted significantly lower strain in the high temperature region. This
explains why GRS predicted the maximum creep strain of TMI-2 to be only 5 % at the end of 10,800
s. The INEL data set was selected as the most accurate creep data among the three. The
ABAQUS analysis of the TMI-2 case was made with GRS thermophysical history and this creep data
set for a period of up to 10,800 s from the core debris relocation since it was considered to be the
most reasonable combination. When the INEL creep data were applied to the GRS case,
considerable deformation in the hot spot was found.

Maximum creep strain in the hoop direction was calculated to be about 8 % occurring at the
outer wall. The effective creep strain was much higher due to the compressive radial strain. The
LMP was calculated to be very low indicating the low probability of vessel rupture. The result is
consistent with the actual TMI-2 end state far better than the results reported from the TMI-2 VIP.

III. CREEP SUPPRESSION OPTIONS FOR ADVANCED IN-VESSEL RETENTION

It becomes clear that the predominant mechanism of core debris escape in LWRs is the lower
head failure due to creep rupture, as the results of TMI-2 VIP indicate. The creep strain rate
increases more or less exponentially with temperature. The likelihood of creep rupture, predicted
by either stress- or strain-based criterion, increases with creep strain. Therefore the lower head can
be protected most effectively by suppressing the creep against the core debris attack. We have
developed a range of creep suppression options for advanced in-vesse! retention design. The
bottomline idea centers about the structural designs that help maintain coolable geometry even under
massive core debris relocation to the lower plenum. The structures designated as COrium Attack
Syndrome Immunization Structures (COASIS) are made of metallic hemispherical shells with joints
that form gaps toward either the inner wall (COASISI) or the outer wall (COASISO) of the lower
head or extended upto the beltline (COASISX), as sketched in Figure 2. Cooling water to the gap
can be supplied from safety injection lines or the water tanks in the containment vessel for the
COASISI, COASISO and COASISX, respectively. The COASISO nozzle protection design is
presented in Figure 3 against the possible thermal shock with ensuing quench crack that my be
caused by the emergency coolant being injected into the gap during a severe accident as mitigative
measures. This is perhaps the most salient feature of the COASISO design that distances itself
from the ex-vessel flooding approach that may in cases run into severe vessel outer surface and
nozzle weld damage by the quench crack during the submergence of the reactor.

The effectiveness of the COASISI/COASISO options for the lower head protection was
studied for the case of TMI-2 accident using ABAQUS. The reference TMI-2 case for this purpose
used 1) thermophysical history of GRS, 2) ABAQUS with strain hardening creep rule, and 3) creep
data set of INEL for SA533B. COASISO is simply remodeled by applying a higher heat transfer
coefficient at the outer wall of the lower head from the reference value of 30 W/m^K. COASISI on
the other hand is modeled as a 5 cm thick hemispherical shell made of SA533B and simply
supported at its rim with a hot spot on the inner wall consistent with the GRS thermophysical history
while water cooled in the gap surfaces. The heat transfer coefficient at the water cooled surfaces in
the gap has to be determined experimentally for the curved annulus cooling geometry. A 30 cm
diameter hemisphere with internal heating and about 2 cm gap on the outside was used to determine
the heat transfer coefficient for wetted surfaces in the gap over a wide range of superheat including
nucleate boiling and post critical heat flux (CHF) regimes [22], Results are compared in Figure 4
with those of full scale ex-vessel flooding experiment and scaled quench experiment of the Sandia
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National Laboratories designated as CYBL [13]. A lower bound of the experimental data, 630
W/m2K, is taken as the uniform gap heat transfer coefficient applicable to all wetted surfaces for
COASIS analyses. In line with thermohydrodynamic considerations we have also devised a means
to determine the creep rupture probability as a function of creep usage factor defined in Figure 5 for
SA533B used in the TMI-2 VIP.
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(a) COASISI (b) COASISO (c) COASISX

Figure 2. Engineered Gap Structures for High Temperature Creep Suppression of the Vessel

Figure 3. Nozzle Protection Against Thermal Shock by Incoming Emergency Coolant
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Results of the COASIS study are shown in Figures 6 to 8 for the KSNPP during a station
blackout scenario in which the power was recovered when the debris mass reached 20,000 kg in the
lower plenum. Figure 6 compares global deformation of the lower head (a) in the reference case, (b)
with the COASISO shell, and (c) with the COAS1SI shell. Only the COASISI shell was presented
for the last case since the lower head is assumed to remain at the initial temperature being protected
from the core debris attack. The creep strain distribution in the lower head with COASIS is
illustrated in Figure 7. Creep strain is shown to be localized near to inner walls where core debris
attack is the most severe. Virtually no creep damage is seen near to the outer wall with COASIS.
The LMP, the stress-based creep rupture indicator defining a failure when its value reaches unity, is
calculated as shown in Figure 8. It is evident that COASIS cooling capacity is high enough to
effectively suppress the creep damage of the lower head.

IV. REACTOR APPLICATION FOR SEVERE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

As described earlier the debris thermal and mechanical attack of the reactor pressure vessel is
an urgent issue from the severe accident management point of view. The gap cooling strategies are
being pioneered in Korea as part of the SONATA-IV program [4]. Currently the national in-vessei
retention research and development efforts follow along the line of the natural gap cooling by the
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI), the engineered gap cooling by the Seoul National
University (SNU) supported by the Korea Electric Power Research Institute (KEPRI), and the basic
critical heat flux databank accumulation by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
(KAIST). The engineered gap cooling structure study is being conducted at SNU for potential
application to the KNGR. The advisory review meetings are being held to review fundamental
concept and rationale, direction of future development, and necessary licensing requirements. It
was also presented at the OECD Special Meeting on In-Vessel Debris Coolability and Lower Head
Coolability on November 18-19, 1996 as part of the SONATA-IV Program.

The accident management may now be pursued along the line of in-vessel melt retention in
concert with existing ex-vessel management measures for the KNGR. The dual defense-in-depth
strategy may be summarized as in Table 3.

The benefit of having COASISI and/or COASISO is to be able to deal with the late phase of
the melt progression in much more an efficient manner than with flooding the whole reactor cavity.
Be aware that the ex-vessel flooding ought to be executed at the cost of time and water resources, and
that with potential for jeopardizing the vessel integrity itself via thermal shock to the lower head
penetrations with ensuing quench crack at the time of submergence. The influence of quenching
may differ by medium, specimen size and geometry. In general, the more rapid the quench, the
more severe the impact. Relatively large pieces that are rapidly quenched may crack as a result of
internal stresses. This becomes a problem especially when the carbon content is greater than 0.5 %
by weight. For higher carbon steels, a water quench may be too severe because of resultant cracking
and warping.

On the other hand, the COASISO design can ensure prompt delivery and highly effective
utilization of the emergency cooling water for only the part of the vessel that needs to be cooled at
the time of accident. Furthermore, should it turn out to be an inadvertent action to have initiated the
COASISO injection system, the operator should easily be able to immediately drain the water from
the gap thus protecting the vessel investment. In contrast, it'll be impractical to drain the cavity
once it has been flooded, and that by mistake not to mention the potential disaster of under-water
steam explosion induced by the draining molten debris from the vessel rupture. Also, when
considering ex-vessel flooding, an account must be taken of newly surfacing technical issues such as
the reactor vessel insulator design and impacts of inadvertent flooding during otherwise normal
operation on the reactor vessel material properties. The cavity flooding system (CFS) should also
be designed with additional water source. If the CFS is placed external to the containment, its
reliability should be ensured, else if incorporated into the containment, structural loads on the CFS
should be evaluated.
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Figure 6. Deformed Shape of KSNPP Lower Head after Core Relocation

Bare Design (Top), COASISO (Middle), COASISI (Bottom)
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Table 3. Dual Defense-in-Depth Accident Management Strategies for the KNGR

In-Vessel Management
]) Hardware: COASISI

Procedure: Partial Depressurization
if Necessary
DVI (HPSIT and SIT)

2) Hardware: COASISO
Dedicated Water Supply
Valve and Controller

Procedure: Complementary and Prior to
COASISI
(minimize thermal shock)
Water Injection to Bottom
Sparging from Top Annulus
Flow Rate Control

Ex-Vessel Management
Hardware: IRWST

Ex-Vessel Debris Catcher
Capture Volume
Hydrogen Igniters/Recombiners
Containment Spray
Containment Cooling

Procedure: Similar to System 80+ SAMG

COrium Attack Syndrome
Immunization Structures (COASIS)

Figure 9. Roadmap to COASIS Licensing

The roadmap to design certification and
licensing of the COASIS is shown in the tree of
Figure 9. The process may be segmented into
three principal routes involving a number of
nuclear organizations with varying tasks. The
first one id of course the design verification and
validation through extensive and thorough
testing and analysis in combination of
probabilistic and deterministic approaches.
The safety analyses and tests must also be
accompanied by the normal operation,
thermohydraulic design and mechanical
component design analyses to secure proper
margins during the plant lifetime. The
manufacturing sector shall concentrate on
maintenance and inspection plan and on
materials and process specification. The
specification shall not only consider the
expected cost-benefit but also any undue risk to
plant safety. To summarize, both design basis
and severe accident evaluations ought to be
performed in tandem when considering actual
implementation of the COASIS structures for
retaining the molten core debris within the
reactor vessel during and after the accident

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Severe accident management strategies for advanced LWRs are being shifted from ex-vessel
to in-vessel retention of molten core debris. Possible in-vessel management options have been
explored for the KNGR with its baseline design of ex-vessel management strategy.

Capability for accurately determining temperature distribution, hydrodynamic boundary
conditions, creep deformation and rupture time and its mode is the key to success in the development
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of in-vessel management strategies. However, current creep and rupture modeling needs
improvements in the following areas:

• accurate modeling of core debris relocation behavior in the lower head region
• validation of computational scheme of creep analysis for heavy sections with multi-axial

stress and thermal gradients
• accurate creep strain and rupture database
The COASIS structures have been developed as a potential in-vessel management option for

the KNGR. Both the gap structures for in-vessel (COASISI) and ex-vessel (COASISO) are shown
to maintain effective heat transfer geometry during core debris attack when applied to TMI-2 and
KSNPP case studies. The likelihood of lower head creep rupture during a severe accident is found
to be effectively suppressed. Further analysis for COASIS effectiveness in KNGR is in progress.

COASIS can thus protect the lower head without thermal shock and direct water resource to
the hot spot with efficiency. Synergism of COASIS with existing ex-vessel management can be
utilized to free KNGR from emergency evacuation requirement
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$ Natural Gap Cooling : KAER!
Engineered Gap Cooling:

« Critical Heat Flux Databank;
SNU/KEPRt
KAIST

D Engineered Gap Cooling Structure Study Is Being Conducted at SNU for Potential
Application to KNGR.

D The Advisory Review Meetings Are Being Held:

ffl Review of Concept and Rationale
H Direction of Future Development
B Necessary Licensing Requirements

D The Engineered Gap Cooling Concept Was Presented at The OECD Special Meeting
on ln-Vessel Debris Coolability and Lower Head Coolabillty on November 18-19,1996
as part of the SONATA-IV Program.

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University
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D2R2 - Defense-in-Depth ReactoR

• Wlay incorporate
- the internal structure

COASISI (would require
detailed normal operation
analysis and maintenance)

- the external structure
COASISO (would require
dedicated water supply)

- the double-wall structure
COASISX (would require COASISI
thermal shock and
irradiation-induced
embrittlement analysis) COASISO

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University'

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-3,1$97

Comparison of TMI-2 VIP Analysis

Analyst

GRS

INEL

JAERI

; Thermophysic
al history

T m l x « 1320 K

Pit)
hB= 30 W/m2K

T m a i = 1400 K

! P(t)
-! hg = 50 W/m2K
> T m l < = 1320 K
• p = 11.0 MPa

h8 = 30 W/m2K

Computati
onaltool

ADINA

TSM

:ABAQUS

SA533B
creep data

Simplified EPRI

NRC (TS1000 K)
EPRI (T<1000 K)

NRC (T21000 K)
' truncated (T<900 K)

Predicted
max.

creep
strain

0.06 at
t=10,800 s

Large

0.05 at
t=2,200 s

Failure
; (ruptur

8)

! No
i failure

i

i Fail at
t-5,400

: S

i No
; failure

I

its!
Department of Nuclear Engineering

Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8. 1997

Lessons Learned from OECD TMI-2 VIP

• Determination of RPV Temperature
• Development of Material Property Database &

Constitutive Models
• Assessment of Margin to RPV Failure

- Limited success only
- All 3 (GRS, INEL, JAERI) investigators predicted significantly

large creep strain
- TMI-2 lower head deformation was practically unnoticeable
- There was no reasonable agreement in creep rupture prediction

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8,1997

ABAQUS Analysis for TMI-2 Lower Head

« A Series of Analyses Done to Quantify the
Impact of 3 Principal Variables:
- Thermophysical history
- Computational tool
- Creep data

Thermo-
physical
history

GRS
INEL

JAERI

: Creep data
of

GRS
X

Creep data
of

INEL
X

X

Creep data
of

JAERI
X

m
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Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University
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Margin-to-Failure Analysis for RPV
• Analytical Tool Development

- ABAQUS - a non-linear F£M for stress & strain calculation
- SA533B creep database from INEL (U.S. NRC & EPRI)

• TMI-2 Accident Case
- Thermophysical history from VIP - GRS

• bare (w/o COASIS)
• COASISO (5 cm outer gap)
• COASISI (5 cm thick, 5 cm inner gap)

- Lower bound gap heat transfer coefficient (630W/m2K)

• KSNPP Station Blackout Case
- Thermophysical history from MAAP4.2

• bare (w/o COASIS)
• COASISO (3 cm outer gap)
• COASISI (5 cm thick, 6 cm inner gap)

- Monde's narrow gap heat transfer coefficient plus others'

WS&ft Department of Nuclear Engineering
(IISI Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8, 1997

Severe Accident Mitigation w/ COASISO

core melt detection COASISO injection (1min after CM)

core relocation (10 min after CM) long-term recirculation cooling

'Hi&fij Department of Nuclear Engineering
*&*«&{j Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-3,1997

Heat Transfer Coefficients for RPV Cooling

A T ( K )

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

V^r/fsftop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8,1997

Severe Accident Mitigation w/ COASISI/O

T=2000°l , - I

core melt detection COASISO injection (1min after CM)

core relocation (10 min after CM} long-term recirculation cooling

\fi}'&$ Department of Nuclear Engineering
lx-£v | Seoul National University
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Severe Accident Progression w/o COASIS

core meit detection core relocation (10 min after CM)

t I
RPV failure {45 min after CM) melt ejection & possible SX {60 min after CM)

U^btf Department of Nuclear Engineering
WMM Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held n Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8,1997

Proposed SAM for the KNGR

In-Vesset Meit Retention:

1) HaitMare: COA9SI
Procedure: Partial Cepressuization If

Necessary
CMfl-PSITandgT)

2) Hardware: COASSO
Dedicated Water Sqjply
Valve and Controller

Procedure: Complementary & Prior to
COASIS (to rririrrize
thermal sheck}
V\6ter Injection to Bottom
Sparging from Top AnnU us
Row Rate Control

!!?

Ex-Vessel Management:

HaroWre: IR5/V3T
Ex-Vessel Debris Catcher
Capture Volume
Hydrogen Recombination

Containment Cooling
Procedure; Similar to System 80*- SANG

3% Department of Nuclear Engineering
;pf| Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October e-g, 1997

Potential Major SX Underneath Water

core melt detection core relocation (10 min after CM)

I
% '£

RPV failure (45 min after CM) melt ejection & possible SX (SO min after CM)

%?3c% Department of Nuclear Engineering
p^pi Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8, (997

Roadmap to COASIS DC "p
D Severe Accident Management

Strategy Is Shifting Focus from
Ex-Vessel to In-Vessel.

• COASIS Can Protect Lower Head
without Thermal Shock and
Direct Water Resource to the
Hot Spot with Efficiency.

• Synergism of COASIS with Existing
In-Vessel and Ex-Vessel Management
Can be Utilized to Free KNGR from
Emergency Evacuation Requirement.

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Stout National University
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IVR Perspectives

' Internal Cooling of RV

*fft>™ Department of Nuclear Engineering
5 > ^ ' | Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japsn YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-s, 1997

Conclusion
• SAM strategies for ALWR are shifting from ex-vessel to

in-vessel retention of molten core debris
* Possible IVR options (COASISO/COASISI) were explored

in parallel with existing ex-vessel measures
^ The key is to accurately determine thermal,

hydrodynamic boundary conditions, creep deformation,
and rupture time and mode of failure

# Current creep and rupture model needs improvements in
- core material relocation behavior in the lower plenum

- validation of computational scheme of creep analysis of lower head

- accurate creep strain and rupture database

* The likelihood of RPV failure significantly reduced with
COASISO/COASISI

pvy Department of Nuclear Engineering
y*£jh Seoul National University
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2.3 Meddling "Lowtr Plenum C@re Debris

Seung Kai Wong and Andrew Walton
Department of Physics and Materials Science

City University of Hong Kong
83 Tat Cfoee Avenue, Kowloon, Hong Kong

Constructing heat transfer models for the lower plenum core debris is important for
assessing accident management strategies. Involving natural convection, crust formation,
molten metal layers and interaction with pressure vessel wall, etc., the models can be quite
complex. On the other hand, for exploring the many possible scenarios and for
incorporation into integrated thermal hydraulics codes such as SCDAP/RELAP, they
should be relatively simple, capturing the essential physics with enough accuracy. In this
paper, we describe our progress in developing such a model based on a lumped-parameter
approach similar to the one used by Theofanous et a! (In-vessel Cdolahility and Retention
of a Core Melt, DOE/DD-10460, Vol.1, July 1995) in connection with AP600 and the one
used in MAAP4.0 for LWR's in general.

As depicted in the figure, the model, which is applicable to transients, assigns
temperatures nodes to the ceramic pool, the molten metal layer, the bottom and top crusts
(which sustain parabolic temperature profiles), and the vessel wall. Empirical correlations
are invoked for the various heat transfer paths. The following work will be reported:

1. The use of correlations developed for simpler geometries to the molten metal layer is
validated against CFD calculations.

2. Correlations for the ceramic pool established for steady states are converted into forms
applicable to transients.

3. The description of the top crust is validated using a finite-difference method which
solves the phase change (Stefan) problem.

4. The role played by the top crust is explored.

Molten Steel

Crust

Molten UO.

Pressure
Vessel

- 78



Modelling Lower Plenum Core Debris Reactor Geometry

Seung Kai Wong, A. Walton & Z. L. Yang

Department of Physics and Materials Science

City University of Hong Kong

Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon

Hong Kong

Presented at the Workshop on Severe Accident Research held in Japan

Yokohama, Japan

6"'-8'h October 1997
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In-Vessel Melt Retention Lumped Parameter Model
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Safety mitigation method for LWR severe accidents, e.g. TMI.

If core meltdown occurs, molten steel and UO2 relocate to lower head of

pressure vessel.

Radioactive decay still produces a significant amount of heat within this

molten UO2.

Proposed to flood outside of pressure vessel with water to remove this

decay heat.

Pressure vessel integrity is maintained and the radioactive material

contained.

Mollen Sleel

Crust

Molten (JO.

Pressure
Vessel

Temperature nodes: Metallic

layer, Oxidic pool, Crust.

Parabolic profile assumed

across crust.

Empirical equations for heat

fluxes.
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Need for Transient Simulation

Timing for accident management.

Determine most challenging conditions for vessel integrity.

Steady state calculations show thin upper crust supports large

temperature gradient.
"What happens if crust breaks?"

Approach to Transient Simulation

Existing correlations for the molten pool are of the form:

NuccRa""

where Ra' is the internal Rayieigh number:

Cannot be applied to transients.

kav

Re-express in terms of A71 instead of Qv (first suggested by Turland &

Morgan) - can then be used for transients.

Transient Correlations

Require correlations in terms of:

External Rayieigh Number = Ra =

Internal and external Rayieigh numbers related by:

, Ra' = Ra(^l
Vk&T

av

From conservation of energy: Qv ~
suijticas

2^

k&T .surfaces

m
2
n
o
3

Example - Hemispherical Geometry

Mini-ACOPO correlations:

Nuup = 0.345 Ra

Nudn = 0.048 Ra

,0.233

,0.27
1 0 1 2 < j R a ' < 3 x l 0 '

Conservation of energy gives:

Ra'=-Ra (0345 Ra'om + 2 x 0.048 Ra,0.27 \

O
O

which may be simplified using a power law fit:

Ra'= 0.477Ra%



Power Law Fit

Resulting in the transient correlations:

Nuup = 0290Ra

NuJn = 0.0393Ra

,0.311

,0.360
1.74 x 109 <Ra< 223 xlO10

oo

I

Application of Transient Correlation

- Simulation of ACOPO

Experiment establishes

correlation in terms of Ra'

by transient cooldown.

New transient correlation

can be used to predict

temperature history (or Ra'

history).

ACOPO Data

v • New transient
correlation

10 1 4

10 1 3

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 O.

Time (hours)

1.0

"Dam Breaking" Effect

• Thin top crust (6mm for AP600).

Large stored heal in oxidic pool.

Metallic layer heats up when crust breaks.

Transient correlations can be used to analyse this phenomenon.

>
2
n
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"Dam Breaking" Effect - Results

Remove crust suddenly, not

allowed to reform.

Metallic layer/oxidic pool

interface assumes single

temperature.

• Oxiclic pool quickly

drops below

solidification point.
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"Dam Breaking" Effect - Heat Fluxes Temperatures and Heat Fluxes
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pool to metallic layer

metallic layer to side wall

upward radiation
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Crust Healing

Heat flux to side wall

rises rapidly and

exceeds critical heat

flux of 1500 kW/m2 for

ex-vesse! cooling.

2400

2200
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2000

1200

crust average

metallic layer

radiating surface
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& 1500
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CD
3. 1000
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Impact on oxidic and metallic layers negligible.

Validation of Integral Method
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20 40 60 80

Time (seconds)

100

In reality, crust will reform.

Assume crust suddenly thins out to

I mm. What is response of syslem?

• Crust quickly rebuilds to

original thickness.

Analysis uses heat balance

integral method assuming

parabolic temperature

profile across crust.

Parabolic profile accurate

for steady state but not

necessarily valid for

transients.

Validate using finite

difference treatment for

crust.

Integral Method

Finite Difference

20 40 60 80

Time (seconds)

100



Finite Difference Method - Details Results from Thermal Resistance Model

• Stefan problem with prescribed heat flux boundary condition at the melt

front.

• Used fixed grid enthalpy formulation.

• Used virtual domain with low heal capacity.

metallic
layer
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i i

1 |

——

3000

2800
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zi 26
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1400

1200

oxidic pool solidifies

oxidic pool

..metallic layer

metallic layer solidifies

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Thermal Resistance ( m 2 c C / k W )

0 2 4 6 8 10 '12 14 16 18

Equivalent Crust Thickness (mm)

Calculated steady state conditions for

range of resistance values for AP600

design.

Found narrow range of resistance

consistent with liquid phase in both

oxidic and metallic layers.
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Thermal Resistance Model for Top Crust Conclusions

o
o

Crust is thin and susceptible lo

breakage.

If it breaks, it quickly heals itself.

Process of breakage/healing is

likely to be continuous.

Can model crust using an effective thermal resistance.

Re-expressing correlations in terms of A7" instead of Qv enables transients

to be simulated.

Used finite difference method to validate treatment of top crust in lumped

parameter model.

If crust damaged, quickly heals itself with negligible impact on oxidic or

metallic layers.

Can model crust as thermal resistance - find only narrow range of resistance

consistent with liquid metallic and oxidic layers.
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2.4 Study on the One-Dimensional Flow Characteristics of
the Counter-current Flow in Debris Beds

Hideyuki ISURUGI, Yutaka ABE and Takeshi ENDO

Yamagata University

4-3-16, Jonan, Yonezawa-shi,

Yamagata-ken, 992, JAPAN

(0238)26-3221

ABSTRACT

In the course of a severe accident, a debris bed is formed from once molten and fragmented fuel elements as

observed in the Three-Mile Islandunit-2 accident.

The debris bed must be cooled to avoid further degradation of the core since the degraded core still releases decay heat.

Even if the degraded core is in water, it cannot be assumed that the coolability of the degraded core would be

maintained, since the degraded core may be melted again if dryout occurs. It is thus necessary to evaluate the dryout

heat flux for the judgment of the coolability of the debris bed during the severe accident. Dryout phenomena in the

debris bed is dominated by two-phase flow behavior in the debris bed Especially, it is indicated that dryout

phenomena in debris bed is strongly affected by counter-current flow limitation (CCFL) in the debris bed. Therefore,

it is important to know the CCFL characteristics in the debris bed.

If one hope to analyze counter-current flow in the debris bed by using the same method as usual two-fluid

model, it is necessary to know the interfacial and wall friction factors. However, it is not clear that the correlations

for interfacial and wall friction factor for a pipe can be used for counter-current flow in the debris bed In order to

determine the interfacial and wall friction factors, it is necessary to obtain wall and interfacial shear stresses. The

wall and interfacial shear stresses are depend on the void fraction and differential pressure. However, the wall and

interfacial shear stresses should be changed in the flow direction since counter-current flow limitation in the debris

bed occurs in some height of the debris bed At present, there is no available data for local void fraction and local

pressure distribution in the debris bed at CCFL since it is very difficult to measure the flow characteristics in the

complex geometry such as the debris bed.

In the present study, local void fraction and local pressure distributions are measured simultaneously as well as

the flow rates for gas and liquid From the measurement data, the wall and interfacial shear stress are estimated

Finally the wall and interfacial shear stresses are determined from the experimental data.

8 4 -



Study on the One-dimensional Flow Characteristics
of the Counter-current Flow in Debris bed

HideyukilSURUGI, YutakaABE

Hiromiti ADACHI and Takesi ENDO

Department of Mechanical Systems Engncering,

Yamagata University

Presented at the Workshop
on Severe Accident Research in Japan (SARJ-97)

October 6-8,1997, Yokohama, Japan
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1. Introduction

Contents
1. Introduction

2. Experimental apparatus and procedures

3. Experimental results

(1) Flow rates

(2) Void fraction

(3) Differential pressure

4. Discussion

(1) Film thickness

(2) Shear stresses

(3) Friction factors

5. Conclusions m
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Background -1 Background - 2

- If one hope to analyze conter-cunent flow in the debris
bed by using the same method as usual two-fluid model,

it is necessary to know the interfacial and the wall friction
factors.

-However, it is not clear that the correlations for interfacial
and wall friction factor for a pipe can be used for counter-
current flow in the debris beds.

-In order to determine the interfacial and wall friction
factors, it is necessary to obtain wall and interfacial shear
stresses.

• The wall and the interfacial shear stresses are depend on
the void fraction and differential pressure.

. At present, there is no available data for local void fraction
and local pressure distribution in the debeis bed at CCFL,
since it is very difficult to measure the flow characteristics
in the complex geometry such as the debris bed.

2
n
o
a

Objectives

-To measure local void fraction and local pressure
distributions simultaneously as well as the flow
rates for gas and liquid.

- To estimate the wall and the interfacial shear
stresses from the mesurement data.

- To determine the wall and interfacial shear stresses
from the experimental data.

!
O
o
^3

2* Experimental apparatus
and procedures
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Schematic diagram of
the test apparatus

Head tank Air discharge

Differential
pressure

transducers

Pump

Water drain
Compressor
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Measurement results
of the flow rates
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The black symbol shows the measurement

data at the height of 30 mm from the top

of the debris bed.

The white symbol shows the measurement

data at the height of 140mm from the top

of the debris bed.

•The line shows the calculated results by

the drift flux model for bubbly flow

in a pipe.

J

Where

C o =1.2 ,
VPg ' 9

Pf
•This results indicates that the debris

bed can accumulate much water then

in a pipe.
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• Non-dimensional water film thickness
is estimated by

S

O
O

5 = •

Where

/(p,-pg

6 = yl1 ~
• Water film thickness decreases

with increasing the non-dimensinal
superficial gas velocity.

- Water film thickness for larger particle
diameter is larger than that for
smaller particle when the gas
velocity is the same.

-The effect of the debris bed
diameter is not significant.
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Estimated shear stresses

o D o 4 Interface
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Estimation of wall friction factor

2 • * „
f _ .

p. • v r
- Estimated wall friction factors are
larger than the following Erugun's
equation.

33.33 0.5833
4. _ _

Db=35.8, 48.9, 70.1(mm)
4«J=14.5(rom)
o<l=10.5(mm)
« d= 7.0(mm) ̂
A d=

_

where
Re

Re = -

- The wall friction factors for larger
particles are larger than that for
smaller particles of the Reynolds
number is the same.

-The wall friction factors depend
strongly on the Reynolds number.

J 101 I01 10*

Liquid Reynolds Number :

5, Concliisions
-Local void fraction, local pressure distribution were

simultaneously measured for debris bed under CCFL

condition as well as flow rates for gas and liquid.

-The wall and interfacial shear stresses were estimated

from the measurement data of the local void fraction,

local pressure distribution and flow rates.

-The estimated wall shear stress was almost the same

order as the interfacial stress. It was clarified that the

relationship between the interfacial and wall shear

stress are theoretically well correlated.

Estimation of interfacial friction factor

2 • t ,

- The interfacial friction factors for
larger particles are larger than
smaller particles of the water film
thickness is the same.

- The interfacial friction factor depend
on the water film thickness.

Non-dimensional film thickness : 8

-The wall and the interfacial friction factors were

experimentally estimated for the debris bed under

CCFL.

-It was clarified that wall friction factors are depend

on the liquid phase Reynolds number and particle

diameter.

-It was also clarified that the interfacial friction

factors are depend on the wateriilm thickness and

the particle diameter.
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2.5 OECD RASPLAV Project: Phase I Results.

V.G. Asmolov, A.V.Merzliakov
RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia.

Abstracts

OECD RASPLAV Project dealing with experimental study of the behavior
of the molten prototypic material of the core (corium) in the lower heard of
nuclear reactor. During fist phase of the Project two lager scale experiments with
200 kg of corium were conducted. A lot of tests with corium mass up to 40 kg
have been done.

The main results of Phase I may be formulated as
- technical problems to conduct large scale experiment were resolved
- methods of the heating up of core material beyond liquidus temperatures
- compatible materials
- measurements techniques
- new data on corium properties were obtained
- analytical tools for corium test analysis were developed
- separation of corium melts was observed

9 2 -



Russian Research Center
"Kurchatov Institute"
OECD RASPLAV Project

For RASPLAV Project use oi ly

I
CD

..OECD RASPLAV Project: Phase'
ism?
' Restilts;

Prepreared by V. Asmolov and A.Merzliakov
for SARJ-97,
Yokohama, Japan
6-9 October, 1997

Major Goals of OECD RASPLAV Project

• Study behavior of prototypic molten core materials in the
lower head of the RPV
- Heat transfer
- Chemical interactions of core materials

- Crust formation
- Core material properties data at high temperatures

• Develop codes for consistent analysis of experimental

data
To create a knowledge base to support analysis of core
melt retention in the lower head of the RPV

RASPLAV Phase I Major Activities

Large scale corium tests
- RASPLAV-AW-200-1 9 of October 1996

- RASPLAV-AW-200-2 24 of May 1997

Separate effect tests (Tulpan, Korpus, Tigel)
Material properties measurements
Salt tests
Code development and usage

>

2
n
o
3

o
O

Matrix of Corium Property Measurements

Corium

C-22
C-50
C-100

Composition, v/>/0
UO2

81.5
80

77.8

ZrO2

5
11.5
22.2

Zr

13.5
8.5

Measured properties vs. temperature
Spreading

temperature
2680 K
2760 K
2840 K

Conductivity

up to 2890 K
up to 2840 K
up to 3070 K

Viscosity

up to 2970 K
None

up to 3070 K

Thremal
conductivity
up to 3150 K

None
upto3150K



Corium Tests Conducted before
Large Scale Experiments

RASPLAV-AW-200-1 Test:
Thermal Hydraulic Results

Tests

(Tigsl, Korpus, Terek,
Tulpan)

RASPLW-A-llq

RASPLAV-AW-2.5

RASPLAV-AD-2.5

Objective

Material
properties,

Material
Interactions
Feasibility
of pourinq
Feasibility

of SWH
Feasibility

of DEH

Composition

C—22

C —50

C—100

C—22

C—22

C—100

Corium
mass, kg

up to 5

12

12

40

Maximum
temperature

3000°C

2900°C

2450°C

>2600°C

Number
of tests

MOO

13

1

1

1 M
>.u
j •

/
1
i

\ ~
\

^ - — •

Initial ihase

-
/ - -

~7^—l

y j

\ ;-

\ - \ —

-H
• ~ - \ • -

\ A
\ - \

N x -

Large Scale Test: Experimental Approach
RASPLAV-AW-200-1

Ingot View

Slice geometry

Side wall inductive heating
method to simulate Q v

Use of compatible materials to
prevent interactions of corium
with structural materials

L j

R

L=12.6cm
R=40 cm

m
2
n
o
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RASPLAV-AW-20Q-1 Test (C-22)
Main Results

Heat transfer due to convective and conduction modes

Measured peak temperature of molten corium pool - 2680°C

Peak heat flux ~ 130 kW/m2

Molten fraction ~ 70%

Almost complete stratification of initial melt compatible with data

from phase diagram of the state

- upper layer U/Zr ratio ~ 0.37

- lower layer U/Zr ratio -1.9-2.15

- light liquid volume ~ 2 dm3

- heavy liquid volume -11 dm3

- VL/VH-0.18

Living spreading temperature ofcorium during melt process

RASPLAV-AW-200-1 Test (C-22)
U/Zr distribution along height of section #9

RASPLAV-AW-200-2 Test:
Left side ofcorium ingot during facility disassembling

m
2
o
o
D

RASPLAV-AW-200-2 Test (C-22)
Main Results

O
O

Heat transfer due to convective and conductive modes

Peak heat flux - 250 kW/m2

Molten fraction higher than 70%

"Transition" stratification of initial melt with different U/Zr ratio

- upper layer - 0.5-0.8

- lower layer -2.0

- light liquid volume - 5 dm3

- heavy liquid volume-9 dm3

- VLA/H-0.55

Corium-vessel steel interaction due to molten corium attack



TULPAN Corium Stratification Test (T3 test C-22)
Main Results

- Complete corium melting

- Stratification of corium melt
- upper layer U/Zr ratio - 0.3-0.7

- lower layer- 1.4-1.8

- light liquid volume -0.17dms

- heavy liquid volume-0.87dm3

- VL/VH~0.2

- Influence of convection role on stratification process:

- negligible during heat up phase of test

- could take place during cool down phase

- No stratification inside slim tube (without convection)

Comparision of Stratification Obtained in Corium
Experiments

RASPLAV-AW-200-1 RASPLAV-AW-200-2

Light

Heavy

U/Zr

-0.37

1.9-2.15

Volume (0

-2.0

-11.0

ZrO04;!-UO2 phase diagram-.
fnr T=9dnn°C

V t /V H

0.18

light
heavy

• 0.3;
-2.3

U/Zr

0.5-0.8

1.9-2.15

Volume (/)

-5.0

-9.0

TULPAN T3

U/Zr Volume (/) V t /V H

0.3-0.7 0.17
0.2

1.4-1.8 0.87

Salt Test Matrix

No
series

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

Salt
composition

NaF-NaBF.,
8:92

NaF-NaBF.,
8:92

NaF-NaBF,,
8:92

NaF-NaBF4

8:92

NaF-NaBF,
25:75

Li-NaF-KF
46.5:11.5:42

Heating
method

SWH

SWH

SWH

DEH

SWH

SWH

P(kW)

0.5

0.5-8.3

0.8-5.7

0.97-3.6

1.4-5.8

1-10

Ra*

7.1-10l!

(0.6-5.0) 10 "

(0.2-2.2) 10"

1 10"-1.5 10"

-1 1 0 ' w

10'°-10'2

Pr

5.2

3.5-7.5

4.2-7.6

4.4-7.5

-6.0'1

0.8-4.0

p| to be refined after salt properties measurement.

>
w

n
o
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Code Development and Distribution
Recent features of developed and distributed CONV-2D

and 3D codes

- Convection due to heat generation in the liquid melt or in the side heated wall

- Turbulence model for high Ra numbers

- Model of a "mushy" region

- Heat conductivity in solid phases (crust, vessel, structures)

- Melting and re-freezing of a crust

- Melting of steel structures

O
O



Project Findings from Phase 1

The experimental program reached the following major findings:

- the C-22 corium melt employed stratified into two liquids having different densities. An
equilibrium was reached in the AW-200-1 test. In AW-200-2 and TUUPAN stratification
tests the equilibrium was not attained.

- The axial stratification in two liquids produced axial regions having different U/Zr ratios
along the height.

- As a consequence the corium melt physical properties varied in different zones with
own:

• density
• heat conductivity
• liquidus temperature
• ( V r j , (TL-T>p,«,fca)

The Project believes that such behaviour of corium melts will also be valid for

other initial compositions with metalic Zr

The Project submits that stratification effects the melt-pool natural convection

>
m
2
n
o

Summary
o
o

Technical Issues to conduct large scale experiments were resolved
- Methods of the heating up of core materials beyond liquidus temperatures (T>2400 °C)
- Compatible materials
- Measurement techniques

New data on corium properties were obtained
Analytical tools for pre-test and post test analysis were developed
Results of corium tests showed significant difference in corium behaviour
in comparison to simulant materials
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3.1 EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS ON
IN-VESSEL DEBRIS COOLABILITY IN ALPHA PROGRAM

Yu Marayama, Norihiro Yamaao, Kiyofumi Moriyama,

Hyuo Sun Park, Tamotsu Kudo, Yanfaua Yang and Jun Sugimoto

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

Department of Reactor Safety Research

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

ABSTRACT

In-vessel debris coolability experiments have been performed in ALPHA program at JAERI,

applying aluminum oxide (A12O3) produced by a thermite reaction as a debris simulant.

Approximately 30 kg or 50 kg of A^Oj was poured into a pool of nearly saturated water (450 K

at 1.3 MPa) formed in a lower head experimental vessel (LHEV). Post-test examination with an

ultrasonic technique and thermal responses of the LHEV wall implied that the interfacial gap

was formed between the solidified AijC^ and the LHEV wall. The LHEV temperature was

sharply increased at the beginning of the experiments. The observed temperature increase rate

was much smaller than a calculated value based on heat conduction through the LHEV wall.

Later, steep temperature decrease was found on the LHEV outer surface while A12O3 was kept at

a high temperature. It is supposed that the gap acted as a thermal resistance during the heat-up

stage and water subsequently penetrated into the gap to realize the effective cooling of the LHEV

wall. The maximum heat flux at the inner surface of the LHEV facing to ALJOJ was roughly

evaluated to be 320 kW/m2 through 600 kW/m2. In parallel with the experiments, the

development of a computer code, CAMP (Coolability Assessment of Melt Pool), is in progress.

The framework of the code was completed, which is capable of analyzing laminar natural

convection of an incompressible viscous fluid, solid-liquid phase change and thermal responses

of a lower head wall. The code was applied to the post-test analysis of the in-vessel debris

coolability experiments, and the influence of the interfacial gap on the thermal behavior of the

LHEV and A12O3 was examined. Anew experimental apparatus is in design with major aims to

realize the simulation of a decay heat generation within debris and a pressure load imposed on

the lower head. Improvement of CAMP code will be made in this fiscal year for internal heat

generation, turbulent flow, boiling heat transfer in the gap and water penetration into the gap. A

concept of a packed bed type in-vessel debris retention design is proposed. A correlation for

critical heat flux was derived, based on the results from the experiments for the flooding

phenomena in a packed bed. A condition was found, in which the predicted critical heat flux

sufficiently exceeded the heat flux expected in a realistic situation.
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Conceptual Diagram of Experiments
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Cross-Sectional View of Moding in
Post-Test Analysis (IDC002)

Initial and Boundary Conditions
in Preliminary Post-Test Analysis for 1DC002

with CAMP Code
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Initial Temperature

Aluminum Oxide: 2500K
LHEV :440K
Water : 468K
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Temperature History of LHEV Wall
Calculated with CAMP Code (Gap Width 1mm) and
Comparison with Experimental Results in 1DC002
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5. CONCEPT OF IVR DESIGN

Concept of IVR Design and
Geometry in Evaluation of Critical Heat Flux
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Evaluated Critical Heat Flux for
Packed Bed Type IVR Design
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6. SUMMARY (CONT'D)

A new experimental apparatus is under design
with major aims to realize the simulation of
decay heat generation within debris and
pressure load onto lower head.

A concept of packed bed type IVR design was
proposed. A condition was found, in which
predicted critical heat flux sufficiently exceeded
the heat flux expected in a realistic situation.

6. SUMMARY

Post-test examination and thermal responses of
the LHEV wall during the initial phase of the
experiments implied that the interfacial gap was
formed between the solidified AI2O3 layer and
LHEV wall, and water penetrated into the gap.

The first version of CAMP code was applied to
the analysis of the in-vessel debris coolability
experiments, and the influences of the interfacial
gap on thermal transient behavior were
examined.
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SARJ-97 Workshop, October 6-8, 1997, Yokohama, Japan

3.2 SONATA-IV Experiments on ln»vessel Debris Coolability and
Retention

J.H. Jeong, R.J. Park, K. H. Kang, J. H. Kim, S.B. Kim, H.D. Kim

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
Severe Accident Research Team

Yusong, P.O.Box 105, Taejon, 305-600 KOREA
Fax)+82-42-861-2574

Summary

The results obtained from the metallurgical examinations in the TMI-2 Vessel Investigation
Project showed that the lower head experienced a comparatively rapid cooldown. The evaluation of
this rapid cooling mechanism is very important in the prediction of severe accident progression and the
establishment of an accident management strategy. A cooling mechanism due of boiling in gaps
between the debris crust and the RPV wall was proposed for this rapid cooling. KAERI launched a
research project named SONATA-IV(Simulation Of Naturally Arrested Thermal Attack In Vessel) to
investigate the possibility of in-vessel debris cooling through this narrow gap. Two major experiments
of LAVA(Lower-plenum Arrested Vessel Attack) and CHFG(Critical Heat Flux in Gap) are in progress.

The LAVA experimental facility was constructed and the functional tests have been
completed. The experiments were performed inside the pressure vessel, which has an inner diameter
of 2.4 m and a height of 4.8 m. The experimental apparatus is composed of a thermite melt generator,
a melt holder, a test section of a lower head vessel and a gas supply system. The lower head vessel is
made of carbon steel, is composed of hemispherical and cylindrical parts having inner diameter of 0.5
m and thickness of 0.025 m. In the present study, the validation of gap formation and the
measurement of gap thickness are of prime importance. Therefore, the experiments have been
performed under varying the initial conditions of melt and water. Depending on the test conditions, the
melt holder is to be designed to separate iron and alumina, and only AI2O3 will be used as a corium
simulant. The first experiment, LAVA-1, was performed, in which 40 kg of AI2O3/Fe thermite melt was
poured into a 60 K subcooled water pool under the elevated pressure of 17 bar. During the initial
period of the debris cooling phase, the temperature reduction rate of the debris and lower head vessel
were 6 K/s and 0.24 K/s, respectively. These temperature reduction rates may imply that when the
melt was poured into the lower head vessel, the iron was welded to the inner surface of the lower head
vessel. For a precise examination of the interface configurations between the debris crust and lower
head vessel, the test section was cut along a center line. Also, metallurgical inspections of the debris
and lower head vessel samples will be executed to observe the structural deformations.

The VISU-II experiments have been done to visualize the flow behaviour inside a
hemispherical gap and to understand the CHF-triggering mechanism. According to visual observation,
the counter-current flow limit(CCFL) phenomenon prevents water from wetting the heater surface and
induces CHF. The lessons obtained from the VISU-II experiments were reflected on the design of the
CHFG test facility. The CHFG test is currently in progress. The purpose of the experiment is to assess
the heat removal capacity through a hemispherical narrow gap. The experimental facility consists of an
electric heater, a copper shell, a pressure vessel, a heat exchanger and coolant storage tank. The
maximum heat flux at the shell surface is 90 kW/m2. The outer diameter of the inner copper shell is
500 mm and various gap sizes of 0.5, 1 and 2 mm will be used. The experiments are being performed
using distilled water; experiments with Freon-113 will be performed later. The CHF measurements will
be made in the range of 1 to 10 atm. The CHF in a hemispherical narrow gap is detected using 66 K-
type thermocouples embedded in a heated copper vessel. A basic form of a CHF correlation has been
developed to correlate the measurements that will be made in this experiment. This correlation is
based on the fact that the CHF in hemispherical gaps is enhanced by CCFL, and the Kutateladze
number correlates CCFL data well in narrow gaps.
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SOVATA-IV Experiments on In-vessel
Debris Coolability and Retention

J.H. Jeong
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POWER-KAERI

Objectives of SONATA-IVResearch

• to understand the mechanism that sustained
the integrity of the RPV during the TMI-2
accident,

O to develop and validate models for debris
behaviour in the lower plenum and for vessel
response during a severe accident,

O to assess the potential for melt retention within
the RPV in view of operating and future NPP.

POWER-KAERI
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LAVA Experiment
Lower-plenum Arrested Vessel Attack

Objectives

O Investigate Relocation of Corium into Lower Head Vessei

D Investigate Interactions between Debris and Lower Head
Vessel and Gap Formation

O Investigate Cooling of Melt and Thermal Response of Lower Head
Vessel

POWER-KAERI

LAVA Experiment (Cond.)

Schematic Diagram of LAVA Facility

POWER-KAERI

TED LA VA Experiment (Cond.)

Design Features

@ Suppression of steam explosion by pressurization of the system
* Design Pressure of Pressure Vessel: 3 Mpa

* Pressurization : Nitrogen Supply System

B Use iron thermite (Fe + A12Q3 or AI2O3 only), no sustained heating,

H Test peripheral & central paths for delivery of molten material

H Qn-tine gap measurement between RPV well and corium crust
B Pressure difference between the inside RPV and the cavity

- Pressurized RPV: 2 MPa
* Pressure in Cavity; 0.1 / 2 Mpa

M Linearly scaled-down lower plenum of RPV
* Lower Head Vessel Inner Diameter/ Thickness : 500 / 25 mm
* Vessel Material: Carbon Steel

POWER-KAERI

LJOIL] LAVA Experiment (Cond.)

Instrumentation & Measurements

D LHV Outer Surface Temperature: K-type Thermocouple; 9 Channel

O Welt Initial Temperature : Pyrometer, W/Re Thermocouple

O Dynamic Pressure : Melt/ Water Interaction In Lower Head Vessel

O Coolant Temperature: K-type Thermocouple; 4 Channel

O System Pressure: Pressure Gauge; Full Range - 4 MPa

O Gap Thickness : Ultrasonic Technique

D Melt & LHV Post Test Specimen Inspection

m
2
o
o
3

o
o

POWER-KAERI
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LAVA Experiment (Cond.)

Out-Door Preliminary Test

D Objectives :
- Integrity of Low Head by thermal attack by corium

• Thermal response of Lower Head in case of the dry condition as
reference data for LAVA experiments

- Performance test of thermite ignition, melting and delivery

O Results :
• Lower head failure occurred by jet impingement

• Need a caution for a possibility of vessel failure in LAVA experiment
when the superheated iron melt contacts with the vessel wall directly.

POWER-KAERI

HMSSi Test Matrix

Tests

LAVA-PRE

LAVA-1

LAVA-2

LAVA-3

LAVA-4

Melt Mass

20 kg

40 kg

40 kg

30 kg

30 kg

Water Depth

0.4 m

0.5 m

0.5 m

0.5 m

0.5 m

Press.(Mpa)

1.7/1.7*

1.7/1.7

1.7 ra.1

1.7/1.7

1.7/0.1

Melt Comp.

AljOj/Fe

AljOj/Fe

AI2O3/Fe

AI2O3

A I A

Water Temp.

480.0 K

480.0 K

480.0 K

480.0 K

480.0 K

* - / • = ln-Vessel/ Ex-Vessel Pressure

POWER-KAERI g

o
I EEcl LAVA Experiment (Cond.)

Preliminary Test Results

POWER-KAERI

b d LHV Temperature History : LAVA_PRE Test
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Cross-section of LHV: LA VA PRE Test

Gap

POWER

Welded

IMSBBU Cross-section of LHV; LAVA-1 Test

M l ; * > • "

POWER-KAERI

LHV Temperature History: LAVA-1 Test

505 1034 1566 2100 2636 3173 3714 4257
TIMS, sec

POWER-KAERI

Continuous Ball Indentation Test Result
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3IZZ7 Gap Boiling Heat Transfer Experiment

Experimental Method

O VISU-I : To visualize boiling heat transfer in a small scale
and small heat flux conditions (Completed)

O VISU - II : To visualize boiling heat transfer in a medium
scale and medium heat flux conditions (Completed)

& CHFG (Critical Heat Flux in Gap ) : To measure heat
transfer characteristics and to develop CHF
correlation in a large scale condition (In Progress)

n CCFL & 2-D SLICE: To investigate counter-current flow
limitation in annular gap and 2-D full scale effect,
respectively (Planning)

POWER-KAERI

Tests VISU
Boiling Two-Phase Flow Visualization

• Atmospheric pressure tests to identify basic phenomena
• Study flooding and boiling flow patterns using high-speed camera
• Insight into CHF correlation methods & construct boiling curves

POWER-KAERI

V1SU-II Experiments

) Test Geometry and Conditions
- Heater Diameter : 250 mm
- Gap Size : Approximately 1.0 mm
- Coolant: Water
- Pressure : 1 atm

i Heater
- Electric heater with Wood's metal filled
- Max. Heat Flux: 70 kW/m2

POWER-KAERI ,

Observations

• Wide bubbles are getting more energetic with power

• Steam and water make multiple separated flow-paths
around the heater periphery at random

• Irregular gap size due to non-symmetric Pyrex glass
vessel

s GCFL occurs at the top-end of the gap where its size is
smaller

=> water supply is limited

=> heater surface dries out (CCFL controlled CHF)

© Dryout region expands with a heater power increase

POWER-KAERI
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CHFG Experiment

Objectives

O To Identify Heat Removal Capacity through the Gap in a
Hemispherical Narrow Gap

O To Study Boiling Heat Transfer and to Develop CHF
Correlation in a Hemispherical Narrow Gap

- No Correlations are available in literature

• New Correlations will account for Periodic, Turbulent, Churn,
Wavy, and possibly Liquid-deficient Regimes for Gap Boiling

POWER-KAERI

W3EBgl CHFG Experiment (Cond.)

Schematic Diagram of the CHFG Facility

m.

POWER-KAERI

CHFG Experiment (Cond.)

o Test Facility Layout: Figure

D Test Geometry and Conditions

- Diameter: 500 mm

- Gap Size : 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 mm

- Coolant: Water, Freon 113

- Pressure : 1 -10 atm

- Max. Heat Flux: 0.1 MW/m2

POWER-KAERI

ULJUiULJ Photographs
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T/C locations

• POWER-KAERI

Temperature history (2mm gap, iatm)

time q"

0 31.8

1200 41.9

2100 17.9

3000 51.5

4200 56.0

5100 61.4

Tests Matrix

Heater 1,2

Heater 1

Heater 2

Gap(mm)

0.5

W,F

1.0

W,F

W

W

2.0

W,F

5.0

W,F

Heater 1 : Upper Heater, Heater 2 : Lower Heater,
W : water, F : freon
Pressure : 5 points in the range of 1 ~ 10 atm

POWER-KAERI

Temperature variation with q"

POWER-KAERI

Gap size : 2mm
Press : latm

Avg. q"(kW/m2)
32, 42
52, 60

n
o
3

©
©
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1OCH1 Self-propagation of dryout region

Gap size : 2mm
Press : latm

At time = 0,
Avg. q"= 68kW/mz

Os, + 500s
+ 1400s, +1600s

POWER-KAERI

\ZJLJL
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Measured CHF
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on

I Self-propagation of dryout region

POWER-KAERI

Gap size : lmm
Press : latm

At time = 0,
Avg. q"= eC

0s, +1000s
+ 1500s, +2500s

Summary

a SONATA-IV Phase 1 studies are in progress very actively at KAERl, with an
integrated manner In the areas of experiments and analyses. The construction of
major experimental facilities of LAVA and CHFG are finished. The experiments are
being carried out

o LAVA-0&1 tests were performed using AI2O3/Fe thermite melt. Temperature

reduction rate of the lower head vessel Is relatively tow and the iron is welded

to the inner surface of the vessel.

o According to the VISU-II experiment, CCFL phenomenon prevent watBr from wetting
the heater surface and induce CHF. CHFG experiment will confirm the gap cooling
mechanism using detailed measurement of the temperature histories of the Inner wall

a The SONATA-IV Phase II studies is under planning stage, In which the test facilities
will be scaled up to use a large amount of real material and simulant ( - 200 kg).

POWER-KAERI ,
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3.3 Molten Material Heat Transport Tests with Coolant Boiling

Jae S. Cho, Kune Y. Suh, Chang H. Chung
Seoul National University

RaeJ. Park, Sang B.Kim
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

Abstract

This paper presents results of experimental studies on the heat transfer and solidification of
the molten metal pool with overlying coolant with boiling. The metal pool is heated from the
bottom surface and coolant is injected onto the molten metal pool. As a result, the crust, which
is a solidified layer, may form at the top of the molten metal pool. Heat transfer is
accomplished by a conjugate mechanism, which consists of the natural convection of the
molten metal pool, the conduction in the crust layer and the convective boiling heat transfer in
the coolant. This work examines the crust formation and the heat transfer rate on the molten
metal pool with boiling coolant. The simulant molten pool material is tin (Sn) with the melting
temperature of 232 'C. Demineralized water is used as the working coolant. The crust layer
thickness was ostensibly varied by the heated bottom surface temperature of the test section,
but not much affected by the coolant injection rate. The correlation between the Nusselt
number and the Rayleigh number in the molten metal pool region of this study is compared
against the crust formation experiment without coolant boiling and the literature correlations.
The present experimental results are higher than those from the experiment without coolant
boiling, but show general agreement with the Eckert correlation, with some deviations in the
high and low ends of the Rayleigh number. This discrepancy is currently attributed to
concurrent rapid boiling of the coolant on top of the metal layer.

I. INTRODUCTION

During a hypothetical severe accident in nuclear power plants, it is possible to form stratified
fluid layers. These layers may be composed of high temperature molten debris pool and water
coolant in the lower plenum of the reactor vessel or in the reactor cavity.11'51 Also, molten debris
pool may be stratified into a metal layer and an oxide layer on account of their density
difference.[2~6] Molten metal layer is located in the upper region and cooled by overlying coolant
which may undergo boiling. As a result, the crust, which is a solidified layer of the molten
pool, may form at the top. Heat transfer is accomplished by a conjugate mechanism consisting
of the natural convection of the molten metal pool, the conduction through the crust layer and
the convective boiling heat transfer to the coolant.

The heat transfer and solidification processes in the molten metal pool are of fundamental
importance in the severe accident progression. A number of experimental and theoretical
investigations were performed to understand the solidification and the change of heat transfer
rate of the debris pool which greatly affects the accident progression.

An experimental study on the crust formation and heat transfer characteristics of the molten
metal pool with overlying coolant with boiling was performed to determine the heat transfer
rate of the molten metal pool. Tests were performed under the condition of the bottom surface
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heating in the test section and the forced convection of the coolant, which is injected onto the
molten metal pool. The test parameters spanned the heated bottom surface temperature of the
molten metal pool, the coolant injection rate and the coolant injection temperature.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the test section. The inner dimension of the
rectangular test section is 25cm in length, 35cm in height, and 25cm in depth. The test section
is made of 10mm thick STS304 stainless steel. The heights of the molten metal and the coolant
layer are 20cm and 15cm, respectively. A 20kW heater is installed in the bottom horizontal
plate of the test section. The viewports are installed using a quartz glass at the front and the
back of the test section. Four sides of the test section are insulated with a 4cm thick Fiberfrax
material to reduce heat loss. A digital pump is installed to deliver a uniform mass flow of the
coolant onto the molten metal pool. The temperature distribution inside the test section is
measured using 51 thermocouples, which are placed in three arrays of thermocouple bundles
located at the one-fourth, one-half and three-fourth positions of the length of the test section.
The simulant molten pool material is tin (Sn) with the melting temperature of 232°C, and
demineralized water is used as the working coolant. The test parameters are the bottom surface
temperature ranging from 253°C to 266°C, the injection coolant mass flow rate in the range of
0.5kg/min to 2.5kg/min, and the injection coolant temperature ranging from 82°C to 95°C.

In this experiment, the molten metal is injected to the test section, and the bottom surface
temperature is set at a prescribed value. Next, the coolant is injected onto the molten metal in
the test section at the preset mass flow rate. The coolant is recirculated in a closed loop until
the steady state condition is achieved.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows temperature distribution of the test section as a function of the coolant
injection rate at a bottom heating temperature of 255°C. The portion below the horizontal
dotted line is the metal layer, and the above is the coolant layer. The vertical dotted line is the
melting temperature of tin. The temperature varies linearly in the solidified region, and is
almost uniform in the molten pool and in the coolant. The crust thickness and temperature
distribution are barely affected by the coolant injection rate. Figure 3 displays the temperature
profile in the metal and coolant layers for the bottom heating surface temperatures of 253°C,
255°C, 258°C, 262°C and 266°C with the coolant injection rate of 1.5kg/min. The results
illustrate that crust thickness and temperature of the metal layer are affected by the bottom
surface temperature. As can be seen from Figures 2 and 3, the crust layer thickness may be
greatly varied by the heated bottom surface temperature of the test section, but not much
affected by the coolant injection rate.

Table 1 presents the natural convection heat transfer rates and crust thickness in the molten
metal layer. The values were obtained after the steady state had been accomplished. In
actuality, the quasi-steady state apparently produced fluctuations in temperature in the metal
layer and the coolant. The data in Table 1 were obtained from the average values for the
duration of measurement after the quasi-steady state had been reached. The crust thickness is
determined by the linear interpolation method from the thermocouple reading data and the
melting temperature (232°C) for tin. The heat flux can be derived from the temperature
difference between the top surface and the bottom surface of the crust layer using the heat
conduction equation.
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T i .

T

coolant

f
crust x

i.
molten pool

(1)

where q : heat flux through crust
k : thermal conductivity of crust
Tj : interface temperature of crust and coolant
T m : melting temperature
x : crust thickness

In this study, the actual heat flux was calculated from the temperature measurements by the
thermocouples located right underneath the metal layer and coolant interface and just above the
melting point, and the distance between the two points in-between.

crust

T

T
A

x A xB

(2)

This was necessary because the interfacial temperature Tj and the melting location of the metal
layer normally fell between the two thermocouple locations.

The heat transfer coefficient of the molten metal pool is derived from this heat flux as
follows.

crust

molten pool L

TTTTT
heater

h =
71 - T

(3)

This calculation is based on the assumption that there is no heat loss to the environment.
Natural convection heat transfer in the molten pool is generated by the buoyancy force arising
from the density difference. The Nu number and the Ra number are defined as follows.
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hL
Nu = — (4)

gBATI?
Ra = — (5)

a v
where h : heat transfer coefficient in the molten pool

L : height of molten pool layer
AT : temperature difference (T^ - Tm)
g: gravitational acceleration
a : thermal diffusivity
P : thermal expansion coefficient
v : kinematic viscosity

The relationship between the Nusselt number and the Rayleigh number in the molten metal
pool region was determined and compared against the experiment without coolant boiling and
the literature correlations. The experiment without coolant boiling was performed using the low
temperature melting alloy which has a composition by weight percentage of Bi(49.92%),
Pb(26.93%), Sn(13.28%) and Cd(9.85%) with the melting temperature of 70°C. The bottom
heating method was the same as this work but the cooling mechanism was subcooled coolant
natural convection using the heat exchanger at the top of the test section.171 Figure 4 shows a
comparison of the present experimental results with the experiment without coolant boiling and
other correlations in the molten metal pool region. Many experimental studies were performed
on the Rayleigh-Bernard problem which deals with the natural convection heat transfer. Their
results are generally presented in the following fit correlation.

Nu = aRab (6)

Available correlations are the Eckert correlation181 for tin, the Globe and Dropkin correlation191

for mercury, and the Chu and Goldstein correlation1'01 for water, all of which were developed in
an enclosure without phase changes. The Globe and Dropkin correlation and the Chu and
Goldstein correlation are developed empirically. The Eckert correlation is a theoretical relation
for natural convection of low Prandtl number materials for vertical plates. The equation is
generally presented in the following correlation.

Nu = 0.68[Pr/(0.952 + Pr)]025 ita025 (7)

Empirical correlation :

Globe and Dropkin : Nu = 0.05 li ta0 3 3 3 (8)

Chu and Goldstein: Nu = 01S3Ra027S (9)
Theoretical correlation :

Eckert: Nu = 0.24 Ra025 (10)

Equation (10) is developed from equation (7) by substituting for Pr the value of 0.015 for Tin.
The present experimental results for the heat transfer from the molten metal pool are

apparently higher than those without coolant boiling, but show better agreement with the Eckert
correlation than with the other correlations. However, the experimental results of the heat
transfer are lower than the Eckert correlation in the low Rayleigh number region and higher in
the high Rayleigh number region.
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IV. CONCLUSION

An experimental study was performed to investigate the heat transfer characteristics and crust
formation of the molten metal pool natural convection concurrent with forced convective
boiling of the overlying coolant. The temperature distribution and crust layer thickness in the
metal layer were appreciably affected by the heated bottom surface temperature of the test
section, but not much by the coolant injection rate.

In this experiment, the heat transfer is achieved with accompanying solidification in the
molten metal pool by coolant with boiling. The present experimental results of the heat transfer
on the molten metal pool are apparently higher than those without coolant boiling, but show
general agreement with the Eckert correlation. However, the present experimental results of the
heat transfer show deviations in the low and high Rayleigh number regions. This is probably
because this experiment was performed in concurrence of solidification in the molten metal
pool and the rapid boiling of the coolant. On the other hand, the comparison experimental tests
were performed without coolant boiling and the correlation was developed for the pure molten
metal without coolant phase change. Note however that the test results may not directly be
applied to the actual reactor accident condition because this study was performed in the lower
Ra number region than for the actual molten debris. During a severe accident, the molten debris
reaches the 1015~1016 range of Ra number for the oxide pool and the 109~1010 range for the
metallic layer.1"1 Further study is planned to investigate the effect of the boiling coolant in the
high temperature and high Rayleigh number region.
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Table 1. Heat Transfer Rate and Crust Thickness of the Molten Metal Pool

Bottom
Surface

Temp. (°C)
253
253
253
253
253
255
255
255
255
255
258
258
258
258
258
262
262
262
266
266
266
266

Coolant
Injection

Rate
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
1.0
1.5
2.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5

Heat Flux
(W/m2)

5.97E+4
6.02E+4
6.05E+4
6.14E+4
6.21E+4
7.74E+4
7.68E+4
7.89E+4
7.78E+4
7.47E+4
9.58E+4
9.60E+4
9.50E+4
9.57E+4
9.39E+4
1.45E+5
1.45E+5
1.44E+5
1.69E+5
1.84E+5
1.74E+5
1.80E+5

Crust
Thickness

(cm)
12.79
11.83
11.70
11.38
11.09
10.46
10.68
10.02
10.48
10.93
7.83
7.56
7.66
7.58
7.76
5.27
5.38
5.95
4.07
3.67
3.96
4.26

Nu
Number

7.14 (±8.3%)
7.71 (±6.6%)
7.67 (±6.6%)
7.89 (±6.5%)
8.01 (±5.7%)
11.09 (±8.2%)
10.85 (±7.8%)
11.21 (±8.9%)
10.89 (±11.5%)
10.23 (±14.2%)
14.95 (±9.2%)
14.91 (±9.1%)
14.91 (±9.5%)
14.63 (±9.7%)
14.49 (±8.0%)
24.28 (±8.1%)
23.79 (±10.3%)
20.46 (± 14.3%)
24.83 (±7.2%)
24.09 (±7.8%)
20.23 (±8.4%)
23.04 (±9.4%)

Ra
Number

1.62 E+6 (±7.5%)
2.50 E+6 (±6.5%)
2.68 E+6 (±6.9%)
3.08 E+6 (±6.7%)
3.50 E+6 (±6.1%)
4.14 E+6 (±10.0%)
3.83 E+6 (±8.9%)
5.01 E+6 (±9.9%)
4.21 E+6 (±18.2%)
3.54 E+6 (±13.6%)
1.01 E+7(±10.6%)
1.10 E+7 (±11.7%)
1.06 E+7 (±9.3%)
1.11 E+7 (±11.2%)
1.04 E+7 (±8.9%)
3.83 E+7 (±4.4%)
2.92 E+7 (±9.5%)
2.78 E+7 (±9.6%)
3.55 E+7 (±6.8%)
3.52 E+7 (±5.8%)
2.24 E+7 (±9.5%)
3.49 E+7 (±6.6%)

Molten Metal
Injection Line

Thermocouple
Array

Coolant
Injection Line

Molten Metal T Test Section
Drain Line | (250 x 250 x 350 mm)

Bottom Heater
PC Data

Acquisition
System

Fig. 1 Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Setup
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Fig.3 Temperature Distribution in Metal Layer and
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Molten Material Heat Transport Tests
with Coolant Boiling

Jae S. Cho , Kune Y. Suh , Chang H. Chung
Seoul National University

Rae J. Park , Sang B. Kim
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

vjiff&g Department of Nuclear Engineering
SseSI Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8,1997

Contents

4 Introduction
- Needs and Background
- Objectives

• Experimental Setup

• Experimental Method

• Results and Conclusion

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-B, 1997

Needs and Background

• Possibility of the Stratification of Two Fluids of the
Corium Pool and the Coolant under Severe Accidents

• Importance of the Heat Transfer and Solidification in

the Molten Debris Pool in the Severe Accident

Progression

• No Investigations on the Heat transfer Characteristics

of the Molten Debris Pool with Solidification by

Overlying Coolant with Boiling

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8, 1997

Objectives
• Experimental Study on the Heat Transfer and

Solidification Process in the Molten Metal Pool

• Examination of the Conjugate Heat Transfer Mechanisms
in the Molten Metal Pool with Solidification by Overlying
Coolant with Boiling

- Natural Convection in Molten Metal Pool
- Conduction Heat Transfer in the Crust Layer
- Boiling Heat Transfer in the Coolant

• Development of the Natural Convection Heat Transfer
Coefficient in the Molten Metal Pool

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University
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Experimental Setup

• Test Section
- 25cm x 25cm x 35cm Rectangular Shape

- Bottom Heating with 19.8kW Heater

- Molten Metal 20 cm , Coolant 15 cm in Height

- Installing View Ports in Front and Back

- 4 cm Thick Fiberfrax Insulation to Reduce Heat Loss

• Bottom Plate Heater
- 35cm x 35cm Area
- 2.2 kW Heating Rod 9EA (19.8 kW)

?MKre Department of Nuclear Engineering
'̂ isll Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8,1997

Experimental Setup

• Melting Pot (8kW Heater)

• Coolant Supply Tank

4 Thermocouple : T-Type, 3 Arrays

• Melt: Tin (Melting Temperature 232 °C)

• Coolant: Demineralized Water

• Direct Coolant Injection : Digital Pump

• Temperature Controller

it Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Heid in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8, 1997

Experimental Setup
• Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Setup

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8,1997

Experimental Method

• Closed Loop (Coolant Recirculation)
• Pressure in Test Section : 1 atm
• Experimental Procedure

1. Molten Metal Injection in the Test Section and
Heating the Coolant Supply Tank

2. Heating the Test Section Bottom Surfaces to a
Preset Temperature

3. Coolant Injection to the Upper Surface of Molten
Metal

4. Accomplishment of the Steady State Condition

)viA Department of Nuclear Engineering
v^-H Seoul National University
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Experimental Method

• Experimental Parameters
- Temperature of the Test Section Bottom Surface

: 253 ~ 266 °C
- Coolant Injection Flow Rate

: 0.5 ~ 2.5 kg/min

• Measurement Parameters
- Temperature Distribution of the Metal Layer and

Coolant
-Crust Thickness

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October s-8,1997

Experimental Results
• Temperature Profile in Tests

"US

I
3 123 HO 150 1M K» 223 2« 263 IW K

Botiom Temperature:255 "C

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held In Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN O c < o t o e r 6 '8 '1 9 9 7

Experimental Results
* Heat Flux Calculation

- Using the Heat Conduction Equation in Crust Layer
cooiai

crust

molten

T

pool

- 7

t

Crust Thickness Measurement
- Interpolation of the Melting Temperature from the
Thermocouple Reading Data

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8, 1997

Experimental Results
• Heat Transfer Rate and Crust Thickness
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Experimental Results
• Nu Number and Ra Number

Molten Metal Pool
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YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8, 1997

Calculation in the

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8,1997

Experimental Results
• Nu Number and Ra Number in Tests
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Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Acc;dent Research He/d /n Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8,1997

Experimental Results

• Comparison with the Experiment without
Coolant Boiling
- Low Temperature Melting Alloy (70°C)

: Bi(49.92%), Pb(26.93%), Sn(13.28%), Cd(9.85%)

- Bottom Heating Method

- Cooling Mechanism
: Subcooled Coolant Natural Convection

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National Universitv

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan

Experimental Results

• Literature Correlations for
Heat Transfer

Mi = ciRcl'

-Eckert(1954) Mi

- Globe and Dropkin(1959) Mi

- Chu and Goldstein(1973) M

H

YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-8, 1997

Natural

= 024/to01

= 0.05 life1

= 0.183/43°

Convection
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™ for Mercury

28 for Water
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Experimental Results
• Comparison with the Liturature Correlations
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Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October fi-s, 1997

Conclusions

• Temperature Distribution and Crust Thickness in the
Metal Layer are more affected by the Bottom Heating
Temperature than by the Coolant Injection Rate

• General Agreement with the Eckert Correlation

• Some Deviation of the Heat Transfer in the Low and High
Rayleigh Number Regions

• Literature Correlations were Developed for the Pure
Liquid without Phase Change

• Nucleate Boiling Region of the Coolant vs. Film Boiling

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Seoul National University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research Held in Japan YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, October 6-3,1997

Further Study

• High Temperature and High Ra Number Region

4> Bottom Heating Condition
- Constant Temperature -»• Constant Heat Flux

• Coolant Boiling Mechanism

- Nucleate Boiling -> Film Boiling

• Coolant Simulant

-Water ->• R113

i^'if Department of Nuclear Engineering
f||/l| Seoul National University
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3.4 Lattice Gas Automata Simulations of flow through Porous Media

Yosuke Matsukuma, Ryoichi Takahashi*, Yutaka Abe, and Hiromichi Adachi

Department of Mechanical Systems Engineering

Yamagata University, Yonezawa-shi, Yamagata-ken 992

*Department of Management-Information

Shizuoka Gakuen College, Fujieda-shi, Shizuoka-ken 426

ABSTRACT

In the course of a severe accident, a debris bed may be formed from once- molten and fragmented fuel elements.

In order to avoid further degradation of the reactor core, it is necessary to remove the heat from the debris bed since

the debris bed still release the decay heat. So as to predict the coolability of the debris bed, it is important to

precisely estimate flow patterns through complex geometry of debris bed in microscopic level. Lattice gas automata

could be powerful tool to simulate such a complex geometry. As a first step of the study, fundamental numerical

simulation were conducted in two dimensional systems by using the lattice gas automata method to clarify single

phase flow patterns through porous media in mesoscopic level.

Immiscible lattice gas model is one of the lattice gas automata method and utilized for spinodal decomposition

simulation of binary fluids. This model was applied to generate the complex flow geometry simulating porous

media. It was approved that the complex flow geometries were successfully generated by the present method.

Flow concentration was observed in specified flow channels for lower Reynolds number. Two dimensional

flow concentration was caused by the irregular flow geometry generated by the present method, since the flow selects

the channels of lower friction. Two dimensional pressure distribution was observed relating to the concentrations of

flow in specified channels.

The simulating results of the flow through the porous media by the present method qualitatively agree with

the Ergrn's equation. Quantitatively, the present results approach to Ergun's equation in higher Reynolds number

than 10, although concentration of the flow in a specified flow channels were observed in lower Reynolds number

than 10. It can be concluded that this technique is useful to simulate flow through complex geometry like porous

media.
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Lattice Gas Automata Simulations of Flow
through Porous Media

Y. MATSUKUMA, R. TAKAHASHI*,
Y. ABE, H. ADACHI

Department of Mechanical Systems Engineering,
Yamagata University

* Department of Management-Information
Shizuoka Gakuen College

Presented at the Workshop
on Severe Accident Research in Japan(SARJ-97)

October 6-8, 1997, Yokohama, Japan

Contents

1. Introduction
2. Lattice gas automata models

©ILG model
©Technique to generate complex flow geometry

3. Simulation results (flows through porous media )
©Computational domain and parameters
• Flow pattern observations
• Dependence of grain size distribution
• Comparison with Ergun's equation

4. Conclusions

ECC
water

1. Introduction
Schematic diagram of debris bed formation during severe accident

pressure vessel

steam

Large break of pipe^ Debris bed \_
formation J

Core coolins
CCFL

• Background

-It is important for reactor safety analysis to precisely estimate
flow patterns in the debris bed.

-Flow patterns in the debris bed are mainly complicated due to
the phase change of the coolant activity and the complex
geometry of the debris bed.

-Numerous experimental and numerical studies have clarified
the flow through complex geometry in macroscopic level.

-Microscopic studies are, however, required to predict
complicated flow in complex geometry of the debris bed.
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• Objectives

-To propose the technique to generate complex flow
geometry simulating the debris bed using lattice gas
automata method.

-To confirm applicability of the present technique after
observation of flow patterns and comparison of friction
factors with Ergun's equation.

•Single phase laminar flow of no phase change
—> Preliminary study of flow through the debris bed

2. Lattice gas automata models

• immsicible Lattice Gas automata (ILG) model

Lattices and lattie sites of ILG model

Evolution of the system

is specified by assumed
collision and translation rules.

•collision t

binary or triple particle collide
to change a microscopic lattice states
• translation
particles move along lattice links

• coarse graining
obtain macroscopic variables by averaging
lattice states over a region of space
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blue

Red particles move lo the most red-riched neighboring site

to generate macroscopic behavior of surface tension



Separation of two components mixture by ILG model

T=0 T=I0O T=300

T=1000 T=3000 T= 10000

: ?• 7?» ' : " ! : i . . >i;

Complex geometry of the surface is spontaneously formed

between the two components.

- . ^ ; • • ' • ; . , . , . ( - • • • . • • :

•Technique to generate complex flow geometry

Schematic of lattice states near the surface at a certain time step tp

2 1
Red rectangle illustrates
that the lattice site contains
more red particles than blue

t=tp •—m—•—H>-~W-i
• --•._ .*/-• —•

Red phase . . .-",Blue phase

Surface

lattice sites located
at the surface are
surrounded by both
red- and blue-riched

lattice sites.

Technique to generate complex flow geometry for t> tp

Blue phase —" solid obstacles Red phase —* fluidal phase

No slip wall conditions are applied to the lattice sites surrounded by

both red- and blue-riched lattice sites.

at _t= t
Red component '-. Blue component

for t> L

• — » — • — - Solid wall
Surface

Time step t will determine the grain size and shapes of the obstacles
formed by the blue components.

3. Simulation results

Two 2-D simulations

O
o
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Case (A): tp=200

Case (B): tp=10000.
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• Computational domain

Free slip wall

The average number of particles
per lattice: p = p t+ p h

1 33 Free slip wall 256 288*

for t<t_

for t>t

P,=3.2

1 33

p
A

256 288

I 33

Simulation results in case(A):tp=200

0 50 100

iih

Simulation results in case(B):tp=10000
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• Grain size distribution of solid obstacles as a

function of the parameter t

4

* X

a \ \ "e---9%ip=3nnn

\ X \
G X
X"-> X

II 5 HI [5 211 ;S 30 35 40 45

Grain size

omparison with Ergun's equation

Ergun's equation
33.3 f 0.5833

S

Revnolds number: Rc =
D,.u,

Porosity: e

Hydraulic diameter: °* = 4"
[Fluid Volume)

(Wetted Surface Area)

Farming's equation > ' ^A.' ̂

• Comparison of the wall friction factors between Ergun"s
equation and estimated values by the present method

10 r-

iii in

R e y n o l d s n u m b e r : R e

4. Conclusions

-The complex flow geometry was successfully
generated by the present method.

-Flow concentration was observed in specified channels for
lower Reynolds number due to the irregular flow geometry.

-The simulating results by the present method qualitatively
agree with Ergun's equation higher Reynolds number than
10.

-This technique is useful to simulate flow through complex
geometry.
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4. Session

Chairperson: C. Allison (Innovative Systems Software)
Co-chairperson: K. Muramatsu (JAERI)
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4.1 Status of ICARE2 and ICARE/CATHARE Development

Florian Fichot, Fabrice Babik, Magali Zabiego, Marc Barrachin, Patrick Chatelard,
Valia Souillard, Stephane Melis and Francine Camous

Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire (DPSN) - Departement de Recherches en Surete (DRS)
CEA-Cadarache - 13108 ST PAUL LEZ DURANCE (France)

Workshop on Severe Accident Research held in Japan - SARJ-97
Yokohama (Japan), October 6-8, 1997--,

Abstract

The ICARE2 code is developed by D?SN as a tool for calculating severe core degradation in
PWRs. The aim is to provide a mechanistic analysis of fuel rods heat-up, cladding oxidation, debris
bed formation, molten corium relocation, chemical interactions, hydrogen release, FP release and
lower head integrity.
It is also used for the preparation and analysis of the experimental tests of the PHEBUS-FP program.
A new version, named V3modO, will be released in 1998. That version will be coupled with the
thermalhydraulics code CATHARE2 and will include three major improvements with respect to the
previous version (V2mod2):

• the possibility to use a two-phase thermalhydraulics model in the core, instead of a single
gas phase model.

• The possibility to calculate a whole accident sequence, including the primary circuit.
e The possibility to calculate the accident evolution up to the vessel failure thanks to a more

complete modeling of the late degradation phenomena and a thermal and mechanical
modeling of the vessel lower head.

The late degradation modeling is based on a porous medium approach. Oxidation of Zircaloy
particles and dissolution of UO2 particles by liquid ZrO2 are modeled. The relocation of liquid corium
is calculated on a 2D cylindrical meshing. The collapse of solid debris under specific conditions may
also be taken into account.
After substantial melting of the debris, one or several empty cavities may appear, and a large molten
pool may form. To deal with that configuration, models for the convective heat transfers inside a
molten pool and for the 2D radiative heat transfers in cavities have been developed. The prediction of
a thin crust on top of the molten pool is also possible.
Moreover, a 2D, gas phase thermalhydraulics model has been implemented, to be able to deal with a
complex geometry, where intact rods, debris and void areas exist simultaneously in the core. This
model is also based on a generalized porous medium approach.
The transport and release of fission products in the early and late degradation phases are calculated,
and the resulting local power is deduced.
Finally, the mechanical and thermal modeling of the vessel lower head allows to calculate the
evolution of the debris after their collapse into the lower plenum and to predict a possible vessel
failure.

The coupling of ICARE2 with the advanced system code CATHARE2, developed by CEA,
IPSN, EDF and FRAMATOME has been done, and several tests have been performed to check the
operability of the coupled version in all the phases of the accident. So far, comparisons have been
made between the coupled version and CATHARE2 during the LOCA phase of a LBLOCA accident,
simple tests with rod degradation have been performed, as well as a TMI-2 transient up to the end of
the oxidation phase.

loo



Florian Flchot, Fabrlce Babik, Magali Zabiego, Marc Barrachin,
Patrick Chateiard, Valla Souillard, StSphane M6lis and Francine Camous

IPSN/DRS
CE Cadaracho (France)

1 - ICARE2

1.1 Present status

1.2 Future developments

2 - ICARE/CATHARE

2.1 Present status

2.2 Future developments

Status ol ICARE2 and ICARE/CATHARE Devetopment - Florian Pichot of si. • SARJ-97 Yokohama (Japan) October 6-8.1997
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1 - ICARE2 : 14 present

Early phase degradation (rather complete) and late phase ,
(preliminary) without transition from rod geometry to rubble bed
One-phase thermohydraulics, 1-D parallel channels.

D 1CARE2 : 87000 lines (30% comments), 550 subroutines

a Users : 17 institutes in 12 countries + France (IPSN, DRN, Universities)

• Portability : UNIX (sunmp, hppa, sgi5, rs6k) ; DOS (Lahey and Watcom Fortran)

Status 0MCARE2 and ICARE/CATHARE Development - Florian Fichotefaf. - SARJ-97 Yokohama (Japan) October 6-8.1997

Late degradation^ strategy

• Several phases : 1 gas, 1 liquid (melt), 1 solid as particules and several solids as rods.
> Each phase is characterized by a volume fraction, composition, temperature and

geometry.
= The gas and liquid flows are calculated in 2 dimensions (or 1D with parallel channels

for the gas, according to user's choice).
> Solid particles may move (vertical collapse).
> Heat and mass balances are solved on a 2D meshing.
> Discretization of the structures is made automatically to simplify input data creation.
> Most of the models are not restricted to the core region but may also be applied in the
lower plenum.

> Need for relevant material properties and interactions : Phase diagram U-Zr-0 et U-
Zr-O-Fe.

Status of ICARE2 or,d ICA.R5/CA.THARE Development - Ftotian Fichot et af. - SA.Rj-9? Yokohama (Japan) October 6-8,1997

• ModeBng (additional features with respect to V2 12J_I

D Thermohydraulics:
•» 2-D cylindrical, one-phase gas flow through rods or porous medium
•* Two-phase 1-D parallel channels in rod geometry
•» Variable geometry, unrestricted number of walls with possible oxidation
•» Modified properties of steam at high temperature (dissociation)

• Late phase:
•» Transition from early to late phase with debris formation (according to user's criteria).

•» Implicit coupling of the momentum and energy balance for the melt.

•» IMURA-YAGI effective conductivity (valid, ACRR DC-1 and'wp-1) + dispefeion effects

-3» 1 -D model for temperature in the corium pool (boundary layer approach)

•* 2-D cylindrical radiative heat transfers in cavities (non participative gas)

•* Coupling With PHADI1: U-Zr-0 phase diagram (H, Cp, Tliq, Tsol, phases and composition)

-5- Collapse Of the debris (according to user's criteria)

•> UO2 dissolution by ZrO2 in debris configuration (solubility limit may be chosen)

Status of ICARE2 and 1CARE7CATHARE Development - Fiorian Fichot e( af. - SARJ-97 YoKohama (Japan) October 6-6.1997
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Validation and appHcations

• Validation

• l/2mod2.2 : ^PHEBUS (B9+, FPTO et FPT1), CORA W2

n V3modO : •» ACRR MP-1, DC-1, BAF0ND, SCARABEE BF1

• Applications :

D with V2mod2.2: •*• Preparation of PHEBUS FPT2

•* Interpretation of PHEBUS FPTO et FPT1 : late nhase

•> ICARE2/SUNSET application to PHEBUS FPT1 et.B9+ for
statistical analysis of the results according to input data
uncertainties

• with V3modO : •* Preparation of PHEBUS FPT4S (with private V3modo version)
•» TM1-2 Phase II calculation

Status of ICARE2 and ICARE/CATHARE Development • Florian Fichot el a/. - SARJ-97 Yokohama (Japan) OctoDer 6-8,1.997

1 - ICARE2 : 1.2

• Developments from mid-97 to mid-98 (n new modal ; n improved model) :

B Modeling of core plate and lower head (2-D heat conduction)

• Coupling with IBRAE model for lower head creeping/failure : LOHEY

• Fission products transport with relocated materials (calculation of residual power)

• Generalisation of the corium relocation model to treat in the same way ;

•* early degradation : candling, crust formation,
•> flow of corium in a porous medium (Darcy),
•* flow of corium in the by-pass or through the core plate.

n Simple model for Zry oxidation by a mixture air/steam (coupled with the 2D gas flow)

• Crust formation on the upper surface of the molten pool

• Coupling with ELSA model for fission products release

a Improvement of IBRAE models:UZRO and PHADI2

Status of 1CARE2 and ICARE/CATHARE Development - Florian Fichot el s/. - SARJ-97 Yokohama (Japan) October 6-8, 1997

n
o

D Coupling with PHADI2 module : U-Zr-O-Fe diagram

• Extension of the 2D gas flow model for reactor applications :
•* algebraic model for turbulence ;

•* friction and heat transfer coefficients for flow through rods ;

>* model to take into account the presence of liquid water in the lower part of the vessel ;

•> preliminary study of the dissociation of steam and the consequences on oxidation.

a Application of the 2D solver to a model for natural convection in a corium pool with
solidification (Ph. D. thesis)

o
c

Status of ICARE2 and ICARE/CATHARE Development - Floflan Fichof ef a/, - SARJ-97 Yokohama (Japan) October 6-8, 1997
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Collapse of debris bed

Heat transform in debris

2-D radiative transfer Jn cavity

Crust on top of the pool

flow and solidification of c<
(lower crust formation)

Generalized Darcv equation
:atlon

Transition rods-debris

Dissolution of UO2/ZrO2 debris

2-D Qas f w
(debris bed, rods

Q-P exaflttrat

1-D moltan pool model
(boundary layer + enthalpy transport)

2-phaee 1-D flow

Zr oxidation by..alr/H2O

lnteractlon..UQ2fZr/H2O fUZRO)

r • : • • . • • • • " . • . • ? • : . ' • . •

Lower hoad grftgp r

almptlflad steam dissociation
Propr. U-Zr-0 (PHADM)
Proor. U-Zr-O-Fe fPHADI2)

Status of ICARE2 and ICARE/CATHARE Development - Rorian Fichot et si. - SARJ-97 Yokohama (Japan) October 6-8,1997

Calculation of phase 2 of TMI-2 Accident

Computational options

Boundary conditions :
- top : exchange with steam at 600K
- bottom : saturation temperature under the

water level ( ~ 500K )
- external vessel: exchange with air at 320K

The pressure evolution inside the vessel is specified.
The steam mass flow rate evolution is specified.
The water level evolution is specified.

Degradation criterions :
- Cladding failure is declared if T > 2250K and
zirconia thickness is lower than 300 microns.

- Fuel debris are formed as soon as the cladding is
molten or dislocated or absent.
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u p l e d With CATHARE2 V1.3U : I0AR6/CATHARE 1-D

• • . . • W ' j i - t i . . ; - J * . ig."11'1*-1-!''" .

Stand-alone mode

ICARE2 restricted to the vessel (or only the cor
Vessel failure prediction •w

2-D thermohydraullcs with non limited non con
0-D model for evaporation In the lower plenum

No refloodlng from the top

ICARE2

CATHARE2

Siatus of ICAR62 and 1CARE/CATHARE Development - Rorian Ficho! el el. - SARJ-97 Yokchama {Japan) October 6-8, 1697

2 - ICARE/CATHARE : 2if Status of-the coupling'.

The current version (V1) is based on the coupling of ICARE2 V3 mod 0 with the
V1.3U version of the thermal hydraulics code CATHARE2.

<> The aim of this coupling is to allow a pertinent description of the whole sequence of
severe LWR accidents up to the vessel failure, using the same code.

• To achieve this, a two phase thermal hydraulics model based on the CATHARE2 two
fluid six equations model - adapted to severe accidents conditions - has been
implemented into ICARE2. The resulting two phase ICARE2 version has been
introducedjnto CATHARE2 as a new core module.

o
3

ICARE/CATHARE - "Validation

O
o
D

a As a first step, debugging with simple test cases and comparison to CATHARE2
or 1CARE2 depending on the situation studied (1 or 2 phase flow).

n Comparison to CATHARE2 and analysis of the discrepancies on PWR transients
(e.g.LB LOCAs)

D Beginning of validation on LOFT FP-2 and comparison with 3CDAP/RELAP5.

• Preliminary analysis of TMI2 (phases 1 and 2). Some results are'presented in the
following.

D WER 440 reactor: a small break LOCA calculation has been performed up to the
core degradation. Results have been compared successfully to the CATHARE2
ones during the LOCA phase.



ICARE/CATHARE

Till the release of this version (mid 98) some work remains to be done, in particular:

• Improvement of oxidation calculation (semi-implicit treatment).
• Adaptation of the two phase flow model to porous media (debris bed).
P Improvement of numerical performances.
• Validation on TMI2 (phases 1 and 2) and LOFT-FP2.
p Calculation of LWR accidental sequences.
D Improvement of post processing.

2 - ICARE/CATHARE : %.% - fu ture

• In 1998, beginning of a coupling of ICARE2 V3 mod 0 to CATHARE2 V1.4E and its
3D two phase thermalhydraulics module. Besides 1D calculations, this version will
allow a 3D description of the core and of the upper and lower plena.

• Work implied by this coupling will consist mainly in introducing ICARE2 V3 mod 0
into CATHARE2 V1.4E as an optional thermics module and coupling this module to
the 1D and 3D CATHARE2 thermalhydraulics modules, after adaptation of these
modules to severe accidents conditions.

D A first mock-up of ICARE/CATHARE V2 is foreseen to be ready at the ead of 1998.

P Then , starting from this mock-up, the first ICARE/CATHARE V2 version will be
developed. This will imply physical developments concerning reflooding, corium water
interaction, extension of physical laws to severe accidents conditions, ...,
improvement of numerical performance, validation and reactor calculations.

This first.versionis foreseen for 2000
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COMPARISON BETWEEN CATHARE AND ICARE/CATHARE CODES

IN THE T f i I - 2 CALCULATION

3E-^0?"

4-Ei-O?

-Ef-07

-E--OS

,E*OS -

°"D.

Tni-2
PRESSURE

PRESSURE ( fiPn )

B \ ^

9OO. 18D0. 2?0O. 3&

CALCULATION
IN THE PRIMARY

OO. -SSOO. S4GO.

CIRCUIT

Tine < s
6300. 72OO. S1OO.

)

9OOO.

Icntt/Colhnco

. 540O. 6300. 7200. 81D0. SOOQ.

TMI-2 CALCULATION
TOTAL HASS OF THE PRIHARY CIRCUIT

JCAHE/CATM^RE

THI-2

PRESSURE AND FLUID HASS EVOLUTION DURING
PHASES 1 AND 2
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Workshop on Severe Accident Research in Japan (SARJ - 97)

Yokohama, Japan

October 6-8, 1997

4.2 COCOSYS (Containment Code System) - a detailed approach

to analyze containment behaviour during severe accidents

H.-J. Allelein, J. Rohde

(GRS Cologne)

Abstract

The development and validation of the Containment Code System COCOSYS is needed for a

comprehensive simulation of severe accidents in containments of light water reactors. COCOSYS is

to enable the simulation of all relevant processes and conditions during the course of severe

accidents, covering design basis accidents.

Models mechanistic as far as possible are used for analyzing the physical-chemical processes

in containments. Essential interactions between the individual processes, like e.g. between

temperature and flow distribution, hydrogen distribution, hydrogen combustion as well as fission

product and aerosol behaviour will be treated in a comprehensive form. New models, like e.g.

models for describing melt distribution and melt cooling will be integrated.

An early version of COCOSYS naturally not complete in modelling all of the relevant

phenomena is ready so that validation is just taken up.

With its detailed approach to analyze containment behaviour during severe accidents

COCOSYS will not only be able to describe important individual phenomena close to reality, but

will also make it possible to demonstrate the interaction between these phenomena as well as the

overall behaviour of the containment.

The ongoing development and validation of COCOSYS by GRS is supported by the Federal

Ministry for Education, Science, Research and Technology.

- 1 4 3 -
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COCOSYS

(Cgntainment Code System) —

a detailed approach to analyze contain-

ment behaviour during severe accidents

H.-J. Alleleln, J. Rohde

GRS-Cologne

Based on widely mechanistic models

COCOSYS will be able to simulate all of the relevant

processes and states in a LWR containment

COCOSYS will be used

• to Identify possible weak spots

• to quantify safety margins

• to assess accident management procedures

• to assess safety aspects of a new reactor concept

Workshop on Severe Accident Research in Japan

(SAHJ-97)
SARJ - 97

D:\~ijene Dflltl«rf.Wortf'DOCSrALl\':Ol21C97 O

meaning of the acronym COCOSYS:

Containment Code System

SARJ • 97

.1
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general structure of COCOSYS:

Three main modules are linked to the global interface

module

These main modules are:

. module THY for thermal-hydraulics

{based on RALOC MOD 4)

module AFP

module CC1

for aerosol-fission products

(based on FIPLOC 3)

for corium-concrete interaction

(based on a re-englneered

version of WECHSL)

An early version of COCOSYS naturally not complete In

modelling all of the relevant phemomena Is ready so

that validation is just taken up.

experiments calculated with COCOSYS:

. F2

. HYJET4

» Gx4

. E11-4

. E 11-8.1

. M7-1

• VANAM-M3

. KAEVER

• JAERI

thermal-hydraulics

let and stratification

recombination

H, - distribution

catalytic foil

thermal-hydraulics and spray system

aerosols and thermal-hydraulics

aerosols

hydrodynamlc

SARJ - 97
SARJ • 97

Seile 8 von 10

• Validierung COCOSYS : HDR E11-4 Experiment

.GSS

Essential interactions between the Individual

processses, like e.g. between temperature and flow

distribution, hydrogen combustion as well as fission

product and aerosol behaviour will be treated In a

comprehensive form. New models, like e.g. models for

describing melt distribution and melt cooling will be

Integrated.

SARJ - 97
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1 Feuchte und NaOH Konzentration im Dom

CVO.1AB): BMC VANAM-M3

(VO.1AB): BMC VANAM—M3
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planned activities for the medium term:

• review, modifications and completion of the COCOSYS

concept

° extension of modelling

- simulation of the Interactions of Internal spraying with

thermal-hydraulics, aerosols, Iodine

- Integration of a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model

- complete simulation of H,-combustlon (deflagration, DDT,

detonation)

• continuation of validation and calculations for plan!

sequences

U0]|DJ|U9DUO)|

SARJ - 97

- 1 4 6 -
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Summary

The general structure of COCOSYS Is realized

The main modules for thermal-hydraulics, aerosols and

fission products and corium - concrete Interaction are

coupled, but not all of the interactions are modelled up

to now.

The ongoing development and validation of COCOSYS

by GRS Is supported by the Federal Ministry for

Education, Science, Research and Technology.

SARJ • 97
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4.3 Development of Super Simulator "IMPACT"

Part(l) IMPACT System Configuration

Nobuhide Sato, Hiroshi Ujita, Hiroichi Nagumo, Masanori Naitoh and Masayoshi Shiba

Advanced Simulation Systems Department, Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation

ABSTRACT

A large-scale project is underway at the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation to develop the

software for a "Super Simulation" system, capable of analyzing scenarios ranging from normal

operation to hypothesized accident conditions. Designed as a system of interconnected, hierarchical

modules, IMPACT'S distinguishing features include mechanistic models and high speed simulation

on parallel processing computers. The present plan is a ten-year program starting from 1993. The

IMPACT software will be completed within the year 2000 followed by two years for refinement

through extensive verification and validation against test results and available real plant data.

The first technical phase, which ends in fiscal 1997, consists of development of basic physics

modules, boiling transion code, flow induced vibration code ans fast-running modules for severe

accident analysis. Initial versions of the modules are currently being verified and upgraded to be

able to simulate various aspects of severe accidents.

These fast-running modules will be integrated into a prototype system to analyze severe accident

scenarios within Fiscal 1997. The Control System to manage and coordinate the various modules

is also being developed within NUPEC. This system will enable complete simulation of a severe

accident without need for user intervention.

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade and

Industry,Japan

- 1 4 8 -
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Development of Super Simulator "IMPACT" Part(l)

IMPACT System Configuration

SARJ-97 Oct.6, Yokohama, Japan

Nobuhide Sato, Hiroshi Ujita, Hiroichi Nagumo,
Masanori Naitoh and Masayoshi Shiba

Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation

IMPACT : Integrated Modular Plant Analysis and Computing Technology

Objectives

Demonstrate the Available Safety Margin of Nuclear Power Plants

Means

Physics-based Mechanistic Simulation (Phenomenological Models)
Parallel Processing & GUI
Modular Structure

Goals

High-accuracy, detailed calculations
Fast Running
User assistance from input generation to comprehension
Code Maintainability & Flexibility

2
n
o
3

SARJ-97 SARJ-97

Contents

IMPACT Overview

Objectives, Goals

Implementation of Severe Accident Code

Control System / Simulation Supervisory System

Modeling of Severe Accident Modules (in Part-2)

Module Verification Tests (in Part-2)

Ultimate Software Structure of IMPACT

Developed
in Phase 1

J Human Interface System

• Mesh Generation
• Documents lion Support
• Visualization, etc

Knowledge Base

I for Analysis Support
• Artificial Intelligence
• Expert Systems

"Microscopic Mocfpl Libraries

• rWrioi^enbn-Specific Modules
•v Fast-runningAnaiysis

: \ Detailed Analysis

Data Base

Plant Data
Physical Constants
Experimental Data
Model Correlations
Material Properties

O
O
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Development Schedule

SARJ-97

1993 Conceptual Design

1993-1997 (Phase-1) Completion of Platform

1998-2000 (Phase-2) Calculation Enhancement

2001 -2002 (Phase-3) User Environment Enhancement

SARJ-97

Phase-1 c Phase-2

Basic Physics Modules
Single, Mulli-Phase Flow Modules

j High_Speed, Large_Scale Caliculation Using Parallel Processors |

Boiling Transition Code, Flow Induced Vibration Code

| Severe Accident Code / Phenomenon Specific Modules |

Fast-running Modules as a Platform « • a Enhancement ,
Molten Core Relocation, Debris Cooling ttc.

Detailed Analysis Modules
Ex-vessel Steam Explosion

Control System I

Integration of Fast-running
Modules as a Platform

i Enhancement i

Detailed
Analysis
Modules

Total
Control
System

• . . « - - •

SARJ-97

Analysis Modules in Severe Accident Code

(Control Module)

Thermal Hydraulics
in RCS

Thermal Hydraulics
inPCV \

( including Hydrogen ^
Combustion)

FP Behavior
in PCV

Debris Oimcrele Reachort

(,'tne Heat-Up

FP Release
I rorri fuel

Molten Core
Relocation

FP Behavior
in RCS

Debus Coolahilily
in Lower Plenum

Ex-vessel Steam
F.

Dcbns Spreading

Execution as a Severe Accident Analysis Code

Steady-State/Transient i,iiiiiiiiiinii| after Fuel Failure

/ FP Release \
•"•" I from Fuel )

Communication between Modules-

SARJ-97

Control System / Simulation Supervisory System

Subjects

Module Selection
Allocation of Analysis Modules to Processor Elements
Time Step Control(Syncronization)
Visualization

Parallel Computer System

IBM SP-2 (72PEs)
Distributed Memory, MIMD(Mutiple Instruction Stream Mutiple Data Stream)
Performance 19.2GFLOPS (total)

IBM's Parallel Environment
, MPI (Message Passing interface) for linkage to other modules

>
en

sno
3

o
o



Time Step Control and Dynamic Allocation of Processor Elements
by Simulation Supervisory System

PPACT

PE

1

2

3

4

5

n-1

n

Module

Super-

visory
System
1st

Time Step A t

A t for PE Control

A t for Communication Among PEs

Analysis r_ • fl,, r^kul.nion F — — «
Module '

2nd

Module !!

j-th
Analysis
Module

Ik-th Analysis Module At/m

SARJ-97

Interprocess Communication

3 Layers
Each Analysis Modules : SPMD(Single-Program Multiple-Data)
Severe Accident Analysis Code : MPMD (Multiple-Program Multiple-Data)

—-™.w.w,w,«i [Communication between
/" ~-\ Analysis Control Module & Analysis Modules

(ACM).

^Communication between Modules-"^

P : Parent Process
C : Child Process

3:!ntemal Module Communication
' by Module Specific Communication Inteival

m
2
n
o
a

SARJ-97 SARJ-97

Time Step Control & Dynamic Allocation (Implementaion)

Select Adequate Analysis Modules & Re-Allocate when Specified Event has Occurred
(e.g. Fuel Failure, Debris Slumpping)

( Contorl V-
V Module J

if event-n then
execute module-a(nPEs)

module-b(mPEs)

Dispatch Analysis Modules 1 Event Message

Delta-t for Communication
Control Demand

(caliculate .create restart file etc.)

/AnalysisX
( Control )••
V Module J

if event-n then
create restart file , terminate

k Event Message
Required Delta-t

Parallel
Environment

Visualisation

Online Monitoring

Running Modules, PEs & Log Messages
Typical Process Parameters (Time History)

AVS(Offline)

Profile , Vector & Contour Plot
Generalized Output Format Common to Modules

jpfef

O
O
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C7I
CO

Online Monitoring System (Output Image)

Conclusions

SARJ-97

en
2
n
o
3

O

o

System Configuration of IMPACT is Reviewed

Supervisory System Design has been Completed, and All Modules
for IMPACT(Phase-1) is under Coding and /or Testing

Prototype System of the Integrated Severe Accident Analysis Code
will be Completed by the end of this fiscal year
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4.4 Development of Super Simulator "IMPACT"

Part(2) Modeling of Severe Accident Phenomena

and Initial Verification Tests

Kazumi Miyagi, Karen M. Vierow and Masanori Naitoh
Advanced Simulation Systems Department, Nuclear Power EngineeringCorporation

Masataka Hidaka, Akira Susuki and Naoyuki Ishida
Power & Industrial System R & D Division, Hitachi, Ltd.

Makoto Yamagishi
Reactor Control & Safety EngineeringDepartment, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.

Nobuaki Abe
Nuclear EngineeringLaboratory, Toshiba Corporation

ABSTRACT

IMPACT employs advanced methods of physical modeling and numerical computation and

can simulate a wide spectrum of scenarios ranging from normal operation to hypothetical, severe

accidents. The simulator models major phenomena in the accident such as thermal hydraulics in

the reactor coolingsystem (RCS), heat up of fuel rods, core melt, molten core relocation (freezing,

slumping etc.) , debris cooling in lower plenum, fission product(FP)s release and transport in

RCS, steam explosion, debris/concrete interaction, thermal hydraulics in the containment vessel

(CV), FPs transport in the CV. The modelingand combination of these phenomena could supply

the ability to simulate the severe accident progress at Light Water Reactor.

Initiated in fiscal year 1993, the project's conceptual and detailed design phases have been

completed and coding and verification phases are in progress.

In the several analysis modules, verification studies for some modules are under way, and the

steam explosion analysis module and the debris coolability analysis module are examined against

typical experimental results to confirm the ability of each model.

The premixing submodule for analysis of steam explosion phenomena under severe accident

conditions has been completed, and was shown to simulate the MIXA tests well. Calculation

results of debris spreading model in debris cooling process are compared with the experimental

results and calculated average location of the spearhead at each time shows good agreement with

the experimental observation, though spearhead shapes are different.

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,

Japan.
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Development of Super Simulator "IMPACT" Part(2)

Modeling of Severe Accident Phenomena
and Initial Verification Tests

SARJ-97 Oct. 6 , Yokohama, Japan

Kazumi Miyagi, Karen M. Vierow and Masanori Naitoh
Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation

Masataka Hidaka, Akira Susuki and Naoyuki Ishida
Hitachi, Ltd.

Makoto Yamagishi
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.

wmt Nobuaki Abe
Toshiba Corporation

SARJ-97

SARJ-97

Introduction
Contents

2. Description of Analysis Modules
• Thermal Hydraulics in RCS Analysis Module (THA)
• Fuel Rod Heat-Up Analysis Module (FRHA)
• Molten Core Relocation Analysis Module (MCRA)
• Debris Coolability in Lower Plenum Analysis Module (DCA)
s FP Release from Fuel Analysis Module (FPRA)
• FP Behavior Analysis Module (MACRES)
• Thermal Hydraulics in CV Analysis Module (CVPA)
• Debris Spreading Analysis Module (DSA)
e Debris-Concrete Reaction Analysis Module (DCRA)
• Ex-vessel Steam Explosion Analysis Module (VESUVIUS)

3. Code Verification
• Verification of Steam Explosion Analysis Module (VESUVIUS)
• Verification of Debris Cooability Analysis Module (DCA)

4. Conclusions

1. Introduction

®The IMPACT Simulation System is being developed to assess
the available safety margin of nuclear facilities

©Emphasis is on development of software for deterministic
analysis of severe accidents

• IMPACT consists of:
- Severe accident code
- Control system

• This presentation covers:
- Several of the mechanistic modules in the severe accident code
- Initial verification

e
2
n
o

SARJ-97

2. Description, of Analysis Modules

Thermal Hvdraulics
in RtS

Thermal Hvdraulics
in CV

( including
Hydrogen Cornlnislion )

FP Behavior
in CV

Fuel Rod Heal-Up

FP Release
from Fuel

Debris-Cimctvlo Reaction IX-bns Spreadin

Debris Coolabilily
in Lower Plenum'

"'1""

IMPACT '. A n a t y s i s in IMPACT'S Severe Accident Code [
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Thermal Hydraulics in RCS Analysis Module (THA)_

- Evaluate thermal hydraulics in Reactor Cooling System(RCS),
using the existing code(RELAPS) developed in USA

- Calculate two-phase flow behavior in RCS by node-junction model

Upper head

To hot legs uide tube
ibrazemcnts

Vapor
Water

Pellet

Heat transfer
between gas
and liquid
phases

onduction]
Temperature
distribution) |

IMECT Lower head

I Coolant flow

jTwo-phase flow behavior |

SARJ-97

Fuel Rod Heat-UpAnalysisModule

- Model fuel rod heat-up, hydrogen production due to cladding
oxidation, and cladding deformation and failure in core region

- Model UO2-Zr eutectic formation, and heat structure and control rod

Pelle
Cladding deformation and failure

• Ballooning
• Rupture
• Failure due to brittleness
• Failure due to melting

IMS

Molten Core Relocation Analysis Module (MCRA)

- Model core melting, molten core relocation, molten core/structure
interaction using mechanistic model

- Based on Multi Phase, multi Component and multi Velocity field
(MPCV) method

- Couple with core heat-up and debris cooling in lower plenum
© Momentum/energy exchange between

fuel rod and coolant
(2) Mass/momentum/energy exchange between
y^ water and vapor
(3) Momentum/energy exchange between
^-^ structure and gas

© Momentum/energy exchange between
structure and molten core

©Momentum/energy exchange between
molten core and coolant

®s> Mass/energy exchange between
particulates and debris pool

s Momentum/energy exchange between
particulates and gas

© Momentum/energy exchange between
crust and gas

® Mass/energy exchange between
.™ . . P°o1 a n d c r u s ' JExchange function in MCRA

SARJ-97

Debris CooIabiHty in Lower Plenum Analysis Module (DCA)

- Model debris spreading, and cooling in lower plenum
- Determine vessel failure occurrence

Debris falling from core
Water

; I ! I jCrus t I i I ! I U

i l l
Molten pool,'

Progression
of behavior

Debris spreading
i IBji h^ncedJ-

Debris cooling
(Quasi 3-D model)

Debris bed

Molten pool

Crust
formation

Gap

Debris cooling
(Simplified bulk model)

Vessel failure occurrence!

Heat transfer '
niVessel/gap/crust/molten pool/debris bed/water

PI

o
o

o
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FP Release from Fuel Analysis Module (FPRA)

- Model FP transport within pellet, release from fuel rod after failure,
and from molten pool

- Model chemical change of FP and decay heat

Grain boundary
sweeping

Release path
formation due to
bubble build up

U02 grain

Grain boundary

Gas atom'

\ /

Formation of lens-
shaped bubble

Coalescence of lens-1 led bubbles
ain surface

Bubble breakup
due to fission
fragments spike

Diffusion within crust and
vaporization from surface

Molten pool

Crust

Bubble
nucleation

Gas atom
diffusion

IMef

Bubbfe
diffusion Bubble growth

• A i due to gas atom
S o n CaplUrl

Intragranular FP transport

I FP release from molten pool |

• : FP gas atom
O : FP bubble

ŝsraa : Fission fragment
moving path

C > : Lens-shaped bubble

SARJ-97

Thermal Hydraulics in CV Analysis Module (CVPA)

- Model thermal hydraulics in CV under severe accident conditions

- Perform fast-running calculations by node-junction model

Intercell gas flow
(Flow)

Intercell gas flow
(Leakage)

©Hydrogen mixing
©Hydrogen combustion

Engineered]
safety
system I

Intercell and intracell thermal hydraulics

o

SARJ-97 SARJ-97

FP Behavior Analysis Module (MACRES) • | Aerosol growth

- Calculate aerosol behavior and
FP transport in RCS and
Containment Vessel(CV)
using the existing code(MACRES) formation Nucl\ali0

;
n

developed by NUPEC

Aerosol Condensation

RCS

Aerosol formation,
transport, deposition,
etc.

Gas phase

r

Deposition

m
© | <

Coolant or
gas flow

FP gas transport,
change to aerosol,
etc. ':;:,'•

Gas condensation
and adsorption

Debris Spreading Analysis Module (DSA)/
Debris -Concrete Reaction Analysis Module (DCRA)
- Model falling debris behavior in CV
- Use DSA for short-term and DCRA for subsequent long-term behavior

[DSA]
Debris falling from lower headg

^i-fefa-U^;1

adiation
(to heat structure)

Progression
of behavior Debris energy

conservation

©Chemical interaction
between reaction
product and molten
debris
Heat source

eat conduction
in concrete
Concrete ablation

^ i S B t e S M o i t e n l JCrû Tgrc

Gas rciease and mixing of |
concrete constituent component)

Heat source including
chemical reaction heat

Heat transfer (treated in both moaiiles)
•Convection (to atmospheric gas)
»Boiling (to overlying water)
aConvection (to crust)
©Convection (to concrete)

Gas release and
mixing of
concrete constituent
component

<x

o
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Steam Explosion. Analysis Module (VESUVIUS)

Model entire steam explosion process in the ex-vessel, from initial
premixing phase to final expansion phase
Implement molten particle breakup model and jet breakup model to
a -FLOW code which was modified to account for mixing phenomena

- Complete first version of models of each steam explosion phase
within fiscal 1997

Mollcn jet penetrating into water pool Schematic ofjet breakup model

1 Breakup of jet leading edge
2 Breakup of jet cylindricafcore due to surface disturbance
3 Particle breakup

SARJ-97

- Particle breakup calculation

- Calculation for M1XA-06 Experiment
( conducted at AEA Winfrith )

- Experimental conditions
eMcll material: UO2-Mo sphere
©Melt mass : 2.75 kg
»Melt temperature

: 3600K
«Particle inlet diameter

:0.0061m
©Melt inlet volume fraction

: 0.03
»Water temperature

: Saturation temperature
sTest tank : 0.37 m square,

1,6m in height

1.2

' -0.2 0 0.4 0.8
Time after melt arrival

at coolant pool surface (s)

1.2

SARJ-97

Progress Scenario in Severe Accident

Multiple Failure.

: FuelSods Dryoiit

RPV Failure •
In-vessel

Ex-vesse!

Debris Pal KDown onto Containment Vessel and FP Release

x Containment Vessel Failure;

SARJ-97

Phenomena in Lower Plenum

RPV Wall

Baffle Plate under Core
In-core Instrument Guide

Heat Transfer
of Debris-bed

FRPV Failure I

I by Debris Heat |

Debris Spreading
and Cooling

m
2
o
o

o
o
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Mechanistic Model Requirement

1. Detailed Debris Coolability
• Natural Convection

2. RPV Failure
• Wall Temperature Distribution

3. Debris Offset Falling Effect
• Debris Spreading

Objective

• Development of Debris Behavior Analysis Module,
DCA* Based on Mechanistic Models

• : Debris Coolability Analysis Module

SARJ-97

Analysis Methods of DCA Models

Model Analysis Method

Debris
Spreading

Mass, Momentum and Energy Eqs.
Quasi-3-Dimensional Scheme
Volume of Fraction (VOF)

Detailed
Coolability

Navier-Stokes + SMAC
3-Dimensional Scheme
Local Melting and Solidification

(Now under Development)

Simplified
Coolability Two-Phase Energy Balance

RPV Failure
3-Dimensional Heat Conduction
Creep Rupture and In-Core
Instrumentation Penetration Mode

Analysis Options of DCA Module

Opt

Qpi.2

Simplified Coolabflity Model

RPV Failure Model

Debris | Simplified
Spreading—c«-Spreading Stop—t»- Coolability
Model I Model

RPV Failure Model

Opt 3
Debris | '
Spreading—&-Spieading
Model |

RPV Failure Model

Quasi-3-Dimensional Analysis in Debris Spreading

SARJ-97

(a) Analysis Coordinate

Debris Falling Point

RPV Wai

(b) Logitudinal-Section

Analysis Method
1. X-Y Coordinates with Height

2. Conservation of p H
(p : Density)

3. Replacement of Pressure Term

4. Energy Balance
and Heat Transfer in Crust

• Crust
ffl Melt
Debris Height, H
(Unknown)
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Results of Spreading Analysis

Concentric Wall

Flow Spearhead ;S 566
H * ' / l l 3 0

Water Flow Rate: 0.17 kg/s

(a) Experiment
(from NUREG/CR-5423)

(b) Calculation

SARJ-97

_C3jr

S2
PI

Is

Analysis Coordinates in Simplified
Debris Coolability Model

Upper Crusts
(Lumped, Disc)

Water or Steam

1

Melt-
(Lumped, Semi-Sphere) i

Lower Crust _
(Meshed, Thickness) _ -

-Dimensional Shape)

[ 4 Cop.cSusions

Modeling of severe accident phenomena
s Conceptual design and detailed design have been completed

• Coding and verification tests to confirm capabilities of several
modules are in progress

Initial Verification Tests
• Ex-vessel steam explosion analysis module

The comparison of the pre-mixing calculation with the MIXA test
results showed good agreement

@ Debris coolability in lower plenum analysis module
' Calculation results of debris spreading model were well compared

with the experiment results
The RPV failure condition was preliminarily clarified by
simplified debris coolability model
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5.1 LARGE-SCALE EXPERIMENTS AND SCALING OF DDT CONDITIONS IN
HYDROGEN-AIR-STEAM MIXTURES - AN OVERVIEW *>

V. P. Sidorov, and S. B. Dorofeev
Russian Research Centre "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, 123182, Russia

ABSTRACT

Results of large scale experiments on deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) in
hydrogen-air [1], and hydrogen-air-steam mixtures [2, 3] are presented. The objectives
of the tests were (1) study of the conditions for DDT at reactor relevant scale, (2)
verification of DDT scaling criteria for steam diluted hydrogen-air mixtures at
elevated initial temperatures, and (3) study of turbulent flame propagation and resulted
loads in hydrogen-air-steam mixtures at large scale. These tests were aimed to cover
the whole range of compositions (lean and stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixtures with
variable steam dilution) which are above and below the critical compositions for
DDT.

Experiments were carried out in the RUT facility. This facility consists of three parts:
first channel (34.4 x 2.5 x 2.2 meters), canyon (10.5 x 2.5 x 2.2 m ) and second
channel (20.1 x 2.5 x 2:2 m) Total volume of mixture was about 480 m3. Inner volume
of the facility was preheated by specially designed heating system in tests with steam.
Initial gas temperature inside the facility was 285 K, or 370 - 380 K. Ignition was
made by weak electric spark near the closed end of the first channel. The combustion
modes observed include shock-less (slow) deflagration, fast turbulent deflagration,
and DDT and stable detonation propagation. Onset of detonations was observed in the
obstructed channel, or in the largest compartment of the enclosure (canyon).

Critical conditions for DDT were analyzed in terms of the detonation cell size X as a
measure of mixture sensitivity to detonation initiation. It was shown that the
compositions with X « 1 m are the critical compositions for DDT in the RUT facility.
The critical compositions expressed in terms of X appeared to be very similar in
hydrogen-air DDT experiments a t» 285 K, and in hydrogen-air-steam tests at « 375 K
in the same facility. It was shown that experimental results are in good agreement with
the IX DDT criterion within the range of initial conditions used in the tests. These
data are strong arguments in favor of the detonation cell size scaling of DDT
conditions for severe accident analyses

REFERENCES
1. S. B. Dorofeev, V. P. Sidorov, A. E. Dvoinishnikov, and W. Breitung.

Combustion and Flame, 103: 243-246, 1995
2. S. B. Dorofeev, V. P. Sidorov, W. Breitung, J. Vendel, and A. Malliakos. Recent

results of joint FZK-IPSN-NRC-RRCKI research program on large scale H2 DDT
experiments in the RUT facility. CSARP meeting, Bethesda, MD, USA May 5 - 8,
1997

3. S. B. Dorofeev, V. P. Sidorov, W. Breitung, and A. S. Kotchourko. Large scale
combustion tests in the RUT facility: Experimental study, numerical simulations,
and analysis on turbulent deflagrations and DDT. Proc. of 14th SMIRT, p. 815-1,
1997

*) The work was sponsored by FZK, Germany; IPSN, France; and US NRC.
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LARGE-SCALE EXPERIMENTS AND
SCALING OF DDT CONDITIONS IN

HYDROGEN-AIR-STEAM MIXTURES -
AN OVERVIEW*

S. Dorofeev, V. Sidorov,
RRC - Kurchatov Institute, Russia

MOTIVATION
• Hydrogen that might be generated during loss of coolant

accidents can be mixed with air and ignited deliberately or
accidentally in a containment building

• Under certain initial and boundary conditions accelerated
flames, fast turbulent deflagrations and transition to
detonation are principally possible

• DDT events and detonations are able to produce the most
severe loads to confining structures

• Processes of flame acceleration, propagation of turbulent
flames, and DDT are essentially scale dependent

• Small scale laboratory experiments must be supplemented by
large scale tests

• Numerical and analytical models for flame acceleration,
turbulent deflagration propagation and DDT must be validated
against data of large scale experiments

SARJ Workshop
Yokohama, Japan
October 6-8,1997

* joint project RRC Kl (Russia) - FZK {Germany) •
IPSN (France) - NRC (USA)

RUT HYDROGEN-AIR AND HYDROGEN-AIR-STEAM
DDT EXPERIMENTS

OBJECTIVES
1.Investigation of the conditions for DDT in lean hydrogen-air

mixtures at reactor relevant scale at normal initial temperature

2.Investigation of the conditions for DDT in hydrogen-air-steam
mixtures at reactor relevant scale for widest possible range of
hydrogen and steam concentrations at elevated temperatures
(about 100C)

3.Verification of DDT scaling criteria for lean hydrogen-air
mixtures at normal initial temperature and steam diluted
hydrogen-air mixtures at elevated initial temperatures

•^Investigation of turbulent flame propagation and resulted
loads at large scale

RANGE OF COMPOSITIONS
Normal initial temperature:

• Hydrogen: 10-14% vol.

• Steam: less than 1.5 % vol.

Elevated initial temperature:

• Hydrogen: 10-32 % vol. in dry mixture

» Steam: 6 - 45 % vol.

i
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TEST TABLE (NORMAL INITIAL TEMPERATURE)

c

c

c

c

c

CD
SO

CD

&

Sol

fl
5

d

o {5 o o o

jo o d d§0

Test
#

11
12
13
14
15

16

17
18

19

20

21
22
23

H2
%

vol.
12.5
11
11

12.5
12.5

12.5

11
9.8

12.5

14

12.5
14

11.2

BR,
%

30
30
30
30
30

30

30
0

0

0

60
60
60

Explosion
regime

(Comments)
DDT

Deflagration
Deflagration

DDT
DDT

DDT

Deflagration
Deflagration

(slow)
Deflagration

(slow)
Deflagration

(slow)
Deflagration

DDT
Deflagration

Dcj,
m/s

1405
1334
1334
1405
1405

1405

1334
1273

1405

1472

1405
1472
1344

Dexp,
m/s

-
-

1240-
1690
1360-
1650

-
-

-

-

-
1480

-

Pcj,
Bar

9.1

8.25

9.1

9.1

8.25
7.53

9.1

9.9

9.1
9.9
8.37

Investigation of DDT conditions:
tests 11-17 (BR=30%), 21-23 (BR=60%)
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RESULTS (FLAME PROPAGATION IN FIRST
CHANNEL)

0

+
A
V

D
X

test 13,110/tH2, BR= 3

tea 11,125°/<H2, BR= 3

test 19,125WttBftO

test 20.14KH2.BR4

test22,14°/tH2, BR=6

tea 23,11%H2,BR=.6

0.8
Time, s

X-t diagram of flame and detonation propagation in first channel

RESULTS (DDT IN CANYON )

1240

Test 16, 12.5% H2,dt = 0.91 ms

940 670

Test 15,12.5% H2, dt = 0.57 ms

Fiame shapes (dotted lines) and
secondary explosion waves (solid lines).

Local velocities (m/s) of explosion waves are shown in the
plots, (o) - locations of transducers.

Wave pattern (DDT in the canyon) SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS IN DDT TESTS
(NORMAL INITIAL TEMPERATURE)

• It was found that the critical hydrogen concentration for DDT
is 12.5 % vol. for the given geometrical size of facility.

• The largest volume part of the facility (canyon) was
responsible for the DDT at critical concentration of hydrogen
12.5% vol.

DDT in the first channel was observed for 14% vol. of
hydrogen.

The results are reproducible in the main features (critical
conditions, DDT location, characteristic velocities and
pressures).

545 t, ms
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TEST TABLE (ELEVATED INITIAL TEMPERATURE)

Test
#

tm1

stm2

Average
H2 (dry)

at
ignition
% vol.

150

14 7

Average
steam

content,
% vol.

15 0

147

Minimum
steam
content

(canyon)
% vol.

14

127

Explosion regime
(comments)

Deflagration (fa t)

Deflagration (fa t)

strni -stm7 - experimental campaign 95

sth1 -sth9 - experimental campaign 96

INITIAL CONDITIONS

I. '

t

1 .0 '
- O- '

.O '

4tJl3

• Channel fioof

- & - Cdlng fight

. 0 - Cciiî lcR
-

! . 1

RESULTS (DDT IN THE CANYON)
General X-t diagram of flame and detonation propagation

Wave pattern (DDT in the canyon)

40 -

30 -

20 -

10 h

stti3

-{• pholodiodes (front)

^ photodiod^s (firsl man

—A— pressure (shack ftoni)

© i wi probes

0.18 0.22
time, s

Detonation propagation in the canyon

sth3, solid line - direct wave, dt=0.5 ms
dash line - reflected wave, dt=D.S ms

0.215 0.220 0.225 0.230 0.235 0240 0.245 0.250 0.255 T.s
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RESULTS
DDT IN THE OBSTRUCTED CHANNEL

General X-t diagram of flame and detonation propagation

0.20 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.27
time, s

Detonation propagation in the canyon

sth8, dt=0.5 ras

Wave pattern (DDT in the obstructed channel)

18

ANALYSIS OF DDT CONDITIONS
• While a predictive computer tools describing all combustion

regimes including DDT are a distant future, DDT criteria are
capable to give immediate outcome for accident analysis

• One of these criteria (RRC " Kurchatov Institute*) states that
characteristic size of compartment filled with combustible
mixture should be >7 X for DDT.

• Application of this criterion for severe accident analysis
requires

> detonation cell size data (mixtures and conditions
typical for severe accidents)

> clear definition of "characteristic size" for different
geometrical configurations

> experimental validation for mixtures and scales
typical for severe accidents

• Analytical functions A.(H2, H2O, T, p) were constructed to
make interpolation of cell size data. Mean deviation
(calculated/measured) is about a factor of 1.5..

• Analysis of geometry has shown 4 typical cases. For each
one characteristic geometrical size D was defined.

» DDT conditions from RUT experiments were analyzed in the
frame of D and X.

DETONATION CELL SIZES (375 K, 0.1 MPA)
80 r

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

19
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GEOMETRY

> Compartment sizes L, H, W, connection sizes d, and obstacle
configuration (BR, S) are important

> Typical cases:
1. Room geometry: L»Hi=W,

BR<0.5, d<O.5H
2. Channel geometry: L » H o W ,

BR<0.5, d>O.5H
3. Flat room geometry: L w H » W,

BR<0.5, d<0.5H
4. Flat channel geometry: L » H » W,

BR< 0.5, d>O.5H

CHARACTERISTIC SIZES

Maximum possible size of preconditioned mixture, which can
be formed during mixture combustion

Limited conservatism

ROOM GEOMETRY

Room L « H ~ W, BR < 0.5, d < 0.5H.

D = (L+H+W)/3

Flat room L ~ H » W, BR < 0.5, d < 0.5H.

D = (L+H)/2

Room geometry Channel geometry

CHANNEL GEOMETRY

D = 2.5 S, for S close to H;

D = 2.5H, f o r S » H ;

D = 2.5 d, forS « H.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
DDT CONDITIONS (GENERAL)

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
DDT CONDITIONS (CANYON)

30

20

10
sth9

1

StjITS yf

' ^ stml

i

* -

•

B

. . . .

1

sth1 /

ZM

detlagralion

critical

DDT (cannon)

DDT {chame!)

- A,=0.5m

- X=2m

- i

10 20
H2O,

30 40

Characteristic geometrical sizes of the enclosure are
6.25 m (obstructed channel), 8.25 m (canyon).

X ~ 1 m -critical cell size for the RUT scale

30

£•

+ 20
CM

X

10

1

Sih9

-8tm1

I4 .-'

stm7

stht

' sths

' ' / % •

/ / '

^ deftagra

Ĉ- critical

© DDT(ca

| A U.O111

t

).=2.4m

sth4/

' ' Slh6

on

nyon)

0 10 20 30 40
H2O, %

X » 1.2 m (8.25/7) - critical cell size for the canyon

23
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COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
DDT CONDITIONS (CHANNEL)

SUMMARY OF CRITICAL CONDITIONS

I

30

20

10

i

, ' -y{ str

7

•

—

4
stm6

T

; i

h7

deflagration (channel)

DOT (channel}

- X=0.5m

X=0.9m

- X=1.8m

-

1000 -

10 20 30 40 50
H 2 O , %

©

o
Detonation

Deflagration

/.accuracy limits
-

100 1000 10000
Geometrical size, mm

X * 0.9 m (6.25/7) - critical cell size for the obstructed channel

26

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

• Results of H2-air and H2-air-steam DDT experiments form a
detailed data base on propagation of turbulent deflagration,
DDT limits, and resulted loads at normal and elevated initial
temperatures and large scale

• Critical conditions for DDT were analyzed in terms of A..
Compositions with X « 1 m were shown to be critical for DDT
in the RUT facility.

• Critical compositions of H2-air-steam mixtures at 375 C
(in terms of X) appeared to be very similar to that found in
hydrogen-air DDT experiments at ~ 285 K in the same facility.

o Critical conditions for DDT found experimentally show good
agreement with 7X DDT criterion including compositions,
scales and initial conditions typical for severe accidents.

• This criterion can be used as a conservative estimate for
analysis of hydrogen combustion behavior in severe
accidents
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Laboratory of Induced Chemical Reactions, RRC "Kurchatov Institute"

5.2 NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF MISSILES
ACCELERATION BY HYDROGEN EXPLOSION

A. A. Efimenko, A. V. Denkevits, S. B. Dorofeev.
Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia

W. Breitung
Institut fur Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany

ABSTRACT

In case of severe accidents in nuclear power plants large amount of hydrogen could be
released into containment. Combustion, deflagration, and detonation of the hydrogen-air
mixture are highly possible there. This leads to generation of intense gas flows. Equipment
inside the containment and some parts of the inner structure can be accelerated by these
flows and form hazardable missiles. Interaction of missile with the gas flow was studied
numerically by means of three-dimensional gasdynamic computer code. Aerodynamic tube
was modelled in which missiles of different shape were inserted in supersonic gas flow.
Mach number and specific heat ratio of the flow as well as missile's orientation with
respect to the flow were varied. Dependencies of drag coefficient of missiles on Mach
number and specific heat ratio under conditions, that are typical to an accident in nuclear
power plant, were evaluated. They are presented together with distributions of parameters
of the gas flow around missile. It was shown that dependence of drag coefficient on
specific heat ratio of the gas is not steep and may be omitted in evaluation of missile
hazard. The method, which is used in evaluation of drag coefficients, is based on direct
numerical simulation of hydrodynamics of the gaseous flow. It can be applied to obtain the
exact values of drag coefficients under various conditions.
The data on drag coefficient values give way to application of the computer code, in which
drag coefficient model of missile-flow interaction was implemented. This code is capable
to model gas flows, subsequent pressure loads on the containment structure, and missiles'
motion in case of -detonation or explosion of hydrogen-steam-air mixture inside the
containment.
Drag coefficient model used in the code assumes, that missiles are much smaller, than
characteristic size of the flow. Hence, it limits applicability of this code to the case of large
scale detonations. However, hazardable missiles can be expected in cases of smaller scale,
i.e. local detonations. Direct simulations of missile acceleration were performed under the
following conditions. Compartment of 8 by 6 by 2.2 m size was filled with stoichiometric
hydrogen-air mixture. Detonation was ignited at the centre of the shorter wall. Part of the
opposite wall (2.2 by 1.2 m) could move freely under the pressure stress from detonation
wave and form the missile. In five tests wall thickness, missile thickness and its mass were
varied. Resulting missiles' velocities, distributions of gas flow parameters, and pressure
loads are presented. Results of these numerical tests give the data on the missile velocities
and momenta in some typical cases. Scaling relationships are proposed. The results of
numerical tests and scaling relationships provide the estimation of velocities and momenta
of missiles that are possible under accidental conditions.

*} Work was sponsored by Project of Nuclear Safety Research, FZK, Germany
1
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NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF MISSILES

ACCELERATION BY HYDROGEN EXPLOSION

A. A. Efimenko, A. V. Denkevits, S. B. Dorofeev.
Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia

W. Breitung
Institut fur Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik Forschungszentrum

Karlsruhe, Germany

Presented at
SARJ-97
Yokohama, Japan
October 6-8, 1997

Background

• Missile hazard estimation via computer
modelling of possible velocities and momenta
of the missiles dragged by the gas flow in case
of an accident requires data on drag
coefficients.

• Application of computer code, which uses drag
coefficient model, is limited to the case of
large scale, i.e. global detonations. Meanwhile,
generation of hazardable missiles is possible at
destruction of the inner containment structure
due to local explosion.

Objectives

• Numerical evaluation of dependence of drag
coefficient on Mach number and on specific
heat ratio under conditions, that are typical to
an accident in nuclear power plant.

• Direct numerical simulation of missile
acceleration by local detonation wave.
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Laboratory of Induced Chemical Reactions, RRC "Kurchatov Institute"
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M = 3.0, y = 1.40, Po = 1.0 MPa
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Dependence of drag coefficient on
Mach number and specific ratio

Y=l. l
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Dependence of drag coefficient on
Mach number and specific ratio

Dependence of drag coefficient on specific ratio of
the gas is not steep and may be omitted in
evaluation of missile hazard under typical
accidental conditions. Corresponding error in this
case is less then 2 %.
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Numerical results

Test
Missile mass, kg

Wall thickness, mm
Missile thickness, mm

Distance, mm
Drift time, ms

Average speed, m/s
Final speed, m/s

Maximal speed, m/s

No 1
80

300
300

3000
11.19

268.09
313.14
313.14

N9 2
200
600
600

2700
18.70
144.36
204.95
205.50

No 3
200
600
100

3200
21.30
150.21
194.86
203.25

No 4
200
600
100

2700
19.51.
138.38
171.94
179.94

No 5
500
600
600

2700
32.40
83.33
111.87
115.61

1) Hm-»cc-Hm

X-+P-X1

2)

Scaling relationships

m-xx-m1 Um, am, t, P, p, V, etc. =const.

t->p-t'
m->p3-m' Um, P, p, V, etc. =const.

Z-»B-Z'

Scaling of Test M> 3

a = 0.5, p = 2.0
First compartment 16 m x 12 m

Second compartment 5.4 m x 12 m
Wall thickness 120 cm

Missile sizes 2.2 m x 2.4 m x 0.2 m
Missile mass 800 kg

Maximal speed 203.25 m/s
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Summary

Drag coefficients of missiles under accidental
conditions are evaluated. This makes possible
computer modelling of velocities and momenta
of missiles in case of global detonation inside
containment.

Motion of missiles generated at destruction of
the inner containment structure is investigated.
The results of numerical tests and scaling
relationships provide the estimation of
velocities and momenta of missiles that are
possible in case of local detonations inside
containment.
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ABSTRACT

NUPEC has carried out « The Hydrogen Mixing and Distribution Tests » as a part of a project
entitled «Proving Test on the Reliability for Reactor Containment Vessel » on the trust contract with
MIT! (Ministry of International Trade and Industry). This project aims to investigate hydrogen
distribution behavior in a model containment vessel and provide a set of experimental data for
validation of severe accident analysis codes. The Test was completed in March 1994.

IPSN (Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire) sponsors the development of the TONUS
hydrogen risk analysis code incorporating both lumped-parameter and muti-dimensional formulations.
For the purpose of qualification and validation of the TONUS code using NUPEC hydrogen tests,
IPSN has detached an engineer to NUPEC/Systems Safety Department, Tokyo. In a first step, the
german RALOC code, developed by GRS, is used for test analyses, and to prepare the qualification
and validation of TONUS code.

The Containment Vessel of Hydrogen Mixing and Distribution Tests has a free volume of 1,300
m3 in which there are 25 compartments with steel walls, which simulate the inside of a four-loop type
PWR containment. Helium gas was used instead of hydrogen for safety considerations. Helium gas
concentration and temperature were measured in the center of each compartment as a function of
time during the test period.

The three tests that were assessed included M2-2, M4-3, and M8-1 tests. Test M2-2 had a low-
point injection of helium, no steam, and the test was performed at room temperature (isothermal test).
Test M4-3 had a low-point injection of helium and steam,and the containment was initially at ambient
temperature. Test M8-1 is similar to Test M4-3, except helium and steam were released in the
pressurizer compartment, in the middle of the containment.

Calculations predicted the helium concentrations well in most of the compartments. The most
difficult compartments to predict were the in-core chase, which is an irregulary shaped room at the
bottom of the facility; the pressurizer rooms, which include the dead-end compartment; and the
source rooms. Calculations also predicted well the gas pressure, and the gas temperature in most
rooms.

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade.and Industry,Japan
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1.INTRODUCTION

Since 1987, NUPEC (NUclear Power Engineering Corporation) has been working on the project
entitled " Proving Test on the Reliability for Reactor Containment Vessel". The aim of this project is
to evaluate the integrity of a containment under various accident scenaril. The Test, performed at
Tadotsu Engineering Laboratory, was completed in March 1994 |1J. The Test was carried out using a
'/«scale model of PWR large dry containment, under simplified test conditions.

The purpose of NUPEC's Hydrogen Mixing and Distribution Tests were to determine the mixing
behaviour of helium throughout the containment, to determine the thermal hydraulics, and to produce
data to assess analysis codes. As a safety consideration, helium gas was used for simulating
hydrogen gas in order to avoid unexpected explosions during the tests.

IPSN (Institut de Protection et de Surete Nucleaire) sponsors the developmen! of the TONUS
hydrogen risk analysis code incorporating both lumped-parameter and muti-dimensional formulations.
For the purpose of qualification and validation of the TONUS code using NUPEC hydrogen tests,
IPSN has detached an engineer to NUPEC/Systems Safety Department, Tokyo. In a first step, the
german RALOC code,developed by GRS, Is used for test analyses,and to prepare the qualification
and validation of TONUS code.

The present paper concerns the assessment of the RALOC code using the data from three
NUPEC hydrogen distribution tests. This code has models to predict (he thermal hydraulic conditions
tested in the NUPEC facility and its lumped-parameter formulation is well suited for analyzing
simultaneous physical effects in a complicated mutiple-compartment geometries. In particular, the
ability of this code code to predict helium mixing throughout the containment, gas temperatures, gas
velocities, and gas pressure are assessed.

room or pressurizer relief tank at the bottom of the containment or in the pressurizer compartment in
the middle of the containment.

Selected tests from series M-2, M-4, and M-8 were used in the current assessment.
- Series M-2: only helium was injected into a room in the bottom of the containment.
- Series M-4: helium and steam were coinjected into a room in the bottom of the containment.
- Series M-8: repetition of selected tests in Series M-4 and Series M-7 (in which helium and steam
were coinjected into a room in the bottom of the preheated containment at the same time the water
sprays were operating) except the gases were released in the pressurizer compartment in the middle
of the containment.

The helium concentrations were sampled from the center of 24 rooms and at 5 locations in the
dome. Samples were drawn through tubes, cooled, dried by passing through a dessicant, and
analyzed by (thermal conductivity type} gas chromatography. The gas temperatures (x34) and wall
temperatures (X146) were measured with Cr-AI thermocouples. The gas pressure was measured by a
pressure gauge in the top of the dome. The gas velocities through some junctions (x10) were
measured using wind gauges with hot wires to evaluate gas circulation transient through the
compartment.

Table I shows the major characteristics ot the selected M2-2, M4-3, and M8-1 tests:
- M2-2 test: only helium was injected Into a room in the bottom of the containment,
- M4-3 test: helium and steam were coinjected into a room in the bottom of the containment,
- M8-1 test: similar to M4-3 test, except steam and helium were released in the pressurizer

compartment, in the middle of the containment.
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2. PRESENTATION OF THE NUPEC TESTS [2],[3]

2.1 Description of the NUPEC's test facility

Figure 1 shows experimental apparatus flow chart. The facility consists of a model containment
vessel, gas and steam supply systems, and spray water supply system. Steam and helium gas are
introduced into the mixing chamber and mixed uniformly, and then discharge into a compartment of
the model containment.

Figures 2 gives details about the NUPEC facility which is a domed cylinder, approximately 10.8 m
in diameter, 17.4 m high, and 1,310 m3 in volume. The model containment has three main floors.
The gap between the first floor and the surrounding containment wall is sealed. There is a 50 mm
cylindrical gap between the second floor and surrounding containment wall. The third floor has also a
similar cylindrical gap. The dome compartment is located above the third floor.

The facility contains 28 compartments of which only 25 are interconnected. The dome
compartment constitutes approximately 71% of the total containment volume. The containment is
constructed entirely of carbon steel. The containment shell and floors are 12 mmm thick, except for
the first floor, which is 16 mm thick. The compartment walls are 4.5 mm thick. The outside of the
containment is covered with a layer of insulation, which Is covered by a thin metal sheet to protect the
insulation from weather damage.The insulators around the cylinder and hemisphere are 125 mm and
150 mm thick, respectively. A water storage tank is located below the first floor of the containment so
that condensate and spray water can drain. The tank is separated from the rest of the containment by
100 mm of insulation. Water is pumped from the tank to 21 spray nozzles in the dome.

2.2 Experimental conditions

Nine series of tests were performed to determine the effect of mixing by natural convection as a
result of density differences (differences in molecular weigths and temperature), by forced convection
due to steam release and water sprays, and by different release locations. Tests were performed
injecting helium and steam individually as well as together, injecting helium with water sprays, and
injecting helium and steam with water sprays. The gases were injected in either a steam generator

PARAMETER TEST

Initial system pressure (kPa)
Initial gas/structure temperature (oC)
Environment temperature (oC)

SUPPLY GAS
Helium temperature (oC)
Helium mass flowrate (kg/s)
Steam temperature (oC)
Steam mass flowrate (kg/s)
Mixing gas temperature (oC)

GAS DISCHARGE
Location
Duration (min)

M2-2

101
25
25

15
0.027

Cell 8
30

M4-3

101
30
30

15
0.027

160
0.33
115

Cell 8
30

M8-1

101
10
6

20
0.03
140

0.33
115

Cell 22
30

TABLE I, NUPEC Tests. Experimental Conditions
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3. PRESENTATION OF THE TONUS CODE [4]

Concerning the modelling of hydrogen distribution in a containment vessel, two approaches can be
followed:
- the lumped-parameter approach based on mass and energy balance equations for compartment
volumes;
- the muti-dimensional approach based on a spatial discretization of the flow equations.

The first approach has the advantage that a complete geometry can be represented by a series of
compartments and Junctions.and that the simulation can cover several hours of physical time at a
relatively low CPU cost.But, due to the limitations of the approach, multi-dimensional effects such as
local heat transfer and flow gradients cannot be modelled.

The second approach allows a fully multi-dimensional (also called field) representation of the flow,
including gradients of concentration duo to possible stratification or accumulation of hydrogen. This
information Is absolutely essential before attempting to simulate combustion phenomena. But, the
resolution of the flow equations on meshed volumes requires important CPU ressources, as well as
memory ressources when implicit time-stepping is used, making the multi-dimensional simulation of
the complete containment geometry unfeasible.

Consequently, in the TONUS code, a coupled lumped-parameter/multi-dimensional approach has
been followed. Steam and hydrogen release is simulated in certain designated volumes such as the
dome by a multi-dimensional approach while the other volumes are dealt with using the lumped-
parameter approach. At present, which compartment is meshed or not is a matter of choice, although
a certain level of automatism will be implemented in a future version of the code.

The TONUS code is being developed within the frame of the CASTEM-2000 code of CEA, which
is a general computational tool for structural mechanics and fluid dynamics applications. A single
numerical scheme to treat both the distribution and combustion aspects of an accidental hydrogen
release scenario is not efficient. So, the development of the TONUS code follows a modular
approach which allows different physical models and numerical methods to be used when
appropriate. These include lumped-parameter or multi-dimensionat (field) formulations, explicit,
implicit or partially implicit time discretizations, as wei! as finite elements or unstructured finite volume
methods.

The global validation of the TONUS code will be made by using experimental results from tests
performed in the following containment vessels: HDR (11,300 m3), BATTELLE (640 m3), and
NUPEC (1,310 m3). As far as the NUPEC experimental tests are concerned, in a first step the
RALOC code is used for test analyses (present work), and to prepare the qualification and validation
of TONUS cods. Indeed,
- RALOC input data will be used for setting input data for TONUS-0D calculations,
- RALOC output results will be compared to TONUS-0D output results,
- RALOC output results will serve as input data for 3-D TONUS calculations in the dome of the
containment vessel.

Concerning the analytical qualification of TONUS code, IPSN has launched an experimental
program named TOSOAN (TOnuS Qualification ANalytique) devoted to the qualification of models
related to the steam condensation on walls in presence of non-condensable gas and of models
dealing with dynamic and thermodynamic effects of the spray (5 ]. The dimensions of TOSQAN
containment vessel are the following: height equal to 5m and diameter equal to 1.5 m.

Furthermore, CEA/DRN has also started an experimental program called MISTRA (Mitigation &
STRAtification), which is medium scale (100 m3), specially designed to establish a link between
separate effect and global experiments, introduce step by step physical phenomena and their
coupling [6].

N.B.: 3-0 calculation results will help to understand the discrepancies between experimental values
and results of 0-D calculations concerning helium concentrations in cells (in which inhomogeneities
exist) and gas velocities through some junctions.

4. PRESENTATION OF THE RALOC CODE [7],[8]

RALOC is a lumped parameter code. The lumped-parameter approach is based on mass and
energy balance equations for compartment volumes; examples of similar codes are CONTAINp],
JERICHO(10J, and MAAP[11] in which the complete geometry can be represented by a series of
compartments (zones) and Junctions. Note that, in such codes, muti-dimensional effects as local heat
transfer and flow gradients cannot be modelled.

The computer code RALOC is able to evaluate for each compartment, in particular, gas
composition (steam and different noncondensabie gas), gas/wall temperatures, gas pressure,
hydrogen combustion and catalytic recombination,

4.1 Zone models
For the determination ot the conditions in the nodes, water is considered as vapour and/or liquid

(water) according to the conditions in the node,
The state of the zones can be calculated under equilibrium conditions (In which gas and water

temperatures are similar) or non-equlibrium conditions (in which gas and water are their own
temperature value).

The gaseous components are assumed to be homogeneously mixed. The number of non
condensable gases principally is arbitrary. Actually, seven different gases (air, oxigen, nitrogen,
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and helium) are defined including their material
properties.

4.2 Junction models
Junctions are divided into two main types: atmospheric junctions and drain junctions (drainage of

water at the bottom of the cell, drainage of vjater for sump balance and drainage of water along the
wall of compartment).

The mass transfer between nodes is described separately for gas and liquid flow by different
momentum equations (unsteady, incompressible) taking into account height differences of the node
centres. Furthermore, mass transfer by diffusion is considered.

4.3 Structure models
A one-dimensional finite-difference representation of the conduction heat transfer equation

(Fourier's equation) within the structures is used to account for the transient response of the
containment wall and internal structures..

4.4 Heat and mass transfer models between atmosphere and structures
For the simulation of heal and mass transfer between the zone atmosphere and the structures,

heat transfer is described for the different physical phenomena of free and forced convection,
radiation (wall to gas, gas to wall, wall-gas-wall, wall to wall) and condensation depending on the
thermal status of the zone and structures.

4.5 Combustion
In order to model the combustion of gases (hydrogen) which propagates, in general, very fast

with large local pressure and temperature gradients, an one-dimensional flame front is assumed with
flexible separation of the unburned and burnt parts of the volume, flame acceleration and growth of
the flame front.

4.6 Engineered systems
For a realistic description of accident sequences, the simulation of engineering systems is

possible.
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5. INPUT DATA USED FOR RALOC

5.1 Meshing

5.1.1 Zones (x33)
The following nodalization scheme was used to analyze the NUPEC tests. This scheme is

based on a 33-node representation of the facility, each room was represented by a computational
node except for the dome and source rooms, which were subdivided. A schematic of the 33-cell
representation of the facility is shown in Figure 3. The cell volumes and flow paths were represented
by the boxes and the interconnected lines, respectively. The dome was divided Into five cells,
Furthermore, the source room was also subdivided into two cells (Cells 8 and 30) in order to reduce
the impact of non-homogeneous helium concentration distribution in injected compartment (high
helium concentration in the center of the source room, according to 3-D calculation results).
Concerning the M8-1 test, the source room {Cell 22) was not subdivided.

5.1.2 Junctions (x150)
From the previous nodalization scheme,the following junctions were established: 73

atmospheric junctions, 47 drain_bot junctions (drainage of water at the bottom of the cell), and 18
drain_bal junctions (drainage of water for sump balance).

5.1.3 Structures (x206)
Among the 206 structures of the containment vessel, 11 were Insulated structures in contact

with the environment. .

5.2 Equilibrium/non-equilibrium zone models
The non-equilibrium zone model was used for all the zones.

5.3 Initial and boundary conditions
Initial and boundary conditions were deduced from experimental conditions of NUPEC tests

(Table I).

6. RALOC ASSESSMENT OF THE NUPEC TESTS

The results of the RALOC assessment of the M2-2, M4-3, and M8-1 tests are presented in this
section,

6.1 M2-2 test (helium). Natural convection effect

a) Helium concentrations
The results for the predictions of the helium concentrations and their comparison with the data,

for the dome, which constitutes 70% of the containment volume, and the source cell, are shown in
Figures 4 and 7. The final predicted concentration in the dome (at the end of injection period) was
nearly equal to the measured value. Concerning the source cell, 3-D calculation results show that
helium concentration is non-homogeneous [12], which can explain the discrepancies between
experimental values (measurement at the center of the source room) and calculation results which
provide average value inside of the cells. Furthermore, the calculation poorly predicted the helium
concentration in three of the rooms in the center of the containment (Cells 1,16, and 22).

b) Gas temperatures
Because the test was nearly isothermal, differences between the measured and predicted gas

temperatures are emphasized for this test. This is especially true on a relative basis, which has less
meaning since the changes in the temperatures were small.

c) Gas pressure
The predicted pressure was in nearly perfect agreement with the measured values. Because the

test was nearly isothermal, the pressure increase was due to the addition of the noncondensible gas.
Because of the good agreement for this test,deviations between the predicted and measured
pressures in other tests are most likely due to the inability to model the heat transfer processes
correctly.

d) Gas velocities through junctions
The wind gauge sensors were not reliable in a wet environment.such as in experiments with

steam and/or spray water injections. Consequently, only for M2-2 test performed under dry
atmosphere, comparison between experiment and calculation related to gas velocities through
junctions is reported. •

Figure 10 shows the results of gas velocity measurements through some junctions (x10)
conducted in the containment vessel. Table II below gives, at the end of injeclion period, the values
of experimental and calculated values of the gas velocity at the center of junctions equipped with
wind gauges.

JUNCTION

10
18
22
23
32
38
50
51
52
53

FROM ZONE —
TO ZONE —

2 11
6 13
7 30
4 30
6 11
13 29
20 26
21 26
23 27
24 27

EXPERIMENT
(MAXIMUM VALUE)

0.20
0.50
1.75
1.95
1.4S
0.50
0.20
2.25
0.30
0.20

FtALOC
(AVERAGE VALUE)

0.25
0.30
1.00 *
1.25
0.60 *
0.40
0.00
0.75 *
0.10
0.10

TABLE II M2-2 Test. Gas velocities through junctions expressed in m/s.
RALOC-Experiment Comparison

Figure 10 and Table II show that the agreement between experiment and calculation is good for
junctions V10, V18, V38, V50, V52,and V53 at low velocities (less than about 0.5 m/s), but at high
velocity (more than about 1.5 m/s) the calculation underpredicts the experimental value for junctions
V22, V23, V32, and V51. This disagreement can be explained partly by the fact that, on one hand
RALOC provides the average value of gas velocity through the junction, on the other hand wind
gauges located at the center of the junction measure the maximum value of the gas velocity. Indeed,
gas velocities are distributed according to a parabolic profile, as shown by 3-D calculation results [12],
Furthermore, calibration of wind gauges has not been performed under NUPEC test conditions. This
may also explain the experiment-calculation disagreement.

Figure 10 shows that the gas velocity measurement through some junctions increases with time
and it apparently is caused by the pressure build-up inside the containment vessel that creates
differences among the pressure in the compartments. However, the velocity increase is not shown by
the calculation. This point should be clarified later.

N.B.: Concerning gas velocity through junctions, a comparison of RALOC (0-D calculation) and
TRIO-EF (3-D calculation) results is presented in reference [12].

6.2 M4-3 lest(helium and steam). Steam release effect

a) Helium concentrations
Typically, the difference between final predicted and measured concentrations was less than 15%

although the discrepancies were larger in the source room (Cell 30) and the steam generator rooms
above it during the injection phase. The results for the prediction of the helium concentrations and
their comparison with the data are shown in Figures 5 and 8 for the dome (Cell 25) and for the steam
generator foundation room (Cell 30), which is the source compartment. In general.the trends of the
predicted results agreed with the data. The final predicted concentration in the dome was
approximately 1% lower than the measured value. Concerning the In-Core Chase room (Cell 1) and
the pressurizer room (Cell 22), calculation overestimates experimental values, at the end of Injection
period, by a factor of 4 and 6, respectively.

b) Gas temperatures
In general, the calculation predicted the correct trends for the temperature histories as well as the

vertical temperature gradients. The difference between predicted and measured final gas
temperatures was typically less than 10 oC.
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c) Gas pressure
The pressure was slightly underpredicted although the general trends were correct. The final

pressure was approximately 4 kPa lower than the experimental data. Note that, during the test, the
pressure increase was eqjal to 56 kPa.

6.3 M8-1 test (idem M4-3,except source location). Source location effect.

a) Helium concentrations
In general, the trends of the predicted results agreed with the data The results for the predictions

of the helium concentrations and their comparison with the data are shown in Figures 6 and 9 for the
dome (Cell 25) and for the source compartment (Cell 22).

The helium concentration in the dome, at the end of the injection phase, was approximately 6%
higher than the measured value. For the source room (Cell 22), investigations are underway in order
to understand the existence of the calculated concentration peak at the beginning of the test
(concentration peak not observed during the test). Because the helium was quite stratified,
concentrations below the dome were low. Predicted helium concentrations were up to a factor of ten
higher in this region than measured values. However, because the absolute values of helium
concentrations were so low, the magnitude of such discrepancy can be put into better perspective
when actual deviations in helium concentrations are reported. There were also significant deviations
in the In-Core Chase room (Cell 1), and the dead-end room (Cell 16).

b) Gas temperatures
Except for the pressurizer room (Cell 16), the calculation predicted the temperature histories

fairly well. The predicted final gas temperature in the dome deviated less than 10 oC from the
measured value.

o) Gas pressure
The pressure was underpredicted although the general trends were correct. On an absolute

basis, the final pressure was approximately 4 kPa lower than the data,Note that, during the test, the
pressure increase was equal to 62 kPa.

7. CONCLUSION

Within the frame of the preparation of the qualification of TONUS hydrogen risk analysis code
which the development is sponsored by IPSN, in a first step, the german RALOC developed by GRS
is used for analyses of NUPEC hydrogen distribution tests.

Calculations typically predicted the helium concentrations relatively welt in most of the
compartments in the facility.ln ail of the tests, the final helium concentration in the dome (at the end
of injection period) was predicted to be within 6% of the experimental value. In some special cases,
such as dead-end rooms, rooms with complicated geometries, and source rooms, large discrepancies
were sometimes found. When predicting stratified conditions, calculations predicted helium
concentrations relatively well, except in the lowest compartmenls although the helium concentration
were low in this region.

Concerning gas velocities through junctions, calculation-experiment agreement Is good for low
velocities (less than 0.5 m/s). But, for high velocities (more than 1.5 m/s); the calculation
underpredicts (about a factor of 2) the experimental value. A partial explanation can be that
experiment and calculation provide maximal and average gas velocities, respectively.

Calculations typically predicted the gas temperature well in most of the compartments in the facility,
except in the dead-end rooms, rooms with complicated geometries, and source rooms. This was
similar to the difficulties observed in the predictions for the helium concentrations. Concerning the gas
pressure, calculations reproduced the general trends, but slightlty underestimate the experimental
values.

Comparison between the experimental and the RALOC results show an overall good
agreement.RALOC is not only able to predict helium concentration, but atso gas/wall temperatures,
and gas pressure in complex situations. One has to underline anyhow that only average values can
be deduced from this code. A fine detailed distribution of helium concentration would require a 3-D
code.

Future work will be devoted to validate the combustion model included in the codes from the
experimental data of NUPEC hydrogen combustion tests performed at Takasago Engineering
Laboratory by MHI (Mitsubishi Heawy Industries) in a steel containment vessel of 270 m3.
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5.4 Summary of Hydrogen Combustion Tests Results at NUPEC

Takashi Hashimoto and Koki Inagaki

Systems Safety Department, NUPEC

ABSTRACT

Experimental and analytical investigations for H2 combustion behavior during severe

accident have been conducted in the world and a lot of data-base have been obtained. NUPEC

has been carrying out three types of combustion test (small-scale basic test, large-scale

demonstrative test and high-temperature condition test cooperated with USNRC-BNL) and

finished these tests until fiscal year 1996. The latest test results are summarized below.

In the small-scale test, the turbulent flame acceleration was realized in the two

compartment. The flame propagation was observed by detecting OH radicals and hot O2 using

LIPF (Laser Induced Pre Fluorescence). From the results of the small-scale test, the empirical

equation for turbulent flame accelerations was obtained.

In the large-scale test, two system integral transient tests simulating severe accident

conditions were conducted. Ignition occurred at the upper dome, then the combustion flame

shifted to the gas injection region and continued until gas injection was stopped. The initial to

peak pressure ratio was the same order with that of the premixed tests. From these results, it

became clear that the integrity of large-scale dry reactor containment vessels are confirmed even

if hydrogen combustion occurred.

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,

Japan.
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Summary of Hydrogen Combustion Tests
Results at NUPEC

Background of this study

October 6,1997 Pacifico YOKOHAMA

Takashi Hashimoto / Koki Inagaki
Systems Safety Department

Experimental and analytical investigations for H2 combustion behavior during

severe accident have been conducted in the world and a lot of data-base have

been obtained.

In order to evaluate containment integrity against rapid pressure and

temperature increase associated with H2 combustion, H2 controls are

recognized as one of the key issues.

NUPEC has been carrying out three types of combustion test (small-scale basic

test, large-scale demonstrative test and high-temperature condition test

cooperated with USNRC-BNL) and finished these tests during fiscal year 1996.

i
t—>
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I
Outline

Background
Objectives
Large-scale test

Apparatus
Test Results

• Influence of igniter position
• Influence of initial pressure
• Steam condensation by spray
• System integral transient

Small-scale test
Apparatus
Test Result

• Turbulent flame acceleration
Conclusions
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Objectives of this study

Large-scale test :
A study of hydrogen combustion phenomena in the test vessel
simulating PWR large-scale dry reactor containment vessels.

• Small-scale test phase II :
A study of hydrogen combustion phenomena concerning flame
acceleration between two compartments in the test vessel.



-Large-scale Hydrogen Combustion Test

Spherical model containment vesse!

inner diameter : 8m

volume : 270m3

Eleven compartments simulating

PWR subcompartment room

Steam Generator : 2

General : 8

Dome : 1

wtfpec

Parametric tests

Test results
• Influence of igniter positions : the initial to peak pressure ratios were

irrespective igniter position.

• Influence of initial pressures (B-9 series): they were almost the same as

atmospheric tests : the initial to peak pressure ratio, the elapsed time from the

turning on the igniter to the temperature rising and the relationship between

the combustion gas pressure and the elapsed time.

» Steam condensation by spray (B-10 series): initially urtfiammable H2-Air-

Steam mixture was turned flammable by steam condensing effect due to spray

actuation and was ignited by an glow type igniter installed other place. The

initial to peak pressure ratio was the same or low as the previous tests.

ft/pec

System integral transient tests simulating severe accident

Two tests (B-ll series) were conducted.

Test results
• In these tests the pressure increased gradually, suggestively mild combustion.

• In B-l 1-3 test (simulated S2H), Ignition occurred at the upper dome then the

combustion flame shifted to the gas injection region and continued until gas

injection was stopped.

• In B-l 1-4 test (simulated-TML), Ignition occurred at the upper dome and

continued until H2 gas injection was decreased.

Conditions of system integral transient tests

TO 60 9iT
Time (min)

0 • 30 CO 90 120 150
Time (min)

m
2
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System integral transient test result (1)
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Containment Press.

©
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Ignition occurred at the upper
dome (B) then the combustion
flame shifted to the gas injection
region (C) and continued until gas
injection was stopped.

Ig : Igniter
+ : Thermocouple

gas injection region

H2O

System integral transient test result (2)
200i

160|

0
500

g400

| 300,
U

a-
| 200

° 100

0

-Spray water

Containment Press.

30

-Spray water-

,©
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Ignition occurred at the upper
dome (B) and continued until H2
gas injection was decreased.

Ig : Igniter
+ : Thermocouple

gas injection region

H2 + U2O
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S - Small-scale Hydrogen Combustion Test Phase H

Test vesse! : cylindrical (inner diameter : 150mm, height : 300mm)

two compartments divided by an orifice.

Visualization

of the flame

near the orifice

using Laser (LIPF)

Measurement of

OH radical and

hot Oi band

vvpec

• Experimental condition : H2 = 15 vol%, orifice <lia. = 40 mm and
with turbulence in #2 chamber

n. no 0.02 o. oi o. or.

time (s)
0. is o r e n.;(>

fupec

>
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Test Results in Small-scale test

The typical results in the latest small-scale test are as follows.

• Turbulent flame acceleration was realized in the two
compartments.

• The flame propagation was observed by detecting OH
radicals and hot O2 using LIPF (Laser Induced Pre
Fluorescence).

A typical result for OH radical
pattern using L IPF •5Ims

.imp, (msj

o
o

til etiambet
Mcnsoring spot

ft/pec



Conclusions

(1) In any Large-scale test no detonation type hydrogen combustion
was observed, because maximum hydrogen concentration and
maximum gas temperature might be lower than 15vol% (dry) and
200 °C, respectively.

(2) In the small-scale tests turbulent flame acceleration was realized
in the two compartments and the flame propagation was observed
by detecting OH radicals and hot O2 using LIPF (Laser Induced
Pre Fluorescence).
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6.1 Pressorization Test on the Full Scale Equipment Hatch Model

Shoji ARAI*, Tomoyuki MATSUMOTO*, Masashi GOTO* *, Tsutomu MIEDA* * *

** Systems Safety Department, NUPEC

* * * Nuclear Energy Division, Toshiba

* * * Nuclear Power Division, IHI

ABSTRACT

In order to evaluate the behavior for structural discontinuous flange portion in containment

vessels during severe accident condition, the full-scale test model, simulating the equipment

hatch in BWR containment vessel, has been manufactured and the pressurization test has been

conducted.

The test model has been pressurized up to leakage initiation with hydrostatic pressure to

understand the behavior and pressure-proof limit in the flange portion. The measuring points

were about 300 channels, including strain gages, displacement transducers, temperature and

pressure sensors. The leakage onset in the flange portion occurred at 19.5kg/cm2.

This paper described the test results including the test procedure and comparison between

the measured data and analysis results focusing on the flange opening displacement, bolt strain

and flange ring strain.

In addition, preliminary analyses were performed to predict the structural behavior of the

model using finite element models of ANSYS code. With regard to the analysis results, the

flange opening displacement and flange ring strain were well predicted below 15kg/cm2, and the

average bolt strain was well predicted.

This work is performed under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,
Japan.
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Pressurization Test
on the Full Scale Equipment Hatch Model

SARJ-97
October 7, 1997 at Pacifico YOKOHAMA

S. ARAI/T. Matsumoto
Systems Safety Department

M. Goto
Toshiba Corporation

T. Mieda
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co., Ltd.

SARJ-97/Oel. 6-8, 1997/Page 1
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Contents of Presentation

1. Background and Objectives

2. Test Model Configuration

3. Instrumentation

4. Test Procedure

5. Test Results

6. Pretest Analysis Condition

7. Comparison of Test Data with Pretest Analysis

8. Conclusion

SARJ-!>7/Ocl.6-8.1997/Page2 SWUpBC

1. Background and Objectives

Structural Behavior Test Program
for Steel Containment Vessel (SCV)

±Cooperative Containment Research Program

Scale Shell Model Test
Configuratioml/10
Plate Thickness: 1/4

Full Scale
Hatch Model Test

Objectives
•~to investigate the response of representative models

of nuclear containment structures to internal
pressurization beyond the design basis accident

—to improve predictive capability of structural analysis

Objectives: . . ' < ••
f̂  to, understand the behavior in the flange
. portion of.the steel containment vessel
.:;: using the full-scale hatch model
"-to confirm a margin of the flange portion

against a loss of sealing function.;. ."
— to demonstrate the integrity of the flange

portion against the leakage

SARJ-97/Ocl. 6-8.1997/Past 3 rupee'

2. Test Model Configuration

TOP HEAD REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

MAIN FLANGE

REACTOR

CONTAINMENT // (

VESSEL

BWR Mark-II Type
Containment

Configuration

SARJ -97 / Oct. 6-8, 1997 / Page 4
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2. Test Model Configuration (continued) 4. Test Procedure

tooo

[Cylindrical Shellf-

SARJ-97 /Oct. 6-8. 1997/Page 5

3. Instrumentation

Upper Head
Disp
Slrai

lacement Transducer : I i
Gage (inside) : 11

(outside) •. \ 1

Explanatory Notes
| : Displacement Transducer

© : Strain Gage(Three Direction)

O : Strain Gage{One Direclion)

O Clip Gage

Strain Gage

Lower Bracket
Strain Gage : 32

SARJ-97/OCI.6-8.1997/Past 6

DIGITAL

GAUGE

sr,rr«-u WATER

SAPJ-97 / Ocl. 6-8. 1997 / Page 7

5. Test Results

PRESSURE[k£f/cn']
2)

S TIME

HATCH' TEST PRESSURIZATION STEP

wpec SARJ-97/Ocl.6-8,I997/P»ge8 'i/pec'
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6. Pretest Analysis Condition
X : Fixed
Y : Free

L,

lAnalysis Code
-FEACode"ANSYS"

— Data obtained
from the material tensile test

©Bolt Preload
— Same as the specified value in the actual plant

78RACKET

FLANGE SEAL
SURFACE

... BOLT

X I Free
Y : Fixed

Analysis Model

SARJ-97 / Oct. 6-8, 1997 / Page 9 'upon'

7. Comparison of Bolt Strain between Test and Pretest Analysis

— Bolt Strain decreased up to Internal Pressure of 3kg/cm2 due to Release of the Bolt Pretension
in both Test and Analysis

— Average Bolt Strain Increased Linearly with Internal Pressure due to the Lack of Contact between
Flange Seal Surfaces and well Predicted by Analysis

— Analysis Predicted Larger Inside and Outside Strains of Bolts because of the Difference of Strain
Evaluation Point between the Test and Analysis

SARJ-97 / Ocl. 6-8,1997 / Page 11

7 J S 10 H 12 13 14 IS IS IT 18 13 20

Internal Pressure (kg/cm2)

- Tesl (ouier)
- Analysis (outer)
- Test (inner)
- Analysis (inner)
- Test (ave.)
- Analysis (nve.)
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7. Comparison of Flange Displacement between Test and Pretest Analysis
3kg/cm2 : Inner Flange Opened, Outer Flange not Opened

—*Seal Surface Contact Maintained
3 ~ 15kg/cm2 : Both the Inner and Outer Flange Opening Increased Linearly
Test and Analysis Results in Good Agreement below 15kg/cm2.
15kg/cm2~ : Flange Opening Nonlinearly Increased Caused by

Increasing Rate of Displacement due to Plasticity
°0°

8.00 —

Analysis (outer)
Analysis (inner)

& Test (outer)
Q • Test (inner)

5 10 15

Internal Pressure (kg/cm1)

SARJ-97/Ocl. 6-8.1997/Page 10

7. Comparison of Flange Ring Strain between Test and Pretest Analysis
— Both Test and Analysis data of Hoop Strain Negative due to the inward Deformation Characteristic

Shown in the Figure
— Both Test and Analysis data of Axial Strain Positive
-Larger Difference between Test and Analysis because of the Plasticity in the Flange Ring Portion

Initiated above 15kg/cm2
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I. Conclusion
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(1) The leakage in flange portion occurred at the pressure level of about
l^Skg/cm1 and the average flange opening displacement of about 6.3mm.

(2) Judging from the flange opening displacement, the flange seal surfaces
remained contacting each other up to the pressure level of 3kg/cm2.

(3) Judging from the change in bolt strain, the seal surface separation was
initiated from the pressure level of 2~3kg/cm2.

(4) Judging from the deformation of the flange ring, the bottom of flange
ring deformed inward.

(5) With regard to the analysis results,
— Flange opening displacement well predicted below 15kg/cm2

~Average bolt strain well predicted
— Flange ring strain well predicted below 15kg/cm2

m/ >
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6.2 Pre-test Analysis GO the SCV Mode! Test

Kuniaki KOMINE and Tomoyuki MATSUMOTO

Systems Safety Department, NUPEC

ABSTRACT

Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) of Japan and the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) have been co-sponsoring and jointly funding a Cooperative

Containment Research Program at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). The purposes of the

program are to investigate the response of representative models of nuclear containment

structure to pressure loading beyond the design basis accident and to compare analytical

predictions with measured behavior. The Steel Containment Vessel (SCV) model uses a

mixed scale design; 1:10 for the geometry scale, 1:4 for the thickness scale an represent certain

features of an improved boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark-II containment vessel in Japan.

NUPEC has conducted pre-test analyses using two types of modeling by finite element

code ABAQUS Ver.5.5. The analyses consist 2-D analysis to grasp the global behavior of SCV

test model and 3-D analysis (global model and submodels) to grasp the local behavior of SCV

test model. The 3-D analysis showed that the strain at the boundary of equipment hatch

reinforcement plate was maximum until the internal pressure reaches to about from 4.0 MPa to

7.3 MPa. Under the pressure design from 7.3 MPa to 11.8 MPa, the strain at the knuckle joint and

at the top head flange joint was maximum. Beyond 11.8 MPa, the strain at the top head apex of

the model exhibited the maximum value.

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,
Japan.
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Pre-test Analysis on the SCV Model Test

SARJ-97
October 7, 1997 at Pacifico YOKOHAMA

K. Komine/T. Matsumoto
Systems Safety Department

Contents of Presentation

1. Objective of SCV Test

2. Summary of Pre-test Analysis

3. Global Shell Model Analyses

• Global 2-D Shell Model Analysis

• Global 3-D Shell Model Analysis

4. Local 3-D Submodel Analyses

• Submodel Analysis of Local 3-D Top Head section

• Submodel Analysis of Local 3-D Equipment Hatch area
5. Investigation of Critical Area
6. Conclusions

•S/W-97 / On 7, 1997/Pigel M/t/pec

Objectives of SCV Test

The objective of the steel containment vessel (SCV) test: To evaluate the structure
response up to the failure of a scaled containment vessel model by pressurizaiion

Top Head

Pre-test Analysis

structure behavior test for SCV scale model
SCV model is scaled 1/10 (thickness:1/4)
of actual plant

Equipment Hatch

comparison of Test and Analysis

grasping of structure behavior, failure pressure
and failure mode

establishment of an adequate analytical method

SARJ-97 / O c H , 1997 / Page 3

Summary of Pretest Analysis

( START ~~)

2
n
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©
©

Evaluation of Maximum Strain Portion

I
3-D Shell submodel

confirmation of structure behavior
and pressure-proof limit

( END~~)

a 2-D axisymmetric shell elements
• Analysis

: elasto-plastic/ large displacement/
contact analysis

• Model
: Global

• 3-D shell elements
• Analysis

: elasto-plastic / large displacement/
contact analysis

• Model
." Global and Submodel

a analysis code
ABAQUS Version-5.5

SARJ-971 On 7,1997 /Page 4 vpea'



Global 2-D Axisymmetric Shell Model

L

Top Head Flange

(Axisym.solid eiem.)

Knuckle reg

SCV Shell Wall

SCV Shell Wall and " 5 \ (Axisym. si

Reinforcement Ring

(Axisym. shell elem..
Gravity " " jA^CS (Axisym. shell elem.)

Ring Support

(Axisym. shell elem.)

elem.)

Internal Pressure

Inside/Outside Ribs

(Plane stress elem.)

m Analysis Model

- Half symmetry model

• 606 2-node,axisymmetric shell elements,
(shell, reinforcement ring, support ring)

• 24 4-node axisymmetric solid elements,
(top head flange)

• 227 4-node plane stress elements,
(support ring rib)

Total node = 857 , Total elements = 914

a Boundary condition
• Axisymmetric boundary conditions at top

head apex and bottom head
• No vertical displacement on lower surface

of ring support

Load conditions
• Gravity and internal pressure loading

SAR/-P7/Ocl 7, 1997/Pages wupec'
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Global 3-D Shell Model

Symmetry on 2-3 plane

CS (General shell elem.)

SCV Shell Wall

(General shell elem.)

B Analysis Model
• Half symmetry model (180deg.)

• 7812 4-node shell elements.

Total node - 7812 , Total elements = 7640

• Boundary condition
• Symmetric boundary conditions for from top

head apex to bottom head

• No vertical displacement on lower suface of
ring support

• Load conditions

• Gravity and internal pressure loading

Global 2-D Shell Model Analysis (Equivalent Plastic Strain)
The equivalent plastic strain of several position as follows.

, Top Head Apex
t Top Head Flange
r Knuckle region

Upper Spherical Shell

Upper Conical Shell

•\ Middle Conical Shell section

Lower Conical Shell

Lower Cylindrical Shell

0.45

0.40

0.35

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.0'

• Top Head Apex
—-Knuckle region

Upper Spherical Shell
Upper Conical Shell
Middle Conical Shell
Lower Conical Sheil

-Lower Cylindrical Shell

Top Head
Apex •

Firsl yield (knuckle)
First contact (knuckle-)

L
4 6 8 10 12

Internal Pressure (MPa)
14

Position Equivalent Plastic Strain of SCV Shell Wall
iff

SARJ97/OB7. 1OT/Page7

Global 2-D Shell Model Analysis (Displacement and Plastic Strain)

Deformed Shape

undeformed

L

Global Distribution of Plastic Strain
(First contact at Knuckle region)

+0.00E-00
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2
6
o
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12.5 MPa
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Global 2-D Shell Model Analysis Results Summary

s Analysis Results Summary of 2-D Analysis

Internal Pressure

-2.1 MPa

-3.5 MPa

-7.6 MPa

-12.5 MPa
(Final increment)

Event

• Occurrence of first yielding at knuckle region

• Initiation of first contact with contact structure (CS)
at Knuckle region

• Initiation of contact with CS at upper spherical shell
section

• Extension of contact region from the knuckle region
throughout lower cylindrical section

• The largest plastic membrane strain at the SCV test
model was about 40 %, causing at top head apex

Detailed investigation in top head section is needed

SARJ-97; Ocl7, 1997 / Page 9

Global 3-D Shell Model Analysis (Equivalent Plastic Strain)
The equivalent plastic strain of several position are as follows.

Top Head Apex

Knuckle region
Upper Spherical Shell

^ Upper Conical Shell

Middle Conical Shell section

Lower Conical Shell

Lower Cylindrical Shell

I 0.45

I °-40

I 0.35

g 0.30

I 0.25

| 0.20

1 0.151-
5 Firs! yield (kn
•B 0.1

Top Head Apex
Knuckle region
Upper Spherical Shell
Upper Conical Shell
Middle Conical Shell

- — Lower Conical Shell
Lower Cylindrical Shell

Top Head
Apex \

Position

SARW/OC17, 1997/Pige 10

. 4 - 6 8 10 12 14
Internal Pressure (MPa)

Equivalent Plastic Strain of SCV Shell Wai!
\g
Wi/pec

Global 3-D Shell Model Analysis (Equivalent Plastic Strain at near Equipment Hatch)

The equivalent plastic strain of several position are as follows.

SGV40O(t-8 .Srrm) E/H Insert
Plate

N.1187 (Spviso/
tn.Sra)

SPVS90{t9.0™i)

| 0.10

I 0.09

If 0.08

I 0.07
| 0.06

I 0.05
§ 0.04

0 0.03

1 0 0 2

I 0.01

E2447 (inside)
E2447 (outside)
E2446 <inside)
E2446 (oulside)

Position

2 4 6 8 10 12 14
S- Internal Pressure (MPa)

Equivalent Plastic Strain at near Equipment Hatch

SARJ97/OC17. 1997/PageII

Global 3-D Shell Model Analysis (Displacement and Plastic Strain)

a Deformed Shape Global Distribution of Plastic Strain
(Contact at Equipment Hatch region)

-+O.00E-00

+3.92E-2

4.4 MPa

>
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h
O
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Global 3-D Shell Model Analysis (Global Distribution of Plastic Strain)

a Maximum equivalent plastic surface strain occurred at near equipment hatch
reinforcement plate

r+0.00E-00

+5.06E-2

! -

:i . .

J
5.4 MPa

SARJ-97/Ocn, 1997/Page 13

Global 3-D Shell Model Analysis Results

Analysis Results Summary of 3-D Analysis

Internal Pressure

-4.4 MPa

-5.2 MPa

4-7.3 MPa

7.3-11.8 MPa

11.8 MPa-

Event

• Initiation of contact with CS at near equipment hatch

• Initiation of contact with CS at lower conical shell section

• Occurrence of maximum equivalent plastic surface strain
at near equipment hatch reinforcement plate

• Occurrence of maximum equivalent plastic surface strain
at below knuckle joint and top head flanqe joint

• Occurrence of maximum equivalent plastic surface strain
at top head apex

Detailed investigation in Equipment hatch area is needed

Submodel Analysis of Local 3-D Top Head Shell section

[Model Outside Vie

Symmetric Boundary
Conditions

SCV Shell Wall

(General shell elem.)

Load:lnternal Pressure

Top Head Flange

(General shell elem.)

I Analysis Model

• circumference of 30 deg.

• 4545 4-node shell elements
Total node=4545,Total efement=4290

• Boundary conditions

• displacement and rotation given by
global analysis results

• SCV test model and CS nodes on
symmetric surface

a Load conditions

• internal pressure same as global
analysis

Disp./Rot. from Global 3D shell analysis

(bottom edge of SCV and CS)

SARJ-97 /Ocl 7, 1997 /Page 15
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Local 3-D Top Head submodel (Equivalent Plastic Surface Strain)

Above Knuckle

Knuckle region / |

Top Head Apex

; Above Top Flange

Below Top Flange

Below Knuckle

Position

2 4 6 8 10 12 1-
Internal Pressure (MPa)

Top Head Apex

SARJ97/Oci7,1997/PagcU SARJ-97/Ocl7,l997/Pasel6
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Local 3-D Top Head submodel (Equivalent Plastic Surface Strain/cont'd)
3-D Local Equipment Hatch submodel (Equivalent Plastic Surface Strain)

CO
©

.4 6 8 10 12
internal Pressure (MPa)

2 4 6 8 10 12
Internal Pressure (MPa)

Top Fiange region Knuckle region

SARW /Ocil, 1997/Page 11 -Mi

Submodel Anaiysis of 3-D Local Equipment Hatch area

Symmetric Boundary Conditions

CS (General shell elem.)

SCV Shell Wall

(General shell elem.)

• Analysis Model

• 4816 4-node shell elements
Total node=4816,Total element=4572

B Boundary conditions

• displacement and rotation given by
global analysis results

• SCV test model and CS nodes on
symmetric surface

• Load conditions

• internal pressure same as global
analysis

Cr Ural Element

E967 (inside)
E967 (ou
E974 (inside;
E974 (ourside)

Position

2 4 6 8 10 12
Internal Pressure (MPa)

Equivalent Plastic Surface Strain

14

SARJ-97/OCI7, 1997/Page 19

Investigation of Critical Area

Top Head Apex

Above Top riange

Above Knui

Below Top Flan

Knuckle region

Below Km."k|.

Top Head submodel

E/H Insert Plate 1 0.40r

E 0.35
E
— 0.30

0.25

Top Head Apex (outside)
Above Top Fiange G'nsfde)
Below Top Flange (ins:de)
Above Knuckle (oulside)

-••'-•-Below Knuckle (inside!
E/H Ins.Plate (outside)

Equipment Hatch
submodel

i
n
o

3

UJ

2 4 6 S 10 12 1
Internal Pressure (MPa)

Equivalent Plastic Surface Strain

SARJ-97/OC17, 1997/Pagt 18 fupsc"



Investigation of Critical Area (cont'd)

\

©

®

Pressure Level and Critical Area
Pressure Level

4 ~ 7.3 MPa

7.3 —11.8 MPa

11.8 MPa—

Critical Area
• near equipment hatch

insert plate
• below knuckle joint
• below top head flange

joint

• top head apex

• Attention should be paid to these areas in the test.
• And the strains at several points in these areas

have to be measured.

to

s

SARJ-97 / Oa 7,1997/Page 21

Conclusions

I Analysis results, using global model and submodel, to understand the structure behavior
up to failure, summarized below.

>
ffl
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Internal Pressure

-2 .1 MPa

-3 .5 MPa

4 -7 .3 MPa

7.3 -11 .8 MPa

11.8 MPa ~

Analysis results

Occurrence of first yielding at knuckle region

Initiation of first contact at knuckle region

Occurrence of maximum equivalent plastic surface strain at
near equipment hatch reinforcement plate

Occurrence of maximum equivalent plastic surface strain at
below knuckle region

Occurrence of maximum equivalent plastic surface strain at
top head apex

Analysis results need a detailed comparison with the test.

SARJ-97/OCI7, I997/Page22 WUpEB '
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6.3 Pressurization Test of a 1/10 Steel Containment Vessel Model

Tomoyuki MATSUMOTO, Kuniaki KOMINE*

Vincent K. LUK**, Michael F. HESSHEIMER**

James F. COSTELLO**

*NucIear Power Engineering Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

**Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA

***United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., USA

ABSTRACT

Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) of Japan and the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) have been co-sponsoring and jointly funding a Cooperative

Containment Research Program at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). A series of static

overpressurization tests of scale models of nuclear containment structures is being conducted

under the program. One of the static overpressurization tests is a test of a steel containment

vessel (SCV). The SCV model is a mixed scale model with 1:10 scaling of containment

geometry and 1:4 scaling of shell thicknesses of a nuclear containment vessel that is

representative of an improved, boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark II containment. A contact

structure, which is a thick steel bell-shaped shell structure installed over the SCV model and

separated at a nominally uniform distance from it, provides a simplified representation of some

features of a reactor concrete shield building in the actual plant. There are more than 800

channels of data to be monitored and recorded during the test. A high pressure pneumatic test

of the SCV model was conducted on December 11-12, 1996 at Sandia National Laboratories.

This paper summarizes the planning and conduct of the high pressure test of the SCV model, and

describes the preliminary results of the test.

This work is jointly sponsored by the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation and the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. The work of the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation is performed under

the auspices of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Japan. Sandia National Laboratories is

operated for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Number DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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Pressurization Test of
a 1/10 Steel Containment Vessel Model

by
T. Matsumoto, K. Komine, (Nuclear Power Engineering Corp., Japan)

J. F. Costello, (United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission)
V. K. Luk, M. F. Hessheimer (Sandia National Laboratories)

at
SARJ-97, Pacifico YOKOHAMA

October 7, 1997

nupec & rmc

Brief Description of Cooperative
Containment Research Program

• Program organization
• Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) of Japan and United

States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) cosponsor and jointly fund
Cooperative Containment Research Program at Sandia National
Laboratories.

• Purposes of the program
a to investigate the responses of representative models of nuclear

containment structures to pressure loading beyond design basis accident,
and

• to compare analytical predictions with measured behavior.

• Planned tests
• Steel containment vessel (SCV)
a Prestressed concrete containment vessel (PCCV)

"upoc SARJ-9? /Oct7,199? /page 2
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nupso & nnc
Outline of Presentation

• Brief description of Cooperative Containment Research Program
© Objectives of SCV Model Test
• Description of SCV model
• Pretest preparations

• Instrumentation

• Pressurization system

© Data acquisition and display systems

© Conduct of pressure tests
® Leak and instrumentation test

@ Low pressure test

© High pressure test

• Preliminary test results
@ Preliminary post-test observations
©Summary

Brief Description of Cooperative
Containment Research Program (cont'd)

nwec s nnc

O
O

i Program activities
a Design and fabrication of scale models
a Instrumentation of scale models
« Pneumatic overpressurization tests of scale models at ambient

temperature
a Pre- and post-test model analyses with ABAQUS code
• Round Robin analysis with international participants

SARJ-97 / O c t 7 , 1 9 9 7

Wi/pec
SARJ-97 /Oct7,1937 / psge 3
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Objectives of SCV Model Test

1. To provide experimental data for checking the
predictive capabilities of analytical methods to
represent some aspects of the static internal
pressure response of a steel containment,

a) beyond the elastic range, without consideration of contact with a
surrounding shield structure

b) after contact with a surrounding shield structure,

2. To investigate the failure mode of the model, and
3. To provide experimental data useful for the

evaluation of actual steel containments.

SARJ-97 /Oct7, !997 /page 4 'upec

Description of SCV Model
SCV Model Configuration

SARJ-97/Oct7,1997 /page 5

Description of SCV Model (cont'd)

• Mixed-scale model
6 1:10 in geometry and 1:4 in shell thickness

• representing an improved boiling water reactor (BWR) Mark II containment
• Approximately, model is 2900 mm in diameter (largest) and 6000 mm tall

© Containment details included in model:
® Equipment hatch opening and reinforcement plate (hatch is not to scale

and hatch cover is welded shut)
® Drywell head (welded shut)
® SGV 480 / SPV 490 material transition location

• Containment details omitted from model:
• Other hatches, airlocks, and penetrations

® Internal structures

• Lower wetwell and wall-basemat junction (replaced by thick bottom head)

SARJ-97/Oct?,1997/page6 WWUflBC

SCV Model Installation, March 22,1995
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Description of SCV Model (cont'd)

> Contact structure (CS)
o A bell-shaped steel structure installed over the model, separated by a

nominally uniform gap of 18 mm

• 38 mm thick, ASTM SA516 Grade 70 steel

• CS was welded to ring support girder and its top end was open at elevation
of knuckle region of SCV model.

• Purpose of CS

• Intended to investigate SCV model responses against an almost rigid
surrounding structure when the model expands under Internal
pressurization

• Nol intended to simulate concrete surrounding shield building in
physical plants

Instrumentation
• More than 800 instruments were installed on SCV model and CS to obtain

model responses under overpressurization conditions
e to investigate deformation behavior of model, and
a to compare test data with analysis results.

© These instruments were strategically positioned and carefully placed to
obtain the desirable test data.

1. Strain measurements
© Single element and multi-element (strip and rosette) strain gages

2. Displacement measurements and contact detection
• Resistance potentiometers on inside and outside of model
© Interior potentiometers mounted on an interior central support column
e Linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) through holes in CS
•• Contact detectors through holes In CS

SAFU-97 /Oct7,1997 /page B
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Contact Structure Installation, Dec. 5, 1995
nupeo & fine
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Program

Pretest Preparations (cont'd)

: 1} , •••

Instrumentation (cont'd)
3. Pressure and temperature measurements

• Pressure transducers to measure internal nitrogen gas pressure
a Resistance temperature detectors to monitor nitrogen gas temperature
o Thermocouples to measure local surface temperatures of model

4. Video coverage
o Three high pressure rated interior video cameras and seven standard exterior

video cameras
5. Acoustic emission system

e Twenty-four sensors to detect acoustic emission to signal the onset of a
potential model failure

O
o

L -—__.- —__.
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SCV Model with Exterior instrumentation

SAR.J-97 /Oct7,1997 /page

Conduct of Pressure Tests

© Three separate pressure tests:
© Leak and instrumentation test @ 0,2 Pd (October 3,1996)
o Low pressure test @ 1.5 Pd (November 7,1996)
B High pressure test to model failure (December 11-12,1996)

• where Pd = 0.78 MPa

• Leak and instrumentation test
• To check functionality of pressurization system, installed

instruments and data acquisition system

• Lower pressure test
• To provide a performance check on all operating units while model

behaved elastically
• To serve as a "dry-run" for high pressure test

SARj-97 /Oct7,1 997 /page 14 M£/BeC
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Pretest Preparations (cont'd)

Pressurization system
a Pressure source - to gasify liquid nitrogen and pump nitrogen gas

into model
a Valve gallery - to regulate nitrogen gas to a desirable pressure and

temperature
Data acquisition and display systems

» Data acquisition system stored and recorded all instrument data
on a real time basis.

• Data display system received information from data acquisition
system and displayed model deformation behavior on request.

Conduct ©f Pressure Tests (cont'd)
Pressurization Sequence of High Pressure Test

• First stage
Model behaved as a stand-alone

structure In the elastic domain

• Second stage
When average displacement

at an elevation reached 9 mm,

pressure condition was held

constant for 30 minutes

© Third stage
Model behaved plastically and

a longer time was required to

achieve a state of steady structural

response for each pressure rise

High Pressure Test

2.76 8

O

o

SARJ-97/Oct7,1997 /page 13 Ti/psc
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Conduct of Pressure Tests (cont'c

High pressure test
a SCV model underwent a monotonic pressure rise to its failure

without cycles of unloading and reloading.
• Test was planned to terminate when either a model failure

occurred or the internal pressure reached 15.9 Pd, the design
capacity of pressurization system.

• Model failure could mean
• A structural failure - a catastrophic failure of model or

development of a major tear in model
e A functional failure - pressurization system could not maintain

pressure at a given level inside model

SARJ-97 / 0 « 7 , 1 9 9 7 /page 16
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Pressure Test

• The high pressure test of SCV model was conducted on
December 11-12,1996 at Sandia National Laboratories.

• The test took 16 1/2 hours of continuous monotonic pressure
increase by pumping nitrogen gas into the model.

• The test was terminated when the pressurization system at its
maximum flow capacity could not maintain the pressure inside
the model.

• The model failure was a tear at the outside edge of equipment
hatch reinforcement plate.

e The maximum internal pressure achieved during the test was
4.66 MPa, or 5.97 Pd where Pd = 0.78 MPa.

SARJ-97 /Oct7.1997 /page 17

Preliminary Test Results

i Post-test inspection of SCV model revealed two
tears:

• A large tear of approximately 190 mm long
• was found along the weld seam at the outside edge of

equipment hatch reinforcement plate
• was responsible for the leakage of model leading to the

termination of the high pressure test
e A small meridional tear of approximately 55 mm long

• was found next to a semi-circular hole in the stiffening ring
above equipment hatch

SARJ-97 /Oct7,1997 /page 18 'UpBC >
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Preliminary Test Results (cont'd)
Layout of strain gages around equipment hatch

nupec a nrcc
Cooperative™
Containment™

Program

reinforcement plate

STG-l-EQH-37a:

8.8 % strain @ 4.66 MPa

STG-l-EQH-16b:

S.3 % strain @ 4.66 MPa

RSG-l-EQH-6

RSG-l-EQK-12
(66.5-)

Thinned Area
!6") (-65mm long)

SARJ-97 / 0 « 7,1937 /page ?.O
Note; Ail dimensions In mm

1 A Tear Inside a Semi-Circular j
1 Opening ai Middle Stiffening Rincj i'i
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Preliminary Test Results (cont'd)
Strain Data Around Equipment Hatch Reinforcement Plate

nupec & nnc

'(^^"Containment ~ ~ ~ ~~ ^ ^ "
Progrom

Pressure (MPa)

SARJ-97 / 0 « 7,1997 /page 2 '"WI//7BC

Preliminary Test Results (cont'd)
Free-Field Strain Data at Upper Conical Shell Section

nupec & nnc
n^rtpffrntnrw^
Cofitolnmant" ~"

Progrom

Free-field response of model was represented by the hoop strain data recorded at
upper conical shell section above equipment hatch.
Narrow range of strain variations at this section suggests that the model experienced
axisymmetric expansion there,

SARJ-97 / Oct 7,1997 / page Z3
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Preliminary Test Results (cont'd)
Horizontal Displacement Data at Middle Conical Shell Section

nupec s nnc
.CoopGrotive __—— — „__„
Containment"" ~ ~~ ~

Program

The highest horizontal displacement data, ranging from 19 to 27 mm, were recorded
at the middle conical shell section immediately above the material change interface.

SARJ-97 /Oct?,l997 /page 24
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Preliminary Post-Test Observations

• High pressure test was terminated when the
pressurization system at its maximum flow capacity
could not maintain pressure inside the model.

• Maximum internal pressure achieved during the high
pressure test was 4.66 MPa or 5.97 Pd.

• Post-test inspection revealed a large tear,
approximately 190 mm long, at the outside edge of
equipment hatch reinforcement plate and a smaller
tear, about 55 mm long, inside a semi-circular
opening at the middle stiffening ring.

SARJ-97 /O«7,1997 /pa
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Preliminary Test Results (cont'd)

• Vertical displacement data (at the end of high pressure test)
• top head region: 17.3 mm
a center of equipment hatch: -2.8 mm

• Acoustic emission data
a Acoustic emission data indicate that the two tears were initiated and

started to propagate at an internal pressure around 4.25 MPa.

« Measurement of gap sizes between contact structure and model
a Four arrays of holes were drilled through the contact structure,
e Gap sizes between the two structures were measured before and after the

high pressure test.
• Post-test measurements indicate very small gap sizes at some hole

locations, suggesting that local contact between the two structures might
occur there.

SARJ-97 /O«7,1997 /page 25
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Program

•> The high pressure test of SCV model was conducted
on December 11-12,1996.

• The model failed during the high pressure test when
a tear developed along the equipment hatch
reinforcement plate resulting in leakage.

• The maximum pressure achieved in the high
pressure test was 4.66 MPa which is 5.97 times the
design pressure.

• On-going efforts are focusing on post-test failure
analysis and inspection, and metallurgical
evaluation.

SARJ-97/Oct 7,1997 / page 27
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Preliminary Post-Test Observations

High pressure test was terminated when the
pressurization system at its maximum flow capacity
could not maintain pressure inside the model.
Maximum internal pressure achieved during the high
pressure test was 4.66 MPa or 5.97 Pd.
Post-test inspection revealed a large tear,
approximately 190 mm long, at the outside edge of
equipment hatch reinforcement plate and a smaller
tear, about 55 mm long, inside a semi-circular
opening at the middle stiffening ring.

SARJ-97/Oct7,1997/page 2G
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• The high pressure test of SCV model was conducted
on December 11-12,1996.

• The model failed during the high pressure test when
a tear developed along the equipment hatch
reinforcement plate resulting in leakage.

• The maximum pressure achieved in the high
pressure test was 4.66 MPa which is 5.97 times the
design pressure.

• On-going efforts are focusing on post-test failure
analysis and inspection, and metallurgical
evaluation.
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6.4 Preliminary Analysis and Instrumentation Planning of
a Prestressed Concrete Containment Vessel Model

David W. PACE*, Michael F. HESSHEIMER*, Robert A. DAMERON **

James F. COSTELLO ***, Masaki IRIYAMA ****

*Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA

**ANATECH, Corp., San Diego, CA, USA

***United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C., USA

****Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT

A series of static overpressurization tests of scale models of nuclear containment structures

is being conducted by Sandia National Laboratories for the Nuclear Power Engineering

Corporation of Japan and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. As part of this program, a

1:4-scale model of a prestressed concrete containment vessel (PCCV) will be pressurized up to its

ultimate capacity.

One of the key program objectives is to develop validated methods to predict the structural

performance of containment vessels when subjected to beyond design bases loadings. An

analysis effort including two and three-dimensional nonlinear finite element analysis of the

PCCV test model is being conducted to evaluate the models structural performance under very

high internal pressurization. The associated tasks include the preliminary prediction of failure

pressure and probable failure locations and the development of models to be used in the detailed

failure analysis.

This paper describes the preliminary analysis effort and plans for the instrumentation of the

PCCV model. The preliminary analysis effort serves to provide guidance for placement of

instrumentation and identify candidate failure modes. The instrumentation, consisting of

approximately 2000 channels of data, is designed to monitor the response of the model during

prestressing operations, during structural integrity and integrated leak rate testing, and during the

test to failure of the model.

This work is jointly sponsored by the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation and the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. The work of the Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation is performed under
the auspices of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Japan. Sandia National Laboratories is
operated for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Number DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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PCCV Model Description

• The model is representative of a large, dry PWR prestressed
containment vessel.

9 The model scale is uniformly 1:4.
• Design Pressure is 0.4 MPa (57 psig).
• Model was designed by NUPEC (Mitsubishi/Obayashi).
• Liner segments fabricated in Japan and shipped to Sandia.
• Model construction (Mitsubishi/Taisei/Hensel Phelps) commenced

Jan. 3, 1997.

ANATECHj

Li"n*;?tf Theory a

PCCV Model
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PCCV Model Analysis

© Preliminary Analysis
• investigate and rank order potential failure modes
• support instrumentation planning
• demonstrate analytical methods for predicting failure of PCCV

# Pretest Analysis
• Refine and finalize pretest predictions using actual material

properties, as-built conditions, etc.

• Posttest Analysis
• validate pretest predictions and methods by comparing with actual

behavior
• demonstrate analytical methods for simulating failure of PCCV

SARJ •97/OilCbBf 7. 1997
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Preliminary Analysis

»Global Axisymmetric and 3D Analysis
i Local Liner Analysis

• Wall-Base Junction
• Equipment Hatch

»Local Shear Failure
• Wall-Base Junction

• Tendon Gallery

iTendon Analysis
13D Equipment Hatch Analysis

EARJ'97;OclQber 7, 1997
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Linking Theory nndPredict

Global Axisymmetric Analysis
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Vwrtal Tendons
Modeled as Shell

Vertical Tendons
Modeled ai Trusses

;> 90 hoop lendonj spacing
ippronimalsly 11.25 em
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Global 3D Analysis
O
O
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Local Liner Analysis-Equipment Hatch
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Local Shear Failure

SARJ '97/Oelflber 7. 1937 ing Thtory onrf Prnelic

3D Equipment Hatch Model

ANfTECH
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Potential Failure Modes

© Free-field Liner tearing
• Liner tearing at discontinuity
• Liner anchor failure
© Shear failure at wall-basemat junction
• Shear failure in basemat (@ tendon gallery)
• Equipment Hatch leakage
• Personnel Air Lock leakage
• Small Penetration leakage
©Tendon wire or strand failure
• Tendon anchor or bearing failure

o
o
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PCCV Instrumentation
nupcc & one
Cooperative
Containmeni~~

Program

• Displacement
• Reinforcement Strains
<s Concrete Strains
• Liner Strains
• Tendon Strains
m Tendon Forces
a Total

140 Channels
364 Channels
36 Channels
675 Channels
336 Channels
132 Channels
1774 Channels

© Video and acoustic monitoring will also be provided Inside and
Outside the Model

• Two suites of instrumentation will be used:
• Low range/High Resolution to monitor elastic behavior during

prestressing and low pressure testing
• High range/Lower Resolution to monitor inelastic behavior

during high pressure testing
ANATECH

Linking Theory nnd Practice

Instrumentation Layout

ANATECH^ M >

UnkirtR Theory and Praelic

Displacement Measurements
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6.5 Analytical Study on Change of Tendon Tension Force Distribution during the

Pressurization Process of Pre-Stressed Containment Vessel

Takako KASHIWASE and Hideo NAGASAKA

Systems Safety Department, NUPEC

ABSTRACT

NUPEC has been planning the ultimate strength test for structural integrity of 1/4 scale

Japan Pre-stressed Concrete Containment Vessel (PCCV), simulating severe accident condition,

in cooperation with USNRC. The ancillary test for the PCCV test, in which friction coefficient of

hoop tendon was evaluated using the same tendon as that of 1/4 PCCV model, was also

conducted. An empirical correlation as a function of loading end load and circumferential angle

within the elastic limit of tendon was obtained, utilizing measured data of the ancillary test. The

validity of the correlation was confirmed by comparing tendon elongation estimated by the

present correlation with the measured one.

The obtained correlation was incorporated into ABAQUS Ver.5.5 and the tendon tensile

force distribution change during pressurization process of PCCV was analyzed in order to

increase the predictive capability of analysis for the 1/4 PCCV test. The analysis results using the

present friction coefficient correlation was compared with the results of analysis using constant

friction coefficient, and the effect of the difference on tendon tensile force distribution and

concrete strain were evaluated. The present friction correlation provided higher internal pressure

to cause concrete cracking compared with constant friction case. This was due to the smaller

friction coefficient in the present correlation and the resultant larger compression force of tendon.

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,

Japan.
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Analysis Study on Change of Tendon Tension Force
Distribution during the Pressurization Process of

Pre-stressed Concrete Containment Vessel
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October 7,1997 Pacifico YOKOHAMA

T. Kashiwase / H. Nagasaka
Systems Safety Department

Outline of NOPEC 1/4 PCCV Test
Objectives

- To evaluate ultimate structural behavior under severe
accident conditions

- To increase the predictive capability of analysis
Features of test facility

- 1 / 4 uniform scale
- Major parts correctly simulated

in the model
Dome, Cylinder, and Base mat
Tendon ballary and Buttress
Liner anchor system S " C I "

Penetrations also simulated
- Equipment hatch CylittIer

- Air rock
- Main steam and Feed water

Scaled number of hoop tendons and vertical tendons

To obtain realistic tendon friction coefficient correlation as a
function of loading end load and angle, utilizing 1/4 PCCV
ancillary test

- Incorporation of the present correlation into ABAQUS
Ver.5.5

To evaluate the effect of the present correlation on ABAQUS
structural response of 1/4 PCCV test during pressurization
comparing conventional constant friction coefficient analysis

- Tendon tensile force distribution
- Concrete cracking behavior
- Strain distribution of liner, rebar, and concrete

Increasing predictive capability of 1/4 PCCV analysis

2
o
o
a

Outline of Tendon Tensile Force
Distribution Measurement Test

Geometry of test specimen
- 5591mm radius identical to that of 1/4 P C C V model
- Tendon consisting of 3 strands within a 35 mm diameter sheath
- 13.7mm strand diameter (corresponding to (1/4)2 of actual plant

total tendon area), close to actual plant strand diameter of
12.7mm

Instrumentation
- Load at both ends Load cell
- Local strains of strand

—Tensmeg gauge (4 locations)
/Wire strain gauge (4 locations X 3)

Test procedure jz_J[_
- 50 kN interval loading of tendon
- Maximum tensile force of up to 490 kN

(allowable tensile stress of tendon)
- 3 times experiment

o
c
D



Current Status of Tendon Tensile Force
Distribution Evaluation Method

Equation based on local force balance of tendon and integrated from
P=P0 at 0=0, assuming constant friction coefficient

P=P0Exp(- ^ (1)

Modified design equation, considering friction loss along tendon
length (1=0.001)

P=P0Exp(- )= P0Exp(- (2)

Experience during tendon setting process of actual containment
vessel

- Friction coefficient increasing as tensile force increasing
- Disagreement of measured elongation data with that using Eq.(2)

Existence of loading load and angle dependency on
friction coefficient

to
to

Evidence of Angle and Loading End Load
Dependency on Friction Coefficient

• Angle dependency (|ic.=Ln(P/P.+1)/(e.+re.))
- Lower value in the vicinity of loading end (like straight

part behavior)
• Loading end load dependency

- Friction coefficient increased as load increased
Previous sector size models test also consistent with
the above results

E

]

<

i
——a

-53-144.6

—®—2S6.1

0 0.5 1 1.5

0 (ra<l

Data Evaluation Method of Tendon Tensile
Force Distribution

• 1/3 of the measured force at anti-loading end by load cell =
Force estimated by averaging 3 wire strain gauges (WSG)
measured at n

- All tensmeg gauges failed
Neglect of friction force at straight part (between n and load
cell location)
All 3 WSGs available data only adopted considering strain
variation at one cross section

- Status of all 3 remaining WSG
1/4 7t up to -200 kN
1/2 % up to-150 kN
3/4 K up to-300 kN

n up to -500 kN

Derivation of Empirical Correlation Considering
Dependency of Angle and Loading End Load

• Tensile force distribution assuming constant friction coefficient
Ln (Pn/P)=[ice

• Tensile force distribution considering 0 and Po dependency of
friction coefficient assumed to be

Ln (P/P) = |xp (aO+bO2+c63)
d E ( f P / P )

p

° Empirical constants a,b,c,d,e and f evaluated by least square fitting
O.?J0
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0.100
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Tensile Force Distribution and Loading
End Load by Present Correlation

1 1.5 2 2.5

Circumferential angle (rad)

200 300 100

P(kN)

Verification of the Present Correlation by
Measured Data of Tendon Elongation

• Tendon elongation by the present correlation
81 = j P0R Exp {-iip(ae+be2+c03) }/EAd0

• Data Evaluation method
- Straight part elongation in data eliminated to compare with the correlation
- Data less than 100 kN excluded due to inclusion of initial looseness of tendon

and extrapolated from loading data of 150 kN and 200 kN
• Prediction of elongation by the present correlation

- Good agreement except for the 3rd time test above 450 kN due to the plastic
deformation of lendon

• Prediction of elongation by constant friction coefficient used in 1/4 PCCV design
- Smaller elongation due to larger friction coefficient

'lipiBff
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Outline of ABAQUS Analytical Modeling

One hoop tendon, Ihc corresponding sheath, concrete, liner,
rebars and vertical tendons
Buttress portion

- Concrete geometry correctly simulated
- Straight part of tendon in the vicinity of loading end not

simulated for simplicity

fcgj|[) Vertical

1 "X, I Concrete Sheath J

A ^^- Pressure ^ £ % T~

Niiml>cr of nodes
Hoop direction : 46 nodes
Radius direction : 4 nodes
Vertical direction : 3 nodes

Kter tendon

A-A' cross section

Analysis Method
O
o
o

Analysis procedure
- Step 1 Initial stressing of vertical tendon 1.4 kN/mm2

(corresponding to setting loss value)
- Step 2 Prestressing of hoop tendon 453 kN
- Step 3 Setting of hoop tendon 350 kN
-Step 4 Imposing internal pressure up to 2.5 Pd

(corresponding to liner yielding)
Major modeling adopted

- Smooth option to correctly simulate contact length
between nodes KCU™

- Elastic slip value (ESV) in penalty methodFo)

to stabilize friction force optimized
through sensitivity study

Slip

M



Tendon Tensile Force Distribution
Using Constant Friction Coefficient

Prestressing -Decreasing continuously
Setting -Maximum force at 0.63 rad close to 0.65

estimated by tensile force distribution
equation©

From 1.5 Pd -Flattening from anti-loading end region©
From 2.0 Pd -Flattening also from loading end region®

0.79 1.57 ?.36
Circumferential angle (rail)

Relation between Tensile Force Distribution and Cracking
Behavior Using Constant Friction Coefficient (2.0 Pd)

• Smaller tensile force in the vicinity of anti-loading end
region ©
—* Smaller compression force
—»• Initial concrete cracking ©

• Concrete cracking in the anti-loading end region©
—> Larger radial deformation ®
— -̂Flattening of tensile force in the anti-loading end region ©

'apse
o
o
3

Hoop Strain Distribution
Using Constant Friction Coefficient

2.0 Pd-Region© Concrete cracking —» Large deformation —*
Large strain of liner and rebar

- Region© Bending behavior associated with larger strain
in outer element

- Region© Smaller strain due to existence of buttress
2.5 Pd-Whole concrete cracking—^Larger strain in whole region

- Minimum strain at 0.63 rad corresponding to the largest
tendon tensile force

1.57 2.3G
ntial angle (rail)

2.36

Tendon Tensile Force Distribution Using
the Present Friction Coefficient Correlation
Prestressing -Decreasing continuously

- Convex curve in the vicinity of loading end due to
functional characteristics of the present correlation©

Setting -Maximum value at 1.08 rad© (Larger setting loss
region due to smaller friction coefficient in the
vicinity of loading load compared with constant
friction case)

2.5 Pd -Flattening throughout the whole region

0.79
Or.

1.S7 2.36
intia! angle (rad)

O
O
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Relation between Tensile Force Distribution and Cracking
Behavior Using the Present Correlation Comparing Constant

Friction Coefficient Analysis (2.0 Pd)

• Smaller friction coefficient —* Larger tendon tensile forced) —> Larger
compression force —» Delay of concrete cracking©

• Initial cracking pressure -Using constant friction coefficient 1.6 Pd
-Using the present correlation 2.0 Pd

• Smaller force difference along tendon length® -» Smaller di fference
in strain® —» Nearly simultaneous concrete cracking

Friction Force Distribution and Radial Deformation
Using the Present Correlation Comparing

Constant Friction Analysis
Smaller friction coefficient -» Larger tensile force -»• Smaller radial
deformation©
Reduction in friction force due to concrete cracking©
Smaller change in tensile force distribution —> Large setting loss regionC

flipresent correlation
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Strain Distribution Using the Present Correlation
Comparing Constant Friction Coefficient Analysis

• 2.0 Pd-Smaller region of concrete cracking-»Smaller and
nearly uniform strain

• 2.5 Pd-Simultaneous concrete cracking—^Smaller strain
difference along 8

• An empirical friction correlation was obtained as a function of
loading end load and angle within the clastic limit of tendon
and was incorporated into ABAQUS Ver.5.5, utilizing
measured data of the 1/4 PCCV ancillary test

- Validity of the present correlation coefficient was
confirmed by tendon elongation data

• The present friction correlation provided smaller friction force
and the resultant higher internal pressure to cause concrete
cracking compared with constant friction analysis

- Conventional friction coefficient provided conservative
analysis results

• Structural response of 1/4 PCCV during pressurization process
using the present correlation became different from that using
constant friction coefficient

- The present correlation will provide realistic prediction
• The present analysis was reflected in the instrumentation

planning of 1/4 PCCV
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6.6 Studies on Eeactor Piping Integrity during Severe Accident in HOT) Project

Akio Maeda, Yu Maruyama, Yuhei Harada, liroaki Shibazaki,
Naohiko Nakamura*, Akihide Hidaka and Jun Sugimoto

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
^System Twenty One Inc.

In a severe accident of a light water reactor, the reactor coolant piping
might be subjected to thermal loads resulted from decay heat release of the
deposited fission products, and heat transfer from high temperature gases
generated in the reactor core region in addition to an internal pressure load.
Thermal and structural responses of the reactor coolant piping under elevated
temperature and pressure conditions are being investigated in piping
integrity tests in WIND (Wide Range Piping Integrity Demonstration) project
at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.

Four piping failure tests have been conducted using straight stainless
steel pipes with a diameter of 114.3mm or 355.6mm which simulate a part of
the reactor coolant piping. In a recent failure test in which a pipe with an
outer diameter of 355.6mm and a wall thickness of 35. 7mm was used and an
internal pressure was kept at lOMPa, a failure of the pipe was observed when
the maximum temperature of the pipe reached 1040°C after the temperature was
sustained at 1000°C for about one hour. Several small openings were formed
at the pipe failure in an area showing the maximum temperature. A history of
the change in a vertical diameter was obtained from the measurement of
displacement at the top and the bottom of the pipe at the center of heated
area. An acceleration of piping ballooning was observed when the maximum
temperature of the pipe became approximately 1000°C. It was confirmed in
post-test observation that the pipe diameter in vertical and horizontal
direction was remarkably enlarged and the pipe wall thickness was largely
reduced.

In parallel with the tests, a post-test analysis was performed using
ABAQUS code. The results from 2D elasto-plastic creep analysis for a piping
failure test with an outer diameter of 114. 3mm and a wall thickness of 13. 5mm
qualitatively reproduced the final deformation including the diameter
enlargement and the wall thinning.
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Studies on Reactor Piping Integrity during
Severe Accident in WIND Project

Akio Maeda, Yu Maruyama, Yuhei Harada, Hiroaki Shibazaki,
Naohiko Nakamura*, Akihide Hidaka and Jun Sugimoto

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
*System Twenty One Inc.

Presented at the SARJ-97
October 6 - 8, 1997

Yokohama, Japan
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1 . Introduction

WIND(Wide Range Piping Integrity Demonstration) Project

- FP aerosol behavior in reactor piping

- Integrity of reactor piping

Objectives of Present Study

- To obtain experimental insights on thermal and
mechanical behavior of a reactor coolant pipe
under various thermal and internal pressure loads

- To investigate the applicability of analytical
models through post-test analyses

Contents

1. Introduction

2. Piping Failure Test

3. Post-Test Analysis

4. Conclusions

>
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2. Piping Failure Test

Test Facility

©
©

nWater Supply System

High Pressure Nitrogen
Supply System

Safety
Enclosure View Window

Nitrogen Supply
System

Drain

Test Section
Pipe

Heat
Exchanger

Exhaust
Line

Internal Heater
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Structure of Medium Diameter Test Pipe

2120

Electr ic He.
(SiC)

Thermocouple Locations over Test Pipe Outer Surface

at Center of Heating Area (WPH10 and WPH11)

j 50mm
T13I

-QT11 30"pitch

?>T39

Center of Heating Area Cross section at Center

Test Conditions

Tes t No.

WPH31)

WPH41)

WPH61)

WPH10

WPH114)

Piping
Material

SUS316
(nuclear
grade)
CF8M

SUS316
(nuclear
grade)
SUS316

SUS316

Internal
Pressure

(MPa)

9.8

9.8

4.9

9.8

9.8

Maximum
Temperature

(°C)

10702)

10002)

11302) 3)

1000

10402)

Outer Diameter
/ W a l l Thickness

(mm)

114.3 / 13.5

114.3 / 13.5

114.3 / 13.5

355.6 / 35.7
355. 6 / 35. 7

1) Presented at SARJ-96
2) Temperatures at piping failure
3) Estimation (failure of thermocouple at the highest temperature area)
4) De fo rmed pipe in WPH10 was used >
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Method for Radial Displacement Measurement

Wire

Pulley

90 cm

<D

-Weight

Distance
Measurement

with Laser



TesLResults
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History of Temperature Observed in WPH11

Test pipe failedN

T13 at top of pipe,,
50mm from axial center~~

T14 at side of pipe

T39 at bottom of pipe

200 400
Time(min)

600
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Observed Radial Deformation in WPH11
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120

100

-£ 80

^ 60
CD
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o
- 20

0

-20

Temperature(T13)
Vertical Diameter Increase
(Calculated from displacement)

Final Vertical Diameter >^
- Increase in WPH10.."'

Displacement
At top of pipe_

Displacement
At bottom of pipe

—i i

200 400
Time (min)

1200

1000

800

600

400

200

0

-200

O

600

Variation of Post-Test Wall Thickness for WPH11

1.0

O

o

0-9
Is
c 0.8

I
0.7

0.5

/ .
,_ ., / Center of
Failure location t e s t p | p e

90 180

Degree from top of pipe
270



Summary of Conditions at Piping Failure
and Diameter Enlargement

Test
No.

WPH11

WPH3

Piping
Material

SUS316

Internal
Pressure

(MPa)

9.8

Difference
of Temp.
Top-Bot.

(°C)

76

Ratio of Diameter
(Post-Test/Initial)

Vertical

1.28

Horizontal

1.19

One hour hold at 1000°C in WPH10.
Failed at 1040°C during heating phase with 130°C/h.

SUS316
(Nuclear
Grade)

9.8 96 1.31 1.24

After 2 hours hold at 1000°C, reheated with 130°C/h.
Failed at 1070°C.

CO

CJ1

^Circumferential stress on outer surface caused by internal pressure
WPH11:34.7 MPa , WPH3:27.5 MPa

Analytical Model

Structure of Small Diameter Test Pipe 2D model at center
of test pipe

180

15X90 elements

3. Post-Test Analysis

- 2D Elasto-plastic creep analysis for WPH3 (Failure test

with small diameter pipe) with ABAQUS V5.5

- Creep equation was approximated using data obtained

from specimen creep tests

- Boundary conditions ;

©Constant internal pressure : 9.8MPa

• Constant temperature at top of pipe : 1000°C

• Circumferential temperature distribution : Based on

test result

• Temperature difference between outer and inner

surfaces : 1.4°C >
w
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Approximated Creep Equation
1.5

1.Q

0.5

0.0
1.E

log( cr)=5.36024-0.00016T(19+log(tt0%))
a : Stress(MPa)
T : Temperature(K)
t : Time required to generate 10%

strain in secondary creep strain -

Specimen test
- Fitting

oo

2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8

T(19+log(tl0%))x104



Circumferential Temperature Distribution
Used in Analysis (at Outer Surface)

9
<D

CO

(5o.
£

1020 r

1000.

980 -

960

940

920

900

Measured temperature
in WPH3

Interporated temperature
distribution

0 30 60 90 120 150 180

Degree from top of pipe

t-G
CO

Analytical Result on Deformation

Sustained at 1000°C
for 5 hours

Evaluation of Creep Damage
During Temperature Increase Period

Definition of creep damage ; I (A t/tj^)X__tj_tiiTie(h)

Stress vs Larson-Miller Parameter
2.5

•M<r)=5.43752-0.0001778tT(17+loe(tr}
cr :Stross(MPo)
T : Temperaturc(K)
tr : Time to rupturo(h):

2.0

1.5

1.0
'1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6

T(17+log(tr))x104

Tc : Time to give identical creep damage
when constantly heated at 1000°C

2000

p 1500

Tc=4.7 h

Tc=2.35 h
Tc=0.25 h

5 10
Time (hour)

2
n
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Comparison for Deformation
between Test and Analysis

Unit: mm

Vertical
diameter

Horizontal
diameter

Wall thickness
at upper part

Wall thickness
at lower part

Post-Test
Configuration

150.0

141.5

6.0

12.4

Analytical Result*

152.4

140.0

6.8

11.4

* Deformation due to thermal expansion was excluded.



4. Conclusions

- The following insights were obtained.
©Acceleration of piping ballooning
•Remarkable reduction of piping wall thickness
•Formation of small opening at piping failure
©Identification of piping failure conditions

- The post-test analysis with ABAQUS reproduced
quantitatively the final deformation of the failed
piping.
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6.7 Metallurgical Examination of Piping Failed at High Pressure
and High Temperature in WIND Project

Yuhei Harada, Akio Maeda, Yu Maruyama,

Hiroaki Shibasaki, Akihide Hidaka and Jun Sugimoto

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan, 319-11

Abstract

The WIND (Wide range piping INtegrity Demonstration) project is being performed at JAERI

in order to prove the integrity of LWR piping under severe accident conditions. The failure

behavior of pipings under beyond-design-basis conditions, i.e., if a considerably elevated

temperature, has been investigated by means of heating tests with small diameter straight pipings.

The test pipe had a length of 2000 mm, an outer diameter of 114.3 mm and a wall thickness of 13.5

mm. The cold-drawn type 316 (SUS316) and cast (CF8M) stainless steel pipings were used as the

test materials. Since the high-temperature strength data of piping materials are not enough, the

specimen tests are performed above 800 °C. The metallurgical examination was conducted to

observe microstructures of failed pipings.

As a result of the tensile test and short term creep test, 0.2% proof stress, tensile strength and

creep ruptuTe strength of SUS316 were superior to those of CF8M at high temperature. Ductility of

SUS316 was higher than that of CF8ML The SUS316 and CF8M pipings failed under a constant

internal pressure of 10 MPa using N2at 1070 and about 1000°C, respectively during heat-up at a

rate of 130°C/h. The deformation (increase of diameter and reduction of wall thickness) of SUS316

piping was greater than that of CF8M. The piping failure behavior could be qualitatively explained

by the results of the specimen tests.

As a result of the metallurgical examination, many cracks occurred from the outer surface of

the pipings at heating area probably due to circumferential tensile stress. The cracks were observed

mostly on the grain boundaries in SUS316 and within the dendrite phases in CF8M. The

distribution of main elements was uniform in SUS316, as received. On the other hand, the

microstructure of CF8M was two phase, which consisted of dendrite and matrix. The Ni content,

which influences high temperature strength, was lower in dendrite than in matrix. The difference in

the piping failure behavior can be attributed to the chemical composition and the microstructure due

to the production method.
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Contents

1. Introduction

2. Specimen Test

3. Failure Conditions of Piping

4. Metallurgical Examination

5. Summary

1. Introduction

The failure behavior of pipings under beyond-design-basis
conditions, i.e. a considerably elevated temperature, has
been investigated by means of heating tests with small
diameter straight pipings in WIND.

The specimen tests of piping materials are performed above
800°C to obtain high temperature strength data.

Metallurgical examination was conducted to observe
microstructures of failed pipings.

2. Specimen Test
Materials
-cast stainless steel (CF8M) pipe
-cold drawn type 316 stainless steel (SUS316) -nuclear grade
pipe
Specimen taken from the piping
-Dimension (mm) of the piping: 2000 L, 114.3 OD, 13.5 WT
Chemical composition of piping (wt.%)

Element

Cold-drawn
SUS316

Cast
CF8M

C

0.011

0.05

Si

0,43

0.53

Mn

1.38

0.87

P

0.020

0.014

S

0.005

0.006

Ni

10.46

12.65

Cr

19.93

16.80

Mo

2.13

2.24

m
2
o
o

o
o
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• Tensile test
-standard specimen (axial direction)
-subsize specimen (circumferential direction)
-atmosphere: air
-temperature: from RT to 1000°C
-strain rate:

standard specimen; 0.3%/min up to 0.2% proof stress level
7.5%/min beyond it

subsize specimen; 0.9%/min up to 0.2% proof stress level
7.5%/min beyond it

Creep test
-specimen: standard (axial direction)
-atmosphere: air
-temperature: from 600 to 1000°C
-target of time to rupture: 1, 10, lOOh

0.2% proof stress of piping materials at high temperature

Geometry of test specimen
unit: ram

standard type
for tensile test

subsize type
for tensile test

standard type
for creep test

200
o SUS316, Cold Drawn, Axial
• SUS316, Cold Drawn, Circumferential
• CF8M, Cast, Axial

S00 700 800 900 1000 1100

Test TemperafurefC)

Tensile strength of piping materials at high temperature

o SUS316, Cold Drawn, Axial
• SUS316, Cold Drawn, Circumferential
D CF8M, dast, Axial

o1—
600

700 800 900 1000 1100

Test TemperaturefC)

>m
2
n
o
a

o
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Elongation of piping materials at high temperature

L
'100 140

/ : Initial gauge length

/ : Gauge length
after fracture

120

100

o

ra so

w 60

— — 0 SUS316, Cold Drawn, Axial
• SUS316, Cold Drawn, Clrcumferenllal
• CF8M, Cast. Axial
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Stress versus time to rupture of piping materials
at high temperature
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Temperature history during piping failure test
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4. Metallurgical Examination
Crack pattern by optical microscopy

-polished surface
-chemically etched surface in aqua regima
Element distribution
-by XMA (X-ray microanalyzer)

Main chemical composition (Ni, Cr, Mo)
-by ZAF (Z: atomic number effect, A: absorption effect,
F: fluorescence effect) method
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Areajuialysis by XMA of WPH3 (SUS316) at failure location Area analysis by XMA of WPH4 (CF8M) at failure
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Microstructure of WPH3 (SUS316)
at failure location (0 degree)

Microstructure of WPH4 (CF8M)
at failure location (0 degree)
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Point analysis of main element in alloy, as-recieved
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5. Summary(l/2)

1. Proof stress, tensile strength and creep rupture strength
at high temperature of SUS316 (cold drawn pipe) were
superior to those of CF8M (cast pipe).
Ductility of SUS316 was higher than that of CF8M.
The piping failure condition could be qualitatively explained
by the results of the specimen tests.

2. The cracks occurred from the outer surface of the pipings
at heating area probably due to circumferential tensile
stress.
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5. Summary(2/2)

3. The cracks were observed mostly on the grain boundaries
in SUS316 and within the dendrite phases in CF8M.

4. The distribution of main elements was uniform in
SUS316, as received.

5. The microstructure of as received CF8M was two phase
which consisted of dendrite and matrix.
The Ni content, which influences high temperature
material strength, was lower in dendrite than in matrix.
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PHEBUS/FP Program
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7.1 Fission Product Release, Transport and Chemistry
Indications from the First Two Phebus-FP Tests

Didier Jacquemain and Bernard Clement
Institut de Protection et de Siirete Nucleaire

IPSN/DRS - CE Cadarache
F-13108 St. Paullez Durance Cedex, France

Yannis Drossinos, Elizabeth Krausmann, and Alan Jones
European Commission Joint Research Centre
Institute for Informatics, Systems and Safety

1-21020 Ispra(VA), Italy

The paper begins by presenting the status of the experimental information on fission product release
and transport coming from test FPTO using trace-irradiated fuel, and the first data on the same topic
from FPT1, which used irradiated fuel with a substantial inventory of fission products, and then goes on
to look in more detail at the chemistry of iodine in the Phebus containment vessel.

Release calculations made simultaneously with the bundle degradation analyses presented in a
companion paper show that two kinds of difficulty have been encountered in FPTO in predicting the
releases of volatile elements. Analysts using CORSOR or other models adopted to irradiated fuel
predicted releases of the right order, but beginning considerably too early. Others used the Petti
correlation, which had been adjusted to fit experiments using fresh fuel. The outcome was a predicted
release which began too late. This suggests that the advanced degradation observed in FPTO was
more effective at liberating fission products from the fuel matrix than expected on the basis of previous
experiments with fresh fuel. The picture for less-volatile elements is more complex. The link between
release and fuel degradation is clear in the first test, and it has been possible to quantify significant
deposition of certain elements just above the bundle in the second. Explanations have also been
provided for the behaviour of Ru but more effort is still needed.

Fission product transport information from the circuit and deposition information from the containment
vessel strongly suggest that, with the notable exception of iodine, all elements behaved in the same
way, very probably riding on the much more copious emissions of structural and fuel materials such as
silver, rhenium (from bundle instruments), and uranium. Neither simple models of the TRAP type nor
the full equilibrium treatment of SOPHAEROS or VICTORIA appear able to reproduce the measured
deposition in the steam generator. Mechanical resuspension may have played a role (it was observed
in post-test operations). For the elements present in vapour form (iodine and cadmium), an influence of
non-equilibrium chemical reactions is suspected. Both hypotheses need further investigation.

Iodine behaviour in the containment of FPTO and FPT1 has been the object of detailed investigation
because of its safety importance. The iodine behaviour in the sump was strongly influenced by the
presence of large excess of Ag. The main stable iodine species in the sump was Agl. On-line sump
activity measurements and post-test analysis of sump samples suggest that both Ag and I behaved as
colloids. Large silver and iodine deposits were found on the sump vertical walls at the end of the test.
Post test chemical analysis of aerosol material collected in the containment atmosphere indicated that
the colloidal behaviour of Ag may be attributed to oxidation processes in the containment atmosphere.

The formation of stable Agl in the sump prevented the radiolytic formation of volatile molecular iodine in
the water phase. There was however a peak in the gaseous iodine concentration in the containment
atmosphere during the fission product release phase. This peak could only be interpreted as a direct
injection of a small but significant amount of gaseous iodine to the containment. The gaseous iodine
concentration then fell to a plateau after 5 hours, and by 10 hours had reached a very small fraction of
its initial value and remained constant for several days. Gas phase iodine speciation measurements
indicated that this small fraction could be essentially composed of organic iodides, probably formed by
reaction of iodine with the painted steel surfaces provided in the containment..

Submitted for SARJ-97
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FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE, TRANSPORT AND CHEMISTRY
INDICATIONS FROM THE FIRST TWO PHEBUS FP TESTS

Didier Jacquemain and Bernard Clement
Institut cfe Protection et de SOrete Nucleaire

Yannis Drossinos, Elizabeth Kraussmann and Alan Jones
European Commission Joint Research Centre

- • 3

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

1131 and Ru 103 mass flow rate

2000 12600 13200 13800 14400 15000 15600 16200 16800 17400 18000 186

Schematic presentation of the circuits
PWR => Phebus scaling-down factor : -5000

test device cooling
circuit (438 K, 25 bar)

steam
lenerator 1 containment vessel

423 K

condensers
- (FPTO : 347 K

FPT1:363 K )

wall
(383 K)

test assembly:
20 UO2 rods (23GWd/t
fuel rods in FPT1)
1 Ag-ln-Cd rod
fissile lenght: 1m

sump
(100l;363K;pH5)
steam injection

line

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

FOR VOLATILE FPs, CALCULATED INTEGRAL RELEASE FOR FPT-0
IS GENERALLY OF THE GOOD ORDER BUT

IT STARTS TOO EARLY WHEN USING MODELS ADAPTED TO
IRRADIATED FUEL
IT STARTS TOO LATE WHEN USING CORRELATION ADAPTED
TO FRESH FUEL

FP RELEASE IS NOT ONLY TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT
IMPORTANT EFFECT OF THE DEGRADED FUEL STATE
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TRANSPORT IN THE CIRCUIT

MOST OF RELEASED MATERIAL TRANSPORTED AS AEROSOLS AT 970K
EXCEPT IODINE, CADMIUM, NOBLE GASES
CHEMICAL FORM OF CAESIUM?

AEROSOL DEPOSITION IN THE SG LOWER THAN CALCULATED
MECHANICAL RESUSPENSION?

PART OF IODINE TRANSPORTED AS A GAS AT 420K
REACTION OF I WITH Cs AND Rb AT 970K POSSIBLY LIMITED BY KINETICS
REACTION OF i WITH Cd IN THE SG POSSIBLY LIMITED TOO

AEROSOLS ARE MULTI-COMPONENT MAINLY COMPOSED OF
Ag, Re, Sn, In, Cd, U, Fe AND Ni

IODINE BEHAVIOUR IN THE SUMP WATER I...

IODINE ACTIVITY MEASUREMENT

IODINE BEHAVES AS
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FORMATION OF Ag/Agl COLLOIDS
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VOLATILE IODINE BEHAVIOUR IN FPT-0 VOLATILE IODINE BEHAVIOUR IN FPT-0 (2)

F' Sampling measurements

Standard IODE
recalculation
12 source : sump radiolysis
Ag/1 reaction kinetics
deduced from
PHEBUS/RTF3 test

LOHIk,

SOT) 103000 150900. 200OT. 2SWCO. 3UH).* XOOOO. 40MB 43003

F * Sampling measurements

Standard 1ODE
recalculation
12 source : sump radiolysis
Ag/J reaction kinetics
deduced from
PHEBUS/RTF3 test

12 source : sump radiolysis
+ 12 from the circuit
Organic iodides production
rate from painted surfaces
deduced from RTF tests
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IODINE BEHAVIOUR IN THE
CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE

1. Agl FORMATION IN THE SUMP PREVENTS RADIOLYTIC
PRODUCTION OF VOLATILE MOLECULAR IODINE

2. GASEOUS IODINE CONCENTRATION IN THE SHORT TERM
CAN ONLY BE EXPLAINED BY INJECTION FROM THE CIRCUIT

3. IN THE LONG TERM ORGANIC IODINE AMOUNT ATTRIBUTED TO
REACTION WITH THE PAINTED SURFACES

CONCLUSIONS o
o

FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE IS NOT ONLY TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT
THE PHYSICAL STATE OF THE DEGRADED BUNDLE PLAYS A KEY ROLE

CAESIUM IS TRANSPORTED AS AEROSOLS AT 970K

DEPOSITION IN THE STEAM GENERATOR LOWER THAN CALCULATED

PART OF THE IODINE IS STILL GASEOUS AT 420K
POSSIBLE KINETIC EFFECTS

SILVER TRAPS IODINE IN THE SUMP WATER BY COLLOIDS FORMATION
THIS REDUCES DRASTICALLY RADIOLYTIC VOLATILE IODINE FORMATION

GASEOUS IODINE CONCENTRATION IN THE CONTAINMENT CAN BE EXPLAINED
IN THE SHORT TERM BY IODINE SOURCE FROM THE CIRCUIT
IN THE LONG TERM BY ORGANIC IODIDES FORMATION FROM PAINTS
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7-2 THE PHEBUS EXPERIMENT FPT1

Jacky.FURLAN
Institut de Protection et de Surete Nudeaire

IPSNIDRS -CE Cadaradie
F-13108 St Paul lez Durance Cedex, France

The Fission Product Test FPT1 was conducted in the PHEBUS facility of the French <Institut de Protection
et de Surete Nucleaire> (IPSN) at the Research Centre of CADARACHE, on July 26th, 1996.

The test was the second in a series of six in pile tests in an internationally sponsored program involving
IPSN, Electricite de France (EDF), European Commission, Japanese Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation
(NUPEC) and Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),

Canadian Candu Owners Group (COG), Korean Atomic Research Institute (KAERI), the Swiss Bundesamt fur
Energiewirtschaft, Hauptabteilung fur die Sicherheit der Kernanlagen (HSK), and Paul Scherrer Institut (PS I).

The objective of the FPT1 test was to study the phenomenology of low pressure severe accident sequences for
which the Fission Products (FPs) flow path involves the primary side of the steam generator and the reactor
containment building. FPT1 was performed using irradiated fuel (mean burn up 23.4 GWd/MtU).

The objectives of the test may be stated separately for the bundle, circuit and containment.
For the bundle the objective was to obtain a large degradation by reaching the liquefaction temperature of the fuel,
producing 2kg of liquefied fuel and the release of 70 to 80% of volatile fission products.
For the circuit the objective was to investigate FPs deposition without steam condensation and to provide data on
FPs chemistry including interactions of these FPs with the pipe walls and structural aerosols at high temperature.
FOT the containment the objectives were to study FPs chemistry and specially iodine radio chemistry in the sump
water and in the atmosphere, and the effects of paints in the realistic chemical conditions of a reactor accident.

The test fuel was firstly submitted to a short re-irracfiation in PHEBUS in order to generate short-lived fission
products in the fuel. Then the experiment itself was performed including several main stages :
The degradation phase of the bundle, caracterised by FP and structural materials releases into the experimental
circuits.
An aerosol phase devoted to the study of aerosol settling in the containment.
A washing phase for the collection of the settled aerosol on the containment bottom.
A final chemistry phase whose objective was to study the sump and atmosphere chemistry,especial]y iodine
behaviour one under radiolysis conditions.

POWER TRANSIENT
The degradation phase led to events briefly discribed below :

- an oxidation phase beginning quite early and slowly when the maximum temperature was 1370K and coming to
an escalation (2500K maximum temperature). The cladding degradation leading to its destruction and to the
interaction with the fuel, is supposed to begin during this phase.

- a heat up phase consisting in increasing the bundle power up to 29 kW with a 2.2 g.s'1 constant steam flowrate,
then increasing the power up to 41.7 kW (end of the experiment) with a decreasing steam flowrate. Two fuel
material movements were detected during this phase inducing increased material releases into the circuits and
defining the moment of final lest shut-down.

A description of the bundle degradation, illustrated by non-destructive examinations results, will be given in
the presentation.

FP AND AEROSOL MEASUREMENTS
The first main results coming from the FP and aerosols measuremants will be presented to the workshop.
They will mainly concern the iodine and aerosols behaviour in the containment about which it can be briefly

said that.

- the total amount of aerosols entering in the containment was about 200g, which settled down rather quickly,
- the maximum aerosol flowrate was reached during the oxidation escalation phase,
- more than 50% of iodine was released from the bundle and a small fraction was in gaseous form in the

containment at the end of the transient,
- iodine had a non soluble behaviour in the sump.
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FPT1 -OBJECTIVES
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*• Fuel degradation
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- FP release
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»• FP deposition, chemistry and interactions

*• FP chemistry

*• Iodine radio chemistry in the sump water
and in the atmosphere

f- Effect of paints
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FPT1 - EXPERIMENTAL PHASES

h * '

To generate short-lived FP

^ ^ ^ ( 5 hours)

FP and structural material release

lours)

Aerosol settling in the containment

• WASHING phase (15 minutes)

To collect settled aerosols on the bottom

fse|( 4 days)

Sump and atmosphere chemistry

(•VELANDSIlROUUriiMi't-.RATURE

POWER RAM? AND FUEL TEMPERATURE
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FPT1
Radiography Tomograms
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FPT1 3D Tomography

FPT1 TOMOGRAM - 654 mm BFC
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Aerosols inlet flowrate in the containment
(CAROLE and G point weighing)

End ot validity
of 1hD CAROLE signal

to

1131 and Csl37 Volumic activities - sump upper scanning

FP before and after scram in the containment

CONCLUSION - FPT1

- The test met its objectives

0 ~ 2Kg instantaneous melted fuel high release

N 'A • Big quantity of information collected concerning FP and aerosols
- 60 000 Gamma spectromery spectra
- Almost all the sampling devices operated correctly
- Even those which didn't operate properly

(mainly because unexpected phenomenology)
"**" give informations about the physical phenomena

(ex : overloading of impactors)

- The analysis is still in progress Signals analyses

Numerous physical and chemical analyses

in 7 hot laboratories in Europe
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- Preparation of the next two tests FPT4 and FPT2
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7.3 Analysis of Bundle Degradation Behaviour in the First Two PHEBUS-FP Tests

Iain Shepherd and Alan Jones European Commission Joint Research Centre Institute for Informatics, Systems and

Safety 1-21020 Ispra (VA), Italy

Fridiric Serre and J3emard Climent Institut de Protection et de S{reti Nucliaire IPSN/DRS - CE Cadarache F - 13108

St. Paul lez Durance Cedex, France

The first experiment of the PHEBUS FP programme was performed using trace irradiated fuel in December 1993.

Post-test analyses revealed that FPT-0 had reached a more advanced state of bundle degradation than any previous

LWR bundle in-pile experiment, well comparable to what was observed in TMI2. The second experiment, FPT-1,

was performed in July 1996 using irradiated fuel (23 GWcj/tU). A similar degradation pattern has been observed,

though the two fresh fuel rods in the bundle were less degraded than the irradiated ones.

None of the codes used to pre-calculate FPT-0 had predicted the early and rather large bundle degradation observed

under steam rich conditions. Post Irradiation Examinations have revealed important features and helped the test

interpretation.

The PHEBUS FP experiments have some unreactoriike features, such as important radial heat losses. Nevertheless,

the codes were able to overcome the associated difficulties and to calculate the temperature evolution. They have also

shown, by a number of sensitivity calculations, that even extreme variations of the thermal shroud conductivity

should not account for the observed phenomena. FPT-0 and FPT-l transients can be described by calculation codes

only if assuming some hypotheses and parameter changes.

The maximum temperature measured during the oxidation runaway can be re-calculated assuming that the cladding

dislocation occurs at a temperature higher than observed in tests like PBF-SFD, CORA and PHEBUS CSD. Some of

the codes, like ICARE2, are able to reproduce the measured hydrogen production during that phase. Some have needed

modelling improvements, authorising for instance the oxidation of molten cladding inside a zirconia shell. This also

results in a significant fuel dissolution in the steam rich conditions of the PHEBUS experiments.

During the subsequent heat-up phase, the best re-calculation of temperature field and final degradation state is obtained

by assuming a progressive relocation of material liquefied at a temperature far below the melting point of urania.

Relocated materials are retained, for a while, by the lower grid that probably failed near the end of the experiment.

Post Irradiation Examinations give some insights about the role of the silver-indium-cadmium control rod and its

cladding on the degradation, mainly due to silver and iron oxides. Fuel hyper-stoechiometry effect on liquefaction

temperature is also considered, as well as the irradiation effect in the case of FPT-1. Further investigations, maybe

including analytical experiments are needed to quantify these phenomena.
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The Phebus Bundle

THE PHEBUS BUNDLE INTERPRETATION CIRCLE

Analysis of Bundle Degradation Behaviour in
the First Two Phebus-FP Tests

I. Shepherd, A. Jones, F. Serre, B. Clement

The Phebus Bundle has 20 rods, each 1 metre long. The first
test, FPT-0 produced more core damage than had been seen
in any other bundle experiment.

SARJ-97, October 1997

Core Degradation in Phebus

1/34 SARJ-97, October 1997

Core Degradation in Phebus

Comparison with other tests

CORA tests

Phebus SFD

PBF SFD 1.4

LOFT-FP2

Phebus-FPTO

electrical heating, maximum
temperature 2673K

mostly in reducing atmosphere,
maximum temperature ~2700K

=2800K, 18% of fuel liquefied

maximum as 2900^ for short period,
15% liquefaction

Approximately 50% melted or
liquefied- Molten pool maintained for
almost an hour

Bundle Interpretation Circle

The Bundle Interpretation Circle coordinates activities of the
bundle degradation behaviour in Phebus-FP. The aim is to:

» Build a consensus view of what happened in the first test,
FPT-0

« Distribute experimental measurements
» Discuss calculational results
• Advise the experimental team as to the probable outcome

of future tests.
As part of this work a code comparison exercise for FPT-0
has been conducted.

Tomograms of FPT-0

922mm 772mm

Tomograms of FPT-0

300mm 255m 163mm 63mm

SARJ-97, October 1997

Core Degradation in Phebus

3/34 Ippi SARJ-97, October 1997

Core Degradation in Phebus

4/34 IS!
ill
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Participants to Post-Test Exercise Calibration Phase

IPSN, Cadarache
JAERI, Japanf
JRC, Ispra

UPM, Madrid
NUPEC, Japan
KEMA, Netherlands
KAERI, Korea

GRS, GarchinK

FZK, Karlsruhe
ENEA, Bologna
CSN, Madrid
AEA, WinfrithJ

ICARE-2
ICARE-2
ICARE-2

MELCOR
MELCOR
MELCOR
MELCOR

ATHLET-CD

SCDAP/RELAP5
SCDAP/RELAP5
SCDAP/RELAP5
SCDAP/RELAP5

IPeripfiera! Rod at 600mm

4000 SOCO

Time (seconds)

Calculations have also been performed with MAAP-4 (by
EdF), KESS-III (University of Stuttgart) and MERIS (by
Sandia) and presented to the group.

• These were not blind calculations. Everybody had a
chance to calibrate their codes against experimental
measurements.

SARJ-97, October 1997

Core Degradation in Phebus

5/34 SARJ-97, October 1997

Core Degradation in Phebus

6/34

Calibration Phase (2) Oxidation Phase

Zr + 2H2O -• ZrO2 + 2H2

Perip
K

1300

1200

1100

1000-

900-
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700-

600-

500-

400

hera] Hod at 600mm

/^i—fi ••JjL

•b we
0 2000 4000 60O0

Time (seconds)

8000

s s

10000

® The early phase of the experiment was particularly
useful. This series of plateaux was designed so that the
experimental team could check the instruments. They
were also useful for checking that the heat loss boundary
conditions (shroud conductivity etc) were specified
correctly in the codes.

Hydrogen Generation (kg)

0.09 \

o.oe \
0.07-j

0.06 -J

0.05 \

0.04 \

0.03

0.C2

0.01

0,00

The hydrogen mass was
• deduced from measurements in the containment

(instrument saturated).
• and confirmed by heat transfer considerations in the

steam generator.

SARJ-97, O'ctober 1997

Core Degradation in Phebus

7/34 SARJ-97, October 1997

Core Degradation in Phebus

8/34
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Hydrogen Generation (2) Liquefaction

• In general the codes predicted too little hydrogen
production from the Zircaloy oxidation.

o The fundamental reason for the codes' low hydrogen
production was the melting and slumping of cladding
material. Oxidation of this slumped material is not
modelled in any code except ICAR.E-2. Other codes
assume that molten, dissolved or relocated Zircaloy
cannot oxidise.

Post Irradiationtxamtnation.
[ Visual Observation of level

787.3mm

It is well known that:
Q Zircaloy dissolves fuel

and liquifies it at a
considerably lower
temperature than
melting:

• Silver and iron liquify
Zircaloy,

Modelling these effects is
not easy especially as they
compete with the oxidation
of cladding. Interaction
between ZTO2 and UO2
is theoretically only
temperatures (>2800K)

SARJ-97, October 1997

Core Degradation in Phebus

9/34 SARJ-97, October 1997

Core Degradation in Phebus

10/34

Liquefaction (2)

Post Irradiation hxatmnation.
Tomograph - level 847mm

JJJt
t

-847- :

—

The degradation seen here
in the upper parts of the
bundle probably happened
during the oxidation phase
because this is when the
highest temperatures
occur ed.

There are some
indications that there was
some steam starvation
during this period.

Ciad Failure

Thermocouples within the bundle provided good
measurements through the oxidation phase. In FPT-1
measurements from ultrasonic thermometers are also
available.

The peak temperature marks either:

« complete oxidation of the available Zircaloy
© a slumping of the cladding ( "clad failure")

Deciding which of these was responsible is difficult and
requires careful analysis.
"Central (TW4) and peripheraT[T£W3) rod temperitureFat '
700mm. (TCW4 may underpredict due to shunting

Clad failure criteria depend on thickness of oxide layer and
temperature. A typical example could be:

if oxide ttrickness r < 300/x at 2300K clad fails
at 2300K

else clad fails
at 2500K

SARJ-97, October 1997
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The exact criteria can only be determined by fitting to
experiments (such as FPT-0).

Clad Failure (2)

Peripheral rod (TCW6) and guide tube (TCW18) temperatures
at 600mm

Clad failure criteria used in these calculations

user

CEA, JRC,
JAERI

ENEA,AEA4

AEA5

FZK

GRS

KAERI
KEMA
NUPEC

UPM
CEA

code
1CARE2V2

SCDAP/RELAP5
SCDAP/RELAPS
SCDAP/RELAP5

ATHLET/CD

MELCOR
MELCOR
MELCOR

MELCOR

MAAP4

Criteria

or

or

or

or

T > 2300
T > 2500

T > 2300
T > 2500
T > 2350
z >0.18

T > 2400

T > 2500
T > 2500
T; > 2098
T > 2990
T > 2200
df >1

and

and

and

and

and

and

and

and

and

and

S

/ ox

/ o x

/ o x

s
6
6

s
6

/ox <
mesh molten, blocked
or collapsed

<300

<0.6
<0.6
<0.6

< 100

<285
< 100
< 100
<100

0.675

where T (K) is the temperature of the cladding, Tf (K) is th<
temperature of the fuel, 6 (^m)is the oxide {ayer thickness, fo.
k thp frartinn nf l"he 7irralov In thp oxiHf laver z is the niDturpture

, f ( )
temperature of the fuel, 6 (/im)is the oxide layer thickness, f
is the fraction of the Zircaloy in the oxide layer, z is the ru
strain, df is the damage fraction.

It is not clear at this stage:
• why clad failure criteria need to be changed for different

tests with apparently similar conditions
0 why different codes have different default parameters
© whether they are a convenient tuning factor that mask

the effect of other, more subtle, parameters.

SARJ-97, October 1997
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Clad Failure (3) Cooking Phase

In general higher limits for clad failure allow the cladding to:

1) oxidize more and produce more hydrogen. Otherwise it
falls to colder places that cannot sustain the oxidation.

2) heat up and produce more fuel liquefaction

Some codes even have models that allow part of the cladding
to remain in place and part to relocate. Again the models are
justified a-posteriori by their agreement with experiment.

Following the oxidation phase the bundle cooled and as the
power was raised the temperature started to rise again; but
more slowly.

Central (TW4) and peripheral (TCA/V6) rod temperatures

U000 15000 16CO0

Previous calculations were worse than these but better
agreement with experiment was obtained by using clad failure
criteria that kept the cladding in place longer. This meant
using a clad failure temperature at least 200K higher than
criteria developed for CORA or Phebus-SFD.

SARJ-97, October 1997
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Beginning of Slumping Complete Blockage 15200 seconds

The next events were at about 14500 seconds when a
number of jumps m the thermocouple readings indicated the
movement of material.

Lvents seen by thermocouple in bundle - 14730 seconds.
tcw3 (700), tcwlO (400), tcwl2, tcwl3 (300)

14600 M700 14800 MS00
time (seconds)

14600 14700 14800 14900
time (seconds)

tvents seen by
thermocouple in bundle -
15180 seconds

Temperature inside shroud
at 200mm elevation

"Events seen by ZJLAM •
15180 seconds

Events seen in coolant
(inlet and outlet) 15180
seconds

Blockage of the bundle at 15180 seconds.

SARJ-97, October 1997
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Modelling of Collapse and Molten Pool Behaviour Formation of Blockage

tnd-state ot Bundle after
FPT-0

The standard version of 1CARE-2 suggested that all
the Zircaloy was oxidised in the central and upper
regions. The eutectic temperature of UOj-ZrCK mixtures
(R;2850K) is well above the temperatures predicted so
no liquefaction was possible. Therefore the rods did
not collapse. Subsequently IPSN made a number of
calculations that achieved some success.

From the time of the blockage
(15180 seconds) till the end of
the experiment an hour later
the bundle was again in a
fairly stable state. The codes
submitted to this exercise had
difficulty with this part of the
exercise

- manual movement of material

- reduction of exchange areas following degradation

- assuming a more insulating shroud

• ATHLET-CD currently only models early phase
behaviour.

SARJ-97, October 1997
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Molten Pool Behaviour The final state of the bundle

Both SCDAP/RELAP5 and MELCOR had problems
modelling the molten pool. In SCDAP/RELAP5's case
this was because radial heat transfer from the pool is not
taken into account.

MELCOR made such gross errors in the molten pool
phase that it was found better to turn off all the
degradation models and assume that the rods were intact.
Even though this was not the case.

For these reasons the modelling of molten pools was
not really tackled by the calculations reported here.
Nevertheless the observed uniformity in the material
content of the pool means that modelling should not pose
severe problems.

Mass ot intact tuel left after the experiment expressed as
kg/m

0.1 C.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.8 C.9 •- .0

The post-irradiation analysis of the frozen melt shows a rather
uniform ceramic melt of around 60 wt%U, 20 wt%Zr and 20
wt%0.

SARJ-97, October 1997
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Unreactorlike features UnreactoHike features (2)

The Phebus-FP experiment requires the analyst to model a
number of features that are not present in a reactor.

In a reactor the radial heat losses are small important
but in Phebus-FP they dominate. It is therefore
necessary to model a porous zirconia shroud containing
gaps that open and close as the material expands.

I he Phebus Bundle

One should not condemn
a code because it provides
inadequate models of these
unreactorlike features but,
equally, it is difficult to assess
the core degradation models of
a code if the temperatures are
wrong because the heat losses are
not modelled correctly.

Obviously ICARE-2 has the most sophisticated models for
shroud behaviourjbecause it was a design requirement that
ICARE should be able to model Phebus-FP. Nevertheless the
temperature comparisons show that most participants were
able to reproduce the heat heat losses with sufficient accuracy.
There were one or two outlying plots but each of the four
codes used was able to provide at least one calculation that
was sufficiently accurate.

Although even ICARE-2 has difficulty modelling all the
details of the shroud behaviour.

SARJ-97, October 1997
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Unreactodike features (3) Conclusion about Unreactorlike Features

The stiffeners

1 he ^hebus Bundle Some analysts blamed the
extra Zircaloy present in the
Phebus bundle for their poor
performance in calculating
the hydrogen release. This
mainly included the Zircaloy
springs, upper and lower
plugs, absorber guide tube,
spacer grids and stiffeners.
However some of these
materials are present in a
reactor (guide tube, spacers)
and most analysts managed
to model in some way the
stiffeners

The unreactorlike features cannot be blamed for
the codes' failure to reproduce the observed core
degradation because

e the temperatures were generally well predicted
• a number of sensitivity caculations showed that even

extreme variation in shroud conductivity did not, on its
own, produce the desired results.

© Oxidising the extra Zircaloy would not have produced
enough hydrogen

SARJ-97, October 1997
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Effect of Control Rod Effect of Control Rod (2)

The codes' assumption that control rod material does not
interact with anything else is plainly false. Whether it made a
lot of difference is harder to decide. On balance it probably
did.

By interacting with the cladding of the inner fuel rods it
led to their early collapse.

This early collapse could have happened either through
structural weakening through de-cladding or by lowering the
temperature of fuel liquefaction. Unfortunately introducing a
model will not be easy.

fraction ot silver
along line L2

80%

SARJ-97, October 1997
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Fission Product Release

It can be immediately seen that the calculations divide into
two camps:

® Those that took no account of the fact that fresh fuel was
used. In this case the release was predicted too early.

« those that used the Petti correlation (Petti , 1991) that
had been tuned to match release data from the fresh fuel.
In this case the release was predicted too late.

Highly volatile isotopes

131J

88%

i29T e

82%

Volatile isotopes

5 4 Mn
39%

60 Co
30%

Low volatility isotopes

1 0 6 Ru
2.5%

1 0 3Ru
1.8%

137Cs
69%

n o A g

13%

1 4 0Ba
1.6%

125Sb
65%

u 4 I n
11%

5 8Co
59%

n 3 S n
57%

Post-Test Analysis of Bundle

1 3 7 measured in PIE

Release of high volatiles from molten pool lookes almost
complete as expected. But

Fission products deposited before point C not included.

SARJ-97, October 1997
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Ruthenium
1 0 6Ru

1D»|

Inventory Retained in
TMI-2 (%)
radionuclide lower upper

plenum debris

4Ce

l 0 6 R u
-144C.p.

50

Release from molten pool,
even of elements such as
ruthenium, looks high. This
contradicts our previous
understanding (it should
be in low-volatile metallic
phase) although it is
consistent with TMI-2

v
• - > - • • ;

r ' —

The ability of codes to model FPT-0 (2)

© We were over-confident in our codes' ability to predict
this test. Codes had been calibrated under different
conditions

- the electrical heaters in CORA may have provided
artificial stability.

- Most Phebus-SFD tests were run under reducing
conditions

o The amount of liquefaction obtained under highly
oxidizing conditions was unexpected.

o Fission product release from fresh fuel was higher than
expected.

«> The unreactor-Iike features in FPT-0 (high heat losses,
presence of stiffeners) were not a sigiiincant factor in the
codes ability to calculate the scenario.

a The highly uniform nature of the molten pool helps our
analysis and is a positive sign for reactor calculations.

SARJ-97, October 1997
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The ability of codes to model FPT-0 (3)

It is thought that the control rod and its cladding played
a significant role in the early degradation process but the
evidence was mostly destroyed in the later degradation.
Analysis of FPT-1, which stopped earlier, may help us to
understand the process better.

And lastly

Although water and natural convection make reactor
calculations harder than Phebus calculations the lessons
learnt from Phebus will improve our ability to assess the
consequences of reactor sequences and the efficacy of
accident management strategies.

FPT-1

There is not enough time to discuss all the details of FPT-1
but it was rather similar to FPT-0 except that:

® Pre-irradiated fuel was used
• The experiment was stopped rather earlier.

Even better data is available from this test because the
ultrasonic thermometers worked throughout the test - in
FPT-0 we only had temperatures in the shroud for most of
the high temperature part of the transient.

Initial indications are that the bundle became severely
degraded even earlier than FPT-0 - codes such as IGARE-2,
RELAP5/SCDAP and MELCOR had to assume a liquefaction
temperature of 24500-2600K. This is well below the minimum
melting temperature of UOj-SrC^ mixtures.

r~M-
i

SARJ-97, October 1997
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7.4 Evaluation of Fission Products Release and Transport
In the Circuit of PHEBUS FP Test by MACRES code

Yoshishige KAWADA* and Itaru KANEKO"
'Systems Safety Department, NUPEC,
"Nuclear Energy division, Toshiba

ABSTRACT

NUPEC has joined "PHEBUS-FP PROGRAM" in which the first test FPT-0 was performed

in 1993 and the second test FPT-1 was also done successfully in 1996. While, almost all of the

data in FPT-0 was just before finalization, the data in FPT-1 has been just reported as

preliminary data

In the first test FPT-0, 20 fresh fuels and one CR (control rod of AIC:Ag-In-Cd) were melted

within a shroud located in the center of the test core under steam rich atmosphere condition. FP

(fission product) generated during 9 days irradiation, prior to the power transient, was released in

a test circuit simulating steam generator and containment vessel for PWR reactor. FP and aerosol

distributions were measured partly on time and partly in post test analysis. Their chemical forms

as well as characteristics were also investigated.

In the second test FPT-1, 20 fuels, irradiated in BR3 reactor up to 23 GWd/t, were melted in

a modified shroud (thermal resistance improvement) in the center of the test core. FP already

generated in the fuels was released and distributed to the same circuit in FPT-0. The FP and

aerosol measurements were done with almost same manner as that in FPT-0.

FP behavior in the FPT-0 circuit was analyzed by MACRES code and was compared with

the test results. The region of the primary circuit from upper plenum of the shroud for the bundle

to the end of cold leg was divided into 23 sections in MACRES analysis.

The code predicted the chemical provable forms for each fission product of Cs, Iodine, Te,

Ag and In respectively. The code predicted well concentration of Iodine, Cs, Ag and In also in

the cold leg region, but it did underestimate for Te concentration.

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of Institutional Trade and Industry,

Japan.
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Evaluation of Fissioo Products Release and
Transport in the Circuit of PHEBUS-FP

Test by MACRES
J

Pacifico Yokohama
Oct. 7th, 1997

Yoshishige KAWADA
Itaru KANEKO

Objectives
PHEBUS-FP test
Measurement in PHEBUS test circuit
Model of circuit used in MACRES
Analysis & test results

- Deposition of fission products
- Airborne element mass concentration

Summary

• Verify of MACRES code through
comparison with PHEBUS-FP test FPTO

• Prepare to construct data base of S.A.

<)> Get hints of modification of the code

condensers

(FPTO : 347 K

FPT1:363 K

20 UO2 rods (23GWd/t
fuel rods in FPT1)
1 Ag-ln-Cd rod
fissile lenght: 1m

Fig. 1 Test circuit of PHEBUS-FP
2
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• On-line monitor
- On-line aerosol monitor
- On-line maypack
- Photo-meter

O Post test analysis
- Sampling of filter, impactor and piece of

test circuit
- Chemical analysis
- Tomography of test fuel

to

--a

MACRES
[Mechanistic computer code of Aerosol and gaseous radioactive
material behavior in LWR Cooling system for Realistic Estimation
of the Source term]

#* Aerosol & Gaseous radioactive material behavior

• Core, Pipe, Containment: up to 25 compartments

• Composed by around 200 modules

• Developed by NUPEC under the contract of
MITI [Ministry of Institutional Trade and Industry]

itr
HI

Materials treated in MACRES
Noble gas: Kr, Xe
Halogen: I, Br
Alkari: Cs, Ba, Sr
Carkogen: Te
Noble: Ru; Mo, Rn, Pn, Tc
Rare metal: Ce, Sm, Pra, Pr, Nd, La, Y, Zr, Nb

Fuel materials:
Control rod mat.:
Structure mat:
Atmospheric mat.:

U, Zr, Sn
Ag, Cd, In, B
Fe, Cr
H2, 02, He, air

2
n
o
3

o
o



Materials from faels and control rod

Fuels(UO2):6days irr.—^Iodine, Cs, Te, Ba
C.R.(AIC) -^Iodine, Ag, Cd
Iodine, Cs, Te, Ag, In, UO2, Ba

UO2 &Ba are not released to the circuit

Table 1:
(D inventory
(2) released masses
©ratio of© t o ®

CO

oo

Horizontal Line

4 J 5,, - 1-LlL 8

U - t u b e — A - H B c n d s # 4 . 6 .3 . l z , 15 ,17 ,19 ,21 .23

Point C

Upper Plenum
Point G

Fig. 2 Model of circuit used in MACRES for analysis
ofPHEBUS-FPtest

5

Table 1 Released materials from fuels and control rod
used in MACRES

Element

Iodine

Cs

Te

Ag

In

UOj

Ba

Fuel bundle inventory

3.6E-05

1.44E-04

4.7E-05

4.768E-01

8.94E-02

1.05332E+0I

I.49E-04

Released masses

[kg]

3.51E-05

9.74E-05

3.89E-06

I.94E-01

5.97E-02

_

-

Ratio of released masses

to initial inventory \%\

97.5

67.6

8.3

40.7

66.8

-

In
Inl

tn
2
n
o

Iodine & Cs
Csl, I2, HI, HOI, CsOH

Te
Te2, H2Te

Ag
Agl

Table 2:
Chemical species ratio

O
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Table 2 Chemical species ratio by MACRES for PHEBUS test

Species ^ ^ ~ \

Cs

I

Te

CsOH

1z

HI

HOI

Te2

H2Te

Ag

In

Csl

Agl

Inl

CH31

Cs

0.000

90.765

_

_

9.235

-

Iodine

_

0.000

_

0.498

4.845

0.000

_

_

_

24.494

1.980

68.182

0.000

Te

0.000

99.336

0.664

-

Ag

„

-

-

_

_

_

100.000

-

_

0.000

-

In

_

_

_

-

99.964

_

0.036

T>

Analysis and Test Results

• Deposition of fission product

• Airborne element mass concentration
Comparison of analysis with test results

Deposition of fission p r o d u c t
• Iodine

- major of species: Inl
- Inl aerosol from section No 10 [SGI]
- 68% of released Iodine deposit by Inl

_ A _ J Btndi # 4,6.9,12.16.17.19.21,23

Point C Poiut C

Upper Plenum

<P

30
S1

0)
X)

M
as

s

A.0-

3.0 •

zo-

i.o-

Iodine Deposition Profile

$ 11 1 . 5 J g
n J n

Compartment

Fig. (1/5) Deposition of Iodine predicted by MACRES
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•
B
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: particle
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Cs
major of species: CsOH
Cs aerosol from section No 10 [SGI]
Vapor of Cs : absorption to wall
50% of released Cs deposit in the form of
aerosol

to
©

o
<U 05 -

Cesium Deposition Profile

-4JU,

Q :vapor

H : particle

Compartment

Fig. (2/5) Deposition of Cs predicted by MACRES

Te
major of species: Te2

• Te2 aerosol from section Nol 1 [SG2]
• vapor of Te2 : absorption to wall
• absorption in the form of vapor: 35%
deposition in the form of aerosol: 7%

• <Js tl i.6,9.12,IS. 17,19.21.23

>
PI
2
o
o
B

O
a.

Tellurium Deposition Profile

-^V-4~"f-l-

o
o
O

Compartment

Fig. (3/5) Deposition of Te predicted by MACRES
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Ag, In
major of species: Ag, In
huge amount of release
same behavior :both of Ag & In
55% of released materials deposit in the form of
aerosol

<.6.9.12.U.W.19.21.23

Upper Plenum

O

T3

2.5 -

2.0 "

1.5 "

1,0 -

0.5 -

0.0

Silver Deposition Profile

= a .§ - „ N. .. , S S , „ N
6 3 5 3 3 g o o

Q : vapor

H : particle

G | | 1 | | | 1 1 |

Compartment

Fig. (4/5) Deposition of Ag predicted by MACRES

o
T3

Indium Deposition Profile

D : vapor

H : particle

Compartment

Fig; (5/5) Deposition of In predicted by MACRES

>
m
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OAirborne element mass concentration

Comparison of analysis with test results

•FPT-0data(TG302)
Airborne FP elements mass concentration at point C
&G

• Predict well Cs> Iodine, Ag, and In
• Under-estimate Te:

Difference of initial condition (i.e. amount
of release)

12



PHEBUSPPT-0
Airborne I element mass concentration at PointG

10'
14 16 18

Time [sec]

MACRES

• Exp. (FPT-0)

20 [103]

PHEBUS FPT-0
AlrborneTc element mass concentration at PointG

18

Time [sec]

20 ilO3]

Fig. 3 Airborne Iodine element mass concentration at point G Fig. 5 Airborne Te element mass concentration at point G

CO

1S3

m
2
n
§

o
O

PHEBUS FPT-0
Airborne Cs element mass concentration at PointG

20 [10']

Fig. 4 Airborne Cs element mass concentration at point G

PHEBUS FPT-0
Airborne Ag element mass concentration at PointG

MACRES

Exp.(FPT-O)

20 [103]

Fig. 6 Airborne Ag element mass concentration at point G
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PHEBUS FPT-0
Airborne In element mass concentration at PointG

[l
El i /•

i—•—i —i

e

© V

— MACRES

© Exp.(FPT-O)

12 16

Time [sec]

18 20 [103]

Fig. 7 Airborne In element mass concentration at point G

Table 4 Summary of comparison

Iodine

Cs

Te

Ag

In

Initial condition

amount of release

good agreement

under-ectimate

uader-estimate

~I/10

under-estimate

nnder-estimate

analysis(experimeiit)

point C

form

vapor

(aerosol)

vapor

(aerosol)

aerosol

(aerosol)

aerosol

(aerosol)

aerosol

(aerosol)

airborne element mass

concentration .

over-estimate

good agreement

tinder-estimate

M/IO

good agreement

good agreement

point G

form

aerosol

(aerosol)

aerosol

(aerosol)

aerosol

(aerosol)

aerosol

(aerosol)

aerosol

(aerosol)

airborne element

mass concentration

good agreement

good agreement

under-estimate

~ l / I 0

good agreement

good agreement

Predict well Iodine, Cs, Ag and In

Under-estimate Te:
Difference of initial condition (amount of release)

Depend on release pattern

>
M
2
6
o
3

O

o

( ); ref. experiment data TG302
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7.5
Phebus FPT4: Test Description and Pretest Calculations

F. Serre, J.C. Crestia, S. Ederli*, U. Bieder, F. Fichot
IPSN/DRS, CE-Cadarache, F-13108 St Paul-Lez-Durance, France

* ENEA attache at Cadarache

The Phebus FP program is a world-wide cooperative project designed to address issues associated [
:' with the fission product (FP) releases from prototypic irradiated LWR fuel under severe accident j
- conditions, as well as the FP transport and deposition in the reactor circuit and containment. The first *

two experiments performed with a 1 meter-long fuel bundle composed of 20 fuel rods and one control,
rod provided information on FP release from the bundle up to its liquefaction at a relatively lowt
temperature due to material interactions. The next experiment FPT4 will fill the lack of understanding i

': • of the fission product release during the late phase of the core degradation. At this stage of the [,
accident, the fuel rod geometry can become rubblized forming a debris bed as observed in TMI-2. \

i
~ f

The main objective of the test is to study the releases of low volatile fission products and transuranic,"
: elements from a rubble bed and the fuel vaporization. A secondary objective is to study the physical \

transition from debris bed to molten pool. ,

• The in-pile test section is composed of a debris bed enclosed in a Zircaloy canister and layers of melt;
* barriers and thermal insulation. The rubble bed consists of two distinct zones. The upper zone is a.
, mixture of 3.2 Kg of PWR fuel pellet fragments with an average burn-up of around 33 GWd/tU mixed |".
' with 0.8 Kg of oxidized Zircaloy cladding shards. The fuel-cladding debris mixture sits on a 12 cm-t

thick layer of depleted UO2. Six filters are located above the debris bed. They will be operated f
sequentially and will provide information on releases for various debris bed temperatures. The debris [

. bed instrumentation is composed of W/Re thermocouples and ultrasonic thermometers. ^

.' The test package will be subjected to neutronic heating in the Phebus reactor that consists of a set of"

. alternating transient and steady-state periods designed to take the debris bed in steps up to its melting r

.. temperature and melt half of the debris bed to form a molten pool. To transport the FP released fromj
the debris bed region to the filters, the debris bed is swept by a gas flow composed of 80vol% of steam!

, and 20voi% of hydrogen. [,

Pretest calculations of the debris bed behavior and FP releases are performed by the various Phebus ,*
;~ partners using different codes: DEBRIS, MERIS and VICTORIA codes have been used at the SandiaT
" National Laboratories. IPSN used the ICARE2 V3 ModO code to calculate the thermal behavior of •
v; the debris bed, the melt progression after the liquefaction onset, the molten pool formation and the'
; temperature field in the test package. This code is developed and funded by IPSN to simulate reactor?
I* core degradation under severe accident conditions. [;

f In the ICARE2 reference calculation, a bidimensional porous media model is used to describe the gas f
• and liquid flows in the rubble bed. Heat generation in the fuel region, conduction and radiation heat [
f transfer within the debris bed and the test section, radiative heat transfer between the top of the debris
• bed to the steam and the upper structures, convective heat transfer associated to the flowing gas are t
-' accounted for. After the pool formation, radiative heat transfer in the formed cavity above the pool is

taken into account, as well as the enhancement of the heat transport due to buoyancy driven mixing in *
' the molten pool. These models have been assessed against ACRR experiments. The ICARE2 *
|8 reference and the sensitivity calculations show that the objective of the test can be achieved despite »

the material properties and model uncertainties. t'
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SARJ97
TOKYO, JAPAN , 06-10 OC11997

TEST DESCRIPTION AND PRETEST CALCULATIONS

F. Serre, J-C. Crestia, S. Edsrli*, U. Bieder+, F. Fichot

OUTLINE

> TEST OBJECTIVES

> TEST PACKAGE

> TEST SCENARIO

> ICARE2 PRETEST CALCULATIONS

> CONCLUSIONS

ENEA, +NIS

TEST OBJECTIVES

STUDY OF:

> VOLATILE FISSION PRODUCTS RELEASES
FROM A DEBRIS BED

> Low VOLATILE FISSION PRODUCTS,
ACTINIDES AND URANIUM RELEASES

FROM A DEBRIS BED

> PHYSICS OF A DEBRIS BED

t> TRANSITION DEBRIS BED -> MOLTEN POOL

> FISSION PRODUCT RELEASES
FROM A MOLTEN POOL

REQUIREMENTS:

£> TIGHT FISSION PRODUCT MASS BALANCE

> GOOD DEBRIS BED TEMPERATURE MEASURT

.FPT4S „
TEST PACKAGE

> 6 high capacity
sequential filters

> External Water Cooling

\> Neutronic Heating
(Driver Core)

> Debris Bed

t> Inlet Gas Injection
1 (Reactor Conditions,
LandFPJjBnspprt)

TEST SECTION

V

FUEL FBRIS BED

k irradiated UO2
(Particle size: 4mm)

+ 0.8kg ZrO2 Shard
^ KPLUa OffllS BED

"t> Depleted UO2

•77« BOTTOM Of IHi DmS BED
V)

Debris Bed Instrumentation:
> 3 UltraSonic Thermometers
!> 6 W/Re Thermocouples

Shroud Instrumentation:
i> W/Re, Pt/PtRh and Cr/AI Thermocouples
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TEST SCENARIO-

Calibration phase + 3 release plateaux:
- 2200K: Volatile Fission Product Releases
- 2700K: Non-Volatile Fission Product Releases
- Fission Product Releases from Molten Pool

Inlet Flow Injection:
- 0.5g.s'1, 80voi% H2O- 20 voi %H 2

- HASS FLOW RATE (g /s )

FPT4 - REFERENCE CASE
TEST COi^ITIONS

(k33)

1CARE2 PRETEST CALCULATION;
,NOf)AUZATION' ~ ' , K '

ELEVATION (m)

0.9

0.4

-0.1

-0.2

X A C T I V E B E D X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X Xx x x x x x x x x x x x x xx x x x x x x x x x x x x xx x x x x x x x x x x x x x
P A S S I V E 8 E D X X
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

RADIUS ( m )

0 . 0 3 0.05

PHEBUS FPT4S TEST NODAUZAnON

GENERAL VIEW

(k33)

TmE

0.

HfO2

ThO2i

Zicpe

Zirpi

Inconel

2irdense

ICARE2
V3.0priv

ICARE2 PRETEST CALCULATION:
MAIN PHYSICAL MODELS . " - ' "

> Heat Transfer in the Debris Bed:
IMURA-YAGI Correlation

(Assessed against ACRR MP and DC Series)

i> Debris Bed Permeability:
| CARMAN Correlation
:i> Capillary Forces:

LEVERETT Function

!i> 2D Gas Flow Model

> Steam Dissociation
i> Radiative Heat Transfers:

Molten Pool <-> Cavity Walls
Debris Bed Top <-> Upper Structures

i Steam <-> Walls

> Heat Transfer Molten Pool/Wall:
MAYINGER Correlation

•,

I ICARE2JRESULTS: - _
DEBRIS BED^TEMPERATURES

> Temperature Objectives Fulfilled

3200.

2700.

TEMP (K)

: : : TIHE (s )
2 0%500. 10500. 12500. 14500. 16500. 1850C

FPT4 - EXPERIMENTAL PLATEAUS (k33)

CENTRAL ACTIVE BED TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION

5 Z=150mm

6 Z=210mm

7 Z=2S0mm

8 Z»290mm

9 Z.310mm

0 Z=3S5mm

ICARE2
V3.0pciv
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^ 1CARE2 RESULTS:
AXIAL TEMPERATURE"

> Steam Convection Effect at the Bottom
> At the Top, Cool-Down By Radiative H.T.
> Same Temp. Profiles in Debris Bed and Shroud

360

340

320

300

280

260

240

220

200

. 180

160

140

120

100,

80,

60

40,

20

0

Z (mm)

- - 'T- (K1
D. 500. 1000. 1500. 2000. 2500. 3000. 3500.

FPT4 - REFERENCE CASE
8EB AM) SHROUD TEMPERATURE AT PLATEAU PS

C k 3 3 V:

1/4-2 IRC

[XTQW-2KC

.Opdv

u -) „- "Jc ARE2 RESULTS?. '"
"V",, MOLTEN POOL FORMATION^

> Downward Pool Progression

Z (cm)

1.5

FPT4 - PLATEAU P7
VOLUrUC FRACTIONS OF SOUD + UQUID

(k33) V3 Opciv

1CARE2 RESULTS:
j GAS VELOCITY FIELD*

Gas Flow Diversion at the Pool Level

j

1
... ^

i

•
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I
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FPT4 - REFERENCE CASE

GAS VELOCITY

(k33)

Time

lasoo

. Opciv

t- v

JCARE2 RESULTS;- ">
AXIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILES

t> Axial Temperature Profile Deformation
after Pool -Wall Contact

0. S00. 1000. 1500. 2000. 2500. 3000. 3500

FPT4 - REFERENCE CASE

BSD AM) SHROUD TErPERATURE AT PLATEAU P7
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CONCLUSIONS'"

ICARE2 Calculations coupled with FP
Release Studies (ELSA code) show that the
Proposed Scenario leads to:

> Significant volatile release at temperatures
where intact fuel has been well-explored
(50% of the initial FP inventory)

> Release at relatively unexplored solid fuel
temperatures (actinides, lanthanides)

> Progression to molten pool

> Test conduct possible with test section
instrumentation

> Similar Results obtained by SNL with
DEBRIS, MERIS and VICTORIA codes
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8.1 COTELS Fuel Coolant Interaction Tests of UO2 Debris Dropping
into Water Pool

Masami Kato, Hideo Nagasaka and Isao Sakaki

Systems Safety Department, NUPEC

ABSTRACT

COTELS project aims at the investigation of ex-vessel debris coolability using a mixture of

UO2, Zr, ZrC>2 and stainless steel as simulant debris. The project consists of three types of test: Test

A to focus on the investigation of a fuel coolant interaction (FCI) phenomena when a molten debris

falls into coolant pool on the containment floor, Test B and Test C to focus on FCI and molten

core concrete interaction (MCCI), respectively, when coolant is injected onto the molten debris as

a severe accident management. This paper presents the results of the first test series, Test A.

The test facility mainly consists of an electrical melting furnace (EMF) and a test vessel

which receives the falling debris. EMF has a capability to melt 60 kg of UO2 mixture by induction

heating and has a debris falling device to make a 5 cm diameter hole at the bottom of crucible

instantaneously. The vessel is 0.8 m inner diameter and about 2.5 m height, and the design pressure

is 10 MPa. A concrete floor of 5 cm thickness is used on the melt catcher in order to correctly

simulate the effect of the interaction among debris, concrete and water.

The observation of the molten debris jet behavior falling from EMF by high speed cameras

showed that it was a continuos jet flow and little break-up to be occurred during falling process in

air space. The debris jet velocity at pool surface was estimated to be about 6 m/s.

In Test A, 60 kg of UO2 mixture dropped into water pool under around 0.2 MPa condition.

The pool depth ranged from 0.4 m to 0.9 m and water subcooling was from zero to 20 K. Major

findings from the experiments are as follows: (1) No pressure spike typical of violent steam

explosion was observed in all the experiments. (2) The size of fragmented debris particles was large

and ranged from 0.5 to 7 mm. (3) Solidified debris was easily removed from the concrete floor and

no ablation was observed on the concrete surface .

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,

Japan
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COTELS Fuel Coolant Interaction Tests of
UO2 Debris Dropping into Water Pool

October 7, 1997 Pacifico YOKOHAMA

M.Kato, H.Nagasaka and I.Sakaki
Systems Safety Department
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Features of GOTELS

Ex-Vessel debris cooling test (COTELS project) corresponding
to Phase II AM for low pressure vessel failure sequence in
collaboration with NNC of republic of Kazakhstan

FCI and MCCI experiments with conditions derived for the
most plausible SA scenarios in LWR's simulating,
-Real molten debris (UO2/ZrO2/Zr/Steel)
-Falling debris jet diameter
-Ambient conditions (pressure, temperature, noncondensible
gas partial pressure)

-Decay heat (MCCI only)
-Pool water temperature, depth (FCI only)
-Ratio of accumulated debris diameter to thickness
(MCCI only)

-Flow rate of injecting water

Wipes

Contents

• Features of COTELS Project

• Test 01: Falling debris jet behavior
observation test

• Test A: Fuel coolant interaction test
of debris dropping into pool

• Summary

>
ffl

2
o
o

COTELS Test Program
[1] Test 01

® Objective ••• Observation of flow mode of falling debris jet and
evaluation of debris dispersion characteristics without
FCI

® Test parameters
- Debris composition and falling velocity

[2] Test A
® Objective ••• Simulation of FCI for debris dropping into pool
O Test parameters

- Debris mass and composition, and falling velocity
- Water pool depth, volume and temperature
- Nitrogen partial pressure

[3] Test B
@ Objective ••• Simulation of FCI for water injecting onto debris
@ Test parameters

- Debris composition and falling velocity
- Geometry of concrete trap
- Induction heater power
- Flow rate and flow injection mode

[4] Test C
© Objective ••• Simulation of MCCI with overlying water pool |
O Test parameters •-• same as Test B /yL

O
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Test Facility of Test 01

-Pressurization of Electrical

Melting Furnace (EMF)

performance ~=IC
-Three high speed cameras -S-

0 0

Concrete Trap

Test Conditions of Test 01-1
Test Parameter

Composition of Debris, % wt
• Uranium dioxide
• Stainless steel
• Zirconium oxide
• Zirconium

Debris Mass, kg
Integrated heat amount
supplied to EMF (MJ)
Melt temperature (°C)
Medium composition of MR
Initial pressure of MR (MPa)
Pressure difference between
EMF and MR
Diameter of Debris jet (cm)

Conditions

55
15
5

25
60

540

2950 (*)
Ar
0.1

none

5

*): Estimated

Wupee

Design Specifications of Electrical Melting Furnace

Induction heating ••• 500kW/2.4kHz

Max. temperature -•• 3100 K

Max. molten mass ••• 60 kg

Graphite crucible with TaC sheet

Multi-layer thermal insulation

Pressurization function to adjust

debris falling velocity

Graphite dropping plug destroyed

by pneumatic mechanism

Re-closing shutter
1- Housing cover; 2- Housing; 3- [ndudor; 4- Connection for thermocouple;
5- Protecting concrete ring;6- Cooled vont pipe line; 7- Thermal insulation material;
8-Crucible; S-Insert; 10-Crucible cover;I1-Unit for installation ol me dilatomeier;
12- Magneto circuit; 13- Dropping plug; 14- Annular thermal insulation insert; 15- Shutler;
18- Breaking plug mechanism; 17- Housing bottom.
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Inspection of EMF and Dropped Debris after TestOI-1

©EMF
- 60 kg of UO2 debris (UO2:55%,Zr:25%,

ZrO2:15%,SS:15%) completely melted and
dropped from EMF

- Integrity of graphite crucible confirmed
- Solidified stainless steel droplets

observed both inside and outside of
crucible

- About 2 kg SS ( total SS mass = 9 kg)
vaporized, condensed and solidified

• Dropped Debris
~ Scattering of 2 kg debris outside

concrete trap
- Almost all dropped debris on concrete

floor observed to be continuous
- The continuous debris observed to be

very rough with high porosity (~0.4)

WlipBC

to
00
CO

Inspection of concrete

©Solidified debris not stuck
on concrete trap side wall
as well

• Significant ablation not
observed on concrete trap
side wall as well

trap side wall after Test 01-1

--

' : !
I

Concrete trap side wall surface
after removing solidified debris

iMupoc

Inspection of concrete trap base after Test 01-1

• Solidified debris not stuck on I
concrete trap floor

©No crack observed on concrete
surface

•Significant ablation not
observed on concrete trap
surface

• No damage of thermocouples
embedded in concrete trap

Concrete trap surface after
removing solidified debris

WlfflOE

Aanalysis of Solidified Debris Composition
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accumulated debris accumulated debris
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Test FaciIity of Test A

Electrical
Melt ing Furnace

Concrete Floor

Catcher

• Concrete floor simulating wettabi I ity
and surface boil ing characteristics

©Adjustable pool volume for a given
poo i depth

Pressure and Temperature Response of EMF and Vessel

Test-A4: Debris composition(UO2:55%, SS: 15%, ZrO2:5%. Zr:25%) s DroPpinB

dropped into saturated water pool of 40 cm depth [D^pYessurfzatianTo j
adjust pressure and
water temperature r-

0:30
Time (hr.m) Initiation of saturated matei

Injection into Vessel

Test Parameters of Test A

• Debris Composition Three Types

(1)UO2:55%,Zr:25%,ZrO2:5%,SS:25%

(2)UO2:78%,ZrO2:17%,SS:5%

(3)SS:100%

•Debris Mass 30 kg, 60 kg

•Pool Depth 0.4 m, 0.9 m

•Poo l Volume 0.4 m3, 1.0 m3

©Vessel Pressure ~0.2 MPa

•Pool Water Temperature Nearly Saturated —

20 K Subcooling

©Vessel Air Space Steam:100%, Steam:75%+N2:25%

Wupae
>

m
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Pressure Response of Test Vessel (Test A4)
• Evidence of no steam explosion
-No pressure difference between

water and air space
-No pressure spike observed
-Large size fragmented debris

ranged 0.5 to 7 mm
©Pressure transient characteristics

-Initial rapid pressure increase due
to heat transfer from fragmented
falling debris in water pool
(region A)

-Pressure suppuression due to
heat-up of subcooled water pool
(region B)

-Gradual increase due to heat
transfer from debris bed
accumulated on melt catcher
(region C)

o
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Dispersed Solidified Debris on Melt Catcher (Test A4)

©Almost all debris fragmented
due to FCI different from
Test 01

© Diameter of fragmented
debris ranged ~ 0.5 mm to
~ 7 mm (Implication of no
steam explosion)

i About 6.5 kg/m3

density of debris
average

Summary

©Test 01 and Test A of COTELS were successfully
conducted.

©Result of Test 01 showed,
- The EMF melted UO2 debris completely and dropped

instantaneously
- Falling debris was continuous jet

©Result of Test A showed,
- No violent steam explosion was observed
- Almost all debris was fragmented and concrete surface

was well cooled
- No ablat ion was observed on concrete f l oo r
- Detai led analysis is in progress

Observation of Concrete Surface of Melt Catcher after Test A4

§ Solidified debris very easily
removed from concrete surface^
suggesting the existence of water
between the bottom of debris and
concrete surface

©No damage observed on concrete
surface and almost new (the
concrete catcher can be used
repeatedly)
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SARJ-97, Workshop on Severe Accident Research in Japan, Pacifico Yokohama, Yokohama,
Japan, October 6 ~ 8, 1997

8.2 The Effect of Coolant Jet Subcooling on the Coolant Injection
Mode of Vapor Explosions

Hyun Sun Park, Norihiro Yamano, Yu Maruyama,
Kiyofumi Moriyama, Yanhua Yang and Jun Sugimoto

Severe Accident Research Laboratory,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

(Phone) +81-029-282-5854, (Fax) +81-029-282-5570

Abstract

The potential of an energetic fuel-coolant interaction (FCI) in light water reactors
has been one of primary safety concerns due to its mechanical energy release by dynamic
pressures and expansion energetics. The FCI energetics strongly rely on the initial mixing
process between molten fuel and coolant. Since the mixing processes are also influenced by
the contact geometries between the molten fuel and the coolant, it is of a great importance
to investigate the energetics in terms of the contact modes. Comparing with a pouring
mode, however, studies on stratified and injection modes of FCIs are limited. Hence, the
MUSE (MUlti-configurations in Steam Explosions) tests were initiated at JAERI to study
the FCIs in various contact modes by precisely measuring the FCI energetics.

The MUSE facility located inside the ALPHA vessel consists of the interaction tube,
expansion tube, melt generator, and injection system. The interaction and expansion
tubes with 108 mm ID and 1 and 3.6 m high, respectively. Maximum 5 kg of the molten
thermite can be generated in the melt generator located at the bottom of the interaction
tube and water from the injection system is directly injected onto the melt. FCI energetics
is evaluated by measuring of the piston positions at the expansion tube detected by a series
of coils. Pressures and temperatures during the explosion and expansion phases of FCIs
are measured. For investigating the coolant subcooling effect on FCIs, five out of seven
tests were successfully conducted by varying the water temperature from 55 C to a near
saturation, molten thermite mass at 1.4 and 2.8 kg and injection pressure of 0.3 MPa.

The results from the CI002 to CI007 tests clearly showed that the measured mechan-
ical energies of the FCIs increased with the water subcooling increases. The resulted
mechanical energies were ranged from a few tenth to several hundreds of Joules. The
conversion ratios were obtained by assuming the debris masses participated in the inter-
actions. Debris masses of each tests were chosen by considering the debris sizes of less
than 2 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively. These results also showed that the conversion ratios
increased with the coolant subcooling increase. The debris mass distributions showed that
the mass mean and Sauder mean diameters tended to decrease with the water subcooling
increase. They also imply that energetic interactions occurred with smaller debris. It has
been recognized that the mixing conditions, especially a coolant jet penetration depth,
established by the coolant injection, are key parameters to quantify the FCI energetics
in this mode of contact. A computational analyses using a Moving Particle Semi-implicit
Scheme (MPS) and a Cubic Interpolated Propagation (CIP) method on the jet penetra-
tion behaviors were initiated. The preliminary analysis with MPS method showed that
the initial penetration depth of the lighter density liquid in the heavier density liquid,
density ratio of about 3.4, was small in an isothermal case.

The MUSE tests are planning to investigate the effects of not only the coolant subcool-
ing, but a jet dynamics and axial constraint on FCI energetics. A series of visualization
tests is also under preparation to identify the water jet penetration behaviors into a molten
fuel in terms of a jet subcooling, diameter and velocity. These visual data will be used
for comparing and verifying the computational analyses.
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• Experimental Results (Cl Series)
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• Future Plans
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Backgrounds

• The MUSE project was originated to investigate the
likelihood of FCIs in the PHEBUS-FP test facility.

6 A hypothetical scenario at the facility may establish
the stratified contact geometry as water is injected
onto a molten test fuel bundle through a breached
hole on the test-section.

' The scope of the project, however, was expanded
to investigate not only a stratified mode but also
other contact modes; melt and coolant injection
modes with the precise measurement of the FCI
energetics.

o
o
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Severe Accident Research Laboratory ~

Objectives

* MUSE(MUIti-cqnfiquration in Steam Explosions!

- To verify any possibility of vapor explosions in the
PHEBUS-FP test facility.

- To investigate the vapor explosion phenomena by
precisely measuring the energetics of vapor
explosions in various contact geometries,

- To build up the database to verify currently
available mechanistic models; e.g., JASMINE
(JAERI), etc.,

— Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

. Severe Accident Research Laboratory

Work measurement
- Set of coils wound outside Coils

the expansion tube
- Magnet embedded piston
- CR = Wexp/Ei Pistons

~ MEp/Ei Magnet

Others
- Pressures/Temperatures
- Visual observation
- Post-test debris distribution Explosion

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory •

Experimental Program - MUSE Facility

Design Specifications
- Consistent with other facilities,

(KROTOS, WFC1, ZREX), in a
geometrical scale and
measurement techniques.

- Flexible to investigate the
effect of various geometrical
contact modes of FCIs with a
minor modification.

- 108 mm ID
- 1 m long Interaction Tube
- 3.6 m long Expansion Tube

Stratified/Coolant Injection Modes
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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MUSE - Experiments (Cl and ST)

• The coolant injection(CI) mode test
- A total of 10 tests have been conducted to investigate the

effect of coolant jet subcooling, melt mass (depth) and axial
constraint on FCI energetics.

- Seven out often tests were successfully conducted and at
present the results of the first five successful tests are
presented.

• The stratified mode (ST) test
- The first test was recently conducted.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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MUSE - Ci Series : Initial Conditions

Melt

(Thermite)

Coolant

(Water)

Test section

Parameter

Mfi kg

Hf mm

T K

dTsull K

D mm

dP MPa

Injection

WU kg

CI001

1.4

50

2800

45

>23.2

0.3

Spray

0.7

CI002

1.4

50

2800

42

23.2

0.3

Jet

0.7

CI005

1.4

50

2800

12

23.2

0.3

Jet

0.7

CI006

1.4

50

2800

2

23.2

0.3

Jel

0.7

CI007

2.8

100

2800

12

23.2

0.3

Jet

0.7

Japan Atomic Energy Research Inst&ute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

MUSE - CI Series : Pressure History(CI002)
Pressure (Ml'.i)

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory '

MUSE - Cl Series : Experimental Procedure

67
4 :

2-
0-

-2-
V -4-
61) - 6 ^

'E -8-
P -10-
3 -12-
< - 1 4 -

-16 :

-18-

-20-

-22-

&

-Thermite Ignition

,•' H, Gas Close

Injection Valve Open-

lnjcclion Valve Close—

- 2 2 - 2 0 - 1 8 - 1 6 - 1 4 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6

Pre-sel Timing (s)

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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Severe Accident Research Laboratory -

MUSE - Cl Series : Temperature History(C1002)
Tcmpciatute( C)

o
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MUSE - Cl Series : Mechanical Energy

GOO-

500 -

100 -

100-

200-

JOO-

0-

—'—I—'—

G

\1

« CI006

Spray

l.'l kg
2.8 kg

- — r ~ • T- • ] —i—f-

I

>—i—>—i—•—r-

e> CI002

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 -10 45 50 55

AT.* (K)

Measured mechanical energies increase with the water jet
subcooling increase.
Similar mechanical energies measured in two different melt
mass ~ similar coolant jet penetration during the injection.
Lower energetics for the spray injection test.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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MUSE - Cl Series : Debris Distributions

0.1-

n

m
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MUSE - C! Series : Conversion Ratios
{Based m DcUis Site < 2 inju

S 10 15 JO 25 JO JS 40

|B.i.*rd oil I M ^ i Size < 200 )Im j

a 0002(705"!
o CI001

5 10 15 20 25 30 3S

Melt mass participated,mr,
in this mode is not clear in
the coolant injection mode.
Two assumptions for
participating meit mass
are;

- Debris with a size less
than 2 mm.

- Debris with a size less
than 0.2 mm.

In the CI002 test, no debris
catcher was installed ~
debris escaped through
the expansion tube (mostly
small in size) were not
completely recovered.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute s
o
o
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Severe Accident Research Laboratory

MUSE - Cl Series : Debris
c
o

o
CI001

® CE002
O

o

a O009

y 5 !0 15 20 25 30 35 <!0 45 50 55

* ' , . » • K

The largest mean diameters for the spray injection test.
Instead of the C1002 test, the mean diameters for the CI009
test (same coolant subcooling but higher axial constraint)
were used.
Mean diameters decrease with the coolant subcooling
increase.

Japan Atomic Energy Research institute
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Analysis - AMUSE

• The high speed coolant jet penetration into the melt
- Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method
- Cubic Interpolated Propagation (CIP) method
- coolant jet penetration depth in terms of a coolant jet speed,

a jet temperature, a jet diameter and so on.
- entrained melt particle during the injection
- evaporation processes

• The MC3D code is planned to use for investigating the stratified
mode of FCIs.

• The behaviors of high speed melt jet injection into the coolant
are also under investigation using TEXAS code.

• Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory ~~

MPS Analysis (...continued)

• The Cl series test geometry.
• The calculation conditions;

Melt

Coolant

Material
Temperature
Density
Material
Temperature
Velocity

AI2O3

2800 K
3400 kg/m3

Water
300,373 K
8 m/s

Two evaporation models
— normal evaporation model.
- spontaneous nucleation model.

I

MPS Analysis

• The MPS method proposed by Koshizuka et al. (1996 NED).
- A continuum is represented by moving particles (melt, liquid

and vapor).
- Particle interactions are restricted by weight functions.
- Simulation of the multiphase, multicomponent flow behaviors

without significant numerical diffusion encountered in most
FDM schemes (1996 NED, 1997 CSNI-FCI Meeting).

• The behaviors of the coolant jet penetration into the melt (Cl
series)
- Collaboration with Prof. Koshizuka and Mr. Ikeda in the

University of Tokyo.
- Preliminary results.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory •

MPS Analysis (...continued)
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Water Jet Impingement onto the Alumina Melt (isothermal Case);
pc= 1000 kg/m3and Pm= 3400 kg/m3
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Conclusions
• The MUSE facility has been successfully verified through a total

of ten tests in the Cl series.
• The measured mechanical energy of the slug increases as the

subcooling increases.
- The qualitative values of the conversion ratios depends on the

melt mass participated. However, the trend of the ratios are
similar to the one of the mechanical energies.

• Two test with a subcooling of 12K produced similar energetics
even if the melt mass was different (factor of two).

• WIPS calculation showed that it was difficult for the water jet to
penetrate deeply into the meit to provide appropriate mixing
conditions in this type of contact mode.

• Further investigation, improvement and verificatioTi of the
analysis are needed.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

. Severe Accident Research Laboratory •

Future Plans

Studies on the effects of the axial constraint, and the jet
dynamics, e.g., a jet speed, are in progress.

A series of visualization tests to observe the behavior of the
water jet penetration into higher density and/or temperature
liquids (such as Flourina, wood's metal, Zinc and Tin) is in
preparation. It will provide data for; first, identifying the mixing
behavior during the Cl series of the IVIUSE tests and second,
verifying our computational analysis.

The facility modification for the melt injection test is also in
preparation.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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8.3 Deformation and Fragmentation of Molten Zn and Molten
Al at Near-Melting Points

Ken-ichiro SUGIYAMA, Ken-ichiMATSUBA, andTsuyoshi YAMAJDA

Department of Nuclear Engineering, Hokkaido University

North 13 West 8, North Ward, Sapporo 060, Japan

Phone & Fax: 81-11-70G-GGG3

to

The puipose of die present study is to obtain the available information on

triggering stage of a vapor explosion. Many researchers believe that crusted melts can not

effectively cause intensive thermal interaction resulting in vapor explosion. However, if

thermal interaction locally occurs in partially crusted melts, there is a possibility that high

pressure, which is capable of spontaneous triggering, is locally produced. We already

reported tliis phenomenon in SARJ-95 and SARJ-96.

We carried out a series of experiments of crusted molten-zinc and molten-aluminum

in the present study. The puipose of the present study is to observe the possibility of

entrapment or entrainment of water inside the crusted melts. We dropped 20 grams (or 100

grams) of molten-zinc and molten-aluminum at near-melting points into a higluy suhcooled

water. We observed behaviors of deformation and fragmentation of crusted molten-zinc and

molten-aluminum by using a high-speed video camera with 400 pictures per second.

The results showed the molten zinc forms a pot-like crust with a open moulli during

falling trough the water. When a pressure wave hits the crusted molten-zinc the melt

remaining inside effectively interacts with water entrained forcedly through the open moulh.

Tliis thermal interaction is basically same with spontaneous triggering of molten-zinc in

aqueous solutions of salts reported in SARJ-96 except that water is forcedly entrained.

The results showed that molten aluminum forms a closed crust without a mouth in

many cases. Some crusted molten-aluminums spontaneously fragment into pieces during

faDiug through the water or when hitting the bottom. The behavior of crusted molten-

nluminum appeal's to be entirely different from that of crusted «nolten-zinc in aqueous

solutions of salts reported in SARJ-9G. Although it has not been clear in the present study

why molten aluminum, which is used as a composition of fuel element in research reactors,

spontaneously lragments into pieces, it is likely that water hydrodyfeamically entrapped

inside the crust produces a high pressure resulting in fragmentation.

DEFORMATION AND FRAGMENTATION OF MOLTEN Zn AND
MOLTEN Al AT NEAR-MELTING POINTS

K. Sugiyama, K. Matsuba and T. Yamada
Dep. of Nucl. Eng., Hokkaido Univ.

Sapporo, 060, Japan

BACKGROUND
We are interested in spontaneous trigger in vapor explosion in high temperature

melts.

What thermal-hydraulic mechanisms can cause spontaneous triggering in

crusted high-tempcraturc melts?

We have been carrying out a series of experiments below minimum heat flux

points.

We have already reported that spontaneous triggering in crusted molten Sn or

molten Zn occurs due to entrainment or entrapment originating in organized
motion.
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CONTENTS
1. Explaining back ground of the present study.

2. Reporting deformation of molten Zn falling through the water and forced

fragmentation of crusted molten-Zn.

3. Reporting deformation of molten Al falling through the water and

spontaneous fragmentation of crusted moIten-Al.

©
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Molten Zn forms a pot-like crust with a open mouth in many cases. When a

pressure wave hits the crusted molten-Zn, the melt remaining inside a

effectively interacts with water forcedly entrained through the open mouth.

2. Molten Al forms a closed crust without a mouth in many cases. During

falling through the water or after hitting the bottom, the crusted molten-Al

spontaneously fragments into pieces.
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Partial fragmentation of crusted molten Zn due
to shock wave
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Appearance (left and center) and cross sectional
view (right) of solidified Zn (100 g)
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Cross sectional view of conical and pot-like crusted
Zn which have fragments inside (~20 g) >
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Appearance of fragmented Zn with thin crust
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Appearance of partially fragmented Al (20 g)
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9.1 Status of VEGA Fission Product Release Experiment

A. Hidaka, T. Nakamura, Y Harada and J. Sugimoto (JAERI)

ABSTRACT

An experimental program, VEGA (Verification Experiments of Gas/Aerosol Release), was

initiated at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) to study the fission product release

behavior from LWR fuels irradiated to high burnups in Japanese power reactors. In the program,

fission product release at high temperatures up to 3,000°C under high pressure of up to l.OMPa will

be investigated. Re-irradiation of the fuel will be conducted using the Nuclear Safety Research

Reactor (NSRR) to generate short life fission products. The fission product transport behavior will

also be studied using thermal gradient tubes (TGTs) under well characterized flowing

steam/hydrogen/helium atmosphere monitored by on-line oxygen/hydrogen sensors.

Development of the test facility to realize the above mentioned conditions is in progress. A

mock-up induction furnace has reached to high temperature of 3,000AKC under an inert atmosphere.

Progress of thoria component development to sustain the test fuel under oxidizing and reducing

atmosphere at high temperatures in the furnace is also reported. Characterization tests of solid

electrolyte oxygen/hydrogen sensors made of Yttria stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) were conducted.

Outline and status of the VEGA project is presented.

- 300 -



Status of VEGA Fission Product
Release Experiment

00

o

A. Hidaka, T. Nakamura, Y. Harada and J. Sugimoto

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Presented at Workshop on Severe Accident Research
Held in Japan (SARJ-97)

October 6-8,1997, Yokohama, Japan

Objectives
• To obtain FP release data from fuel under severe

accident conditions

• To investigate fuel liquefaction process and FP
behavior in reactor core and coolant system

Special Targets
• FP release from high temperature fuel (including

debris bed)
• Effect of pressure on FP release

Non-volatile/short-life FP release

Introduction

Large uncertainties In FP gas/aerosol release
from fuel under severe accident conditions

VEGA (Verification Experiments of Gas /
Aerosol Release) program at JAERI to
Investigate release of FP including non -
volatile or short - life radlonuclides from
Japanese LWR fuel at ~3Q00°C under high
pressure (LOMPa) condition

2
o
o
3

Recent Change of Design
Addition of Thermal Gradient Tube (TGT)

— 3TGTs (60cm in length, 750~200°C)
— Temperature control by heater and natural convection
— Maximum gas flow rate ; 5N £ /min

S& Merits of TGT addition
- Easy evaluation for deposition mass at upstream of main filter
- Most of Csl trapped by main filter
- Possible identification of chemical form by analyzing chemical

element deposited onto TGT

Addition of TGT resulted in movement of shield box
from inside to outside of hot cell.

Susceptor in induction furnace ; W -> Graphite
— W susceptor; Weakness for integrity under high temperature

3

oo
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STEAM/GAS SUPPLY SYSTEM

OPTICAL PYROMETER 1 CHARCOAL FILTER
(IN LIQUID NITROGEN)
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1 Test sample ; 6cm long, 100g
- BWR Tsuruga Unit 1 ; 26GWd/tU
- PWR Mihatna Unit 2 ; 39GWd/tU

Ohi Unit 1,2 ; ~5GGWd/tlt
- TMI-2 debris sample
- PHEBUS/FPT1 RCS sample

Re-irradiation of test fuel using NSRR to
accumulate short-life radionuclides

Max, temperature; 3000°C
(Isothermal induction heating in ZrO2, ThQ2, or W
tube furnace)

6

Schematic of Furnace in VEGA Experiment
Graphite Susceptor
(Heated by Induction Coil)

c

Induction Coil

JilnnerTube (ThO?)
wmzzsmm.
Jferucible (ThOz)

i i r

, I Ir

hOz)

»Atmospheric pressure ; 0.1-1,
— To investigate effect of pressure on gaseous FP diffusion

at fuel open pore surface of grain boundary

• Carrier gas (Max. flow rate ; 5N &
— Steam (+ Hydrogen)
— Hydrogen / " \ f r r ^ r Affected bv
_ A j r (- \xir \ pressure

— Helium

Gaseous FP Diffusion

m
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© On-line gamma measurement
- Filters or Impactors : Cs-137,1-131, Ba-140

(La-140)
- Charcoal traps : 1-131
- Cooled charcoal : Kr-85, Xe-133

• 3 Thermal Gradient Tubes (750-200°C)
© On-line oxygen/hydrogen measurement
• Off-Sine gamma spectrometry
• SEIWEPMA, SIMA
• Metallography
© SCP-MS (for solution)

Hydrogen Concentration (ppm) Oxygen Concentration (ppm) o
x
CD
a. o

CD
3
C/5
O
m

Design &
Conslruction
Thoria
Development

Heating Test
in Steam or
Helium
In Hydrogen

In Air

Others

FY1997

Hot Ceil
Installation
Fabrication &
Thermal
Property Study

FY1998 ;

• ' • ' • • ' , . ' •

2400°C
(O.IMPa)
<1.0MPa)

FY1999

> ,

28Q0t;
(0.1 MPa)

2400t:
(O.IMPa)

500/12001C
(O.IMPa)

PHEBUS/FPT1
sample

FY2000

3000^
(O.IMPa), ' '

2800"C
(O.IMPa)
(1.0MPa) ,

TM1-2
debris

9

Furnace Heating Tests
•Maximum Temperature of 3000°C has reached with a graphite
susceptor furnace.

•Pressure Effect is examined.

2300

Ar Flow 5NI/min
Induction Power

0 2 4 C 8 10

System Pressure (MPa)

-6—

/

r

/R
rJH
j 1 1

0 10 20 30 10 50 60

Test Time (min)
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Thoria Tube Development
Powder Preparation (finished)

Pellet Fabrication Tests
- Pressing (finished)

- Slip Casting (finished)

Tube Fabrication Tests
- 10cm Tube (finished)

- Porous Thoria (on going)

- 30cm Tube (on going)

Thermal and Mechanical Property Test
(planned in Jan./97)
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Centrifugal Slip Casting Technique

Star ing POBCJCI
S|fp Molding

(between rotating)
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Centrifugal
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Ce.UnAiRnl (;aS(i,,B Mctlinrf for Ceramic Body feininn (IV)
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Tube Fabrication
10cm Tube 30cm Tube
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Summary
Preparation of the VEGA test facility is
progressing and will be finished by June
1998.

TGTs have added to have better information
on FP transport.

On-line oxygen/hydrogen sensors are ready
for atmosphere characterization.
A mock-up furnace with a graphite susceptor
has realized target temperature of 3,000°C.
Thoria tube fabrication is progressing with
slip casting technique.

Thermal and Mechanical

Thermal Diffusivity (RT-1,40Q°C)

Thermal Expansion (RT-1,400°C)
Hardness (RT-1,400°C)
Creep (RT-1,400°C)
Melting Temperature (<3,000°C)
Strength(RT)
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9.2 Results of ISP37

VANAM M3 Experiment on Containment Thermal-

Hydraulics and Aerosol Behavior

M. Firnhaber, T. Kanzleiter, G. Weber, S. Schwarz

CO
o
y

SARJ - 97

Workshop on Severe Accident Research in Japan

Abstraci

An OECD/NEA International Standard Problem (ISP) has been performed on the experimental basis ot the

containment experiment VANAM M3 performed at the Battelte multi-compartment model containment. The

objectives of this experiment was the investigation of the thermal-hydraulic and aerosoi behavior of a large

dry containment during a severe accident. Measured quantities are pressure, temperature, humidity, aerosol

concentration etc. The ISP was conducted as an .open" exercise, e.g. beside boundary conditions all experi-

mental results were made known to the participants prior to their calculation. The ISP attracted wide support.

Results to the ISP were submitted by 21 participants from OECD and non-OECD countries using the codes

CONTAIN, FIPLOC, MELCOR and others.

Due to the large number of participants the comparisons between experimental and analytical results could

be grouped by codes and examined separately. The pressure history has been calculated by most of the

participants quite well. The reasons for some minor deviation are air mass distribution, structure and sump

temperature and heat transfer. Larger deviations had their origin in input errors. The accuracy of the calcu-

lated temperature depends on the correct prediction of stratification In some compartments and of a convec-

tion loop between other compartments. With correct stratification and convection only small temperature dif-

ferences occurred. Reasons for not calculation a correct stratification a correct stratification are unstable tem-

perature distribution and favorable nodalization.

Aerosol concentration and depletion results highly depend on the correct calculation of stratification, e.g. only

those contribution which delivered correct stratification and convection submitted fairly good results. In par-

ticular codes which considered solubility of the aerosols (CONTAIN, FIPLOC) predict the concentration better

than codes without solubility. Also, the thermal equilibrium option (MELCOR) gives better results than thermal

non-equilibrium.

The large integral codes (CONTAIN, FIPLOC, MELCOR), which calculate both the thermal and aerosol be-

havior as well, obtain a much better degree of agreement with the experimental results than the stand alone

aerosol codes (MACRES, MOSAIC, REMOVAL).

>
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Yokohama, Japan

October 6'" -8'", 1997

In general the thermal hydraulic codes give sufficient accurate results for thermal hydraulic aspect. With re-

spect to aerosols the thermal hydraulic code need some improvement, e.g. wall and volume condensation,

humidity. But for better comparison also the experimental technique should bs improved through more accu-

rate measurement of humidity, wall condensation and heat transfer. The user had a great influence on the

results, mainly be the choice of nodalization and of different code option.

The ISP demonstrated the important of assessments of this kind, il provided a forum for the international

community enhancing the experience in performing containment thermal hydraulic and aerosol calculations in

comparison with experimental data.
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GSS

General Objectives of ISP Objectives of ISP37

International Standard Problems Initiated by

OECD/NEA

Examination of Reliability and Accuracy of Computer

Codes Used in Reactor Safety

Delerminatlon of Computer Model Improvements

Information Exchange Between Code Developer,

Code User and Experimentalist

User Influence

State-oi-the-art Review on Computer Codes for Con-

tainment Analyses, e.g. Thermal-Hydraulics and

Aerosol Behavior

Phenomena to be investigated

- Multi-Compartment Geometry

- Thermal Energy Balance

- Structural Heat Transfer

- Wall Condensation

- Volume Condensation

- Aerosol Distribution and Settling

- Hygroscopic Aerosol Component

- Steam Condensation on Aerosol Component

- identification of Experimental Accuracy and Prob-

lems

VANAM Test Facility

Steam i n t o

Low Pressure Path after "Station Blackout"

Test VANAM M3

1-Component Aerosol, Soluble

Dry Aerosol Settling

Wet Aerosol Settling

Volume Condensation
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Pariicipants and Codes Used in ISP37

• 21 Participants from 12 Countries (incl. 4 non-OECD)
Delivered 26 Calculations

Commission of EU
Korea
France
Germany
Italy
Japan
Russia
Slovakia
Spain
Sweden
The Netherlands
USA

• Codes Used:

Fig. 2 Experimental Pressure and Aerosol Concentration History

(Aerosol Concenlralion History excluding Preconditioning phase)

(JRC)
(KAERI)
(IPSN)
(BIG, FZK, GBS, IKE, IFE)
(ENEA, Uni Pisa)
(JAERI, NUPEC)
(NIIAR, RAS NSI, RRC'KI")
(VUJE)
(CIEMAT, CTN)
(Studsvik)
(ECN)
(SNL)

CONTAIN (5 x)
MELCOR(10x)
FIPLOC (5 X)
ECART (5 X)
GOTHIC
RALOC
FUMO
MACRES
MOSAIC
REMOVAL

TK-Phenomena

Pressure

Temperature

Injection1

rel. Humidity

Velocities

feMea* uramentV,

X

X

X

(X)

(X)

ft' ^CalculationV ••

X

X

X

X

X

1) Boundary Condition

• Aerosol Phenomena

'"•'' 'Varlablev' J -<.
Aerosol
Concentration

H20 Droplets

Partical Size, dry

Partical Size, wet

Sedimentation

<". Measurement --

X

(X)

X

(X)

X

' Calculation

X

X

X

*

X
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Procedure of Evaluation

Consistency Check

- Air Mass Distribution

- Temperature Distribution (Atmosphere, Structures,

Sump)

- Temperature/Air Mass

- input Errors

Reference Calculation for Pressure

- Simulation of Stratification

- Use of Proposed Input

- Agreement with Experimental Flow Velocities

Pressure Comparison

- All Reference Calculation

- Groups According to Codes Used

Procedure of Evaluation

(Cont.)

Temperature

- Temperature Distribution tor Each Participants

(Stratification)

- Comparison with Data Grouped According to Codes

Used

Convection Loops

- Detailed Analysis of Occurrence

Aerosol Variables

- Concentrations

- Grouped According the Codes Used

"a".
£,-
H
s
D-

|

|

f

Time (hi

Fig. 4.3 CwLaxinwii PfBssufc (Reference Calculation)

Conclusions on Pressure

Pressure

- Deviation between Experiment and Calculation in

General Small (< 0,25 bar)

- Some Larger Deviation due to Input Peculiarities or

Errors

- Reasons for Deviation

Air Mass

Structure Temperature

Sump Temperature

Heat Transfer
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GSS

Conclusions on Temperature

Atmospher ic Temperature

- Dome: Only Small Deviations from Experiment

(Some Exceptions due to Pressure and

Nodalization)

- R3: Temperature Indicates Stratification

Stratification: Temperature Close to

Experiment

No Stratif ication: Temperature Deviates

from Experiment

- R94: Calculated Temperatures Vary Largely

(up to 40 K)

Various Reasons:Steam Air Content

Partial Steam Pressure

Steam/Air Distribution

Absolute Pressure

Stratification

Conclusions on Stratification

Stratification - Convection

o Experiment

- Steam injection into R5 Forces Inner Convection Loop

R5, R7, Dome (All Phases Except 5)

- Steam injection Into R3 Forces Outer Convection Loop

R,, RB, Rj, Rs, Rs, Dome (Phase 5)

- Annulus Atmosphere Stays Stratified

* Calculations

- All Calculations Simulate in the Convection Loops

(inner and outer)

- Almost all Simulate the Stratification in the Annulus

(Exception: Unfavorable Nodalization)

- Different Behavior in Inner Rooms

+ FIPLOC, CONTAIN, GOTHIC Calculate Stratification

+ 2 MELCOR Calculation Simulate Stratification

Reasons: Unstable Temperature Distribution

(Temperature Rise in the lower compartments)

Too Large Time Steps

., Plme I II Ig rv v

o

Fig. 8

r%•;:>„ \, --SJ-- euro
- K- VUJ&MEL. :

VS.
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(CONTAIN-Results)

Conclusions on Aerosol Behavior

Aerosol Depletion (Concentration, Mass Balance)

- Codes with Solubility (CONTAIN, FIPLOC) Predict

Concentration (Phase 3) Better than Codes without

(MELCOR)

- Thermal Equilibrium Option in MELCOR Gives Better

Agreement than NON-Equllibrium-Option

- FIPLOC Calculation Correct Depletion Behavior in

Annular Compartment (except t > 27 h)

- Stand alone Codes (MACRES, REMOVAL, MOSAIC)

Show Non-Uniform Behavior

Aerosol Distribution (Concentration Differences)

- Measured Distribution well Obtained by FIPLOC and

CONTAIN

- Contrary to the Experiment most MELCOR Results

Show Homogeneous Distribution to Inner Compart-

ments (see Temperature)

- Concentration Differences by MACRES and

REMOVAL much Larger than Measured

Conclusions on Aerosol Behavior

(Cont.)

Mass Median Diameter (MMD)

- Measured and Calculated Data In Principle Incompa-

rable

- Calculations with Solubility Effect (e.g. CONTAIN,

FIPLOC) Show a Strong Increase in MMD Starling at

Phase 3, 5 and 6

- MELCOR Calculates Small, Relatively Constant Di-

ameter

Geometric Standard Deviation

All Calculated GSD Match the Measured Ones, e.g.

the Codes Calculate the Correct Size Distribution

General Conclusions in ISP37

Thermal Hydraulic Codes In General Sufficient for

TH-Aspects

Improvement Necessary for Aerosol Aspects

- Wall Condensation

- Volume Condensation

- Humidity

- (Steam Mass, Energy Balance)

Solubility Models Should be Added

Numerical Stability (Stratification / Mixing)

Through Nodalization Great User Influence

• Experimental Uncertainties

• Uncoupled Aerosol ISP
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9.3 Fission Product Aerosol Removal Test by Containment Spray
under Accident Management Conditions

Hideo NAGA8AKA* and Seiichi YOKOBORI**"
*Systems Safety Department, NUPEC,

**Nuclear Engineering Laboratory, Toshiba

ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the test results of fission product (FP) removal by containment

spray simulating accident management (AM) condition. The features of AM conditions

concerning FP transport are characterized by (1) low flow spray affecting the steam condensation

degradation due to larger water droplets, (2) high humidity condition due to steam generation as a

result of debris cooling and (3) continual fresh water supply from outside water source. The

objectives of the test program are to provide data demonstrating the effective aerosol removal by

the containment spray and to provide the data for qualification of the integral system analysis

code such as MELCOR.

The Tests were conducted using full-height simulation containment vessels of GIRAFFE

(1/720 volumetric scaling ratio) so that real FP removal phenomena was preserved as in a reactor.

Vessel heat loss was compensated by heaters on the outer surface of the vessels. Csl was selected

as a typical FP aerosol. Steam generated by decay heat, Csl aerosol and spray water were

supplied continuously to the dry well as transient boundary conditions.

Low flow spray droplet distribution was measured at atmospheric condition. Csl diameter

and concentration were measured under steam environment by the optical particle counter and the

measured values were consistent with typical values determined by analysis.

A system integration test simulating BWR low pressure vessel failure sequence during

about 10 hours were successfully accomplished. Even under low spray flow condition, maximum

drywell pressure was kept relatively low, though it was a little bit higher than the design pressure.

After spray initiation, aerosol concentration decreased rapidly in the entire region of drywell. In

the upper drywell, aerosol was removed by diffusiophoresis associated with steam condensation,

while in the lower drywell it was removed by impaction. By modifying the FP removal model in

the MELCOR, calculated FP concentration transient as well as pressure transient agreed well

with test data.

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,

Japan.
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FISSION PRODUCT AEROSOL REMOVAL TEST
BY CONTAINMENT SPRAY

UNDER ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT CONDITIONS

October 7,1997 Pacifico YOKOHAMA

H. Nagasaka/S.Yokobori
Systems Safety Department

CONTAINMENT SPRAY AS PHASE II ACCIDENT
MANAGEMENT OF BWR

(ONE OF THE ALTERNATE WATER INJECTION PROCEDURES

FIRE PROTECTION

(FP) PUBP

OOVESTICWiTER TMK

CONDENSATE
STORAGE T M K DEMNERALIZED MTETI T A K

.WATER CONDENSATE

"UAKE-UP PIMP
rein
F W (FAILED)

5UPFT£SS I ON POOL

0 WATER SOURCE- DOMESTIC/CONDENSATE WATER STORAGE TANK
(SPRAY WATER TEMPERATURE-300K)

OLOVf FLOW RATE ABOUT 1 /10 OF DBA CONDITION

IMPORTANCE OF AEROSOL FP CONFINEMENT IN LIQUID POOL
BY SPRAY TO MITIGATE FP RELEASE DURING VENTING
BWR CONDITIONS MAINLY SIMULATED IN THIS TEST PROGRAM

OBJECTIVES

I TO PROVIDE DATA DEMONSTRATING THE EFFECTIVE
AEROSOL FP REMOVAL BY CONTAINMENT SPRAY UNDER THE
FOLLOWING PHASE II ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT (AM)
CONDITIONS

- LOW FLOW SPRAY
- HIGH HUMIDITY CONDITION DUE TO DEBRIS COOLING

BY WATER
- LONG TERM FRESH WATER SUPPLY

»TO PROVIDE DATA FOR VERIFICATION AND MODIFICATION
OF INTEGRAL SYSTEM CODES SUCH AS MELCOR FOR
ANALYSIS OF FP TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR

>

2
n
o

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES INSIDE
CONTAINMENT UNDER AM CONDITIONS

• LOW FLOW SPRAY
- LOWER CONDENSATION RATE DUE TO LARGER SPRAY DROPLETS
- EFFECT OF THE REDUCED CONDENSATION RATE ON D1FFUSIOPHOHESIS

• CONTINUOUS FRESH WATER SPRAY SUPPLIED FROM WATER SOURCE OUTSIDE
CONTAINMENT VESSEL
- LARGER FP CONCENTRATION DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DROPLET VOLUME AND
CONTAINMENT AIRSPACE

©HIGH HUMIDITY CONDITION DUE TO STEAM GENERATION AS A RESULT OF
DEBRIS COOLING
- PROMOTION OF GRAVITATIONAL SETTLING AS A RESULT OF FP AEROSOL
PARTICLE GROWTH

• INTEGRAL FP REMOVAL EFFECT VIA VARIETY OF DEPOSITION MECHANISM AND
COAGULATION MECHANISM

©TIME VARYING AMBIENT CONDITIONS
- TOTAL PRESSURE / STEAM PARTIAL PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE
- FP AEROSOL GENERATION RATE



TESLFAC1LITY
©UTILIZATION OF TOSHIBA GIRAFFE
FACILITY

- ORIGINALLY CONSTRUCTED FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF PASSIVE
CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM
(PCCS) IN SBWR

©GIRAFFE OVERVIEW

- FULL HEIGHT SIMULATION OF BWR
- 1/400-1/720 SCALED VOLUME OF
BWR

- THREE SEPARATE VESSEL COMPONENTS
SIMULATING DRYWELL / SUPPRESSION
CHAMBER / REACTOR VESSEL... USED IN THE

- PCCS -, PRESENT TEST
- GRAVITY DRIVEN CORE I -•• NOT USED
COOLING SYSTEM J |N THE

PRESENT TEST Mipsc

GIRAFFE VESSEL SPECIFICATIONS

VESSEL

VOIUMF (nf)
HFIGHT fro)
DIAMFTFR Cm)

DESIGN PRESS
fMPa)

HEATER POWER
(KW)

SUPPRESSION
CHAMBER (S/C)

JJLSL.

1.4

0.6

DRWELL

P i (D/W
0,-J k

17.7

0.6

REACTOR

PRESSURE

VESSEL (RPV)

1.6

?oo
m
2
o
g

TEST FACILITY MODIFICATIONS

A - SPRAY WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
B - SUPERHEATED STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
C,D - Csl AEROSOL SUPPLY / MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

I-CONDENSABLE GAS SUPPLY SYSTEM

INSTRUMENTATION OF GIRAFFE-FP

AIR COMPRESSOR

AEROSOL GENERATOR
(ATOM1ZER/MKER)

NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTATION

I7EM

PRESSURE

TBiPERATtre

WATER LEVEL

1-LOS RATG

FP CONCENrRATION

PtMER

WM3ER

25
100

28
21

MORE THAN 5
ELEVATIONS

G

CO

O
O



SCALING CONSIDERATION OF
TEST FACILITY (GIRAFFE-FP)

>FULL HEIGHT SIMULATION OF CONTAINMENT VESSEL (CV)
- PRESERVATION OF VERTICAL ELEVATIONS FOR FALLING
FP AND SPRAY DROPLET

• USAGE OF ACTUAL PUNT SPRAY NOZZLE WITH SPRAY
FLOW RATE PER NOZZLE IDENTICAL TO THAT OF ACTUAL
PLANT NOZZLE
- SIMULATION OF DROPLET DIAMETER DISTRIBUTION AND
DROPLET VELOCITY

- SIMULATION OF STEAM CONDENSATION RATE ON SPRAY
DROPLETS

>HEAT LOSS CONTROL BY HEATERS SURROUNDING CV
- MINIMIZATION OF HEAT LOSS

SCALING CONSIDERATION OF
TEST FACILITY (GIRAFFE-FP)-Con t; d

> IMPOSING OF SEVERAL TRANSIENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS TO CV
- CONTINUOUS STEAM SUPPLY SIMULATING STEAM GENERATION AS
RESULT OF DEBRIS COOLING

- CONTINUOUS NON-CONDENSABLE GAS SUPPLY SIMULATING GAS
GENERATION DUE TO MCCI AND METAL WATER REACTION

- CONTINUOUS FP (Csl AEROSOL) SUPPLY SIMULATING FP
REEVAPORATION INSIDE PRESSURE VESSEL

>FULL HEIGHT SIMULATION OF SUPPRESSION CHAMBER (BWR TEST)
- SIMULATION OF POOL SCRUBBING EFFECT

INTEGRAL SIMULATION OF BOTH THERMAL HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT
BEHAVIOR AND FP TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR SIMILAR TO THAT IN
ACTUAL PLANT CAN BE ACHIEVED IN GIRAFFE-FP

2
oo
3

SPRAY FLOW PATTERN AND
DROPLET DIAiETER DISTRIBUTION

iALL DROPLETS FALLING WITHOUT ATTACHING TO THE WALL

3 * 5 6 1 8 9 SO !' I? 13

EnHET DIJEIBt W

I TEST CONDITION
- TWO NOZZLES
- SPRAY FLOW : 3(1itre/mfn)
- PRESSURE :• 1(bar)

ATMOSPHERE

TWO FLUID NOZZLE USED IN GIRAFFE-FP

'\ ••'?

ATOMIZATION TECHNIQUE BY SUPERHEATED STEAM
•DESIGNED ATOMIZING TECHNIQUE
CONFIRMED VISUALLY IN
ATMOSPHERE

• AEROSOL DIAMETER MEASURED
UNDER STEAM ENVIRONMENT

©TYPICAL ATOMIZING
CONDITIONS
-Csl SOLUTION CONCENTRATION : 15wt%
- Csl SOLUTION PRESSURE : 0.2MPa
- SUPERHEATED STEM! PRESSURE : 0.4MPa

.UX

o
o

VISUALIZATION IN ATMOSPHERE,-



Csi MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
© O N L Y ONE MEASURING UNIT USED

- OPTICAL PARTICLE COUNTER

©MEASURING LOCATION CHANGE ACHIEVED BY -\
TRANSPORT OF MEASURING UNIT UP AND DOWN

©MEASUREMENT FOCUSED IN D/W REGION AFTER i
SPRAY INITIATION ]

©THEN MEASURING UNIT MOVED TO THE D/W ! :
BOTTOM •' .

©ABOUT 30 MIN OF MEASURING TIME NEEDED AT .,
ONE LOCATION
- 3 TIMES REPEATED MEASUREMENTS AT ONE
LOCATION

Csl MEASURING UNIT

TYPICAL AEROSOL CONDITION IN LOWER DRYWELL
AFTER~RPV FAILURE (TQUV)

©AEROSOL CONDITION TO BE IMPOSED AS BOUNDARY CONDITION IN GIRAFFE-FP
DETERMINED BY BOTH MAAP AND MELCOR ANALYSIS
- TYPICAL Csl FLOW RATE AS A RESULT OF RE-EVAPORATION : 1~5mg/min
- TYPICAL Csl PARTICLE MASS MEAN DIAMETER : —^i fi m

©BOTH MEASURED Csl CONCENTRATION AND DIMETER GENERATED BY ATOMIZER
NOZZLE CONFIRMED CLOSE TO PRESCRIBED VALUES

10
OIAMTTER (pm)

Csl PARTICLE VOLUMETRIC DISTRIBUTION

0 60 120 180 210 300 360 120 480 540 600 6G0

THE (min)

Csl INJECTION RATE INTO LOWER DRYWELL >
Cd

2n
o

SYSTEM INTEGRAL TEST CONDITIONS
CONDITIONS DETERMINED FROM RESULTS OF PLANT ANALYSIS USING

LEVEL-2 PSA FOR DOMINANT LOW PRESSURE FAILURE OF PRESSURE VESSEL
- TQUV
- LOCA

>INITIAL CONDITIONS INSIDE CONTAINMENT VESSEL
- TIME CORRESPONDING TO PRESSURE VESSEL FAILURE BY MOLTEN CORE
- TOTAL PRESSURE / STEAM PARTIAL PRESSURE / NON-CONDENSABLE GAS

PARTIAL PRESSURE
- TEMPERATURE
- AEROSOL CONCENTRATION

• 1 /720 SCALED FLOW FtATE©BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
- SPRAY FLOW RATE
- STEAM GENERATION RATE CORRESPONDING TO DEBRIS COOLING
- Csl AEROSOL INJECTION RATE

TYPICAL TEST CONDITIONS (BWR TQUV CASE)
©TEST CONDITIONS DETERMINED CONSIDERING BOTH MAAP AND
MELCOR ANALYSIS

INITIAL CONDITION

.DRYWELL

©PRESSURE - 0 . 3 0 MPa
@TEMPERATURE~420 K o

SOL CONCENTRATION £
10"* kg/m3

^SUPPRESSION
CHAMBER

• PRESSURE
- 0 . 3 0 MPa
©TEMPERATURE

- 3 4 0 K

[BOUNDARY CONDITION
DRYWELL

-,© SPRAY FLOW RATI
,AM

Time upsc

O
O
VO



BWR.JQUV TEST RESULTS (CV PRESSURE TRANSIENT)

30000 40000 50000 60000

TIME (sec)

SPflAY ON

MAXIMUM DRYWELL PRESSURE KEPT RELATIVELY LOW (LITTLE HIGHER THAN DESIGN
PRESSURE OF PCV EVEN UNDER LOW SPRAY FLOW CONDITION)
- EFFECTIVE HEAT REMOVAL OF DIRECT CONTACT HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN

SUBCOOLED WATER AND PURE STEAM
DRYWELL MAXIMUM PRESSURE OBSERVED AFTER 8 HOURS, WHEN STEAM CONDENSING
CAPABILITY OF SPRAY BALANCING WITH STEAM SUPPLY RATE | /)/

h
CO

MELCOR ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BWR TQUV TEST
- DRYWELL PRESSURE TRANSIENT -

0 1OOOO 20000 30000 1O0OO 50000 fiOOOO

T i m e ( s )

CALCULATED INITIAL PRESSURE INCREASING RATE LOWER THAN
MEASURED DATA DUE TO SMALLER TEMPERATURE RISE ABOVE THE
FIRST VENT PIPE EXIT IN THE ANALYSIS
CONSIDERATION OF THERMAL STRATIFICATION NEEDED

BWR TOUV TEST RESULTS ^AEROSOL CONCENTRATI ON TRANS IENT)
50 i

2-10 300 360 120 480 540 600 660

TIME (min)

IN THE UPPER DRYWELL, AEROSOL CONSIDERED TO BE REMOVED BY DIFFUSIOPHORESIS
ASSOCIATED WITH RAPID STEAM CONDENSATION NEAR THE NOZZLE, ESPECIALLY
IMMEDIATELY AFTER SPRAY INITIATION
IN THE LOWER DRYWELL, AEROSOL CONSIDERED TO BE MAINLY REMOVED BY IMPACT I ON
OF SPRAY DROPLETS BECAUSE OF SATURATION TEMPERATURE CONDITION OF WATER
IN THE ENTIRE DRYWELL REGION, AEROSOL CONCENTRATION KEPT LOWER THROUGH
THE TEST

>
m

2n
o

MELCOR ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BWR TQUV TEST
- Csl AEROSOL CONCENTRATION IN DRYWELL -

oo

CALCULATED CONCENTRATION TRANSIENT AGREED WELL
WITH THAT OF TEST DATA mpcc



MELCOR ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR BWR TQUV TEST-Cont 'd
- AEROSOL CONCENTRATIONS BY ORIGINAL AND MODIFIED MELCOR -

0 J?.O 240 3GO 400 600
Time tmio)

0 120 2-10 360 <180 600
Tine [mill]

UNDER PURE STEAM CONDITION, AEROSOL COLLECTION EFFICIENCY
BY DIFFUSIOPHORESIS ARTIFICIALLY SET TO BE 1.0 IN
ORIGINAL MELCOR CODE
DUE TO THIS INADEQUATE MODEL, CALCULATED CONCENTRATION BY
ORIGINAL MELCOR RAPIDLY DECREASED AFTER SPRAY INITIATION

TEST SCHEDULE

TEST
PLANNING

FACILITY
MODIFICATION

TEST

ANALYSIS

1993 1994

\

1995

' 1

1996

1
•

1

1997 1998

ffl

2n
o

CURRENT STATUS SUMMARY_OF
GIRAFFE-FP TEST PROGRAM

©TEST FACILITY MODIFICATION OF GIRAFFE-FP COMPLETED
•SPRAY DROPLET DISTRIBUTION UNDER LOW FLOW CONDITION
MEASURED

«§Csl AEROSOL DIAMETER AND CONCENTRATION ADJUSTED TO BE
CONSISTENT WITH ANALYSIS CONDITION

@A SYSTEM INTEGRATION TEST SIMULATING BWR TQUV
SEQUENCE COMPLETED
- LONG RANGE TESTS SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
- MAXIMUM DRYWELL PRESSURE KEPT RELATIVELY LOW

(LITTLE HIGHER THAN DESIGN PRESSURE OF PCV EVEN UNDER LOW
SPRAY FLOW CONDITION)

- AEROSOL CONCENTRATION DECREASED RAPIDLY AFTER
SPRAY INITIATION I
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9.4 Deposition of Csl Aerosol In Horizontal Straight Pipe
under Inert and Superheated Steam Environment

Hiroaki Shibazaki. Minoru Igarashi*, Yu Maruyama, Akio Maeda,

Yuhei Harada. Akihide Hidaka, Jun Sugimoto

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

* Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

ABSTRACT

In a severe accident of an LWR, fission products (FPs) aerosol released from a reactor core

region will be deposited on the inner surface of the reactor coolant piping. In such conditions, the

piping might be subjected to a thermal load due to decay heat from the deposited FPs. It is very

important to quantify the FP aerosol deposition on the piping surfaces. Therefore the FP aerosol

behavior in piping is being investigated in the WIND (Wide Range Piping Integrity

Demonstration) project at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. The objectives of present

study are to characterize the aerosol deposition on piping surfaces under various thermal-

hydraulic conditions and to obtain insights for the validation of analytical models.

A test facility used in aerosol deposition tests mainly consists of two test sections in series,

aerosol generators, an argon gas supply system, a steam generator, an aerosol sampling system

and a heat exchanger. The test sections are made from stainless steel pipe of about 100mm in

inner diameter and 2000mm in length. Cesium iodide (Csl) aerosol was generated by the aerosol

generator using an induction heating technique and introduced into the test section with a carrier

gas. Argon gas or a mixture of argon and superheated steam was used as a aerosol carrier gas.

A chemical analysis of the deposited aerosol showed that no evidence was found for the

decomposition of Csl under inert and superheated steam environments. The major deposition

mechanisms are identified to be the condensation of Csl vapor and the thermophoretic aerosol

transportation from the carrier gas to the colder piping surfaces. Thermo-fluiddynamic analyses

of the carrier gas with WINDFLOW code implied that a precise prediction is required for the

evaluation of the amount and the spatial distribution of the aerosol deposition. Remarkable

aerosol deposition onto the floor area and enlargement of the deposited aerosol were observed in

the test with a superheated steam environment. An additional test will be shortly performed in

order to reconfirm the findings obtained under a superheated steam environment.
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Deposition of Csl Aerosol in Horizontal Straight Pipe
under inert and Superheated Steam Environments

H. Shibazaki, M. igarashi*, Y. Maruyama, A. Maeda?

Y. Harada, A. Hidaka and J. Sugimoto

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
* Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

2. Outline of Aerosol Deposition Test

Presented at SARJ-97
October 6-8,1997 Yokohama, Japan
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2. Outline of Aerosol Deposition Test
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Deposition Surface Density of Cesium
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©No evidence was found for the decomposition of Csl under
inert and superheated steam environments.

©Detailed characterization of thermal-hydraulics of gas
surrounding aerosol is required for an accurate prediction
of the aerosol deposition.

# Remarkable aerosol deposition onto floor area and
enlargement of deposited aerosol were observed in
the test with a superheated steam environment.

©Further confirmation test is necessary.
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9.5 Experimental and Analytical Study

Akihide HSDAKAS Yu MARUYAMA, Minoru IGARASHI,

Kazuichlro HASHIMOTO and Jun SUGiMOTO

Dept. of Reactor Safety Research

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Abstract

The tests on fission product (FP) behavior in piping under severe accidents are being

conducted in the WIND Project at JAERI to investigate the piping integrity which may

be threatened by decay heat from deposited FPs.

In order to obtain the background information for future WIND experiment and to

confirm the analytical capabilities of the FP behavior analysis codes, ART developed

by JAERi and VICTORiA by SNL, the FP behavior in safety relief valve (SRV) line of

BWR during station blackout without all feed water (TQUX) sequence was analyzed.

The analyses showed that the mechanisms that control the FP deposition and transport

agreed well between the two codes. However, it was also found that the differences in

models such as diffusiophoresis or turbulence, the treatment of chemical forms and

aerosol mass distribution may affect the deposition in piping and, consequently, on the

source terms.

The WIND experimental analyses were also conducted with the 3-dimensional

fiuiddynamic code WINDFLOW, ART and an interface module to appropriately couple

the fluiddynamics and FP behavior analyses. The analyses showed that the major

deposition mechanism for Csl is thermophoresis which depends on the thermal

gradient in the gas phase. Accordingly, the coupling analyses was found to be

essential to accurately predict the Csl deposition in piping, to which little attention has

been paid in the previous studies.
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1. Introduction
• WIND (Wide range piping INtegrity Demonstration)

experiment to investigate FP aerosol behavior in piping

• SRV line during TQUX sequence of BWR to be
simulated in WIND project, was calculated by ART and
VICTORIA codes.

— To confirm the analytical capabilities
— To obtain background information for future test

• WIND aerosol deposition tests, WAD1 and 2 were
analyzed by WINDFLOW, ART and an interface module.

— To investigate effect of coupling of fluiddynamics and FP
aerosol analyses on predictability for FP deposition in piping

2

Contents

1. Introduction

2. Outlines of WINDFLOW, ART and VICTORIA
Codes

3. Analysis for BWR SRV Line

4. Analysis for WIND Experiment
(1) WAD1 Test
(2) WAD2 Test

5. Conclusions
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2. Outlines of WINDFLOW, ART and VICTORIA
Codes

© WINDFLOW (developed at JAERl)
— 3-dimensional thermo-fluiddynamic analysis
— Laminar and turbulent flows of compressive fluid
— Solution by semi-implicit method

• ART (developed at JAERI)
— Detailed models for FP aerosol behavior in RCS and CV including ESF
— Fast running capability for PSA
— Module of THALES-2 for source term analysis

• VICTORIA (developed at USNRC)
— Mechanistic models for FP release and transport behaviors in RCS
— Natural deposition mechanisms for FPs in VICTORIA ~ Those of ART

oo



3. Analysis for BWR SRV Line
• Reference plant

— Browns Ferry (with Mark-I containment)

• Analytical sequence
— Station blackout without all feed water (TQUX)

• Aerosol behavior in SRV line at 115min
— Most severe case for SRV integrity during TQUX sequence

• Assumptions (based on MELCGR calculation)
— Duration for SRV opening : 120s
— Gas flow velocity : 250m/s
— Csl and CsOH mass flow rates : 4.81 X 10"3, 5.42 X10"2 kg/s
— Aerosol MMD and GSD : 0.32 u. m, 2.0
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* Recent WIND aerosol deposition test
— WAD1 Test ; Laminar flow (1.01 m/s)
— WAD2 Test ; Turbulent flow (3.45m/s)

* Thermohydraulic conditions defined based on THALES-2
calculation for hot-leg during typical PWR severe accidents

» Connection of WINDFLOW and ART with newly
developed interface module

— To reduce uncertainties in FP behavior analyses
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Aerosol Behavior Test Facility in WIND Exp. WINDFLOW Nodalization for WAD1 and 2 Tests
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Csl Deposition Mass in WAD2 Test
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FP behavior in SRV line during TQUX was analyzed with ART
and VICTORIA codes.

Mechanisms that control FP deposition and transport agreed
well between the two codes.

However, differences in models such as diffusiophoresis,
chemical form and aerosol mass distribution may affect the
deposition in piping.

WIND aerosol deposition test was analyzed with WINDFLOW,
ART and an interface module.

Since major deposition mechanism for Csl is thermophoresis,
coupling of fluiddynamic and FP aerosol analyses was found
to be essential to accurately predict deposition in piping.
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9.6 Steam condensation on spray water drops: experimental results and models
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ABSTRACT

Consequences of an overheating reactor accident can be limited by spraying cold water drops. The
spray reduces the pressure and the temperature levels by condensation of steam. It also leads to
the washout of the fission products (aerosols and iodine) emitted in the reactor building
atmosphere. The present study includes a large program devoted to the evaluation of more
realistic washout rates. An experimental device (named CARAIDAS) and a numerical code
(named ACACIA) have been realized in order to propose and to qualify models for steam
condensation, aerosols collection and gaseous iodine absorption. After a short description of
CARAIDAS and ACACIA, experimental and numerical results of steam condensation or
evaporation on falling drops are presented.
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L- INTRODUCTION

Consequences of an hypothetical overheating reactor accident in a nuclear power plant can be
limited by spraying cold water drops into the containment building. 'The spray reduces the
pressure and the temperature levels inside the containment building by steam condensation on
drops. Over this thermodynamic function, spray leads to the washout of fission products (aerosols
and gaseous iodine) emitted in the reactor building atmosphere. Today, this spray system is taken
into account in different safety codes, using washout rates which have been determined in global
experiments, so these washout rates provide conservative assumptions. The present study includes
a large program devoted to the evaluation of more realistic washout rates. An experimental device
(named CARAIDAS) and a numerical code (named ACACIA) have been developped in order to
propose and to qualify models for steam condensation, aerosols collection and gaseous iodine
absorption. This paper presents experimental results performed on steam condensation or
evaporation on drops. The aim of this study is to find out the evolution of the drops diameter
along their fall of five meters height and to compare these experimental data with numerical
results.

2.- EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE

The experimental device, CARAIDAS (figure 1), is composed of three specific devices for the
study of the drops behaviour:

- the experimental enclosure in which thermodynamic conditions could be achieved,
- the monosized drops generator,
- the drops diameter measurements.

Experimental enclosure is a 5 meters high cylinder with an inner diameter of 0.6 meter. The vessel
is heated up by circulating a thermofluid through the double-wall casing. This system is split in
three sections to ensure uniform temperatures overall the vessel height. The thermofluid circuit
comprises a pump with a flow rate of 12 nrrVh, an electric heater (40 kW) using a PID regulation
to heat up the thermofluid at a maximum temperature of 160"C and each of the three sections are
equipped with one valve and one flow meter. Homogeneous thermodynamic conditions are
obtained by using an air steam circulation with a varying flow rate fan (0 to 50 m3/h), an electric
heater (5 kW) to heat up air-steam mixture with a temperature ranging from 20 to 160°C and an
absolute pressure PID regulation in the range of 1 to 8 bar by using two valves (one for the
pressured air alimentation and one for the release). Steam is produced by an electric generator.
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Steam saturation rate range is from a few percents till 95 %. Highest saturation limit is 95 % to
avoid condensation on the inner surfaces.

When nominal working conditions (P, 7V S) are reached, air-steam circulation is stopped and the
vessel is isolated by two valves. Several sensors are installed on the vessel to check air-steam
mixture homogeneity and evolution during each test:

• five gas temperature sensors (Pt 100, class A),
• three inner vessel wall sensors (Pt 100, class A),
>• one pressure transducer (0-10 bar),
• three steam saturation rate sensors (one by dew point measurement and two by hygroscopic

sensor).

All these experimental data are displayed and saved by using a PC supervisor.

Drops generator is located at the top of the experimental enclosure because this device must be
at ambient temperature whatever the vessel temperature. In order to produce monosized drops,
the generator (figure 2) is based on a break-up process of a jet to drops by applying a periodic
disturbance. With this principle of generation, the space between two successive drops is not
large enough to avoid drops coalescence, so an electrostatic sorting out drops is set up. A stream
of uniformly charged drops is shaped by applying a potential difference between a ring electrode
and the feeding tube. When a short negative impulse is applied to the ring electrode, an uncharged
drop is produced. Deflection plates placed downstream, which are under electrical potential
difference, create an electric field. So, charged drops passing through this electrical field are
deflected and collected. Uncharged drops are not deflected and then are injected into the
experimental enclosure. The rate of injection of uncharged drops is set from 1/1 till 1/1000. With
these conditions, the device can produce monosized water drops with a diameter ranging from
200 to 600 |ira. Drops injection temperature which can be set between 20°C and 80°C by a small
electric heater, is measured by a PtlOO sensor on the feeding tube.

After injection into the vessel, the drops diameter is modified by steam condensation or
evaporation as function of thermodynamic conditions. Optical measurements of the drops
diameter are performed at three elevations: one at the top of the enclosure where the drops are
emitted (z = 0 m), a second one at midheight (z = 2.51 m) and the last one at the bottom of the
device (z = 4.39 m). These measurements are based on drops shadows axial transmittance. A
stroboscopic incoherent light source is placed in front of linear camera (figure 3). When a drop
comes in front of the CCD camera, analogic signals from photodiodes are obtained and then
numerized. The numerical drop shadow is processed in order to calculate the real drop diameter.

3.- ACACIA CODE

Drops characteristics (temperature, diameter, iodine and particles concentration) are modified
during their fall. Three phenomena of transfer between the gas and the drops have to be modelled:
- steam and heat transfer,
• gaseous iodine absorption,
• particles collection.

Because iodine absorption and aerosols collection are coupled with steam and heat transfers, the
aim of the first part of the program is to model the condensation phenomena.

In ACACIA code, different assumptions are used:
• gaseous concentrations are homogeneous in the vessel,
• steady state conditions in gas,
• drops are independant.

Steam and heat transfers from the gaseous phase to the liquid one is modelled by the double film
theory (figure 4). Steam mass transfer is located in the gaseous film and heat transfer takes place
through the whole double film. Beyond this double film, temperatures and concentrations are
supposed steady.

The steam flow rate is:

N
R . T R . T.

(eq.l)

The transfer coefficient kg which is the ratio between the diffusion coefficient of steam in air and
the thickness of tfte gaseous film, is computed thanks to a correlation given by BEARD and
PRUPPACHERfl].

Sh - 1.61* 0.718 Re "2 . Sc w

The heat flow rate qg through the gaseous film is :

qg - hg (Tg - T.) N . M . AH

convective exchanges condensation contribution

The heat transfer coefficient hg is also computed by a correlation given by BEARD and
PRUPPACHER[1]:

Nu - 2 • 0.69 Re w . Pr 1/3
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The heat flow rate qd through the drop film is:

The heat transfer coefficient hd, which is a function of the internal flow in the drop, is computed
by HENDOU's correlations [2].

As the heat flow rate is the same on the gas side and on the drop side, finally, heat flow rate
through the whole double film is:

(T, - T,) . N . M . AH . hd (T. - Td) (eq.2)

So, coupling eq.l and eq.2, the interface temperature T; and the steam flow rate N are computed
by a numerical method (NEWTON-RAPHSON) at level z. Drops characteristics, steam and heat
flow rates at level z allow to compute the drops characteristics evolution at level
z+ Az (figure 5):



' drops diameter:

D . (z , Az) . Dd
J
 (Z)

6 . D,2
 (Z) . At . N .

A t N . M . AHl

m . Cp

with At -
V

o drops temperature:

Td (z <• Az) - Td (z) •

4.- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results are drops diameters measurements at three levels (z = 0 m, z = 2.51 m,
z = 4.39 m) in the experimental enclosure for different initial drops diameters and for several
thermodynamic conditions (P, T,, S) which are representative of conditions that could be expected
in containment building during an hypothetical overheating reactor accident.

Two kinds of experiments have been performed, one on evaporation conditions and one on
condensation conditions.

In evaporation tests, drops are injected in dry gas, so only evaporation occurs. During these tests,
a large range of experimental conditions (table 1) have been achieved in the experiemental vessel.
For example, absolute pressure is ranging from 1 to 5.4 bar and gas temperature is ranging from
20 to 147°C. The thermodynamic conditions measurements achieved by all the sensors set up on
the experimental enclosure show a very good homogeneity all over the five meters height and the
steady-state conditions. For each test, mean drop diameter (Dmuil) and standard deviation (a) of
drops at the three measurement levels are presented in table 2.

The drops diameters measurements at the top level (z = 0 m) show that the drops generator
produces monosized drops (standard deviation lower than 10 um) and this with diameters ranging
from 295 to 610 um. For the second and the third levels (z = 2.51 and z = 4.39 m), the standard
deviation of drops populations are also small (o < 15 um) even that these optical measurements
are more difficult to achieve because of a drops spatial dispersion. Moreover, depending on
thermodynamic conditions, drops diameters between the top and the bottom of the enclosure vary
from a few percents till a total disappearance of drops. These evaporation tests results are used
to qualify steam evaporation model.

In condensation tests, cold water drops are injected in wet gas. Because experiments are
performed with steam saturation rate lower than 1 to avoid condensation in the vessel, steam
condensation on drops occurs just during the beginning of the drop fall: steam and heat flow rates
induce the growth and the heating of drops. When the drops temperature reaches the dew
temperature, steam condensation stops. But this temperature is lower than the gas temperature
so evaporation appears : there is an equilibrium between the heat flow brought to the drop and
the heat lost by evaporation. Thus, the drop temperature is steady but the diameter decreases.

5.- MODEL/EXPERIMENT COMPARISON

In order to qualify the steam condensation model included in ACACIA code, experimental and
numerics} results of the evolution of. drops diameters are compared.

ACACIA computations are realized by using experimental thermodynamics conditions (table 1)
and initial drops diameter at the top level (table 2). Then experimental and numerical drops
diameters at levels z = 2.51 m and z = 4.39 m are compared on the basis of the following ratio
(Ra).

R a •=

with DAC : drops diameter computed by ACACIA

and DCA : drops diameter measurements in CARAIDAS

These results (table 3) show a good agreement between experimental data and numerical
computations because most of the absolute values of this ratio are smaller than ten percents.This
ratio is not computed when drops disappear because in this case the value just could be 100 %
or 0 %. For some tests (numbers 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26), differences between code and
experiment are greater (> 10 %). Nevertheless, figures 6 and 7 show that the evolutions of drops
diameters computed by ACACIA are closed to experimental results even in cases of total
evaporation of drops. In fact when the evaporation is very important, drops diameter DCA

becomes small so the ratio Ra increases.When the condensation occurs (tests 27 and 28 on figure
7), the drops evolution computed by ACACIA is very closed to the measurements.

6.- CONCLUSION

An experimeStal device and a numerical code have been performed in order to propose and
qualify models for steam condensation, aerosols collection and iodine absorption which are the
phenomena occuring in spraying systems. The first part of this program (drops behaviour in
evaporation and condensation conditions) is ended. The results of numerical simulations of drops
evolution show a good agreement with the experimental data acquired.
Now, experimental aerosols tests are going on in order to qualify collection efficiency models.
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135.3
135.0
135.2
135.0
141.3

141.6

Td
(°Q
20
20.6

20.6
25
25
25
25
25.4

28.8

28.4

28
30.5

31.0
28.6
28.6

27.0
28.6
30.9
24.7

29.6
29.2
28.6
28..6

30.3
29.8
30.4

36.1
37.4

s
(%)
32
18

20.5
12
3
4
4
<1
<I
2
<1
<1
15
4
6
3.5
2.5
3
23
16
12
2
3
4
4
3
58
72.7

Table 1: Thermodynamic conditions

Test
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
T>

23
24
25
26
27
28

Z =

Dmt,n

(um)

418
590
611
387
563
602
423
414
432
574
423
441
605
584
625
291
302
309
338
377
311
319
296
296
295
303
342
344

0 m

o
(um)

5
5
4
1

3
9
2
2
2
3
4
3
4
4
6
3
5
5
3
4
7
2
3
4
5
7
2
2

z = 2.51 m

Dmt,n
(urn)

416
587
613
375
544
581
391
393
401
554
393
404
576
565
612
236
225
237
329
340
254
212
158
143
146
183
337
348

0

(um)

10
4
5
4
7
9
7
6
S
6
4
7
11
3
8
6
6
7
4
6
5
7
11
11
15
6
5
6

z = 4.39 m

(jxm)

408
580
599
363
530
569
369
363
366
S26
342
357
547
545
600
181
HS"
144
319
257
\87
D"
D"
D"
D"
V>"
303
321

a
(fim)

6
3
3
6
7
8
4
5
7
8
7
7
9
9
12
11
US'
14
6
7
7

.

10
10

no measurement
' drops disappearance

Table 2: Experimental results

Test
number

l
2
•3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

CARATDAS

z=0m

D m e m
(Hin)

418
590
611
387
S63
602
423
414
432
574
423
441
605
584
625
291
302
309
338
377
311
319
296
296
295
303
342
344

z=2,51m

(um)

416
587
613
375
544
581
391
393
401
554
393
404
576
565
612
236
225
237
329
340
254
212
1S8
143
146
183
337
348

z=4.39m
Dmcm
(um)

408
580
599
363
530
568
369
363
366
526
342
357
547
545
600
181
0
144
319
257
187
0
0
0
0
0
303
321

ACACIA

z=2.51m

Dd
(urn)

412
584
606
374
548
587
392
380
390
551
376
397
576
564
609
235
222
238
330
333
247
187
114
0
0
156
338
351

z=4.39m

Ai
(urn)

409
SS2
603
364
533
574
366
350
352
529
330
355
547
544
591
165
0
117
324
288
168
0
0
0
0
0
321
341

(Dac-Dca)/Dca

z=2.51m

(%)

-1.0
-0.5
-1.1
-0.3
0.7
1.1
0.3
-3.4

-2.6
-0.6
-4.4
-1.8

•0.1
-0.1

-0.5
-0.4

-1.5

0.6
0.2
.7 1

•2,7
-11.6
-27.6

-14.5
0.3
0.9

z=4.39m

(%)

0.2
0.3
0.7
0.3
0.6
1.0
-0.8
-3.6
-3.8

0.5
-3.5
-0.5
0.0
-0.1

-1.5

-8.7

-19.1
1.4
11.9
-10.4

-

5.9
6.2

>
ffl
2
n
o
3

c
o

Table 3: Model/Experiment comparison
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Drops generator

CCD camera

condenser

Release

Acquisition and data processing
~* Drops diameter

Stop valve

Thermofluid circuit

MB Air-swam circuit

I •'••••I A e r o s o l s c i r c u i t .

Sensors (T, P, S,.,.)

Actions

• parameters historical

Figure 1 : Experimental device CARAIDAS

feeding tube

collector

piezo-electric transducer
(vibration source)

charging electrode

deflection plates

injected drop

experimental enclosure

Figure 2 : Monosized drops generator

stroboscope lamp blue filter

V

drops
,1

photodiodes
of theCCD camera

\ /

A

focusing lens

A

lens

A

lens

Figure 3 : Principle of optical drops diameter measurement

gas-drop interface
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DROP

- •
gaseous film liquid film

Figure 4 : Double-film theory scheme
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9.7 Failure Criteria and Fission Prodiicts Trapping Effect at Containment
Penetrations under Severe Accident Conditions

Atsushi WATANABE *, Takashi HASHIMOTO* and Masahiko OSAKI**

^Systems Safety Department, NUPEC

**Nuclear Engineering Laboratory, Toshiba

ABSTRACT

The purposes of this tests are to demonstrate the integrity of the containment penetrations

under severe accident conditions, to investigate the failure criteria and to demonstrate fission

products trapping effects along the leakage paths of its degraded penetrations.

Actual modules of the electrical penetration assemblies and actual flange gaskets of the

equipment hatches were used for the tests as the containment penetrations. They were installed

into the large-scale test apparatus and suffered with high temperature and high pressure steam/air

mixture environment.

Twelve electrical module tests (nine low-voltage and three high-voltage modules) and five

flange gasket tests have been carried out. No leakage have been found for every test piece less

than 200°C. Some leakage was found for seven low-voltage module at 280-320°C. For the high-

voltage module, leakage was only found during temperature decreasing process from 380°C to

room temperature. In case of flange gasket, the leakage temperature was occurred depending on

the system pressure, 33O°C at 0.8 MPa and 360°C at 0.4 MPa.

Csl aerosol was injected with carrier air into the damaged test pieces to evaluate aerosol

trapping effects along the leakage path. The inlet and the outlet aerosol concentrations were

measured by a laser particle counter. Decontamination factor (DF= inlet aerosol concentration /

outlet aerosol concentration) was ranged from 10 to more than 1000 for the low-voltage modules

and 10 to 30 for the flange gasket.

This work is sponsored under the contract by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,
Japan.
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Failure Criteria and Fission Products
Effect at Containment Penetrations

Severe Accident Conditions

SARJ-97
October 7,1997 Pacifico YOKOHAMA

A.Watanabe / T.Hashimoto
Systems Safety Department

OUTLINE

1. Background
2. Objectives
3. Containment Penetrations
4. Test Facility
5. Integrity Test
6. Leak Criteria Test
7. Aerosol Trapping Test
8. Conclusion

NUPEC w
2
n
o

BACKGROUND

©Containment Penetrations with Sealing Compounds
made of Organic Seal Materials could be Damaged
under Severe Accident Conditions

®To prevent Containment Leakage and Failure,
Containment Spray as an Accident Management
has been adopted

- Maximum Temperature S 200°C
- Maximum Pressure S 2 Pd

OBJECTIVES

1. Demonstrate the Integrity of the Containment
Penetrations under Severe Accident Conditions
adopting Accident Management

2. investigate the Failure Criteria of the Containment
Penetrations under Severe Accident Conditions

3. Demonstrate Fission Products Trapping Effects
along the Leakage Paths of its Degraded Penetrations

o
o

NUPEC NUPEC



LOCATION OF CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS
(Typical BWR Containment)

Drywdl Main Flango

Gasket Seal
(Silicono Rubber) ~

Containment Vessel

Low voltage Module
(Epoxy Resin)

High Voltage Module

Secondary Seal
(EPR)

Gasket Seal
(Silicone Rubber)

NUPEC

VARIOUS CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

Hatch Flange

Equipment Hatch Flange

Flange Gaskets

Electrical Penetration
Assembly(EPA)

Electrical Penetration Assembly

B

Low Voltage Module

NUPEC 2
n
o

TEST FACILITY

Hatch Flange
PICTURE OF TEST FACILITY

I '

l l " '

r .

. ..,' .-'.- ^ .' ' i|,

•NUPEC NUPEC



PICTURE OF TEST SPECIMEN

_o>.' Vclipc o f1 loc'i.'lc Sn =:" Krnoc

•/•

High Voltage Module Flange Gaskets NUPEC

CO

co

I
PICTURE OF LOW VOLTAGE MQDULE(Q,

AFTER THE INTEGRITY TEST

Overview

• "T

i ,</•

i

Inlet (Heating Side)
Outlet (Non- Heating Side)

INTEGRITY TEST

Test Condi t ion
Test Piece : Low Voltage Module(Cable;0.9mm2)
Temperature : 120- 200°C (Cycle)
Pressure :0.1-0.8MPa
Radiation Aging: 800KGy
Atmosphere : Steam

Test Results
m Any leak was not observed 25°

during and after the test period P 200
©Temperature/Pressure Profile

—> Right figure
©State of test piece after the test

-^ Next photograph

T1A-5C Inlet Gas)T!-3 1l-4 TlA-6C0utlel Gas)
0 ring I

10 15 20 25
Time(hr)

NUPEC

SUMMARY OF INTEGRITY TEST

Test Pieces
Low Volt. Module
0.9mm2 (1)
0.9mm2 (2)
0.9mmz (3)
Coaxial Cable
100mm2

2mm2

High Volt. Module
500mm2

500mm2

500mm2

Hatch Flange
K-Type(1)
K-Type (2)
G- Type

Rad.

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Steam

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Temp.fC)

230
200-120

200
200
200
200

230
200

200-120

230
200-120
200-120

Test Duration(hr)

24
27
20
20
20
20

24
20
42

24
50
54

Leak

No*
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No

No*
No
No

NUPEC
Pressure : 0.8MPa

*Little leak was occurred after cooling down to RT NUPEC

>
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s
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LEAK CRITERIA TEST

Test Condition
Test Piece : Low Voltage Module(Cable;0.9mm2(T/C))
Temperature :200°C-FailureTemp.(20 °C escalation/1 hr holding)
Pressure : 0.8MPa
Radiation Aging: 800KGy
Atmosphere : Steam

TSA-5 ' T I - 3 T I - 4 t l A - 6
0 r ing I

Test Results
•Leak was occurred around 320°C
of inlet temperature after 14hrs

©Temperature of outlet sealing material K 300

was estimated around 180- 200°C = 200
©Temperature/Pressure Profile

—> Right figure
©State of test piece after the test

—» Next photograph

400

100

TIA-5(lnlo1 Gas)

Time(hr)
10 12 14 16

NUPEC

PICTURE OF TEST PIECES AFTER THE LEAK
CRITERIA TEST

Overview
(l./n, ,ip

Inlet (Heating Side)

Low Voltage ModuIe(0.9mnn2(T/C))

Detail Part

Hatch Flange (K- Type Gasket)

NUPEC
>
m
2
n
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LEAK FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

Test Condition
Test Piece
Flow Gas
Temperature
Inlet Pressure
Outlet Pressure

: Damaged low voltage modules (various types)
:Air
:RT-200°C (gas/test piece)
:0.11-0.9MPa
:0.1MPa 10-2-

Test Results
• Leak flow rate is proportional to
a square root of the differential
pressure under low pressure
difference

- Incompressible flow
©At higher pressure difference(more
than 0.1 MPa), the flow rate is nearly
proportion to the differential pressure

- Compressible flow

10-3

10-"

Slope =0.5

Slope =1

10-3 102 1O-1

Differential Pressure (MPa)
10°

AEROSOL TRAPPING TEST

Test Condition
Test Piece

Temperature/Pressure
Radiation Aging
Atmosphere
Aerosol/Concentration
Particle diameter

: Low Voltage Module
(Cable;0.9mm2(T/C))

:100°C/0.13MPa
: 800KGy
:Air
: Csl/~100mg/m3

:~1micron(AMMD)

NUPEC

Test Results
• Inlet and Outlet aerosol concentrations
were basically constant during test period

©Decontamination factor(DF*) was
estimated more than 100

®Leak flow rate was decreased exponentially
during the test period due to aerosol
accumulation in the leakage path

Note: DF= Inlet Cone/Outlet Cone.

1 0 "

1 0 "

10- '

10- '

! 0 3

• Inlet
O Outlet

oo

10"-'

30 1 2 3 4 5 '

Time(hr)

NUPEC
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SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
(Leak Criteria Test / Aerosol Trapping Test)

LEAK CRITERIA

Test Pieces
Low Volt. Module
0.9mm2 (1)
0.9mm2 (2)
0.9mm2 (3)
0.9mm2 (T/C)
0.9mmz (T/C)

Coaxial Cable
100mm2

2mm2

High Volt. Module
500mm2

500mm2

Hatch Flange
K-Type(1)
K-Type (2)
K-Type (3)

Rad.

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Steam

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Failure Temp.(°C)/Mode

Cooling period (230-RT)
at 300
at 280
at 320
at 290
at 300
at 280
at 290

Cooling period (380-RT)
No Failure (at 400°C)

Cooling period (230-RT)
at 330
at 360*

DF

>1000
100-1000
30-1000
100-500
100-300
100-500
100-1000

10-30

<1000
-

<100
10-20
10-30

Pressure: 0.8MPa (* 0.4MPa) NUPEC

400

350

O 300

| 200
E
v 150

50

0

- - -

- - r - -
\

\

!

i

i—. .•••:.-] Inlact
tM"rfFm"" Leak Temp

(1) (1) (1) (1) (2) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (6) (6) (7) (7) (7) (7) (8)
Low Voltage Module High Voltage Module Hatch Flange

I I No leak was observed bellow 200°C "for all penetrations
©Leak will be occurred above 250°C for low voltage module
©For high voltage module and hatch flange, leak temperature is higher

than low voltage module
©Obtained leak criteria is consistent with published data

NUPEC 73

no
3

O
O
O

- All containment penetrations were not leaked under
the accident management conditions

- The failure criteria of the containment penetrations
were evaluated and the criteria depend strongly on
the ambient temperature rather than the pressure

- The damaged containment penetrations behave as
an aerosol filter, and the decontamination factor (DF)
was expected to be more than 10

NUPEC
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10. Session VIII

FCI Simulation

Chairperson: K. H. Bang (Korea Maritime Univ.)
Co-chairperson: H. Okada (NUPEC)
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10.1 Development of TRACER-II and Application to In-Vessel FCI's

K.H. Bang

School of Mechanical Engineering, Korea Maritime University, Pusan, Korea

Tel: +82-51-410-4365, Fax: +82-51-404-3986

Abstract

A vapor explosion is a physical process in which very rapid energy transfer occurs between a hot liquid and a

volatile, colder liquid when the two liquids come into a sudden contact. During the course of a severe accident in

present day nuclear fission reactors, such a contact of molten fuel and coolant is likely, thus an attention has been

paid to the potential hazard of a large-scale vapor explosion such as containment breach by missile generation and

dynamic pressure impulse. This paper presents the current status of the computer program TRACER-II development

and its application to in-vessel FCI's. The code contains a complete description of vapor explosions: mixing and

propagation.

Recently, reactor safety analysts have paid attention to the accident management strategy of retaining the molten

degraded core within the reactor vessel, possibly in the vessel lower head. In so doing, the complicated ex-vessel

phenomena could be avoided However, the integrity of vessel lower head may have a potential threat in two waj's:

thermal attack by the hot molten core and mechanical attack from an in-vessel steam explosion. The fuel-coolant

interactions inside the reactor vessel is, therefore, one of the key issues in this in-vessel retention of core melt and

needs to be properly modeled and analyzed. The vessel integrity needs to be evaluated against the dynamic pressure

impulse from the potential steam explosion. Also the fuel-coolant mixing and melt breakup determines the initial

conditions of the thermal interaction between core melt and lower head. This paper reports a preliminary modeling of

in-vessel FCI*s using TRACER-II and discusses relevant key issues.
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Development of TRACER-H and Application to

In-Vessel FCI's

K.H. Bang
School of Mechanical Engineering, Korea Maritime University

Workshop on Severe Accident Research held in Japan
Yokohama, Japan

October 6-8, 1997

KMU Heat Transfer Lab

OUTLINE

• Introduction

• TRACER-II mathematical model

• Analysis of FARO test

• Analysis of KROTOS test

• Preliminary results of LAVA analysis

• Conclusions

KMU Heal Transfer Lab
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BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

• Fuel-Coolant Interactions (Vapor explosions)

- Mixing: melt breakup, multi-phase thermal-hydraulics

- Triggering: local interaction, vapor film collapse

- Propagation/escalation: fine fragmentation, shock wave

- Expansion: mechanical work, structural integrity

- Important, but unresoved issue in reactor severe accidents

- In-vessel retention of core melt: reactor lower head

integrity, initial conditions for melt-vessel thermal

interaction

- Ex-vessel coolability: deep, flooded reactor cavity

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

• Mass, momentum, energy equations: four fluids, three fields

(melt, debris, coolant liquid and vapor), 2-D Eulerian

• Melt breakup and fragmentation models

• Interfacial momentum exchange

• Intcrfacial heat transfer

• Reference models: PM-ALPHA, ESPROSE

CHYMES, CULDESAC

IDEMO, TEXAS, IFCI

o
o
o

KMU Heal Transfer Lab
L

KMU Heat Transfer Lab
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Fuel-Coolant Mixture

(ALPHA test, JAERI)

KMU Heaf Transfer Lab

Fuel

Coolant Vapor

Coolant Liquid

Energy equations

Phase chaii«e

V • (a,p,l, uj) - - QfE~

( r , - ?•,)

KMU Heal Transfer Lab

C()ntiiiuitY equations

4 - I- v • (a,p,uj] = - Flr

df"~
3aif>i

--1- V • {aepcuf) = J

Momentum equations

K - uj)

i~ i'f)-J[S(f) u,-S(~f) ue]+S(Lal)FfrU/+(.alp

v ' (agPr ue ~"*)= -«eVl>-Kei( uc- uj)-KJ. ll,,- U,)

+ IlS(D ~u,-S(~J) 7,e] +[l-S(a,)]F/,

KMU Heal Transfer Lab
en
2
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JUltCTI lntcrfacial area transport of fuel droplets

Brcakup rate (Fletcher)

= - rit - rtr

Fit = ~Coa,4pd>_i \uc— t</\/L,

Co ~ 0.245 (Young)

l'ragnKntatio_n_rate_j£arMliali_qs_el. al.̂  Fletcher)

+ (1 - Ag)c!nsa,\ur~ 1T,| \fp~Jpul Li

Cfmg ~ 1

c
o

KMU Heal Transfer Lab



Interfacial Exchange Laws

• Flow regime: (Theofanous et al.)
- fuel Of < 0.3 dispersed fuel droplets

ctf > 0.3 porous media

- liquid-vapor a < 0.3 bubbly flow
0.3<a<0.7 churn-turbulent
a > 0.7 droplet

Heat transfer:

- bubble/droplet
- fuel a < 0.7

a > 0.7

KMU Heat Transfer Lab

convection
film boiling/radiation

convection/radiation

Momentum Exchange

(/ / \ I'
V

/
to,,.

/ )

u
Liquid Continuous

(«,<0.3, s/O.f)

KMU Heat Transfer Lab

Vapor Continuous

(«,<0.3, £,.20.7)

Porous Bed with Fuel

>
PI

sn
o

Heat Transfer

Liquid Continuous Phase (s.xo.7) Vapor Co/itiituous Vhnsc

KMU Heat Transfer Lab
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FARO-LWR Experiment

• Molten corium interactions with
water

• FARO: direct current corium
meller, < 200 kg, 3000"C

• TERMOS: interaction vessel,
0.71 m ID, 3.58 m II, 1-2 m
water depth, 10 cm pour dia.

• UO2 + ZrO2 + Zr
• High initial pressure: ~5 MPa
- 20 tests

• L-14 lest: 125 kg, 2 m water,

5 MPa

KMU Heat Transfer Lab



FARO L-14
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Predicted lest vessel pressure

Time(sec)

Predicted average fuel droplet diameter

KMU Heal Transfer Lab

FARO L14

Predicted fuel volume fraction
distribution at t=0.8s

Predicted vapor volume fraction
distribution at 1=0.8s

KMU Heat Transfer

FARO L14

< 0 05 -

0.0 1 0 2.0
Timetsec)

Predicted melt downward progression Predicted average vapor volume fraction

KMU Heat Transfer Lab J 2
o
o
3

Predicted test chamber pressure using
fixed fuel diameter

liffccl of Film Boiling Heat Transfer

o
o

KWU Heat Transfer Lab



KROTOS Experiment

KMU Heat Transfer Lab

• Explosion tests at 0.1 MPa
• 10/20 cm ID, 1.1 m water pool
• Melts:

- Tin, 7.5 kg, 1373 K
- A12O3, 1.5 kg, 2473-3073 K
- Corium, 3-5.5 kg, 3073 K

• Melt jet: 30 ~ 50 mm. dia.
• Trigger by 12 MPa gas

chamber
• >50 tests performed
•KROTOS 28: AhCh, 1.45 kg,

2670 K, 1.1 m 87"C water

KROTOS 28

- iM^ji>-

0.20

S o.oo

P/edicto! fuel volume fraction at 1.8 s
of mixing

KMU Heal Transfer Lab

~^^~ ^rf

Predicted vapor volume fraction lit 1.8 s
of mixing

m
2
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80

6 0 -

S 40-

KROTOS 28

0.4 0.8 1.2
Time(ms)

Predicted explosion pressure traces
(crrae=1.0)

80-,

6 0 -

S 40-

1.6

Predicted explosion pressure traces
(cr,,s=4.0)

KMU Heal Transfer Lab

0.0 0.4 t)8 1.2 1.C

Predicted explosion pressures of KROTOS-28 using
uniform fuel and vapor fractions (td—0.08, uE=0.04)

o
o

.KMU Heal Transfer Lab
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Heat Transfer Lab

SONATA-IV (KAERI)

LAVA: thermite melt, 0.5

m ID lower head

LAVA-1: 40 kg thermite,

1.74 MPa Pinit,

0.5 m, 145°C water,

8 cm melt jet diameter

CONCLUSIONS

TRACER-II has shown a capability of both mixing and
propagation calculations of fuel-coolant interactions.

• A better deterministic breakup model is needed for mixing
calculation (empiricism of Co).

• The current model seems to have a deficiency in predicting
radial momentum gain of fuel droplets, which results in
underprediction of KROTOS explosion data (venting effect).

• To enhance the model's prediction capability, each individual
relationship needs to separately verify through a careful
experimentation (complex phenomena involved in integral
test data).

Heat Transfer Lab

Preliminary results of LAVA analysis
(4 kg melt of Fe, 1 m/s Vjct)

E
a. 3.0

"S3 2 0

10 2.0 3.0
Time(sec)

Mdl Breakup

Melt Fraction at 1 sec.

KMU Heal Transfer Lab
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Presented at SARJ-97

10.2 Development of Computer Code for
Expansion Stage In Vapor Explosion

Ken-ichi Sato, Masaki Matsumoto, Kazuhide Takamori*, Akihiko Minato*

Hitachi Works, Hitachi Ltd.

*Power and Industrial Systems R&D Division, Hitachi Ltd.

[ABSTRACT]

A computer code for numerical analysis of two-dimensional compressible flow during

expansion stage in vapor explosion has been developed for safety assessment of severe

accidents of light water reactors. The field equation is based on a homogeneous

compressible model considering distributions of water, steam and core debris. The solution

technique is finite volume method using non-staggered mesh scheme with the second order

accuracy.

In the initial condition, high temperature core debris spread in mixing area of water

pool. Before vapor explosion occurred, core debris was covered with entrained air and

heat transfer from the core debris to water was not so large. Contact between core debris

and water took place somewhere in the mixing region, and pressure pulse appeared due to

rapid evaporation. The pressure pulse propagated in the mixing region and contact between

core debris and water began in the pressure pulse front. Transferred heat from core debris

to water during x after debris-water contact was assumed to be expressed as:

(1)

Qtotal is the total contribution from stored heat in core debris and x0 is a time constant of

evaporation.

ALPHA experiments of melt-coolant interaction performed by JAERI were analyzed

with the present computer code. The calculated pressure history in the mixing region was

compared with the data. The predicted peak and width of pressure pulse were comparable

with the data when the contributed fraction of stored heat was 0.5 and the evaporation time

constant t0 equaled to 2.5 ms.

Corresponding Author: Akihiko Minato
Power and Industrial Systems R&D Division, Hitachi, Ltd.
7-2-1 Omika-cho, Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki 319-12, Japan
phone:+81-294-52-8448
fax: +81-294-53-7664
E-Mail: minato@erl.hitachi.co.jp
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Development of Basic Numerical Methods for

Complex Fluid Dynamics in Severe Accidents

Vapor Explosion!

Mixture of
debris, water
and steam

• •

, Water

i I Hydrogen Detonation|

Air

Bump!

Molten
debris

Unburned
gas ,

Wave
front

Burned
",as

Features of the Solution Method

Discretization

Time Integration

Mesh Arrangement

Accuracy

Other Features

Finite Volume Method •

Explicit Euler Method

2D Cartesian and Non-Staggered Mesh

2nd Order Central Difference Scheme

Non-oscillatory Transport Calculation

Stable Treatment of Large Density Difference
between Gas and Liquid (density ratio: upto 10,000)

Sharp Interface Tracking

Godunov Scheme for Compressible Flow Dynamics

>
w
2
n
o

Mass Balance Equation

Explicit Calculation Procedure

Initi

Q=1+A1 ]

:tial Slate
Momentum Balance Kquation

^Sl\ V •> (pu ® u) = -VP + (V • pvV)5

Transport of Fluid "k" Fraction

^ + V • pckvi 0 ( p f ] a s e c h a n g c .s consi t lered_j

[ Transport of "Time after Trigger"

3 t
 + U ~ (T develops when. P>P riwi.)

p: Density (kg/m^) \: Time (s)
u: Velocity (m/s) P; Pressure (Pa)
v. Dynauiic viscosity (mVs)
ck: Mass fraction (k=Water, Gas(air/vapor), Debris)
x: Time after trigger (s)

Mixture Density vs. Pressure Relationship

Pressure P is determined
to satisfy the following equation:

j Capacity of Control Volume=Gas Volume (P) + Water Volume (P) + Debris Volume (P)

Control Volume
\ at Pressure P

Density of Gas =
Air Density (for low pressure)

Vapor Density (for high pressure)

Phase Change Rate=
(from water to gas)

1 / T
— expl
to \ To

x0: Time constant (s)
v. Time after trigger (s)
r[otal: Total evaporation mass (kg/m3 )

o
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[Stablejransport calculation method alleviating numerical diffusion]

Stable transport calculation Unstable transport calculation

•j7t/::;w
•Vax-',

^ - . . - • • . . . • . • • • i - . - : . ; i • j - _ . „ ; • .

;|feij)<Result<^
• . \ • ; • : • : • ? • . • ' : . • ! i - !"V--',-";• V ' . " - " • * . • ' ; ' •

' " V . " , - V . : - . " . " " ' ' i . > ; f ' • - . - . - : • . * • • •'*•-•'.?.

•>v-,::,\;>V.'s--!Vv:>-::V<:

• ' '"•''.' : '. •
 :

" ' . ' * . » • -" - " . ' • ' , ' . ' • ' ' • „

• • ••'.• ••• : . . • : . . ; . • U f , . ••

. :• •.:.-.-"^-;:":-v'-,:1';.- n i i n -

m a x - . .;-•?.•••;:

• • • * • " " • . .

Distance

Stabilization by introducing minimum
u^jn | ^ i f ae jg^ scheme fjf^^™
ovefsliobt/u'riaefslioot disappearance

[jDensity dependent pressure gradient]

(Stable calculation for density ratio up to 10,000)

Finite volume 1 . Finite volume 2

Pressure, P{

Density, p

Velocity, u j

'PiesSure/Pj '

Density, p4> -

Boundary pressure, Pr

ft.

Linear
pressure
gradient . Density

dependent
pressure
gradient

Distance

Velocity by Checker Board Pressure Field

Finite volume, W Finite volume, C Finite volume, E

nun
Distance Velocity in Velocity at the finite

finite volume; u v o l u r a e boundary
ra related with mass transfer:

Additional velocity: Su =
5P a: Sound velocity (m/s)

p: Density (kg/m3)

Equivalent to Godunov method for compressible flow calculation

ALPHA Experiments of Vapor Explosion* (Case STX16)

Aluminum/
Iron oxides
thermite (20kg)

\ k

Watery-
(174kg):

Acryl
tank

Containment
•vessel (50m3)

* Yamano, Y, et al., Nucl. Eng. Design, Vol. 155, 369 (1995).
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Calculation Conditions

Tank

Width, 0.45m

2D Cartesian mesh
(41X82=3362)

Simplified conditions

(1) 2D coordinate
(2) No containment vessel
(3) Smaller water level
(4) No gravity

"Comparison betweerTCalculated and Observed PressurePulse]

20

V 10

1 2 3
Time (ms)

* Yamano, Y. et al., Nucl. Eng. Design, Vol. 155, 369 (1995).
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Calculated Result of 2D Expansion Stage in Vapor Explosion

Mixing I

! ms

Jet of
debris/
water/steam
mixture

I

2ms 3ms 4ms 5 ms

Density
(kg/nv5)

1000

Conclusions

1. Numerical method for two-dimensional
compressible flow during expansion stage in
vapor explosion was developed.

2. Calculated pressure history in water pool was
compared with the data of ALPHA experiment.
The predicted pressure peak was smaller and
pulse width was larger than observed ones.

3. The deviation from the data may be
attributable to 3D effect of water inertia.
Uncertain parameters such as initial void
fraction, depth of mixing region, evaporation
time delay should be studied.
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io.3 Development of FCS Simulation Code JA<

K. Moriyama, Y. Yang, N. Yamano, Y. Maruyama,
H.-S. Park and J. Sugimoto

Severe Accident Research Laboratory
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

JASMINE is an FCI simulation code developed in the framework of ALPHA Program at
JAERI. Two modules, JASMNE-pre and -pro, have been developed separately for the
simulation of the premixing and explosion processes, respectively. Whole process of steam
explosions will be analyzed using the two modules in tandem. The developmental work of the
-pre module started in 1994 and presently the model assessment and improvement is under way.

In order to assess the capability of the inter-phase friction and heat transfer models, the QUEOS
experiments by Meyer and Schumacher (1996) were referred. In this series of experiments, a
cloud of cold and hot particles was dropped into a water pool initially kept at saturation
temperature. The material, temperature and size of the particles were systematically changed. In
simulating the experiments using zirconia particles, JASMINE-pre reproduced the behavior of
the cold particles relatively well, but badly underestimated the sinking velocity of hot particles.
Large scale vapor channel experimentally observed was not seen in the simulation result. This
result indicated that present modeling of the water-vapor friction and the flow regime needs
further examination and improvement to correctly handle the strong counter current flow which
is likely to occur and have a strong influence in the premixing process. The steam generation
volume was reproduced well with the initial water temperature set at 372.5K as reported,
although the result was very sensitive to the initial water temperature setting. The sensitivity of
the sinking velocity and steam generation on the drag coefficient for the particles was not strong.

A simple melt jet model was installed in the melt field to handle the conditions where the melt is
introduced as a jet. Friction model based on a rough pipe correlation (Schlichting 1979) and a
Kelvrn-Helmholtz type model for the droplet entrainment from the jet column (Esptein-Fauske
1985) were used in the central nodes where the jet column resides. Simulation of the large scale
corium jet-water interaction experiment FARO-L14 at JRC Ispra in 1994 was performed to
assess the models. The qualitative behavior of the pressure history was significantly improved
by using the jet model compared with the case using the originally installed particle breakup
model. Also the results became much less sensitive to the empirical constant in the model.
However, leading edge progression, energy distribution to water and vapor etc. were not
reproduced well due to immaturity of the water-vapor heat transfer model and also due to the
present framework of the code, that is the jet column and entrained droplets are handled in a
single field.

As a future plan, extension of the code framework including the introduction of Lagrangian
melt conponent and modification of the gas field to handle non-condensible gas are under
consideration.
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K. Moriyama, Y. Yang, N. Yamano, Y. Maruyama,
H.-S. Park and J. Sugimoto

Severe Accident Research Laboratory
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Presented at the Workshop on Severe Accident Research held in Japan (SARI-97)
Oct. 7, 1997, Pacifico Yokohama

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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Purpose of JASMINE* development
8 Simulation of FCIs by integrating basic physical models

on the framework of multi-field thermohydraulic code
s Assessment of the influence of FCIs in real scale

accident conditions

* Two modules "-pre" and "-pro" are developed in parallel,
-pre: premixing of steam explosions, mild FCIs
-pro: propagation/expansion of steam explosions

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

introduction

Model description

Assessment of the model capability
Simulation of QUEOS experiments

Simulation of FARO-L14 experiment

Summary of present status & future plan

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute >
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Schedule
Premixing module: (1994-)

1994- Development of the first version
1995- Debug, Test calculations
1996- Model assessment/ improvement

Participation in ISP-39 (analysis of FARO-L14)
1997- Modification of the code framework

Propagation module: (1995-)
1995- Development of the first version
1996- Debug, Test calculations
1997- Modification of solver, Model assessment

o
o

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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Summary of the models

Phase change
of coolant
Friction

Heat transfer

Breakup/
Fragmentation

Premixinq module

-evaporation /condensation: heat
balance at water-vapor interface

-drag force in dispersed flow (Ishii-
,Zuber1979) , •',
- rough pipe friction correlation

(Schlichiting 1979) for let column

- radiation (Stefan-Bo'lizmann law)
-film boiling (Dihr-Purohit 1978,

Epstein-Hauser 1980)
-convection (Ranz-Marshell 1952)
-conduction • • "

-melt surface area convection eq.
+source term by particle breakup
niodel (Davis-Young 1994, Pilch-
Erdmann 1987) .•' • "

- droplet entrainment from jet
column (Epstein-Fauske 1985) .

Propagation module
- evaporation /condensation: heat

balance at water-vapor interface

- drag force in dispersed flow
(constant drag coefficient)

- constant friction factor

- radiation (Stefan-Boltzmann law)
-film boiling (Dihr-Purohit 1978,

Epstein-Hauser 1980)
-convection (Ranz-Marshell 1952)
- conduction

- generation of fine fragments from
melt, entrainment of interaction
coolant from water (fine fragment dia.
is assumed) (Yuen et al. 1994)

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Simulation of QUEOS Experiments
(Meyer & Schumacher 1996, FZKA-5612)
Cold/hot particle cloud-water interaction
-^Capability of friction & HT models were examined.

Simulation of FARO-L14 Experiment
(Magallon & Hohmann 1995, NUREG/CP-0142 v.3)
Corium melt jet-water interaction
-^-Overall capability of the code, effectivity of the jet model

were examined.

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute >
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QUEOS Simulation

Experimental conditions

No.5

No.6

No.9

No.7

No.10

particle
temp.
cold

cold

1300K

1300K

1800K

particle
size
5mm

10mm

5mm

10mm

10mm

particle
mass
7.0kg

7.0kg

7.0kg

7.0kg

6.3kg

common conditions

-particle material: zirconia
-conditions at water surface contact

velocity: 5.12m/s
volume fraction: 0.17
dia. of cloud: 0.18m

-condition of water pool
temperature: •» 99.5C
pressure: 1 bar
cross section: 70x70cm
water level: 1m

Severe Accident Research Laboratory —

QUEOS Simulation (cont'd)

Analytical conditions
• 2D cylindrical grid: 5cm, 8x30, R=

0.409m (cross section was matched)
• Water temperature 372.5K-373.0K
• Drag coefficient for particles 0.45-0.22

• Start just before water-particle cloud
contact to minimize the influence of
numerical diffusion

Compared variables
• Total steam generation volume

• Snapshots of material distribution

Particle cloud —
Volume fraction 0.17
Velocity 5.12m/s

Outlet p=1 bar

Steam

-Water •_
1m deep
372.5K

O
O

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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Total steam generation volume
0.1

0.08

0-06

0.02 -

Initial water temperajure
T,=372.5K

/ /

r

/

/

•f\

/ '

/ '

B "

Calculation
-<ŝ  no9-cal
H3 -no7-cal
—e— no10-cal
--••-no9-cal(T=373K)

Experiment
no9
no7
no10

0.50.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
time (s)

(impingiment on the water surface: Os)
HI Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

1.2 -

Effect of drag coefficient on the
leading edge progression

no7(cal, CD=0.45)

no7(cal, CD=0.22)

no6(cal, CD=0.45) -
no6(cal, CD=0.22) J

0.1 0.4 0.50.2 0.3
time (s)

(impingiment on the water surface: 0s)
————————————————— Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

Leading edge progression

1.2

0) 1
D3

- Experiment
no5 : cold, 5mm
no6 :cold, 10mm
no9 :1300K, 5mm
no7 : 1300K, 10mm

0: 1800K, 10mm

Calculation
o no5-cal

~ B -no6-cal
- <̂  - no9-cal
--x--no7-cal
•+• no10-cal

0.4 0.50.2 0.3
time (s)

(impingiment on the water surface: 0s)
———————————————— Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute >
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2.5

J3 1.5

CD

| 1
o>
"ro 0.5
o

? 0

-0.5

-1

Vertical volume flux distribution
in the central cells

no.6 (cold, 10mm) 0.32sec after the contact •
- calculation, C =0.45 on the water surface

0.5 1
height (m)

« Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory •

Effect of drag coefficient on the
steam generation

0.1 0.4 0.50.2 0.3
time (s)

(impingiment on the water surface: 0s)
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

3

Vertical volume flux distribution
in the central cells

no.7 (1300K, 10mm) JD.32sec after the contact
2.5 |- calculation, CD=0.45 | on the water surface -

height (m)
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute >
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Result of QUEOS Simulation
• Total steam generation volume qualitatively &

quantitatively agreed with experimental results with initial
T, set at 0.5K subcool, although sensitive to T, setting.

8 Sinking velocity of particles was underestimated. Deviation
was exaggerated in hot cases.

• Steam generation & sinking velocity were not sensitive to
the drag coefficient for particles in the range of 0.22-0.45.

• What caused velocity underestimation?
• Strong upward steam flow likely to be responsible. Large scale

vapor chimney seen in the experiments were not reproduced in
simulations. Flow regime modeling is not enough?

* Unphysical velocity reduction due to numerical diffusion is another
reason ?

o
o

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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FARO-L14 Simulation
Experimental conditions
• Melt: corium jet (dia.=92mm, 125kg, 3073K, Vin=5rn/s)
• Coolant: water (5.1 MPa, 536K (sat.), 623kg (level 2.05m))
• Vessel: I.D. 0.71m, 2.063m3

Analytical conditions
• Grid: 5x39 2D cylindrical (10cm grid)
• Wall: slip / adiabatic
• Inlet: controlled velocity, constant volume fractian/temp.
• breakup model*: particle breakup /jet breakup
• used with simple assumption on the agglomeration on the

vessel bottom

Japan Atomic Energy Resoarch Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

FARO-L14 Simulation: Jet model (CEF=8e-4)

t=O.5s hmffi t=1 .OS

Japan Atomic Energy Hesearch Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory

Pressure history
Severe Accident Research Laboratory

P(exp.)
-Particle (CPB=0.577)

- n -Particle (CPB=0:600)
--x--Jet(CEF=8.0e-4)
--+--Jet(CEF=5.0e-4)

4 5 6

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Jet leading edge position
3.5

o
o

- . 3

•I 2.5

o
5" 2
CD

•o
0)

o) 1.5

I
£ 1

0.5

-Melt injection nozzle

Initial water surface

- & - Particle (CPB=0.577)
- a - Particle (CPB=0.600)
--x--Jet(CEF=8.0e-4)
--+--Jet(CEF=5.0e-4)

0.5 1
Time (s)

1.5

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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Result of FARO Simulation

Pressure history was best matched with exp. result by
adjusting empirical factors in the breakup models.
(Particle model: CPB=0.577 / Jet model: CEF=5~8E-4)

The sensitivity on the empiricai factor was significantly
weakened by using jet breakup model.
The jet leading edge progression was qualitatively
improved by the jet model, but quantitatively
underestimated. Limitation due to the accomodation of both
jet and droplets in one field.

JASMINE-pre can simulate the typical premixing systems
involving water, vapor and corium melt with 3-fieId model.
Particle and simplified jet model are available for breakup
evaluation.
Constitutive model assessment by simulation of variety of
experiments (cold/hot particles, cold/hot jet) are under way.
Problems & limitations in the present modeling:
• Melt jet is handled in the same field with melt droplets
• Vapor/water friction and heat transfer model still need improvement

to handle high vapor generation, high subcooling etc. Interface area
tracking is necessary also for water-vapor system?

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute >
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Future plan:
• Modification of steam field to handle non-

condensible gas
(It was experimentally found that H2 generation has a non-

negligible effects)

• Lagranginan conponent for melt
(easy to accomodate variety of physics related to the melt

e.g. surface temprature drop, oxidation, jet, debris bed
formation)

o
o

Japan Mom'to Energy Research Institute



10.4 Development of FCI Simulation Code JASMINE-PRO
(ABSTRACT)

Y.Yang, K.Moriyama, N..Yamano, H.S.Park , Y. Marbyama, and J.Sugimoto

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

JASMINE-PRO is a FCI code developed for the simulation of the propagation stage of steam explosion. This code has been developed at

JAERI from 1996. At first, the explicit scheme was used. However, this scheme often caused numerical instabilities when there is a sharp spatial

changes in pressure. Recently, a semi-implicit scheme has been introduced in order to obtain a more stable solution. The new version of the code is

introduced in this presentation.

JASMINE-PRO is 2 dimensional multi-component code. In order to find the best solution scheme, several schemes were included in the code. >
m

Explicit, semi-implicit (SMAC) and implicit schemes (SIMPLE) can be chosen as an option. The solution procedure is arranged as the SIMPLE ~
n

solution scheme. A serie of verifications has been performed. The verification includes calculation of ID shock tube, nozzle flow, and boiling in pipe. §_

The former two cases are associated with the propagation of pressure, which is an essential aspect in the propagation process, and the last case is -o

associated with heat transfer and evaporation. These verifications showed that JASMINE-PRO code provides the same results as those calculated §

by other codes with either solution schemes. The calculation for the propagation process in a steam explosion has begun now. The calculations

when the semi-implicit or implicit scheme is employed, the code has shown the ability to get a stable and plausible results for a postulated

propagation process. However, since the result still not be verified, it will not be shown here. Further verification with the experiments is planned.

In this presentation, the design and structure of the code and design consideration as well as the models used in the code will be introduced. The

three cases of the ID verification calculation are presented.. A calculation of the propagation stage is also shown.

The next plan for the code is to verify it with existed experiments. Various models and coefficients in the. constitutive relationships will also

be confirmed with the experiment results.
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Development of FCI Simulation
Code JASMINE (2)

— Propagation Module—

Y.Yang, K.Moriyama, N..YaHiano, H.S.Park ,
Y. Maroyaina, and J.Sugiraoto

Severe Accident Research Laboratory
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

SARJ-97, Oct.6-8,1997

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory '

History of JASMINE Code Development

Two parts:

JASMINE-PRE: for premixing stage in steam explosions

1994- premixing
+ jet-breakup (in progress)

JASMINE-PRO: for propagation stage, in steam explosions

ver.1 1996 ~ explicit scheme for time (stopped)
ver.2 1997 ~ semi-/implicit scheme for time (in progress

INTRODUCTION
code development history

PROPAGATION MODULE
concept, code structure, components,

equations, solution method, constitutive
relationships, schemes...

VERIFICATION CALCULATION
Shock tube, nozzle flow and heat in pipe

CONCLUSIONS
• Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

, Severe Accident Research Laboratory • —

Outline of Jasmine-Pro Ver.2
Developed from 1997.6 ~

Code design:
2D, multi-phase (5-phase at current stage)

solution method : SMAC/SIMPLE
Time: semi-implicit/ implicit,;

pressure propagation (0.1-10 ms)
time step : 10"4~10"3 ms

Space:
up-wind differencing scheme; staggered grid;
TVD scheme ( under planning)
fine grids, (mm~cm)

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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CONCEPT OF
PROPAGATION

major phenomena:

• pressure propagation
shock waves...

• melt fragmentation
• rapid evaporation
• multi-phase interactions

water

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory •

COMPONENTS AND EXCHANGES

lnterface

mass
momentum
energy

- Small part of coolant participates in
'explosion'
- Equilibrium two-phase fluid is assumed

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

, Severe Accident Research Laboratory -

Solution of System Equations
_L±

In each time step: Source terms

SIMPLE

Iteration

Equations of State
Mass Equations/ Unity of Volume fraction
Energy Equations
Momentum Equations
Pressure Correction Equation
Velocity Modification

convergence
t = t + r r t — Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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Constitutive Laws in JASMINE-PRO

Heat Transfer Models: d: dispersed, c: continuous fluid

where : convection part:

h

R e

, = —^(2 + O.fiRe1 ',2 F r ' ' 3 )
cnv,cd rf c a c

cd

and conduction part:

= 2 -~J-

- 7 ?
Radiation (F = 0.8): hrad = Fasb _ -

m T,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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Fragmentation Models
Hydrodynamic fragmentation model (Yuen & Theofanous):

_ 6a,,, dM _ dM __ Jtdl\vm-v1\fn

16(7

Interacting coolant production ( fe =1.0 )

p1 / • T"1 r̂  /

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Severe Accident Research Laboratory •

JASIME-PRO Test Calculation Plan

Physics Numerics

Wave Dynamic Aspects

ShocktubeinlD, 2D:
single/multiphase
shock speed / reflection

Nozzel flow

T

Propagation/Explosion

boiling in pipe
heat, drag laws
fragmentation rate
iteracting phase produc

Experimental verification

space/time
discretization

solution Method
shock front capture
free surface
numerical diffusion
/ instability

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 01
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Verification 1: Shock Tube

Rigid 1
I

AIR

p = 3 bar

P = 1 kg/m3

lm

AIR (99% by Volume)
+water(l% by Volume)

p = 1 bar

P = 1 kg/ m3 -AIR
1000 kg/m3 -Water

lm

Constitutive models

/i = -fz =

I
I Rigid

I"
(u2 - u\)

8-

% §

_4__ 1 1 1

I

\

•a,
•5

• Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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pressure [bar]
2.6 Shccfc-Tute 99

ijiiiiiimimtniuiiiiiiititiniiUiUiiitiiiiiinusuitiiiiiisilnii'11 ft

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 13 1.4

time *= 9 ms

Figure 2.6-3c Comparison of pressure distribution for Cy«= 3 .£5

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 1,2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

Figure 2.6-4 Comparison of air-velocity disn-ibutionforccj*

pressure [bar] water velocity [tn/s]

0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1-4 1-6 1.8

> H

Figure 2.6-3c Comparison of pressure distribution for Cj~ 3.ES

0 03 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 ia. 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

time = 3 ms

Figure 2.6-S Comparison of waier-vefociy distribution for c,~ 3.E5

Shock tube : Cf= 3.E5 Shock tube : CJ= 3.E5 (conti.)

time = 3 ms time == 9ms
X

2.D

[m

-JAMSIS'E-PRO

x[m]
time = 12 ms

- 370 -
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water velocity fm/s]

3 "

y

air-velocity [in/s] Verification 2: Nozzle Flow

0.25m 0.25m 0.5 m

Constitutive models

Inlet boundaiy conditions:
Wl = 1.5kg/s.m2

W2 = 0.5kg I s.m2

0.01m

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
>
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Volume Fraction of Liquid Velocity of u, (m/s)
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V
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Nozzle Flow Case 5
(c=0.0; p2=10.0; pexit=0.5)
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Verification 3: Boiling in Pipe

Q= 0.5B3 J/kg s

Inlet
G=I0.0kg/m2s

Water 0.25 m - - f
l m

-" Exit

Constitutive model

fn=crlr2p1(u2-ul), c = 50
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CONCLUSIONS

For the conditions in the propagation stage of a steam
explosion, numerical instabilities easily occur when an
explicit difference scheme is used.
To obtain a more stable solution, a new version of
JASMINE-pro code based on semi-implicit/ implicit,
schemes (SMAC/SIMPLE) is under development.

Test calculations were performed to verify the ability of
the code by simulating

- Pressure shock wave behaviors in the shock tube and
nozzle.

— Boiling phenomena in a tube.
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CONCLUSIONS fconfc)

Most of cases showed good agreements with the
results of other codes.

Other constitutive relations, such as a drag, etc. will
be verified in the next step.

Fragmentation calculation will be performed in the
next step.

• Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
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NUCLEAR REACTOR THERMAL-HYDRAULIC ACTIVITIES AT MINT TRIGA REACTOR

11.1 NUCLEAR REACTOR THERMAL-HYDRAULIC
ACTIVITIES AT MINT TRIGA REACTOR

Mohammad Suhaimi KASSIM, Adnan BOKHARI
Malaysian Institute for Nuclear Technology Research (MINT)

http://www.mint.gov.my
E-mail:suhaimi@mint.gov.my
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ABSTRACT

MINT TRIGA Reactor is a 1-MW swimming pool nuclear research reactor
commissioned in 1982. In 1993, a project was initiated to upgrade
the thermal power to 2 MW. The IAEA assistance was sought to assist
the thermal-hydraulic analysis required to safely upgrade the
coolin.g system. The IAEA has provided expert assistance to
introduce the PARET code in the calculations. Later, the help of a
local university for assistance in flow modeling using the FLUENT
code was sought. In 1996, this writer underwent a six-month
training in the use of the RELAP5 code. However, in the middle of
1997, MINT has decided to change the scope of the project to safety
upgrading of the MINT Reactor.

INTRODUCTION

MINT TRIGA Reactor is a 1-MW swimming pool TRIGA Mark II nuclear research
reactor commissioned in 1982 [Fig. 1]. The reactor is located in Bangi,
about 35 km south of Kuala Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia. After almost 15
years of operation and maintenance, a proposal was forwarded to the then
Nuclear Energy Unit management to upgrade to thermal power of the reactor
from 1 MW to 2 MW so as to better meet the ever-increasing demand of the
reactor.
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2. THE POWER UPGRADING PROJECT

In 1993, a project was initiated to upgrade the thermal power to 2 MW. The
Malaysian Government has approved a budget of about USD1.0 million dollars
for this project. The IAEA assistance was sought to assist the thermal-
hydraulic analysis required to ^afely upgrade the cooling system. The IAEA
has approved a technical assistance consisting of fellowship training,
expert missions and scientific visits for a two-year period from 1995 to
1996. The first expert mission was a two-week visit by Mr. Byung Jin Jun of
KAERI to outline the activities that need to be done to complete the power-
upgrading project[1]. Later a neutronics expert from Slovenia was sent to
MINT to assist with various neutronics codes such as WIMS-D/4,
EXTERMINATOR, ORIGEN, ANISN, TRIGAP, XSWOUT and TRISTAN [2]. Fig. 2 shows
some of the activities that has been done and ongoing.



3. USE OF PARET CODE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The IAEA sent Professor Tune Aldemir of the Ohio State University to
introduce the PARET code in the calculations. The PARET code is a one-
dimensional, coupled thermal-hydraulic and point-kinetics code, which was
originally developed for the analysis of SPERT-1 transients and later
adapted for the analysis of transient behaviour in research reactors (3).
Due to its relative simplicity, it is widely used especially in research
reactors with limited computational capabilities.

The PARET code is normally used in forced flow thermal-hydraulic
calculations. Originally, However, in this mission, Ibrahim et al has
succeeded to utilize the PARET code to simulate natural convection flow
calculation [4,5], This capability is useful in assessing the feasibility
and safety of various power increase options while maintaining core-cooling
mode. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of some of the experimental and PARET
results. The neutronic characteristic of the core have been determined
using the WIMS-D/4 [6] code and the TRIGAP code[7].

This writer wishes to thank MINT, the Malaysian Ministry of Science,
Technology and the Environment, and of course the Malaysian Government for
the opportunity to undertake this reactor upgrading project. Thanks also to
the Asian Researcher Invitation Program of JAERI for this opportunity to
attend this NURETH-8 conference, this Workshop on Severe Accident Research
in Japan in 1997 (SARJ-97).
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In 1995, the staff seeks the help of a local university for assistance in
flow modeling using the FLUENT code. A 5-day workshop was run and 8
participants from MINT were introduced to preparing the input and analysing
the results. However, no input specifically related to the MINT reactor was
prepared. Later this year, MINT will procure the FLUENT code so that MINT
personnel may use the code to do flow calculations for both the MINT
Reactor and the MINT radioactive waste incinerator pilot plant. For the
MINT reactor, the various in-pool components will be modeled and analysed
using FLUENT code [8],

5. USE OF RELAP5/MOD3.2 CODE

In 1996, this writer underwent a six-month training in the use of the
RELAP5 code. During the stint, this writer was able to install and compile
the RELAP5 code on a SGI Indy workstation at the Mechanical Engineering
Department of the Ohio State University. He was also able to prepare the
input for the core section of the MINT TRIGA Reactor.

5. J.K.IBRAHIM, M.S.KASSIM, F.MOHAMMED, A.BOKHARI, T. ALDEMIR, "Validation
of PARET for the Modeling of Heat Transfer Under Natural Convection Core
Cooling,", TANSAO 72 (1995), p.108-110, Amer. Nuc. Soc.1995.

6. B. SADOWSKA, 'Preparation of Input for the WIMS Code," Proc. Workshop on
Reactor on Reactor Physics Calculations for Applications in Nuclear
Technology, D.E.CULLEN,R. MURANAKA, J. SCHMIDT, Eds., World Scientific
(1991).

7. I. MELE, M. RAVNIK, "TRIGAP - A Computer Programme Package for Research
Reactor Calculations," IJS-DP-4238, Josef Stefan Inst., Ljubljana,
Yugoslavia (1985).

8. FLUENT Code. Pis refer http://www.fluent.#om

9. "RELAP5/Mod3 Code Manual - User's Guide and Input Requirements,"
NUREG/CR-5535, Vol.2,US Nuc. Reg. Comm., Aug. 1995.
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Further work at MINT has to be postponed until the RELAP5 code is obtained
from the USNRC. It is envisaged that the complete cooling system will be
modeled including both the recently refurbished secondary cooling system
and the current primary cooling system!9]•

THE SAFETY UPGRADING PROJECT

However, in the middle of 1997, MINT has decided to change the scope of the
project to safety upgrading of the MINT Reactor. Fig. 4 incorporates some
of the changes to the project schedule considering various technical and
personnel limitations.
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11.2 Use of MAAP in the Assessment of Containment Integrity Following

the Severe Accident

J. I. Yun and C. S. Kang, Seoul National University

The purpose of this study is to assess the potential use of MAAP in the evaluation of containment integrity

following the severe accident, and to recommend design modifications for its performance improvement against severe

accident conditions. Version of 4.0b of MAAP is used for this study, and as a case study, DCH of Kori Unit 1 is

evaluated.

For Kori Unit 1, the results of study show that TMLB is the controlling accident in DCH. Under the station

blackout situation, when the accidents like PCP sea] failure or PORV malfunction occur, the depressurization of

primary coolant would not be sufficient enough to actuate the inflow of accumulator injection since the primary

system still maintains a substantially high pressure due to lack of feedwater supply to steam generators. DCH could

occur with high pressure melt injection if the reactor pressure vessel ruptures during this condition, and could

eventually induce the early failure of containment. The core melt would fall into the cavity and interact with coolant

or concrete, the pressure of containment atmosphere would build up, and its subsequent bleach could occur. In this

case, the main source of non-volatile fission products would come from CCI. The pressure increase due to DCH and

CCI is computed along with its fission product releases in this study.

The results of study show that the containment integrity of Kori Unit 1 is actually threatened by DCH following

TMLB accidents, which suggests several design modifications for Kori Unit 1 to prevent DCH and reduce CCI. First,

in order to design against DCH, it is found that a certain design changes are recommended in the geometry of

containment cavity such as outlet cross-sectional area, cavity floor area, and cavity volume. The effects of outlet

cross-sectional area are found to be very small on DCH, while the cavity floor area is substantially important in

spreading the molten core and reducing CCI. Second, the reduction of release amount of fission products from the

vessel is the major concern. The existence of water in the cavity causes an instantaneous pressure increase, but helps

to reduce the total amount of release of fission products. The geometry change is also suggested to ensure the

sufficient flow of water from sump to cavity since the prompt cooling of corium by the water allows the substantial

slowdown of accident propagation within the containment. Third, the early opening of PORV is solicited to allow

the reduction of primary coolant pressure under the set-pressure of accumulator injection so that the timely inflow of

accumulator injection could prevent the high pressure melt injection.
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Use ofMAAP in the Assessment of Containment
Integrity Following the Severe Accident

Name: J. I. Yun & C. S. Rang

Date : 1997. 10. 08.

Place: Yokohama, Japan

fs|f§ Department of Nuclear Engineering

I. Toe 'Descriptions of Kori Unit 1

•f Containment
• Large dry type
• Inner steel containment ; dome (hemispherical dome),

bottom (torispherical), and cylindrical part
Q Outer reinforced concrete shield building ; protect the

steel cont. from external turbine missile and adverse
atmospheric conditions

+ Primary system
• 2 loops
Q 1 Hoi leg, 2 cold legs, 1 S/G, 2 coolant pumps / loop
• Pressurizer (2 safety valve, 2 relief valve)
• 2 Accumulator (volume = 56.63 m, 700 psig)

I .j) Department of Nuclear Engineering

^ Contents

4- Background

Q The Descriptions of Kori Unit 1
Q The Recommended Improvements by PSA Level 1

+ The Assessment of Containment Integrity

• Case Study I -Modeling of Containment Building
QCase Study II -TMLB

+ Suggestions for the Performance Improvement

lij) Department of Nuclear Engineering

.Descriptions of S/G und.ESFs

+ Steam Generator
Q U tube (material ; inconel)
• 5 safety valves, 1 relief valve
Q New type S/G which will be changed is considered

• Engineered Safety Features
• Safety Injection system is activated at 12.66 Mpa
• RHRS is activated at 1.066 MPa
• Containment spray (upper train only)

• Cooling Fans
• Not existed Ignitor
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f30 Department of Nuclear Engineering



2. The Result of PSA Level 1

-*• System Reliability

Q System reliability is very iov/ during the nation olack
accident

u i.e. the failure frequency of AFWS is l : iE -> but
1.2E-1 at the station blackout

+ The Frequency of Core Melt
Q Domestic frequency of the offsite power loss = 0.1 7 yr

> common frequency =0.08'yr
ui The frequency due to the station black •-- 54% or total

frequency 6.3E-5/yr

oo
to

fjgjjj Department of Nuclear Engineering

3. Case Study f : Containment tV

•*• Previous Model

u i he steel containment is considered to be a'steel
liner contacted with concrete shieid building

Improved Model

u i he steel containment is considered to be a steel
liner separated with concrete.shield building

u Gap resistance between the steel containment with
the concrete shield building is considered
(gap size = 5 ft)

:-Mii, Department of Nuclear Engineering

The Design Parameter of Kori Unit I

Reactor Core Heat
Output

Core

Reactor Coolant Pump

PZR Relief Tank Volume

PZR Free Volume

Cont. Free Volume

Cont. design Pressure

Cont. structure

1728.5 Mwt

121 assemblies, 179 Pins
14 by 14 pins per assembly

89,000 gpm, centrifugal type

31.15 M3

28.32 M3

1.565E4M3

.38.7psig

Inner steel containment
Concrete Shield Building

Department of Nuclear Engineering

The Result of Analysis

r- The Response of Containment Building

5
n
o
3
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o

u tarly pressure ana temperature in containment :
Improved model < Previous model

u Peak pressure and temperature '•
Improved < Previous model

• The steel containment played an important role in heat
sink during the accident early

Q Late containment pressure and temperature :
Improved model > Previous model

u Gap resistance effect

igifj) Department of Nuclear Engineering
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-i. Case Study II : TMLB

-r Assumptions
7i u C pov /e r (or Pilf* P JH'J is l i m i t e d io na i f n o u i fr-'irn -U^e

b e g i n n i n g o f a c c i d e n t

< j T M L B -with p u m p s e a l L O C A = 1st c a s e

Q TMLB without pump seal LOCA = 2nd case
• The gap resistance is considered
• The used tool for analysis is MAAP ver. 4.0b

-¥• Reference plant : Kewaunee

u Plant design is similar with Kori unit 1
Q The event of Kori 1 is compared with Kewaunee's event
u The cont. model of Kewaunee is previous modei

' j) Department of Snciear Engineering

Event Comparison with RCFseal LOCA

Loss of AC Power

RCS Break Failed

S/G Dry

Core Uncover

Hot Leg Rupture

RV Bottom Failure

Containment Failure

fillii1W&mmmm

0 sec

2700 sec

1 1982 sec

13145 sec

18935 sec

33930 sec

219577 sec

0 sec

No failure

11998 sec

14406 sec

19930 sec

33481 sec

229608 sec

Department of Sucleur Engineering

Event Comparison I with Kewaunee :TMLB

Loss of AC Power

RCS Break Failed

S/G Dry

Core Uncover

Hot Leg Rupture

RV Bottom Failure

Containment Failure

<m

•i Results of

0 sec

2700 sec

11982 sec

13145 sec

18935 sec

33930 sec

219577 sec

(Jar) Department

Analysis

0 sec

2700 sec

12787 sec

14312 sec

21098 sec

37607 sec

244301 sec

of Sucleur Engineering
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f The Effect of HCP Seal LOCA
•J i l l E r-r\\z are slightly faster Dy RC,p seal LOCA

G Temperature and pressure in containment :
not nearly affected by RCP seai LOCA

• The effect of PZR PORV
• The Operation of PORV is needed to mitigate accident

• Temperature and pressure in containment :
decrease by opened PORV

4- The Effect of Cavity Floor Area

u The containment failure was not delayed Py increment
of cavity floor area in this analysis

Department of Suctear Engineering



The Suggestion

T The Suggestion and conclusion

• DC power for PZR PORV wouid be supplied > 1 HR
(Kori unit 1 <= 0.5 hr)

• The increment of containment pressure by DCH ( 1—2
% of UO2 is participated) is not detected in this
analysis

u The affection of CCI by cavity floor area wouid be
further studied

fjasjj Department of Nuclear Engineering
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KORM TMLB: SEAL LOCA, HOT LEG CREEP RUPTURE
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11.3 A Scoping Analysis of Containment Venting

at a BWR using THALES-2

J. ISHIKAWA*, K. MURAMATSU* andT. SAKAMOTO**
* Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

2-4 Shirakata Shirane Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan
** Toshiba Advanced Systems Co.

1-2-4 Isogo, Kawasaki-ku, Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa-ken, 210, Japan

Containment venting is one of the important accident management
measures for BWR plants where venting is used to prevent containment failure due to overpressure.
Containment venting would.be conducted in two stages, prior to core damage and after core damage.
If conducted after core damage, venting through suppression would reduce the fission product source
terms by scrubbing effect.

The integrated severe accident analysis code THALES-2 code, developed at the Japan Atomic
energy Research Institute(JAERI) for use in Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA), is now being
used for analysis of accident management measures. Merits of THALES-2 are that it is relatively fast
running and that it can simulate various system effects. System effects here means the effects of
complex interactions between various plant systems or between plant systems and physical
phenomena on accident progression and fission product (FP) source terms

Extensive studies were performed in 1980's in several countries on the effectiveness of
containment venting to reduce the risk of various types of plants. These studies were mainly on the
effectiveness of venting for reducing the frequencies of core damage and large failure of containment.
Relatively simple models were used for source term analysis in such studies. In recent years,
however, significant progress has been achieved in the development of computer codes for predicting
source terms, such as the coupling of thermal-hydraulics and FP behavior models as well as
validation and improvements of FP behavior models based on experiments. It is considered therefore
to be important to re-examine the source terms of containment venting using improved codes.

A series of scoping analyses on accident progression and FP source terms were performed
aiming at obtaining better understanding on the controlling factors of the source terms of containment
venting and demonstrating the usefulness of THALES-2 for planning or reviewing of containment
venting strategies. The accident conditions assumed were the TQUV sequence (loss of feedwater
transient followed by failure of high pressure and low pressure injection systems) at a BWR with a
Mark-I containment. Containment sprays were assumed to be failed. The containment venting was
assumed to be done with a hardened vent line from the wetwell. Two sets of sensitivity calculations
were made for examining the effect of scrubbing model and the effect of revaporization of volatile
species on the source terms.

The calculation results confirmed that the containment venting through the wetwell reduces
source terms. The sensitivity calculations on scrubbing model indicated that the original model of the
ART module of THALES-2, which is similar to the theoretical model of the SPARC code developed
in US, gives more conservative estimation than other two models based on experiments performed in
Japan. These sensitivity calculations highlighted the strong dependency of the efficiency of the pool
scrubbing on aerosol size and suggested that models that influence aerosol size should be carefully
examined and be validated by experimental data as far as possible.
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Background and Objectives
Background
® Containment venting is an important AM measure
# Extensive studies in 1980s using simple codes
© Significant progress after then in code development

- Coupling of T/H and FP transport models
(THALES-2, MELCOR, MAAP, ESCADRE)

- Improvement of FP models based on experiments

Objectives

Perform analysis with THALES-2

H to obtain better understanding factors

9 to identify factors that need further study

Contents

1. Background and objectives

2. Plant and accident scenario

3. Models for venting calculation

4. Calculated release with and without venting

5. Sensitivity calculation

- Effect of Scrubbing Model

- Effect of Revaporization

6. Concluding remarks

Plant and Accident Scenario

BWR4 with Mark-I containment
( Based on Browns Ferry plant)

TQUV sequence (Loss of feed
water + no injection to core

+ no containment spray)

Venting from Wetwell
at 1.5 x Design Pressure

Successful closure of vent line
after depressurization
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Drywell

Downcomer

Wetwell

Suppression pool

Mark-I containment



Control Volume Model In THALES-2
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A: Model by Kaneko et al.
based on experiments by

Japanese electric utility group
(Used as the base case in this
work)
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Calculation Cases
Comparison of Venting and No-Venting c

Casel : No-Venting. Containment fails in the drywell

Case2(base case): Successful venting. Scrubbing model A

Case2A: Same as Case2 V'snti11? of failure pressure

Sensitivity Calcttlations

CaseS : Same as Case2 except use of scrubbing model B

Case4 : Same as Case2 except use of scrubbing model C

Case5 : Same as Case2 except ignoring of revaporization

of deposited aerosol
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Comparison of Venting and No-Venting Cases
Accident Progression
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Comparison of Csl Released to the Environment
with and without Venting
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Concluding Remarks

This scoping calculation showed that:
© Venting significantly reduces source terms

because of scrubbing in the suppression pool.

© Timing of venting has significant effect.

O Sensitivity calculations on modeling for

scrubbing and revaporization did not

change the source terms very significantly.

Recommendation for Further study
# Further improvement / confirmation of models

- iodine chemistry model

- Aerosol size (effect of hygroscopicity, etc)

- Comparision with other codes / tests

® Applications to examination of various parameters :

- Set point pressure for opening

- Set point pressure for closing

- Dependency to accident sequences
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11.4 Comparisons between MAAP, MELCOR, and SCDAP/RELAP5

Abstract

MAAP, MELCOR, and SCDAP are designed to predict the behavior of a nuclear power plant

during a severe accident. MAAP and MELCOR are parametric codes designed to support risk

assessment studies. Both codes treat the in-vessel and containment phases of a severe accident.

SCDAP is a detailed, mechanistic code designed to (a) benchmark the more simplified codes, (b)

perform detailed calculations to support the resolution of specific technical issues, and (c) support

experimental programs. SCDAP/RELAP5, the version of SCDAP being developed by the US

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, is limited to the in-vessel phase of the accident. SCDAPSIM, a

simulator version being developed by an international consortium, will treat both the in-vessel and

containment phases.

Although the MAAP and MELCOR contain a large number of user-specified modeling

parameters that can influence the conservatism or non-conservatism of their plant calculations, it is

possible to estimate the important trends in the MAAP and MELCOR calculations by comparisons

with SCDAP. In particular, comparisons between the codes indicate that MAAP and MELCOR

may, relative to SCDAP, underpredict the rate of core uncovery, hydrogen production (particularly

during reflood), and time of core collapse and vessel failure under non-flooded conditions. Under

flooded conditions, MAAP and MELCOR may predict the successful termination of the accident,

when in fact, the core material may continue to heat up and the vessel may fail. In this paper, the

differences between important models, the influence of selected user-specified modeling parameters

in MAAP and MELCOR, and the results of a limited number of plant calculations where the results

of MAAP, MELCOR, and SCDAP have been compared will be discussed.
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Comparisons between MAAP, MELCOR
and SCDAP/RELAP5

• Design philosophy

• User parameters

• Important models

• Code-to-code comparisons

• Summary and conclusions

SCDAP/RELAP5"'s Design Objectives are
Different from Those of MAAP and MELCOR

• MELCOR and MAAP
Fast running, simplified risk assessment codes

- Design specific versions (BWR, PWR...)
Integral RCS and containment analysis
Extensive user dials

•• SCDAP/RELAP5 (SCDAPSIM)
Detailed mechanistic codes
Design specific features limited
User parameters limited to few critical processes

- SCDAP/RELAP5 limited to RCS

Design Philosophy

SCDAP/RELAP5 is designed to facilitate model
assessment and validation of plant models

Building block approach for system thermal-
hydraulics and structures
Control system/trip logic

- Representative 2D fuel rods, control rods/blades,
and structures
Lumped parameter and 2D finite element models
for debris/structures
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Design Philosophy User Parameters

MAAP and MELCOR are designed specifically for full
plant calculations

model validation against experiments require
special models or versions

- BWR/PWR specific systems with relatively fixed
thermal-hydraulic system representations
Control system/trip logic functions
Lumped parameter models

MAAP and MELCOR make extensive use of model
parameters to allow user sensitivity studies and
enhanced user control of results

User parameters can be used to tune codes to
match experimental results or other more detailed
calculations
User parameters can be used to control
progression of accident

2
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User Parameters

SCDAP/RELAP5 user selected parameters are
intentionally minimized
- TH nodalization and selection of representative

core components
- TH modeling parameters used to control flow

regimes or select alternative correlations or models
- Damage progression parameters limited to critical

areas of modeling uncertainty
Defaults are recommended for user applications

- Defaults are set to best estimate values through
code-to-data comparisons

System thermal-hydraulics models have
strong impact on initial core uncovery/heatup

• MAAP and MELCOR use quasi-equilibriurn models for
stratified and well mixed flow regimes

Predefined natural circulation patterns
Treatment of flow blockages version and user
dependent

• SCDAP/RELAP5 uses two-fluid, non-equilibrium model
2D hydrodynamics typically used in the vessel to
predict flow patterns associated with natural
circulation and changes in geometry
Empirical models developed for hot leg natural
circulation used typically in PWR calculations

o



Core structures models influence the early
phases of the accident and the effectiveness
of core reflood

• MAAP core structures models depend on the version
of the code used

MAAP 3B lumps core materials and structures
together
MAAP 4 treats the heating and melting of fuel,
cladding, and control rods/blades separately

• MELCOR lumps core materials together but treats fuel
rods and control rods separately

oo

Core structures models influence the early
phases of the accident and the effectiveness
of core reflood

• SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 + uses discrete core
component models to track the heating and melting of
the different materials within each structure
- l\/I0D3.1e and M0D3.2 includes detailed BWR

control blade/channel box models along with
models to treat the reflood enhanced spalling of
protective oxides and molten droplet oxidation

Late phase models influence RPV failure and
the effectiveness of vessel flooding

• MAAP's late phase models were significantly
improved' in MAAP 4

MAAF* 3B does not treat molten pool formation,
growth, and bypass melt relocation (TMI-2-like
progression)
MAAP 4 has lumped parameter models
conceptually similar to those of SCDAP/RELAP5

- MAAP 4 assumed optimum debris configuration for
cooling of lower plenum debris and vessel

n
o

Late phase models influence RPV failure and
the effectiveness of vessel flooding

• MELCOR does not treat molten pool formation,
growth, and bypass meit relocation in core region

Core collaf Se occurs as zircaloy melting
temperatures are reached locally (default
temperature)
Melt relocation into tower plenum occurs only with
core plate failure

• MELCOR does not treat molten pool natural circulation
behavior in lower plenum

Debris configuration and heat transfer likely to
provide early failure and complete melt drainage



Late phase models influence RPV failure and
the effectiveness of vessel flooding

• SCDAP/RELAP5 treats the in-core formation, growth,
and collapse of molten pools, debris/melt/structural
interactions using detailed lumped parameter models

• SCDAP/RELAP5 treats formation and growth of
molten pools (including natural circulation) in lower
plenum using detailed 2D finite element model

Debris configuration dependent on accident
progression

• SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.2 represents a significant
improvement over previous versions for flooded vessel
and cavity conditions

Debris configuration considered to be best estimate
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Code-to-Code Comparisons

Plant/Transient
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MAAP is unable to predict core heatup for
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Variation in Predicted Event Timing
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Predicted RPV response with reflood varied
from no-failure (MAAP) to failure
(SCDAP/MELCQR)

• TVO SB with core flooding

MAAP .4.0
(VIELCOR 1.8.3

No failures
Failure predicted for flooding
starting at peak temperatures of
2000 K and above

AP600 with vessel and core flooding

- MAAP 4.0 No failure predicted through
~ 24 hrs

- SCDAP/RELAP5 Failure predicted after ~4 hrs
MOD3.2



Summary and Conclusions

Code-to-code comparisons show wide variation in
predicted results

Modeling capabilities
- System nodalization
- Users parameters in IVJAAP and MELCOR
- MAAP4 versus MAAP3B

MAAP and MELCOR appear to be adequate for initial
core uncovery with two notable exceptions

MAAP predicted uncovery rates were significantly
delayed relative to other codes for several
transients, particular LBLOCA
Initial water levels were significantly overpredicted
(MAAP 3B and MAAP 4) in transients in AP600
and Krsko

Summary and Conclusions

MAAP, in particular MAAP 3B, appears to
underpredict total hydrogen production relative to
other codes

MAAP 3B does not predict the enhanced hydrogen
production and melting observed in reflood
experiments and predicted by SCDAP/RELAP5
MAAP 4 predicts significantly more hydrogen
during reflood but is still noticeably lower than the
other codes

MELCOR predicts core collapse near zircaloy melting
temperature, significantly earlier than for MAAP or
SCDAP/RELAP5

Peak core temperatures are several hundred K
lower than other codes

Summary and Conclusions

Use of MAAP 3B or MAAP 4 for flooding conditions
questionable
- Neither version predicted significant core slumping

or RPV failure even under the most extreme of
conditions (Flooding delayed to temperatures in
excess t)f 2000 K)

- Both MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5 predicted RPV
failure in extreme cases
Optimum debris configuration used to enhance
coolability

Use of MELCOR for flooding conditions questionable
Code lacks molten pool models so heat transfer to
surrounding water or adjacent structures may be
unrealistic

Summary and Conclusions

Use of SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.2 recommended for
flooding conditions
- SCDAP/RELAP5/M0D3.2 includes models

specifically developed for flooded vessel and cavity
conditions
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11.5 Hypothetical Accidents in Accelerator-driven Subcritical and Lead-cooled Fast
Systems

H.U. Wider, JRC Ispra, Italy

( Present by A. V. Jones, JRJ Ispra, Italy)

Accelerator-driven systems (ADSs) with a fast subcritical core and with lead as
coolant and flowing target for the Impinging proton beam, are getting a great deal of
attention because of their potential as nuclear waste burners. In Spain the LAESA
consortium has recently formed to build a 100 MWt pilot plant as proposed by Prof.
Rubbia of CERN.

It is therefore important to consider already now all remote possibilities for severe
accidents in such systems so that they can be considered in the design. Loss-of-
Coolant Accidents (LOCAs) are not a problem since the lead coolant in an ADS is at a
low pressure and the primary coolant is in one vessel (pool design) and a guard vessel
is foreseen.

Reactivity Induced Accidents (RlAs) have been investigated with the EAC2 fast
reactor accident code and an upgraded point kinetics into which a neutron source has
been inserted. These calculations show that both fast and slow reactivity insertions,
that are smaller than the subcriticality of the ADS, lead to mild power rises with
maximum increases of a few tenths of nominal. However, these increased powers will
eventually lead to a limited number of pin failures if the accelerator beam is not
interrupted or switched off. Fast reactivity insertions Chat are larger than the
subcriticality can lead to more pin failures which reduce the reactivity through fuel
sweepout. An important reason for not getting high powers in the cases with lead
coolant is the low void worth of lead..

Loss-of-Flow (LOF) or Loss-off-Heat-Sink (LOHS) accidents lead to an undercooling
of the core and voiding (in a sodium cooled core) and fuel and clad melting if the
accelerator beam is not interrupted or switched off. However, even in the case of an
LOF accident in a sodium cooled system, no high power is calculated due to the
sodium voiding. However, strong negative reactivity effects due to fuel dispersal do
not reduce the power much below nominal and therefore most of the core would melt
if the accelerator beam was not interrupted. However, in the course of such an
accident the evacuated guide tube of the proton beam will eventually melt at some
location and be flooded by the lead. Passive measures to flood this guide tube before
any fuel or clad melting starts should be be developed. Active measures to shut off the
current to the accelerator in an accident condition are also important. EAC2
calculations show that a switching off of the beam reduces the power very rapidly to
decay heat levels.

If a timely beam shutoff is not achieved in a LOF or LOHS type accident, cladding
and (metal) fuel melting will occur before lead boiling started. The metal fuel will
probably mix with the lead coolant and will possibly be rapidly dissolved in the
molten lead. If this were not true, a fuel agglomeration on the vessel bottom could
occur and lead to thermal loads and critically problems. This could be prevented with
an in-vessel core catcher.
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Other potential causes for accidents could be lead freezing (MP 327 °C) due to an
overcooling of a rather fresh core during decay heat removal. Lead freezing could lead
to frozen chunks that could block the core inJet. Problems with the emergency decay
heat removal could also lead to problems. Due to feedback effects a doubling of the
beam power (which is rather unlikely) was found to result in less than a doubling of
the power.
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Hypothetical Accidents in Accelerator-driven Subcritical
and Lead-cooled Fast Systems

H. U. Wider

JRC Ispra, ISIS Institute

A. Low-probability Accident Scenario in a Rubbia-type Waste Burner

B. Massive Cooling Problems (Loss-of-Flow and Loss-of-Heat Sink)

C. Lead freezing problems

D. Emergency decay heat removal

E. Proposed Molten Lead Experiment to test preventative measures
for B.) and understand phenomena in C.) and D.)

Low-probability Accidents in a Rubbia-type Waste Burner

No significant problems with Loss-of-Coolant Accidents (LOCAs)
because of low pressure coolant, all primary coolant in one vessel
(pool design) and the use of a guard vessel.

No significant problems with reactivity inseition accidents because of
the subcritical design. Also beam-power increase accidents pose no
significant problem. However, the beam should eventually be
inteiTupted or shut-off to avoid local damage.

Severe Coolant Disturbances such as Loss-of-Flow or Loss-of-Heat
Sink Accidents could lead to core melts if the accelerator beam is not
switched off or interrupted. Several active and a few passive means to
do this are being proposed.

Emergency decay heat removal is a challenge for all reactor types. A
passive cooling of the outside of the vessel with natural air convection
is a very promising approach.

A special problem of lead-cooled systems (mostly during decay heat
removal) could be an overcooling of the lead, causing lead freezing
(M.P. 327°C) and coolant flow obstructions. Design measures to
prevent this (electrical heater rods, dumping of secondary coolant,
limiting the air cooling) are possible.

The bending magnets which turn the accelerator beam downwards into
the waste burner may fail (e.g. due to a local loss of electricity). The
proton beam would then generate a dangerous skyshine. Design
measures such as an effective beam stopper and/or having the beam
underground and also an interlocking system that allows running of the
accelerator only when there is electricity to the bending magnets, are
possible.
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ADS under Consideration

800 MWe Na-cooled paper design used for WAC comparative
calculations for FBRs

Point kinetics in EAC-2 modified to include a constant neutron
source and insertion of a constant negative reactivity contribution
into the code to simulate the subcriticality

©
CJI

European Accident Code-2 includes

TRANSURANUS pin mechanics and heat conduction model

CFEM single and two-phase boiling model

MDYN in-pin and channel fuel motion, fuel coolant interaction and
coolant voiding

PKIN point- kinetics neuton flux

HEXPRT Neutronics

3D nodal transport calculation with higher order 1-D boundary
source method

Capablitity to generate reactivity worth curves

New X-section data for thorium-lead system through contract with
FZK Germany
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Damage Propagation in a Severe Coolant Disturbance Accident
without Beam Shut-off - if the decay heat didn't get removed
properly, a similar but much more slowly propagating scenario
could develop

An overheated lead coolant would first melt the cladding and
probably carry it away. If the proton beam is still not interrupted,
metal fuel will melt before the lead boils. Chances are that a
significant amount of metallic fuel would be carried away by or
dissolved in the lead coolant. If this were not the case, accumulations
of fuel on the bottom of the vessel could occur - an in-vessel core
catcher might have to be considered.

Lead Freezing Investigations

Ph.D. thesis on lead freezing problems in a Waste Burner started
recently. As a tool the US code FL0W3D is used

Objectives:

1.) Search and investigate all possibles for lead freezing in the
primary system - particularly for decay heat removal from low
burn-up cores and cooldown of the secondary loop

2.) Investigate the consequences of lead freezing in the primary
system - particularly in the primary heat exchanger, the core inlet
regions and near the walls for emergency decay heat removal

3.) Examine different prevention measures such as electical heater
rods, dumping the coolant of the secondary loop, reduce
emergency air cooling
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Objectives of first Molten Lead Natural Circulation Experiment

1.) Testing passive beam interruption devices - important for all
accidents leading to lead overheating

2.) Investigating the vessel outside cooling with natural circulation of
air - emergency decay heat removal

3.) Investigation of lead freezing aspects during emergency decay
heat removal

i.) Investigation of the behavior of lead activation products such as
mercury (or polonium - but only at end of test series) or spallation
products such as tritium (to be simulated with hydrogen)
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12.1 EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF WERAND PWR FUEL
UNDER SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

(Abstract)

Z. Hozer, L. Maroti
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute
H-1525 Budapest, PQBox49, Hungary

e-mail: hozer@sunserv.kfki.hu

The core of Soviet-designed WER nuclear power plants is made of
similar, but not exactly the same materials as Western PWRs. In order to point
out the differencies in materials behaviour and the effect of hexagonal
arrangement of fuel rods in the assembly an experimental programme has been
launched in KFKI Atomic Energy Reserach Institute. The experimental
programme consisted of separate effect and integral tests.

In separate effect tests the interactions of core materials and the
behaviour of Zr1%Nb cladding were investigated in the following experiments:

• UO2 pellet - Zr1 %Nb cladding interaction in 1000-1300 °C range,
© Stainless steel spacer - Zr1%Nb cladding interaction in 1000-1250 °C
range,
• Boron steel - Zr1%Nb cladding interaction in 1080-1235 °C range,
• Effect of H2 uptake on the mechanical behaviour of Zr1%Nb cladding
in 900-1200 °C,
• Ballooning tests with normal and preoxidized Zr1%Nb cladding
samples in 700-1200 °C range.

Each type of experiments were preceded by similar tests using PWR materials.
The results of separate effect tests showed that the interaction of W E R
materials is similar to PWR materials, however the interaction rate between
cladding and stee! and pellet is slightly higher. The hydrogen uptake results in
earlier embrittlement of Zr1%Nb cladding compared to Zircaloy-4. The rupture of
cladding due to ballooning process takes place in case of Zr1%Nb at lower
temperatures as well.

The integral tests were performed on the CODEX facility with 7-rod
hexagonal WER fuel assemblies. During the heat-up
period of the tests the temparature escalation
and H2 production due to cladding-steam
interaction was investigated. The cooling down
periods were performed with argon or water. The
post-test examination of the cuts of the
experimental section provided detailed
information on the desctruction of fuel assembly
in conditions up to 2400 °C. The results of
CODEX test showed that in the early phase of
the core degradation in WER reactors the same
phenomena takes place as in PWRs.
The CODEX experimental programme will be continued in the framework of
CEC/OPSA project with "air ingression" type tests using PWR fuel assembly.
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SEPARATE EFFECT TESTS

SARJ-97
Yokohama, Japan
October 6-8, 1997 Cladding - pellet interaction

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF WER AND PWR FUEL

UNDER SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

Z. Hozer, L. Maroti
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute
Fuel and Reactormaterials Department
H-1525 Budapest, POBox 49, Hungary

e-mail: hozer@sunserv.kfki.hu

INTRODUCTION

There are four WER-440 units in operation at Paks site in Hungary. The core of
Soviet-designed WER nuclear power plants is made of similar, but not exactly
the same materials as Western PWRs. The WER fuel rods are placed on a
triangular lattice, the fuel assembly has hexagonal form. The WER-440 fuel
assembly is covered by an external shroud. The clad material is Zr1%Nb alloy.
The spacer grids are made of stainless steel, some new designs use Zr1%Nb.
The WER-440 has control assemblies with boron steel absorbers.

Fuel geometry
Clad material
Spacer grid
Absorber

PWR
square
Zircaloy

inconnel/Zircaloy
AIC

WER
hexagonal with shroud

Zr1%Nb
stainless steel/Zr1%Nb

boron steel
Table 1. Comparison of PWR and WER fuel

In order to point out the differences in materials behaviour and the effect of
hexagonal arrangement of fuel rods an experimental programme has been
launched in KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute. The experimental
programme consisted of separate effect and integral tests.

During accidental situations at high temperature the clad material reduces the
UO2 pellet. The interaction results in the formation of two a -Zr(O) layers and
between them a molten (U,Zr) layer occurs.

The objective of the test was to determine the total interaction layer thickness,
for it should be considered in the evaluation of clad performance. In the
experiment WER fuel samples with Zr1%Nb clad, containing three pieces of
original pellets were treated at different temperatures. Both end of the fuel were
closed hermetically by welding in Ar gas at low pressure. Then the specimens
were put into an autoclave, which was heated by a high frequency generator.
During the test the autoclave was filled with pure Ar gas. The 40 bar pressure,
which was applied in the test was sufficient to provide the necessary contact
between cladding and pellet. The temperature of the specimen was measured by
thermocouples and a pyrometer. The test were performed in 1000-1300 °C
range. After the treatment the fuel samples were cut and polished for
metallographical investigation.

On the basis of experimental results the total interaction layer thickness of L)O2-
Zr interaction was determined as function of reaction time for different
temperatures. For code calculations the coefficients of Arrhenius equation were
derived.

Fig.1. Zr1%Nb-UO2 interaction layer thickness

Another series of experiments was performed in steam atmosphere. The
specimens were analysed by optical microscope using image analyser. The
results of these tests provided information not only on the growth of different
layers, but on the time of complete oxidation as well.
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Fig.2. Zr1%Nb cladding and U02 pellet interaction layers in high temperature
steam conditions

Cladding - spacer interaction

The VVER-440 fuel assemblies have stainless steel spacer element at each 250
mm of length. In accidental conditions the high temperature interaction between
the clad and spacer results in eutectic formation. The eutectic has much lower
melting point, than that of the two metals.

The objective of the test was to determine dependence of eutectic formation on
the reaction time and reaction temperature.

A special equipment was developed for the measurement of the rate of eutectic
formation between pairs of metal pieces. A mobile high temperature furnace was
previously heated up to the required temperature and was moved to include the
sample holder device. In this device the metal discs are heated to the furnace
temperature without being in contact. At the beginning of the test a weigh
produces the necessary force to push the metal pieces together. From that time
the movement of the fore transmitting ceramic rod is indicated by an electronic
micrometer. The signal recorded by the micrometer is proportional to the
amount of liquefied eutectics pressed out of the interaction zone between metal
pieces. To avoid oxide layer formation vacuum is kept in the sample holder
device. The tests were performed in 1000-1250°C range,

Fig.3. Equivalent thickness of Zr1%Nb cladding - stainless steel (OX18H10T)
interaction

Based on the experimental results the melt-through of the 0.7 mm thick clad at
different temperatures was calculated.

Temperature, °C
Time, s

1060
445

1080
280

1090
120

1140
34

1180
15

Table 2. Time of clad melt-through

Cladding - boron steel interaction

The absorber material is in contact with Zr1%Nb component. In high temperature
conditions the same eutectic problem occurs for these materials as for stainless
steel and clad. The measurements were carried out similarly to spacer-cladding
tests, using the same methodology. The results were converted into Arrhenius
equation coefficients. The test were performed in 1080-1235 CC range,
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Fig. 4. Equivalent thickness of Zr1%Nb - boron steel interaction



Ht uptake by Zr1%Nb at steam oxidation Ballooning tests

During the oxidation of zirconium alloy cladding in steam atmosphere some part
of the generated hydrogen is absorbed in the cladding. The hydrogen content
results in embrittlemsnt of the cladding and the absorption process affects the
total hydrogen release from reactor vessel.

The objective of these tests was to determine the amount of absorbed hydrogen.

The hydrogen uptake was measured at Zr1%Nb cladding samples, which had
been previously oxidised at 900 and 1200 °C in steam. After oxidation the
specimens were cooled down and the oxygen uptake was determined by the
measurement of mass gain. Subsequently the hydrogen content was measured
by hot extraction method.

The results showed that the hydrogen concentration increases with increasing
mass gain, which is proportional to the oxygen content of the cladding.
Measurement at 900 °C reveals, that the solubility of hydrogen limits the
absorption. When the solubility limit is reached the hydrogen concentration
begins to decrease. This solubility limit was not reached in the case of higher
oxidation temperature.

The absolute values of hydrogen uptake for Zr1%Nb was found approximately
four times higher than for Zircaloy.

In order to study the embrittlement effect the samples after the oxidation were
taken to ring rupture tests. The rupture of cladding took place at lower
deformation rate for samples with thicker oxide layers.

The design criteria of Zircaloy cladding (<17% local oxidation) was checked for
Zr1%Nb cladding. It was found that total embrittlement of Zr1%Nb cladding
takes place already at 8-10% local oxidation.

7/////////7/////>/////-///////////\
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Fig.5. Results of tube rupture tests

The Zircaloy-4 and Zr1%Nb cladding tubes were tested in an appropriate
experimental facility providing linear pressurisation of the specimens under
isothermal conditions between 700-1200 °C. The specimen was placed in a
quartz test tube filled with inert gas (Ar), then vacuumed and heated up in an
electrical furnace. The pressure of the inert gas in the quartz tube was kept at
constant 1 bar by means of a buffer volume. After ca. 1000 s heat up the
sample was pressurised with argon gas at a constant pressure gradient
provided by choke with a capillary tube. Different pressurisation rates between
0.01-0.1 bar/s could be. applied by different size of capillary tubes. The furnace
temperature and the cladding inner pressure were recorded.

The specimens were 50 mm long slices of original PWR and WER claddings
with the identical inner and outer diameter of 9.3/10.75 and 7.8/9.2 mm
respectively. The samples were closed with Zircaloy-4 end-plugs welded to the
cladding in argon atmosphere. The pressurisation was performed through a 200
mm long and 2.2 mm diameter Zircaloy-4 pipe attached to ons end of the
specimen. In order to investigate the effect of corrosion on mechanical strength
of Zrt%Nb some samples were treated in steam or iodine atmosphere before
the ballooning tests. Samples with outer oxide layer of 0-50 urn or iodine
concentration of 0-18 mg/cm3 were investigated.

On the basis of ballooning tests, performed at different temperatures in the
range of 700 - 1200 °C with 50 °C steps, the following conclusions have been
drawn:

The experiments revealed that in the temperature range of 800-1000 °C the
mechanical strength of the Zr1%Nb cladding is lower than that of the Zircaloy-4
tube, since the a-P phase transition temperature is different for WER and PWR
cladding materials.

The coolant side oxidation has a significant effect on the mechanical strength of
the cladding. The strength of Zr1%Nb increases up to 10 urn oxide layer
thickness, but decreases with further oxidation. Decreasing deformation with
increasing ZrO2 layer have also been observed.

The iodine treatment did not influence the mechanical behaviour significantly:
only a small increase of high temperature strength and a small decrease of
deformation have been observed.
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INTEGRAL TESTS

The integral tests were performed on the CODEX (COre Degradation
Experiment) facility with 7-rod hexagonal WER fuel assemblies.

The CODEX integral test facility represents the main geometrical arrangement of
a WER-440 reactor fuel assembly and has been constructed of WER materials.
The basic part of the facility is the test section comprising a seven rod bundle
with electrically .heated rods. The heating tungsten bars are surrounded with
ring-shaped UO2 pellets and enclosed in industrially fabricated Zr1%Nb alloy
cladding. The bundle is fixed by three spacer grids and placed into a hexagonal
shroud. This shroud is covered by thermal insulation layers. The steam
generator and superheater section of the facility provides argon and steam flow
for the test section during heating-up and cooling-down phases. Up to know
three experiments were executed on the facility, one with fuel pellet simulant and
two with real fuel.

Fig.6. Ballooning sample after rupture

700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

Test

CODEX-1

CODEX-2

CODEX-3

Pellet

AI2O3

UO2

UO2

Cooling mode

slow

slow

quick

Coolant

argon

argon

water

Table 3. Main parameters of CODEX test matrix

The first experiment with UO2 pellets was performed at the end of 1995. During
the first phase of the experiment the bundle was preheated by argon inlet flow
without electrical heating. The second phase started with switching on electrical
rod heating, and steam injection was added to the argon flow resulting in
additional heat generation. The electrical power was linearly increased. After
1200 s rod temperature escalation was observed. The second phase lasted
1800 s, then the electrical heating was switched off, the steam injection was
stopped and the facility was cooled down slowly by argon. The measured data
showed that the highest temperature (2400 °C) was reached close to the top of
the bundle. Subsequent to the experiment the bundle was filled up with artificial
resin and afterwards cut into slices in order to facilitate the further investigation.
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Fig.7. Rupture pressure as function of temperature
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Fig. 11, Horizontal cuts of CODEX-2 bundle

The CODEX-3 experiment with quick water cooling has been performed in two
steps. In the first step similar procedures were taken as in CODEX-2 experiment,
but the cooling down phase was performed with water and it started at 1200 °C.
In that case the temperature was too low reaching escalation conditions,
however a strong oxide layer was created. After the first step a visual
observation was carried out. It was found that there was no damage on the rod
bundle and the oxide layer on the external surface was approximately 60 |i m.
The second step consisted also three phases, but the cooling down was initiated
at higher temperature (1600 °C). Only a slight temperature escalation was
observed before the bundle was cooled down. The post-test examination
showed that there were some signs of high temperature material interactions,
but no similar damage to CODEX-2 case was observed.

During the next years "air ingression" type experiments will be carried out on the
CODEX facility for western type PWR bundles 3x3 in the framework of CEC
OPSA project. The objective of the tests are to study the increase of air ingress
oxidation reactions during core degradation. These tests will be used as a basis
for a later PHEBUS test with air ingress. The first CODEX air ingress test will be
performed in 1998.

CONCLUSIONS

The differences between WER and PWR materials were studied under sever
accidents conditions. In separate effect tests the interactions of core materials
and the behaviour of Zr1%Nb cladding were investigated. Each type of
experiments were preceded by similar tests using PWR materials. The integral
tests were compared to similar tests on CORA facility. The findings of
comparison are summarised in Table 4.

Phenomena
interaction rate between cladding and core
materials
hydrogen uptake
embritflement due to oxidation
cladding rupture due to ballooninq
integral test phenomena at the early phase of
core degradation

Relation of WER to PWR
slightly higher

hiqher
at lower oxidation rate

at similar or lower temperature
similar

Table 4. Comparison of high temperature phenomena for VVER and PWR

The basic conclusion of the investigations was that some phenomena during
severe accidents in WERs takes place at different conditions than in PWRs. In
spite of these differences the general picture of early phase of core degradation
seems to be similar in WER and PWR reactors.
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12.2 Evaluation of the KBMK-1500 Accident Confinement System

X, Vilemas, E. Uspuras
ABSTRACT

The main safety tasks of the Accident Confinement System (ACS) of a RBMK-1500 plant are
to provide confinement of steam, water and radioactive products released by a break in the
primary coolant circuit or by opening of the main steam relief valves or fast-acting pressure-
reducing valves, to prevent excessive pressure building up within section of confinement
system, to provide adequate structural strength of each compartment to withstand the pressure
and temperatures which may occur in a loss-of-eoolant-accideni (LOCA) and to limit release
of radioactivity to the environment in a design basis accidents to specified limits.

The results of the thermohydraulic and structural response of the ACS of Tgnalina NPP to
LQCAs is presented. This is the first analysis that considers both short and long term
responses of the ACS for full range of LOCAs employing state-of-the-art best estimate
methods. An adequate modeling of complex mufti-compartment and multi-suppression pool
system of the Ignalina NPP ACS is performed using new Cl 1AF version of the CONTAIN
code. The analysis employs mass and energy source from calculations performed using
RELAP5 code. The calculated atmospheric temperatures and pressure inside ACS
compartments as well as temperatures of structures are used as input data for structural
analyses of the ACS.

For strength evaluation of the ACS of Ignalina NPP the maximal design basis accident - a
rupture of the pressure header of the main circulation pumps - is considered. Most of the
compartments at the Ignaiina NPP have rectangular parallelepiped configurations. Their walls
could be subjected to high pressure and lemperaturc and also to compression of the weight of
the structures from above. Different models are discussed for an evaluation of the strength of
such structures of concrete. The simulation of reinforced concrete carried out using sandwich
elements. The model assumes elastic deformation of both the reinforcement and the concrete.
Thickness of the concrete under compression is evaluated by cither allowable stress or by limit
analysis techniques for concrete. The part of the concrete in tension is replaced by a substance
of a very low modulus of elasticity, the shear resistance of which equals that of concrete,
Thickness of reinforcing layers is found by uniform distribution of actual steel cross-sections in
a given direction. Metal framework in both vertical and horizontal walls are simulated by finite
elements. Reinforcements in the monolithic blocks are uniformly distributed in the width of a
block; or the monolithic blocks are evaluated like beam elements. The model using reduced
plate finite elements of an orthotropic material is discussed. In this manner the temperature-
induced gradual heating of both vertical and horizontal walls can be evaluated.

The results of a finite element analysis are compared with those of the traditional technique of
limit analysis. The bending moment and axial force of the cross-section are founded from the
analytical expression for plates subjected to bending and under different support conditions.
The study covered the evaluation of performance parameters: loads initiating the cracks; sizes
of cracks initiated; possibilities of closing the cracks. Numerical results of strength evaluation
for most loaded compartments are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

to
o

The Ignalina NPP does not possess the conventional Western external containment, most of
which have either cylindrical or spherical protection shells. The components of the
RBMK-1500 reactor cooling systems are confined within rectilinear compartments separated
from each other by different openings. Walls of reinforced concrete are used for the
compartments and for the larger part of the main cooling loop. The confinement that protects
both the staff and the environment in case of an emergency in the multiple circulation circuit is
the accident confinement system [1]. This system at the Ignalina NPP operates as one of the
above protection shells, in emergency it reduces the internal pressure by means of the steam
condensation device. The walls and floors/ceilings of the ACS are of the steel- reinforced
concrete, with internal walls in the second reactor unit covered by steel liners. The internal
lining is incomplete in the first reactor unit [1]. To insure proper sealing, the walls of concrete
are coated with epoxy-silicate films. Figure 1 is an overall view of the ACS of the Ignalina
NPP.

The dependability of the ACS for RBMK-1500 plants has not been independently verified at
the design and construction stages. There was a number of reasons to suspect that the design
characteristics do not met Western safety standards. These include:

• the simplistic analysis models used during the ACS project development and the
incompleteness of the design information;

• on-site inspection evidence that discrepancies exist between the facility as designed and as
installed.

Therefore, independent assessment and analysis of the capabilities of the ACS has been started
by the Ignalina Safety Analysis Group at Lithuanian Energy Institute. This includes on-site
inspection, thermal-hydraulic evaluation of ACS response to a broad range of loss-of-coolant
accidents and it structural analysis. State-of-the-art technique has been used for analyses. The
present paper provides an overview of results of these investigations.

Figure 1 Principal ACS schematic
1 - fuel channel, 2 - main circulation pump, 3 - suction header, 4 - discharge header, 5 - group
distribution header, 6 - ECCS header, 7 - condensing pools, 8 - ACS heat exchanger, 9 - air
discharge pipe section, 10 - pipe for removal of contaminated steam from protection valve, 11
- pipe for removal of contaminated steam for broken fuel channel

2. THERMAL-HYDRAULIC EVALUATION OF ACS RESPONSE
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Best-estimate methods have been employed to evaluate the response of the RBMK-1500 plant
to a broad range of LOCA events. The response of the primary system was analysed using
RELAP5/MOD3.2. The mass/energy break flow rates obtained from these calculations where
subsequently employed to determine both the short-term and long-term loads imposed on the
ACS using CONTAIN Version Cl 1AE. The ACS of the RBMK-1500 plant contains a total of
ten suppression pools, thus for its proper analysis a version of the code was required which
can model multiple suppression pools.

Up to the present, analytical results available in the open literature regarding the response of
RBMK plants to LOCA events have been limited to relatively brief time periods. The present study
is the first one which analyses the long-term aspect of LOCA transients for the primary system and
the ACS. The analysis of the ACS considers both the case when the CTCS heat exchangers
perform as designed, and when they fail.

The LOCA transients analyzed in this study were chosen so that they would cover the range of
break sizes (maximum design basis LOCA to small break) and a variety of break locations.
The main purpose of the RELAP5 analysis of the primary system was to generate best-
estimate mass/energy source terms for the subsequent assessment of the ACS. The obtained
results showed that the mass/energy source term presented in the TOB documentation [2]
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which was used in most earlier studies, was based on bounding and in some respects simplistic
and non-physical assumptions. For example, in the TOB estimate, the break flow out of the
ruptured pressure header is assumed to become pure steam within 14 sec. Such a result can be
obtained only by neglecting most two-phase flow phenomena. The analogous RELAP5
computation shows that the break flow remains two-phase during the entire transient. A best-
estimate treatment of the design basis LOCA event produces changes not only in the rate and
quality of the break flow, but also in the response of the primary system

For most transients the RELAP5 computations were carried out for a time period of one to
several hours. This is sufficient to de-pressurize the primary system and/or to approach a
quasi-equilibrium state. The subsequent CONTAIN calculations were extended out to a time
period of up to 24 hours. This made it necessary to develop a mass/energy balance method for
generating containment source terms for the extended analysis time.

Analysis conducted is the first study presenting analytical results regarding the long-term ACS
response to LOCA events. The performed computations show that the pressure loads imposed on
the ACS can be divided into two time segments. A 'short-term' pressure peak which occurs within
several minutes after initiation of the LOCA, and a iong-term' pressure rise which reaches a broad
maximum in several hours. The short-term pressure increase is terminated by the rapidly decreasing
rate of break flow as the primary system de-pressurises. The subsequent 'long-term" peak is
generated because the temperature of the condenser tray water increases and the rate of energy
removal into structures falls more rapidly then the mass/energy addition rate due to break flow. As
the decay energy diminishes, and the stored thermal energy in the graphite block is dissipated (the
later is an important energy source for RBMK plants) the balance between energy source and loss
terms is restored and eventually the atmospheric pressure begins to decrease. For most LOCA
events, the long-term pressure rise achieves a broad maximum in the 3 to 6 hour time span, the
magnitude of the peak in most cases stays well below the pressures imposed during the initial phase
of the transient.

The magnitude of the long-term pressure increase depends upon two factors. The first and most
obvious one is the time dependent balance between the rate of mass/energy addition to the ACS
atmospheres and the energy/mass removal rate by the various available heat sinks. The sign of this
atmospheric energy balance determines weather the pressure will be increasing or decreasing. The
magnitude of the eventual pressure increase depends also on the amount of non-condensible that
remain in the ACS atmosphere. The RBMK-1500 ACS is provided with a controlled venting
feature. During the initial stages of a LOCA event (for a time period of ~5 min), non-condensibles
are vented to the outside atmosphere. The time period available for venting remains essentially
constant, the amount that is vented then depends on the initial pressure build-up and thus on the
nature of the transient. Differences in the amount of non-condensibles vented influence the
subsequent long-term pressure rise in the design basis LOCA and the MRV malfunction events. A
third significant influence, which applies only to LOCA events which direct their mass/energy flow
to the upper plate of a single ACS tower, is the volume of the ACS into which the non-
condensibles are compressed.

The heat exchangers of the Condenser Tray Cooling System constitute one of the principal long-
term energy sinks For this reason this study considered the question how would the ACS would
respond without the availability of CTCS. An estimate of the probability that the CTCS would fail
to perform as designed are shown to be in the 0.003 to 0.007 per demand range. The assumption of
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Figure 2. Pressure in compartments. No CTCS failure

CTCS failure thus represents a low probability multiple-failure scenario and as such belongs in the
'severe accident' spectrum. It is included in this study for completeness. However, the importance
of CTCS cooling should not be over-stated. Energy balances performed for different transient time
spans show that even when the CTCS functions at full capacity, other energy removal mechanisms
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remain relevant. The condenser tray water and the massive concrete structures of the RBMK-1500
ACS have a very large heat capacity and they absorb a significant fraction of the released energy.

For the design basis LOCA two long-term (24 hr) computations were canied out, one with a fully
functioning CTCS, the other for the case where the CTCS is assumed to fail. For the case when the
CTCS functions as designed, the secondary pressure peak is considerably lower then the short-term
peak and thus does not pose an additional challenge to the integrity of the ACS, Figure 2.
Significantly and somewhat surprisingly, the calculated results for the scenario with failed
CTCS, show that even without the assistance of external cooling the pressure rise remains
bounded, Figure 3. The energy removed by the very large heat capacities of the RBMK-1500 ACS
water pools and concrete structures plus the energy required to heat the subcooled ECCS water to
saturation limits the pressure rise to a total of -2 bar in the break compartment, and to ~0.9 bar
over-pressure in the compartments beyond the condensing trays. The design pressure of these
compartments is 0.8 bar and blow-out panels are provided which are set to open at a pressure
difference of -0.8 bar. Thus the computed result indicates that for a limited time period the
computed pressure transient lies above the design limits. However, the margin is sufficiently close
to design values that no catastrophic failures are anticipated.

The results summarised above deserve additional comment. Note that they apply for a period of 24
hours. During this time the massive concrete structures still have not reached thermal equilibrium
while the core decay energy has decreased substantially and the stored energy in the graphite block
has been entirely dissipated. A significant fraction of the decay energy has been employed to
saturate the ECCS coolant flow which has a source independent from the CTCS. If the analysis
were to be extended beyond 24 hours and limitations were imposed on ECCS flow, then the
concrete structures would approach thermal saturation (in -3 days) and the pressure would start to
increase once more. The second comment concerns the blow-out panels. According to design
specifications, the pressure difference setting for their opening coincides with the design over-
pressure of the ACS compartments beyond the condensation trays. This implies that the designers
either deliberately did not want to take advantage of the sizeable margin which is normally available
between the 'design pressure' and the 'failure pressure' of a structure, or that there is confusion in
terminology.

A summary conclusion of this study is that the analysis of primary system and ACS response of the
RBMK-1500 plant to LOCA events employing best-estimate methodology has demonstrated both
the complexity and the resilience of these systems. The inherent complexity requires the
development of models which push at the limits of currently employed analytical methods. Part of
the complexity is produced by the high degree of redundancy and is thus safety related. This
becomes especially apparent in the analysis of long-term transients for which the number of
alternative options and thus alternative scenarios increases. In most cases a long-term transient
analysis will thus not be unique but will depend on the scenario (the main component of variability
being operator action) chosen by the analyst. Though, as noted, the methods employed in this study
are 'best-estimate' an effort was made to choose 'conservative' scenarios. In this respect the results
also have a conservative slant. It is shown in this study that for the broad range of LOCA events
analysed design loads on the ACS are approached or marginally exceeded only for those cases
where multiple failure of safety systems is assumed.
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Figure 3 Pressure in compartments. CTCS failure



Figure 4. Model of the accident localisation system

3. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE ACS
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Structural analysis of the RBMK-1500 ACS was performed using state-of-the art ALGOR
code. The case considered is the largest hypothetical accident of the project: a double-end
break of the pressure header of the main circulation pumps. Description of the ACS model
and preliminary results are presented elsewhere [3]. The analytical results for one of the
compartments (identified by 1) shown in Figure 4 are presented. This compartment is located
in a top part of ACS. There are homed pressure and suction headers of main circulation
pumps.

Most of the compartments at the Ignalina NPP have rectangular parallelepiped configurations.
Their walls could be subjected to high pressure and temperature and also to compression of
the weight of the structures from above. Different models can be applied to test the strength of
such structures of concrete. We used in our analysis of the ACS of the Ignalina NPP the finite
elements analysis together with the conventional structural calculations of the standards [4,5].
A detail description of structural analysis methods used is presented in [6],

The wall strength of one compartment is analysed for the worst hypothetical accident: a
double-end break of the pressure header located in compartment 117 [1]. In such an accident
simulation the maximum pressure of 0.4 MPa is achieved in 13 seconds. It then drops and
after 50 s the pressure becomes stable at 0.12 MPa. The temperature rises in 10 s up to 143°C,
then drops to 120°C at 38 s and rises again, so that in 50 s the temperature is 160°C.
Compartment 407 is directly connected to compartment 117, so that equal temperatures in
both was assumed. The wall inside~surfaces reaches 143°C in 80 s. The pressure-temperature
behaviour is shown in Figure 5. Our computation starts at the maximum pressure, that is after
13 s when the wall surface is heated to 60°C [7], The temperature distribution through the
walls is given in reference.
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Figure 5. Variation of pressure and temperature

For static loads, the parameters are computed in separate periods of time for instantaneous
values of inside pressure and wall temperature, as long they become stable. We present the
results for the compartment 407 illustrated in Figure 6. It shows the distribution of peak
stresses in the reinforceinent in the deformed model under the action of maximum pressures,
for the finite sandwich elements.

The results of the techniques of strength determination show certain reserve strength in the
case a maximum loads in the wall, identified by an arrow in Figure 1, and its factors of reserve
loads for the cases considered. The reserve factors determined by the propagation of cracks
were found for allowable standard crack sizes [5],
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Figure 6. A model of compartment of the ACS: left - distribution of peak stresses and
deformations in the reinforcement, right- distribution of reinforcement rods in the

compartment walls



9. CONCLUSIONS

Best-estimate methods have been employed to evaluate the thermal-hydraulic response of the
RBMK-1500 plant to a broad range of loss of coolant accidents. The response of the primary
system was analysed using RELAP5/MOD3.2. The mass/energy break flow rates obtained
from these calculations were subsequently employed to determine both the short-term and
long-term loads imposed the Accident Confinement System using CONTAIN Version Cll AE.

A summary conclusion of thermal-hydraulic study is that the analysis of primary system and ACS
response of the RBMK-1500 plant to LOCA events employing best-estimate methodology has
demonstrated both the complexity and the resilience of these systems. The inherent complexity
requires the development of models which push at the limits of currently employed analytical
methods. Part of the complexity is produced by the high degree of redundancy and is thus safety
related. This becomes especially apparent in the analysis of long-term transients for which the
number of alternative options and thus alternative scenarios increases. In most cases a long-term
transient analysis will thus not be unique but will depend on the scenario (the main component of
variability being operator action) chosen by the analyst. Though, as noted, the methods employed in
this study are 'best-estimate' an effort was made to choose 'conservative' scenarios. In this respect
the results also have a conservative slant. It is shown in this study that for the broad range of LOCA
events analysed design loads on the ACS are approached or marginally exceeded only for those
cases where multiple failure of safety systems is assumed.

The results of the study were applied to the resistance model and investigation of strength of
the ACS steel-reinforced structure of the Ignalina NPP. Data on the geometry of ACS and on
reinforcement of the walls were accumulated and processed. Construction standards were
applied In strength predictions of reinforced concrete to evaluate the carrying-ability of the
structure and its performance by the technique of limit analysis. The ACS analysis with finite
elements of several types (ALGOR element library) yielded instantaneous reserve strength
factors for static loads. Because of the relatively slow rate of loading, the investigation has
confirmed that dynamic effects do not contribute additional insight to regular static analysis.
Furthermore, because of the internal heating of the confinement structure, thermal effects on
the walls would tend to reduce stresses imposes by internal pressure. Thus, neglecting thermal
effects would make the static analysis more conservative.
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ACS Accident Confinement System
CTCS Condenser Tray Cooling System
ECCS Emergency Core Cooing System
LOCA Loss Of Coolant Accident
MRV Main Relief Valve
NPP Nuclear Power Plant
RBMK Russian Acronym for "Large Power Channel Reactor"
TOB Russian Acronym for "Technical Safety Report of Ignalina NPP with RBMK-1500

Type Reactors"
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This paper presents results of experimental studies conducted at the Royal Institute of Tech-
nology, Division of Nuclear Power Safely (RIT/NPS) on melt spreading. A series of low and
intermediate temperature experiments were performed, using different pairs of simulant fluids for
melt and coolant. Significant results were obtained from three high-temperature experiments con-
ducted with the corium melt simulant, CaO-B2O3, in a 3.5 meter long by 0.2 meter wide channel.
The basema.t upon which the melt spread was in one case concrete and in the other two cases a
10mm thick steel plate. Roughly 12 liters of the binary oxide melt at «1200°C was employed.

A scaling relationship between dimensionless spread depth and characteristic spreading time
was derived. Experimental measurements from simulant material experiments are presented along
with comparisons to the scaling analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Severe accident management may play a large role in the design and licensing of the next
generation of nuclear power plants. In the case of a reactor pressure vessel (R.PV) melt-through
during a postulated severe accident, measures to stabilize the core melt within the containment
may have to be implemented. One promising measure is to provide a large spreading area for the
melt ejected from the RPV so that its sprea.d depth is small enough to be coolable with a water
overlayer. This is the favored design measure for the development of the French-German design of
the European Pressurized water Reactor (EPR).

The Nuclear Power Safety division at KTH is a partner in the shared cost research project
"Corium Spreading and Coola.bility" (CSC) sponsored by European Commission. The RIT/NPS
experimental program in this area is directed to develop a sound scientific and technical under-
standing of the melt spreading process in order to evaluate the severe accident management design
proposed for EPR.

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The ob jective of the spreading-related research at RIT/NPS is to delineate the effect of material
physical properties in different "spreading regimes controlled by (i) gravity inertia; (ii) gravity
viscous and (iii) solidification (freezing). These regimes cover the cases of dry and under-water
spreading of corium melt on various substrates.

Tho experiments axe performed at the MIRA facility of the Laboratory of Nuclear Power Safety.

Table 1: Simulant fluids employed in RIT/S3E program.

N°

1
2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

10

Fluid pairs
Spreading melt
Water
Paraffin oil
Cerrobend
Cerrobend
Eutectic binary salt
(50%NaNO3 - i0%KNO3)
Non-eutectic binary salt
(2Q%NaN03 - 80%KNOs)
Eutectic binary salt
Non-eutectic binary salt
Non-eutectic oxide melt
(30%CnO - 70%B2O3)
Non-eutectic oxide melt
(30%CaO - 70%B2O3)

Coolant
None
None
None
Water
None

None

Paraffin oil
Paraffin oil

None

None

Channel
substrate

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Steel

Steel
Steel

Concrete

Steel

All the experiments performed, to date, were conducted in open atmosphere. The experimental
program named S3E (Scaled Simulant Spreading Experiments) employs simulant materials as melt.
Table 1 lists combinations of meit, coolant and substrate materials in the current S3E program.

2.1. Experimental Arrangement

A facility was designed for high temperature bina.ry-oxidic melt spreading tests. The geometry
of the concrete channel can be seen in Figure 1.

Oxidic melt is generated by inductive heating in a Si-C crucible and, then, remotely poured into
a collection device with a 28mm diameter tube at its bottom. The melt exits this tube by gravity
flow onto a short inclined section (.2m long and .05m high) and then flows into the 1-dimensional
concrete channel of .2m width and 3.5m length. The base of the channel is steel re-inforced concrete
of 0.05m thickness. Likewise, the sidewalls of the channel are .05m thick and 0.2m in height. In
each test channel, K-type thermocouples were arranged to detect the progression of the spreading
front.

2.2. Experimental Results

Besides the melt physical properties, the melt spreading depends on melt superheat, melt pour
rate, and might be affected by the conditions of the floor and substrate, e.g., dry or wet floor,
different substrate materials. Therefore, melt superheat (from 0 to 100K), molt volume (from 5
to 20 liters) and coolant temperature (from 3°C to 85°C) were varied in the S3E experiments. In
total, 45 low and intermediate temperature experiments were performed to date.

Extensive data base was obtained on spreading dynamics, final spread-melt thickness, spreading
distances for dry spreading, spreading of melt in liquid coolant.
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In 'wet' spreading tests (spreading under coolant) it was observed that initial interactions
between melt flow and coolant cause fragmentation of the melt, which cools fast and forms a
porous layer of lower density. Subsequent melt flow lifted the porous layer and carried it to a
distance determined by flow rate (incrtial forces). It was observed that high heat removal rate, in
tests with cold water led to slowdown of the spreading front progression. Spreading into a coolant
significantly decreased the spreading velocity, especially for a melt with low superheat (above the
liquidus temperature).

CSC Experiments at RIT/NPS

Figure 1: Oxide-Melt Spreading Test Facility (operation temperature up to 1500°C).

2.3. Oxide melt spreading

To date three high-temperature spreading experiments were performed, employing a binary-
oxide CaO-B2O3 melt as working fluid. Substrate materials were5cm-thick common-sand concrete
or lem-thick steel. Thermocouples were embedded in the concrete and steel substrates to measure
the thermal response.

Experimental conditions of oxide-melt spreading tests can be seen in Tables 2 and 3.

Test 3MDC-0x-l and Test 3MDS-0x-l are similar, but employing different materials (concrete
vs. steel) for the substrate. It was found that the spreading process on the steel substrate occurred
smoothly. Instead, the spreading process on the concrete substrate encountered violent interactions
between the high-temperature melt and concrete. As the melt front progressed into the concrete
channel it was clear that substantial gas generation occurred due to the heating of the concrete.
Both unbound and bound water in the concrete was driven out and it was clearly observed in the
videotapes that the viscous glassy-like melt had substantial gas passing through it.

Splation, defined as the breakoff of thin upper layers of the concrete surface as a result of the

Table 2: Experimental conditions for spreading tests of Series 3.

Parameter 1

Melt material
Solidus temp.
Liquidus temp.
Melt volume
Flow rate
Channel width
Channel length

K
K
lit.
1/s
m
m

CaO - B2O3

1225
1323

12
~ 0.15

0.2
3.6

Comments

30%-70%
± 5
± 10

(11.5 1)
± 0.03

(3.3 m)

Table 3: Specific conditions and results of spreading tests of Series 3.

Parameter | 3MDC-0x-l | 3MDS-Ox-1

Superheat
S\ibstrate
Z.p,,:p

Zsp.cal

150 K
5cm-concrete

3.0 m
2.9 m

150 K
lcm-steel

2.95 m
2.90 m

3MDS-Ox-2

50 K
lcm-steel
2.15 m
2.20 m

Comments

over liquidus
concrete sidewalls
uniform layer
viscid model

buildup of vapor pressure due to the evaporation of the free and bound water in the concrete,
occurred at several locations along the bottom of the concrete channel during the course of this
experiment. It resulted in significant disturbance in the spreading melt layer a.nd a small amount
of the melt was splashed outside* the channel. Gas perlocation and collapse of the bubbles on the
melt surface caused porosity in the melt layer.

The spreading distances were almost the same in the two spreading tests 3MDC-0x-l and
3MDS-0x-l. Probably, the termination of the spreading process is largely governed by the solidi-
fication of the melt leading edge.

Test 3MDS-0x-l and Test 3MDS-Ox-2 were performed to investigate the influence, of melt
superheat on the spreading distance. The prc-tcst calculations showed that the melt superheat
does not affect the spreading characteristics significantly even in the viscous-spreading regime.
Change of superheat from 150K to 50K superheat changed the spreading distance from 2.9 to
2.2 m. This is because the sensible heat is only a fraction of the total heat removal needed to
immobilize the spreading melt.

Experimental results of the oxide-melt spreading test on concrete substrate are shown on Figs.2-
4. It can be seen that the concrete temperature was maintained at 100°C until the water in the
neighborhood of the thermocouple had completely vaporized.

3. SCALING ANALYSIS

Two major phenomena which govern the spreading process are (i) hydrodynamic motion of
the spreading liquid (melt); and (ii) solidification of melt (luring the spreading process. The
first phenomenon is affected by gravitational, inertial, viscous and surface forces. The second
phenomenon is affected by heat transfer from the melt to surrounding media, i.e. downward q"jn

and upward (/"•„,, heat removal rates, internal heat generation rate qmi.
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Figure 3: Bubble releases after the termination
of melt spreading.
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Figure 2: Progression of Melt Front in Test Figure 4: Terminal spread height with spread
3MDC-0x-l. distance.

The above phenomena are also affected by physical properties and phase change behavior of the
melt. In addition during spreading of melt in another (lighter) liquid coolantj molten fuel-coolant
interactions may influence the spreading dynamics.

It should be noted that the spreading process is strongly coupled with the ex-vessel debris
long-term coolability iss\ie. The thinner the debris bed or melt pool, the easier it is to cool with
the accident management scheme of water flooding. Thus, from the reactor safety standpoint the
most useful scaling parameter characterizing the spreading process is the terminal thickness of the
spread melt (debris), 5sp.

Such a view to the spreading process does not rule out the role of the spreading dynamics.
Ilatlter, it fosters a focused approach to the analysis of the spreading data. It is likely that the
terminal spreading film thickness is not sensitive to experimental design-induced factors, e.g., gate
opening mechanisms etc. The present scaling concept does not follow the previous modeling and
analysis approaches whose focus was placed on the spreading-dynamics parameters.

A dimenslonless length scale of the spreading process, with melt solidification, is introduced:

c = ( i )

where $S1, is the average height of the spread melt and Scap is capillary thickness in a purely
hydrodynamic spreading regime.

Dimensionless time scale is defined as the ratio of competing characteristic times of the hydro-
dynamic spreading rconv and melt solidification TSO[<I.

if conv (2)
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Based on the solutions of momentum and energy-conservation equation, we obtain the following
relations for T in gravity-inertia regime:

n- _ dn- 9v

D-l

and in the gravity-viscous regime:

hc,dn{Tm -

G pm- Sc,p • (Cp,m • AT,,,,, + V •

(3)

(4)

It should be noted tha.t in this analysis the downward heat transfer coefficient /iC|t;n is evaluated by
using TUT correlation (Nu — 0,0027 • Pe) for convective heat transfer to a phase change or rough
boundary, rj is the fraction of the latent heat of fusion which needs to be removed until the melt
becomes immovable. It is found that r) = 0.5 provides the best fit to experimental data available.

It can be seen in the above equations that the dimensionless time scale combines the main
parameters of the spreading melt (Vl0(, G, AT3lip), geometry (£>), boundary conditions (/iconv,
' / „ , ) and the melt physical properties (H/vsion, CP,m, pm, vm). The dimensionless length scale
C represents a measurable (and highly reproducible) result of the spreading process (terminal
spreading melt thickness, <53). In order to obtain a scaling la.w we need to relate the dimensionless
length scale £ to the dimensionless time scale T.
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Based on the mass conservation equation, we obtain the following scaling relationship for
inviscid spreading:

£ = C • T 1 / 2 (5)

Since the proportionality coefficients in all the equations employed are orders of unity, coefficient
C should be about 1 ( C ~ 1 ) . This is then confirmed by comparing to experimental data available.
For the gravity-viscous regime, we obtain

C = C,-Tl'*-tfl/2 (6)
where coefficient C'v is of order of unity, but likely Cv < 1.0, and M is a viscosity number (M >
1) defined as

("> Vtou <7> D and G are kinematic viscosity, total melt volume, gravitational acceleration coefficient,
width of the spreading channel and melt supply flow rate, respectively). It can be seen that higher
the flow rate G or lower the fluid viscosity ?/, the smaller the viscosity number M- If N < 1, we
take M ~ 1, and Eq.(6) becomes Eq.(5) obtained for the gravity-inertia spreading regime.

The performance of the scaling relationship was examined against data on spreading distance
obtained from spreading experiments performed in the past (SPREAD [1], KATS-5,6,7, [2] and
C0MAS-5a [3]). It is found that the present relationship can describe the dependence of the
spreading distance on melt superheat, melt volume and melt supply flow rate. The measured
values conform to the invisdd model for the KATS experiments, since the melts employed were
at very high superheat and of low viscosity. The COMAS experiment employs a melt with low
superheat and substantial viscosity.

Table 4: Analysis of FzK/KATS and C0MSA-5a spreading experiments.

Experiment
KATS-6
KATS-7
KATS-5
KATS-7

C0MAS-5a

Melt
iron
iron

oxide
oxide

H-corium

r
1.48
3.00
1.90
3.27
4.61

1.33
1.53
1.38
1.75
3.27

1.21
1.73
1.40
1.80
2.15

1.21
2.58
1.40
3.06
3.91

Scaling analysis of the wet spreading tests performed with low and intermediate temperature
molts in the RIT S3E program is also shown Pig.5.

4. S U M M A R Y AND C O N C L U D I N G R E M A R K S

In this work, the focus is placed on the final configuration of the melt spreading process, i.e.
melt layer thickness and spreading distance, rather than on the spreading dynamics. This allows
development of a unique integral scaling relationship for ID spreading, with solidification, in both
gravity-inertia and gravity-viscous regimes.

Scaled simulant spreading experiments were performed, employing a variety of simulant mate-
rials as working fluids and under different (temperature, cooling, substrate, flow regime) experi-
mental conditions. It is found that the scaling relationship, developed here, predicts the spreading
distance and the terminal spread-melt thickness very well.

— Inviscid solution
- a Viscid sol., W= 3

® 2MW-C (11= 0.5)
A2MW-S(ti=0.5)

10

10° 10'
Ratio of time scales, - C

10'

Figure 5: Scaling analysis of S3E experiments (C, S and E denote ccrrobend, non-eutectic and
eutectic binary salts,.respectively).

The RIT correlation for convective heat transfer to a phase-change (rough) boundary Nu =
0.0027 • Pe appears to work well in spreading conditions of melt flow with attendant formation of
bottom crust. This correlation has been extensively validated against heat transfer data obtained
from HIT jet impingement and hole ablation experiments (150 data points). The correlation, and
its theoretical foundation, appears to apply in many different heat transfer configurations with
melting and freezing boundaries.

The effective 'solidification' time scales are defined as the time needed to bring the melt into
an immovable state. It appears that this definition of solidification implies removal of the sensible
superheat and half of the latent heat of fusion from the melt.

This work was conducted through the support of the European Commission in the 4-th Frame-
work program, the Finnish Utilities (TVO, IVO) a.nd the Swiss Nuclear Safety Commission (IISK).
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Abstract

The article contains some data about zirconia ceramics interaction (~20% pores)
with corium components: Fe2O3, T1O2, NiO, CTIOI and metallic iron in oxidizing and
neutral atmosphere and also with corium imitator in neutral atmosphere. It is showed
that the main factor in the intensity of the ferrum oxides penetration in the zirconia
ceramics is their reduction degree.

Absence of any erosion of the ceramics in the tests with corium imitator can be
explained by presence of 6 wt%Zr, which is reducing part of corium oxides to metals.

The main process, in the melt penetration into ceramic body is capillar
impregnation and oxides vapour transfer.

Introduction

Under conditions of nuclear reactor severe accident with melting of its active zone
the composition of the arising corium will be determined by the reactor destruction
degree, whether its active zone was melted fully or partially, the reactor body was
damaged or not, what is the oxidizing degree of metallic components, especially
zirconium. For example, the share of zirconia can vary from 16 to 40 wt% and in some
parts of corium can reach 100%. The active zone of reactor WER-1000 contains: UO2-
801, Zr-24t, steel-1401.

When the active zone is being melted in oxidizing atmosphere, the metallic corium
is oxidizing with extraction of about 39 t ZrCb, 79 t Fe2O3 and also some Cr and Ni
oxides. According to the calculations the corium temperature can reach 2500-2600 K and
more. For this reason the perspective material for core catcher is zirconia stabilized
ceramics. Its melting point is 2970 K.

Phase diagrams of ZrCh-ferrum oxides, ZrO2-Cr2C>3, ZrCh-TjCh show that ferrum
oxides form eutectics with zirconia with melting point 1600 K (for 97 wt% FeO), 1800 K
(for 80 wt% Fe3O<). Cr2O3 forms eutectic with ZrO2 at 2150 K (46 mol% ZrO2); and T1O2
forms chemical compound ZrTiO4 (Tm=2100 K) and eutectic at 2030 K (80 mol% TiO2)
[!]•

Phase diagrams usually are investigated in the phase equilibrium conditions under
sustain temperatures whereas in the real situation the interaction of the oxides with
catcher material takes place in the temperature gradient conditions, in the wide interval
of granularity and porosity of ceramics and in presence of metallic components.

In previous article [2] was some data about the zirconia grain structure ceramics
interaction with metallic zirconium and alloy Fe-Zr-Nb in inert atmosphere at
temperatures 1900-2400 K. No ceramics erosion was observed.

It is interesting to investigate the zirconia ceramics interaction with oxides melts as
in neutral as in oxidizing atmosphere with aim to evaluate the solubility of this ceramics
in such melts, and it steadiness in conditions near real.

In this paper was investigated zirconia ceramics interaction with melts: 1) some
oxides, which can arise by steel oxidation (ferrum, nickel, titanium, chromium oxides)
and with boron oxide, as in the air as in neutral atmosphere; 2) metallic iron in the same
conditions, 3) mixture, which is imitate corium compositions, in neutral atmosphere.
Besides, comparative valuation steadily to of zirconia ceramics with different stabilizer
(Y2O3 and CaO) to oxide melts of ferrum and nickel, and ceramic pore influence on it
impregnate value by melts was made.

Experimental technique

For investigation of interaction of ceramics with melts there were used samples of
the grain structure ceramics (as in [2]) in the form of disks with diameter of 20 mm and
hcight-5-11 mm and crucibles with diameter and height-20 mm. The crucibles had axial
deepening with diameter and height-8 mm. The ceramic porosity was 20-22%. Mostly for
tests was used ceramic composition 89.5 mol% ZrCh-10.5 mol% Y2O3. In the tests with
Fe and Ti oxides also was used ceramics with CaO stabilizer (13.2 mol% CaO). The main
phase in two types of ceramics was cubic phase, but ZrO2-CaO also had 12 mol% of
monoclinic phase. This composition have a very high thermo - shock resistance. In two
tests there were used dense samples (porosity < 1%) from fused ZrO2- Y2O3-Nd2O3
composition.

The powders of the oxides were pressed as tablets with 8 mm diameter, 3-4 mm
height and weight about 0.4 g. The same size had iron samples, but their mass was about
l g .

Experiments with the corium imitator were carried out in the following
composition: 57.6 wt% UO2+IO.9 wt% ZrO3+6 wt% Zr+25.5 wt% steel. This
composition was sintered before experiments.

Pressed tablets of oxides and steel samples were placed on the butt-ends of ceramic
disks, and pieces of corium imitator were placed into crucibles. The samples were usually
weight before and after the tests.

For" tests were used vacuum furnaces with atmosphere of argon which contained
up to 0.5% oxygen admixture, as well as furnaces of radiation heating in air [4], In this
furnace the heating of samples was made by light flux from xenon lamp of 10 KWt
power. So, in this case the heating was gradient, whereas in vacuum furnace-isothermal.
The temperature in vacuum furnaces was measured by W-Re thermocouples and
pyrometer. In furnace of radiation heating the temperature was measured by optical
pyrometer via rotated modulator for excluding reflected from samples light [4]. With
radiation heating usual temperature gradient in the sample was about 100°/mm, and heat
flux was 0.6-0.8 MWt/m2. Tests on oxides and steel were made at 2270 K with exposure
at this temperature during 1 h. Tests with corium imitator were made at temperatures
2520 K and 2650 K at 1 h exposure, and 2100 K at 4 h exposure. In all cases, besides
T1O2, there were made 2-3 tests. After these experiments the samples were tested by
microscopic and x-ray microanalysis.

Experimental results

After the tests in grain structure ceramics arised a hole in the place of contact with
oxide tablet. Around the hole there was impregnated zone. Pictures of typical thin section
are given at Fig 1-3, and sizes of impregnated zones are in Table 1.
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Table 1
Measured and calculated sizes of interaction zones.

w
o

Ceramic

composi-

(ion

ZrOj

+Y2O)

ZTO2

+CaO

Oxides

NiO

TiO2

Cr2Oj

B2O3

FejOj

TiOi

Height of

samples,

trim

1 2

10 10

10 10

10 5

10 5

10

10

10

Depth

of hole,

mm

1 2

0.5 1.2

2.0 1,2

2.0 0.2

0,8 1.0

0.3

0.5

1.6

Depth of impre-

gnated zone,

mm

1 2

7.0 5.4

4.5 1.0

4.6 7.3

3.0 5.0

3.5

7.0

3.7

Volume

of hole,

mm3

1 2

108 94

82 78

140 SO

82 -

100

99

143 -

Volume of im-

pregnated zone,

MM3

1 2

900 420

170 1000

310 860

113 1134

415

1070

312

(1-gradient heating, in air; 2-isothermal heating, argon atmosphere)

It is visible from Table 1 that impregnated zone for Z1O2- Y2O3 and ZrO2-CaO
ceramics was 900-1070 mm3 and volumes of holes were 108 and 99 mm3, respectively. In
tests with metallic iron in air there was an intensive oxidation of Fe and interaction of
arising oxide with ceramics. In argon atmosphere melted iron practically did not react
with ceramics. The hole at the contact place is absent. Investigations of cut samples after
the tests in air showed that ferrum oxides were located mainly in the black zone, formed
during the experiments. The latter be divided into two subzones : upper one, where melt
concentration is high (to 6-9 wt% for ferrum oxides), and another one, with considerably
lower concentration of oxides (in the form of film excretions or dissolved in crystal lattice
of ZrCh)TCeramic structure in the upper subzone was considerably changed. There were
also observed such elements of destruction as column forms and separate grains; but in
lower subzone the structure was not changed. The destruction area had depth not more 5
mm.

Interaction of ceramics with TiCb, &2O3, NiO shows, that in air the impregnation
was much less, than it was with ferrum oxide. For example , the investigation of hot part
of the ceramic samples after interaction with TiCh showed, that there was dense layer
with depth of 2 mm consisted from particles of 20-50 mkm size. The content of TiO2 was
rather high. The comparison, of original fractional composition of ceramic with
fractional composition in these zone showed that interaction, process was intensive and
was accompanied by recrystallization of ceramic grains. After the "hot" layer there .was
the layer of the same depth where initial grain structure was safe, but the density of
ceramic grains laying considerably increased (porosity decreased). Interaction of TiO^
with ceramics was not so intensive as in "hot" layer. In more "cold" areas ceramics
practically was not changed. Another picture was after isothermal testing in argon
atmosphere. T1O2 penetrated practically on the full depth of samples and changed the
colour because of partially reducing process. Chromium oxide in argon atmosphere
reduces to metal and although the CnC^ tablet was not melted during the experiment due
to not very high temperature (2430 K), the oxide penetrating was never the less observed.

Experiments with dense ZrCh samples showed absence of impregnating trace of
the ceramics by melt of ferrum and titanium oxides.

Tests with corium imitator showed that visible erosion of the ceramics was absent.

Discussion

The hole in ceramic samples could be formed as a result of zirconia dissolving in
the tested oxides and shrinkage of the ceramics impregnated with the melt. Which of
these mechanisms was the main, is difficult to determine. But for practical purposes there
can be made an assumption in favor of the first one.

Knowing the holes sizes and weight of oxides, it is possible to estimate the ratio of
components in tne m6lts, supposing, that the hole was formed as a result of dissolving of
the ceramics in.£>xides.

Table 2
The ratio (weight) oxide/zirconia in melts.

Oxide type

Conditions ,

Experiment.data

Lit, data:

eutectic

chem.compound

Fe2O3

1 2

5:1 5.5:1

4:1

TiO2

1 2

1.5:1 5.6:1

6:1

1:1

NiO

1 2

4.5:1 20:1

no

data

Ct2O3

I 2

6.5:1 -

1:1

B;O3

I 2

16.8:1 -

no

data

(1-gradient heating, in air; 2-isothermal heating, argon atmosphere)

Obtained ratio Woxidc/Wzircooia in the case of ferrum and titanium oxides are close
to literature data for eutectics and chemical compound. But it needs further
investigations. High ratio Wcr-oxidc / Wzr-oxidc can mean weak interaction between zirconia
ceramics and chromium oxide in air.

It ,was supposed that the main mechanism of ferrum oxides penetration into
zirconia ceramics was capillary impregnation.

In the grain structure zirconia ceramics all porosity is open porosity. If we suppose
that all pores can be filled by liquid we can estimate volume and depth of impregnate
zone. But real impregnate zone is 2-2.5 times bigger than estimated one, and the porous
area are filled maximum up to 50%. At capillary impregnation there are formed gaseous
congestion, and also regrouping and tighten of ZrO2 grains takes place. All these slightly
increase impregnated area. The lower "cold" zone consist of dark ZrO2 grains, practically
not changed, but containing up to 0.09% ferrum oxide. Evidently Fe2O3 was transferred
in vapour phase and diffusial saturation of ZrO2 grains.

It is possible to declare that capillar impregnation to the zone bottom can not be
and liquid divided in fragments must stay unmoved or move in high temperature region
[3].

For practical purposes it is expedient to use the ratio of ceramics weight to oxide
weight in the destruction zone. In the ferrum oxides case it is 5:1.

The offered mechanism of impregnation for gradient heating of ferrum oxides is
probably true also for other oxides.

The main factor in impregnation and interaction intensively of ferrum oxides with
zirconia ceramics is their reduction. degTee. Absence of any erosion of the ceramics in the
tests with corium imitator can be explained by presence of up to 6 wt% Zr in corium. At
high temperatures (>1800 K) Zr reduces some oxides, for example Fe2O3 to metallic
iron.For this reason activity of corium impregnation and its interaction with ceramics
sharply decreases.
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The big difference revealed between the Fe and Ti oxides impregnation intensity in
porous and dense zirconia ceramics confirms that capillar impregnation and vapour
transfer of melt into the ceramic body is dominating process. So reduction of the melt
impregnation into ceramics can be reached by modifying the character and value of
porosity.

•This investigation did not reveal difference between the reaction of zirconia
ceramics with stabilizer Y2O3 and CaO to resistance with ferrum and titanium oxides
melts (the interaction time was 1 hour).

Conclusion

From the results of this investigation there can be made conclusion that
interaction intensively of the zirconia ceramics at temperature level~2300 K. depends on
atmosphere composition (partial pressure of oxygen in gaseous medium), as well as on
oxide and metallic phase ratio in the corium, and the ceramic porosity character.

The achieved results showed up also the influence of temperature distribution in
the ceramic samples on the size of the interaction zone. Indeed, the NiO, TiOa, O2O3
impregnation zones in the ceramics under isothermal conditions are bigger than the same
zone at temperature gradient 100°/mm.

The obtained results can be used for valuation of ceramic catcher mass in severe
accident in air medium. In this case the ceramic erosion determining factors are ferrum
oxides.

Our data shows that the ceramic catcher mass must be not less than 5 times more
than that of the ferrum oxides in corium.

Important is the fact that ceramic samples with 0 20 mm and height of 10 mm do
not destroy at temperature gradient 100°/mm with 200°/min heating speed and natural
cooling.
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Fig 1. Grain structure ZrOj-YjOa ceramics after interaction with FeiO3. Gradient heating. x5.
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12.5 Investigation of Alternative Solutions
for Severe Accident Management in Future Reactors

P. Raymond, I. Szabo, P . Richard , P . Marsaul t
CEA/DRN/DER/Innovat ive Reactor Concepts Service

1. Introduction

Since 1991, the CEA/DRN "Innovations - Future Reactors" Program (IFRP) has been developped in
order to elaborate, to evaiuate and validate technical options which can be of interest for future
reactors.

The main objectives of this program are: to improve both the safety and cost of future nuclear power
plants, to optimize the fuel cycle and the management of nuclear materials.

For these purposes, the IFRP covers five R&D investigation fields:

- The follow-up and evaluation of some specific reactor systems implemented in new-generation
reactors, e.g., the AP-600 from Westinghouse and the Advanced Boiling Water Reactors. The
CEA/DRN is also conducting preliminary reactor feasibility studies for the different uses of nuclear
energy such as the MAPS spatial propulsion reactor, in collaboration with the Centre National
d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES), and the future industrial irradiation facility of the CEA: the Jules
Horowitz Reactor;
- The systems and technology studies, including: new safety engineered systems devoted to remove
the reactor residual heat under accident conditions, new structural materials and potential outcomes
from the development of data and information processing technologies;
- The innovative severe accident research program (ISARP), aimed at reducing various risks,
subsequent to hypothetical core meltdown accidents in future reactors;
- The core and fuel cycle studies, aimed at improving the flexibility of reactor operation and
increasing fissile material bum-up while at the same time reducing the accident risks linked to the
physics of the process; and finally,
- The development of the technology of advanced fuels, absorbers and burnable poisons for future
reactors.

The present paper is focused on the third R&D theme, i. e., on the " Innovation - Severe Accident
Research Program " (ISARP). This specific CEA long-term program is developed in addition to
shorter-term studies conducted in collaboration with the CEA partners (EDF and FRAMATOME),
more particularly, for the future European Pressurized Water Reactor (EPR) [1].

In the following, objectives of the ISARP and the overall methodology used to meet them, are
described as well as a few examples of phenomenological and conceptual studies under development
at CEA/DRN.

2. Framework and objectives of ISARP

After the TMI-2 accident occurred, it was recommended internationally by Nuclear Safety
Authorities, more particularly, by the French Nuclear Safely Authority [2], that reactor core melt
accidents have to be taken into account when designing future nuclear reactors. As a result, numerous
Severe Accident R&D Program have been developed worldwide. They are mainly related to both
existing reactors and next-generation Advanced Light Water Reactors.

The CEA/DRN actually performs in the frame of cooperative actions with french partners EDF and
Framatomc, several specific R&D related to the European Pressurized Reactor. Other CEA/DRN
"generic" R&D concerning next-generation reactor are developed in the frame of Concerted Actions
and Shared Cost Actions coordinated by the European Union in the 3rd and 4th Euratome Framework
Programs. They are summarized in Table 1. Most of the results of both these specific and "generic"
experimental programs and codes, developed at CEA/DRN, can be used for both existing reactors and
next-generation reactors.

Name/Location

VULCANOTestfacilty
CEA Cadarache

AEROSTAT
CEA Cadarache
COLIMA
CEA Cadarache
RUPTHER
CEA Saclay
KRAKATOA
CEA Cadarache
CORINE
CEA Grenoble
THEMA
CEA Grenoble
BALI
CEA. Grenoble
TOLBIAC
CEA Grenoble
SULTAN
CEA Grenoble

COPAIN
CEA Grenoble
MC3D
CEA Grenoble
BILLEAU
CEA Grenoble

M1STRA
CEA Saclay
DYNASP
CEA Saclay
FRUCTIDOR
CEA Cadarache
KALI-H2
CEA Cadarache

Main Characteristics

Prototypic corium
High Temperature - 3000 °C

Prototypic corium
MCCI aerosol simulation
"Id" AEROSTAT

Analytical tests

Analytical tests

Corium Simulant

Multi-phase, Multi-constituents
2D code
Corium simulant

Multi-phase, Multi-constituents
3D Code
Large structures
High Heat Fluxes
Low presssure
Analytical tests

Multi-phase, Multi-constituents
3D Code
Corium Jet simulated by hot spheres

Multi-compartiment containment
Helium, vapor, air
Spray : droplets simulated by spheres .
Multi D test
Two compartments
Argon, Air, Vapor
Single compartment
blelium

Main Objectives

Low flowrate spreading tests
Thermo-physical properties
Interactions with substrates

Radiative heat transfer
with participating media
Thermo-physical properties:
support tests to VOLCANO
RPV wall failure mode
CASTEM validation support
RPV wall failure mode
CASTEM validation support
Spreading tests, THEMA code
experimental validation support
Corium spreading calculations

Corium pool thermal-hydraulics
TOLBIAC validation support
Corium pool thermal-hydraulics

CHF at downward-facing wall
of large structures, e.g., RPV
lower head, core-catcher wall
Condensation in presence of
incondensable
Steam Explosion

Pre-mixing phase in Steam
Explosion (MC3D experimental
validation)
Hydrogen distribution
Stratification and mitigation
Dynamic aspects of spray

Transport of gases
between two compartments
Hydrogen mitigation
Recombiner tests (effects of
sprays)
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Table 1 - Theoretical and Experimental Severe Accident R&D at CEA/DRN



Complementarity to the above severe accident R&D, some of which are very closely related to well-
defined Next-Generation Reactors and performed in cooperative frames, CEA/DRN has developed,
since 1991, the "Innovations-Severe Accident Research" to investigate alternative solutions, aimed at
solving - by design - issues pertinent to severe accident management (SAM) in conceptual future
reactors, the characteristics of which need only to be globally defined.

As a matter of fact, it is generally assumed in most of the "conceptual" studies of ISARP, that -
compared to the existing or next-generation reactors- components of the "future reactor" considered
can be modified within a reasonable extra cost (which can only be estimated accurately -in an
integrated fashion- at a later and in-depth design stage). Although the cost impact evaluation is
uncertain at the preliminary conceptual studies stage, possible solutions -theoretically attractive- can
obviously induce prohibitive extra cost and hence, are to be rejected and not investigated further. Thus
cost estimates, even roughly achieved, appeared to be useful in ISARP as one of the most demanding
criteria for selecting amongst different "innovative" solutions.

The main results expected from "ISARP" are :

* a comprehensive view of the current state of the art on severe accident phenomenology and
SAM strategies currently proposed for existing and next-generation reactors,
* proposals of alternative solutions and evaluation of their potentiality for application in
future reactors;
* identification and ranking the R&D needs for demonstration purpose of the feasibility of the
most promising "innovative" concepts.

3 - Approach and Methodology :

The approach pursued in order to fulfill the ISARP program objectives consists of:

* Analyses of severe accident scenarios and determination of a collection of plausible
"generic" situations, i.e., which can be found in a large number of scenarios. Identifying and
iisting the phenomena and then rank them for their relative importance (PIRT elaboration)
with regard to the remaining issues in severe accident management (SAM);
* Analyses of solutions proposed for the resolution of these remaining issues.
* Investigation of possible alternative solutions and selection of the most promising of them;
* Conceptual studies of the selected management strategy or mitigation system, with a view to
demonstrate their feasibility, their operability and their potential efficiency.

4 - Examples of ISARP Studies

The very first step, both necessary and useful for the development of innovative activities in SAM, is
to critically survey the state of the art and to identify thoroughly the remaining problems or
unresolved issues. This was done in ISARP through literature surveys [3, 4] and through detailed
analysis of the phenomenology involved in the numerous severe accident scenarios.

4.1 Scenario and Uncertainty Analyses

Prior to me development of new mitigation concepts/strategies in the frame of ISARP, the evaluation
of the state of knowlege as well as still unresolved issues and remaining uncertainties actually consists
of:

- analyzing, as thoroughly as possible, the severe accident progression in different constitutive
parts (vessel, primary circuit, containment...) not only of existing reactors but also, oi future
reactors, possibly equipped with mitigation devices (in- and ex-vessel core catchers, hydrogen
igniters and recombiners, etc....),

- identifying and ranking the key phenomena involved in these scenarios : to accurately give
the order of priority of the R&D needs.

Analyses of the severe accident progression phases in-vessel, out-of-vessel and in the containment,
were performed within the framework of the GAREC (Groupe d'Analyse des besoins de R&D lie's a la
Recuperation du Corium) and of the GIC (Groupe Innovation Confinement).

The methodology used, similar to ISTIR [5] , includes the elaboration by CEA/DRN specialists of:

» PIRTs (Phenomena Identification and Ranking Tables), and
• associated RDNIRTs (R&D Needs Identification and Ranking Tables) which would

indicate the relative priority of the R&D needed for demonstration purpose of the
feasibility of a conceptas well as its operability and efficiency. The "weight" used for
ranking the R&D needs must take into both the current state of the art and results expected
from the ongoing international R&D related to the same concept/strategy or the same
technical "issue".

These severe accident scenario and uncertainty analyses aimed at providing pertinent results on all
aspects of a severe accident. PIRTs and RDNIRTs resulting from these critical analyses provide
deeper insights in the threats and loads to be taken into account in the study and the possible
development of prevention and mitigation means. Generally, a single severe accident sequence or the
entire scenario is evaluated using various computational tools from simple analytical calculations to
the use of integrated codes, such as MAAP 4 [6].

During the last two years, the scenario analyses, conducted at the CEA/DRN concerned mainly the
"generic" "sequences of the release and spreading of" corium onto the EPR core-catcher area [7].

In-vessel scenarios are presently analysed, using the GAREC approach, with a view to evaluate the
possibility to retain the corium in vessel through external cooling in the case of a 1 400 MWe reactor
[8].

In the frame of ISARP, an alternative in-vessel retention "dual" strategy, based on the combined used
of an in-vessel core-catcher and reactor cavity flooding, has been recently investigated [9]. Scenarios
related to a future reactor vessel equipped with an in-vessel core catcher are being investigated.
These analyses are carried out so as to identify the problems raised by this alternative candidate
strategy.

Concerning the reactor containment integrity, specific attention is given to the analysis of hydrogen
production and distribution scenarios. PIRTs of representative sequences (in-vessel, ex-vessel) are
being elaborated with a view to identify and rank the key phenomena. The main objective is to
evaluate to what extent the hydrogen, vapor and gas release production and kinetics are compatible
with current mitigative devices performance and also possible high local hydrogen concentrations in
containment compartments. The RDNIHTs results expected would improve specifications for
mitigative devices and test matrix to be conducted in the experimental facilities in relation to this
theme. They are also useful to optimize the mitigation device number and location in containment
and, finally to envisage -for future reactor- an containment building architecture which integrates at
the very earJy design stage hydrogen risk mitigation strategy.

The "phenomenological" analyses of the consequences of generic situations are completed by a
"probabilistic" evaluation of the effects of uncertainties which could affect the initial and boundary
conditions these situations depend on. A tentative and very rough application of the ROAAM (Risk-
Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology of T. G. Theofanous [10]) was made. For illustrative
purpose, the straight forward transposition of ROAAM to the EPR " melt door " analysis is shown on
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Figure 1. More in-depth applications of ROAAM to other sequence analyses which are of interest for
ISARP are under way.

As stated above, scenario calculations concern either the entire scenario or only a few specific
sequences. A " two tier" approach is generally pursued in code utilization , i.e., fast-running
integrated code for the complete scenario calculations and detailed computer codes for sequences
analyses. Both integrated codes and detailed " mechanistic" codes are actually available at
CEA/DRN.

Reflection about the most convenient way to efficiently use the existing theoretical models and codes
developed by or available at CEA/DRN for scenario and uncertainty analyses has resulted in a
preliminary set of " requirements for a severe accident scenario evaluation code ", dedicated to severe
accident scenarios/sequences and their associated uncertainties calculations. More in-depth
discussions about requirements will be pursued in 1998 at CEA/DRN, involving scenario
phenomenology analysts, model/code development teams, code users, and specialists of advanced
computing techniques, etc.
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Figure 1 - Example of probabilistic sequence analysis :
Direct transposition of ROAAM to EPR melt door functional analysis.

4.2 Ex-vessel corium core catchers

One of the main issues still to be solved is ex-vessel corium coolability and retention inside the
containment building without radioactivity release to the environment. To achieve this, different

concepts which allow the melt core to be retained either outside or inside the reactor vessel are
studied.

From a thorough survey and analyses of the proposed ex-vessel core-catcher concepts [4], a
categorization in two types of strategies was made, based upon the way the cooling water is used to
cool the corium down, namely the " wet " and the " dry " strategy. Wet strategy is applied preferably
in recent next-generation reactors.

At the CEA/DRN, the application of the alternative "dry" strategy leads to the elaboration of two
concepts : the multi-crucible core catcher [11] and the flat corium catcher with promotion of radiative
heat transfer [12J. Both these core catchers use containers to collect and cool the corium. They only
differ in their way of achieving an exchange surface sufficient to remove the corium residual heal. In
the first concept (Figure 2), the shape, a very long cylinder, which was adapted for the crucibles,
provides a large surface to volume ratio which greatly helps the cooling process. In the flat corium
catcher (Figure 3), corium residual power is removed, on the one hand, by conduction through the
bottom of the core catcher vessel, on which the corium has spread, and on the other hand, by radiation
on other metallic parts of the same vessel, entirely cooled from outside by natural water circulation.

The multi-crucible core catcher (Figure 2) consists of:

- a corium collector surrounding the vessel;
- several dozen vertical crucibles attached to the bottom of the collector and placed right
under the bottom of the vessel;
-a passive cooling system.

Figure 2 : Functional diagram of multi-crucible core catcher
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The flat catcher with promotion of radiative heat transfer is different from the first one in its use of a
single container to collect and cool the corium (large vessel with a flat bottom, the lateral walls of
which are designed to receive most of the radiative heat from the free surface of the corium spread at
the bottom).

Figure 3 : Flat corium catcher with promotion of radiative heat transfer

The two core-catchers have similar operation modes :

- In the case of a severe accident, the liquid and solid debris ejected from the vessel are
intercepted by the walls of the corium collector and accumulate at the bottom of the latter.
They ablate the water tight metallic liner, melt the plugs at the crucible inlet and flow down
into the crucibles (in the vessel in the case of the fiat corium catcher).

- Some time before reactor vessel rupture, the automatic opening - upon an emergency
shutdown signal or preferably a core meltdown detection signal - of the feed valve (cf. Figure
2) allows the coolant to penetrate in the space provided outside the corium containers
(crucible assembly or single large vessel). In the multi-crucible core catcher concept, the
residual heat is entirely removed by conduction through the walls whereas in the flat catcher
with promotion of radiative heat transfer, it is removed both by conduction in the upper and
lower parts via the surfaces designed to receive the radiated energy. The steam resulting from
coolant evaporation condenses in the containment compartments and draining flow paths are
provided to allow the condensed water to return to the feed water tank. Natural circulation of
water and steam can be then established in different containment compartments. Ultimate
residual heat removal means are foreseen in order to ensure the long term cooling.

An overview of the R&D performed with a view to demonstrate the feasibility of the CEA/DRN dry
core-catcher concepts were presented at SARJ'96 [13]. Various aspects of the overall
thermalhydraulic behavior of the multi-crucible core-catcher , as predicted by coupling existing
CEA/DRN codes are illustrated on figure 4.
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Figure 4 - Calculation scheme used for multi-crucible core catcher studies.
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4.3 Study of in-vesse) corium retention

In-vessel retention strategies are considered as possible alternative solutions to ex-vessel retention
strategics.

In-vessel retention studies, performed in the frame of ISARP include :

- the definition of the functional specifications required by in-vessel retention system which
must moreover remain compatible with normal reactor operation,
- the investigation of concepts meeting these specifications,
- the feasibility study of the most promising solutions.

At CEA/DRN, the very first in-vessel retention strategy investigated, namely the " dual" strategy,
presented in detail at this workshop [9], is briefly summarized herafter.

The dual strategy is based upon the combined use of:

- water injection in-vessel, at the core-melt onset detection, to cool down either a badly
degraded core or a large mass of debris collected in an internal core-catcher (figure 5)
- cavity flooding for ex-vessel cooling purposes ,

and is proposed as a candidate strategy for in-vessel corium retention applicable for high operating
power-range LWRs (~ 1400 MWe).

Core

Bottom

Collecio:

Crucible

Vertical
perforated pipe

RPV

Figure S - In-Vessel Core-Catcher Concept

Preliminary feasibility of the strategy will be pursued, using almost the same experimental data base
and computing tools as shown on figure 6. The thermo-mechanical design is achieved using analytical
calculations from the CASTEM 2000 code [14]. Primary circuit and corium pool thermal-hydraulics
are evaluated by coupling the CATHARE [15] and TOLBIAC [16, 17] codes. Core degradation
scenarios are calculated using the MAAP4 code.
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Figure 6 - CEA/DRN R&D application
to both in-vessel and ex-vessel retention feasibility studies
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2.4 Studies on innovative containment concepts

The containment is the last barrier which prevents the release of fission products to the environment.
By design, the containment is built to resist to conditions resulting from design basis accidents. For
future reactors, the following points must be taken into account in the design of the containment:

- the pressure and temperature loads resulting from a core meltdown accident,
- the management of the hydrogen generated,
- the implementation - in the reactor containment- of new systems devoted to preventing and
mitigating of the consequences of severe accidents.

Such mitigative systems have been investigated at CEA/DRN in the framework of the "Innovations-
Future Reactors" Program and described in reference [18]:

- the use of a fast depressurization system prevents core meltdown accidents under high RCS
(Reactor Coolant System) pressure,
- primary and/or secondary residual heat removal systems,
- the design of corium catcher systems,
- the evaluation and management of in-containment coolant resources,
- the study of means allowing the hydrogen explosion risk to be minimized.

All these systems must operate in a coherent and complementary way in the case of severe accidents
in order to minimize the loads on the containment and releases of fission products.
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With this in mind, the CEA has developed the ROSALIE containment concept [19] for PWRs, of
which the basic design principle integrates both the safety and economic aspects. The studies on
severe accidents have provided more detailed insights to the problems linked to the coherent use of
different mitigation means but have also permitted a first optimization of the concept, thus resulting in
the minimization of volumes and costs, by sharing resources.

The basic principles of this concept are the following (Figure 7 ) :

- separation of the containment into two large primary and secondary compartments (drywell
and wetwell), thus allowing, as in Boiling Water Reactors, the pressure increase to be limited
in the containment by means of a pressure suppression pool;
- possibility of inerting the primary containment,
- the annular pressure suppression pool contains 1 000 m3 of water. It can also be used for the
cooling of the ex-vessel core catcher and for aerosol scrubbling,
- the entire primary circuit is covered by an internal metallic tight containment, which
however allows the reloading, maintenance and replacement of large components (such as
Steam Generators) to be performed,
- management of steam and hydrogen flowpaths in the primary compartment of the
containment in order to condense the former and to better recombine the latter in the
secondary compartment so as to prevent any hydrogen explosion.

The evaluation and optimisation of the ROSALIE containment concept was performed using the
CONTAIN code [20] and by taking into account« generic » phases of severe accident scenarios :

- the depressurization phase of a large break LOCA allows the pressure loads to be predicted
depending on the design of the drywell,
- the in-vessel core meltdown accident phase, during which the oxidized zircaloy produces
high temperature hydrogen which is released in the containment. This phase was used to
verify the efficiency of the foreseen hydrogen mitigation means.
- the ex-vessel core melt accident phase in which the removal and proper cooling of the
corium are verified. The possible interactions of this corium with water are also taken into
account at RPV failure, which leads to additional production of steam and hydrogen.

Variation of the gas mixture concentration in a reference scenario is shown on figure 8 for illustration
purpose. Plots on the Shapiro diagram do indicate that the use of mitigation devices actually prevent
the gas mixture « curve » to «enter»the deflagration zone during the whole scenario.

3. Conclusions

The objectives of the CEA/DRN "Innovations - Severe Accident Research " Program (ISARP) are :

- To improve the knowledge on core meltdown accident scenarios and on accident
management so as to betler identify and rank the important phenomena and take into account,
in the design, severe accident prevention and mitigation means.
- To conduct studies on systems and concepts thus meeting the demands in safety
improvement for future reactors, particularly by integrating severe accidents on the
conceptual stage by using prevention and mitigation means which allow the third barrier,
which is the containment, to preserve its integrity.

<'£"''<") 20

Figure 7 : ROSALIE containment concept
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Figure 8-
EvoEution in hydrogen concentration
above the pressure suppression pool .

These studies, which began a few years ago, result in a better understanding of the physical
phenomena to be modeled and in the elaboration of technical solutions for the problems raised. These
technical solutions, of which the pertinence is validated versus the assigned objectives, must also be
optimized and evaluated economically.

They contribute to a better orientation of theoretical and experimental R & D programs. The
organization of these studies based on the analyses made by groups such as the GAREC and the GIC
has entailed the pooling of the competence and expertise necessary to the solving of the problems
linked to severe accident management and thus to increase the synergy among a large number of
laboratories of the CEA/DRN.
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PANEL DISCUSSION

"Severe Accident Research for Future Reactors"

Panelists: B. Clement (CEA/IPSN, France)

H. H. Hennies (FZK, Germany)

A. Omoto (TEPCO, Japan)

C. S. Kang (Seoul National Univ., Korea)

A. Merzliakov (RRCKI, Russia)

A. Behbahani (USNRC, USA)

Chairperson: K. Abe (JAERI, Japan)

1. Opening

Abe opened the session of Panel Discussion. He briefly introduced himself and showed the theme

of the Panel Discussion. Each Panelist then introduced himself on his background and current

activities concerning severe accident.

2. Overall Procedures

Abe showed the agenda of the Discussion. It consists of the following items to be firstly presented

by each Panelist:

(1) Basic strategy for the development of future reactors

(2) Safety objectives for future reactors

(3) Severe accident measures for future reactors

(4) Important severe accident research for future reactors

(5) Others

Abe then indicated the following issues to be thereafter discussed among Panelist and participants

on the floor:

(1) What safety level is sought in designing future reactors?

Tolerable but improvement requested if reasonable, or

Widely acceptable and no more improvement required

(2) Are there special design characteristics in proposed future reactors for preventing or mitigating

severe accidents initiated by external causes?

(3) For designing future reactors, what further severe accident researches are needed?

(4) Is there a need of other severe accident research even with achievement of widely acceptable

safety level by design? If yes, what researches are needed and why?

1
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3. Panelists' View on Selected Items

Clement presented ISPN severe accident research priorities to prevent and mitigate the accident in

compliance with the defense-in-depth strategy in three major areas; core degradation and melt

progression, fission products behavior, and containment behavior. He also presented the important

issues for EPR Project, such as methodologies with new features, safety demonstration and

improvement of containment function. He emphasized that the code validation is essential for both

current and future reactors, and that both separate effect and integral experiments are important.

Hennies mentioned that German Atomic Low requires that future reactors be designed so that

evacuation should not be needed outside of the plant. Severe accident research has been widely

conducted since TMI and restarted after Chernobyl accident in Karlsruhe. Based on these studies,

several measures have been taken, such as containment venting to cope with long-term

pressurization of containment. For future reactor developments, mostly for EPR, hydrogen and

steam explosion issues have been investigated.

Omoto discussed containment performance targets with focus on the severe accident. Japanese

utilities and nuclear industry are currently developing self-regulatory guidance document for the

design of the containment for future LWRs. This guidance document utilizes both deterministic and

probabilistic approaches so that the designer can confirm the compliance to the probabilistic safety

criteria and the containment capability to withstand certain severe accident loads under the

provisions of Safety Margin Basis or Design Extension Conditions. He showed the important

future research areas, such as hydrogen including radiolysis, in-vessel retention, and melt

coolability during core concrete interaction.

Kang presented five basic strategies of developing future reactors; greater visibility of safety, better

economics, greater use, more reliable services, and better use of uranium resources. He then

showed the safety objectives for future reactors in terms of defense-in-depth with several examples

in both preventive and mitigative measures for KNGR. He concluded that the safety improvement

should have two principles; newly-introduced systems will not noticeably increase existing societal

risk, and enhancement of safety should be discretely implemented based upon cost-benefit.

Merzliakov indicated three main goals of nuclear safety research; 1) protection of peoples, society

and environment, 2) reduction of total risk from NPP, and 3) improvement of public opinion. By

reviewing the historical methodology of the safety evaluation from engineering approach, PSA, to

hazard management, he mentioned that the required knowledge base has been largely increased.

Concerning core melt retention, he pointed out that corium stratification observed in RASPLAV

Project draws new several questions .
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Behbahani presented the ex-vessel cooling issue for future reactors, including AP600, as a

desirable mean of heat removal. Since the lower head integrity is an important phenomena, research

on critical heat flux on a downward facing surface is being conducted at Penn States University

supported by USNRC. He emphasized that the associated phenomena should be investigated

separately at one hand, and also new phenomena may arise from integral experiments, such as

RASPLAV.

Abe thanked all the Panelists for their presentation. He then asked the Panelists if there is any

probability target for future reactors in relation with evacuation.

Kang mentioned that the KNGR safety goal is that the total core damage frequency(without

earthquake and sabotages) be less than 10-5/ry, and containment failure frequency be less than

10-6/ry. The design objectives are 10 times lower, respectively, by consideration of cost-benefit.

Hennies mentioned that German Atomic Low requires that future reactors be designed basically in

deterministic way to avoid evacuation. But there is a freedom for the interpretation as

complementary use of the probabilistic method, which has been clarified through recent research.

He emphasized that the decision should be made by regulatory authorities and research side should

provide scientific base.

Clement supported Hennies' last points that the safety research should provide useful information

and regulatory authorities should make a compromise between the two.

Omoto mentioned, as an engineer in utilities, that the design target should be developed. The target

value of 10-7/ry is tentatively set for the avoidance of evacuation from early containment failure.

Also 50mSv is set for the level of no/limited emergency planning.

Merzliakov mentioned that the probabilistic assessment largely depends on the models, which

usually valid within limited parameter ranges. He also said that the different initial and boundary

conditions may alter the results, since the severe accident involves so many complex phenomena."

Abe asked the Panelists if there is any further questions or comments among Panelists.

Hennies commented on the future research from risk perspectives and consideration of operational

conditions. He mentioned that EPR with large generated power may have large risk for in-vessel

coolability, and that ex-vessel cooling, including the use of core catcher, may be needed. He said

that the timely operators' action for the ex-vessel cooling is essential.

Kang commented on the ongoing new safety licensing rule in Korea for KNGR development,

3
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which consists of 1) design basis accident analysis, 2) deterministic severe accident analysis, and

3) probabilistic safety assessment. He emphasized that the good balance between scientific curiosity

and economy should be maintained.

Abe asked additional comments from the participants on the floor.

Firnhaber(GRS, Germany) commented on the research activities, especially on the code

development, such as ATHLET, COCOSYS, RALOC and ASTEC, ongoing in GRS with France.

He emphasized that this is important not only from research interest but also required from

licensing authority, and that the work can only be accomplished with best-estimate codes.

Szabo (CEA/DRN, France) commented on the alternative solutions for severe accident management

in future reactors. The methodology used consists of analyses of severe accident scenarios/

sequences; analyses of alternative solutions for mitigating their consequences; identification and

ranking of the R&D topics still needed for demonstrating the feasibility of a selected solution and its

possible application to future reactors. As shown in the previous session, he said that the method

employed, especially in elaborating the "dual strategy" for in-vessel corium retention purposes, was

found to be effective.

4. Discussion among Panelists and Floor

Abe opened the discussions among Panelist and participants on the floor. He showed an example

of internal and external risks, and raised a question on possible design features for reducing the risk

from external events in future reactors.

Kang mentioned that the criteria of the seismic design of KNGR is increased from 0.2 G to 0.3 G.

The military sabotage from the North Korea is the biggest problem, but he hopes that the four-party

negotiation will come out a good solution.

Omoto commented on the research area and possible several new features to cope with external

events. He emphasized that the total(internal + external) risk should be less than the acceptable

certain fraction of societal risk, although the uncertainties associated with external events may not

be largely reduced in future.

Clement mentioned that the geological research on the historical earthquakes is being conducted for

the possible effect on EPR design.

Omoto commented that the quantitative determination of the hazard curve is really difficult, and that

both historical records and tectonics features are utilized for the evaluation of local earthquakes in

4
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Japan.

Hennies commented on the consideration of the seismic design in Germany. He emphasized that

people concerned about earthquakes usually do not care of severe accidents.

Jones(JRC Ispra, Italy) mentioned that severe accident researchers pay little attention because

earthquake is just one of initiators, but not a severe accident itself.

Abe then moved on the issue of further research needs for future reactors or remaining issues. He

gave some examples, such as in-vessel retention and hydrogen control.

Clement mentioned that in-vessel retention should be properly addressed in in-depth manner; if the

in-vessel retention cannot be achieved, ex-vessel retention in containment should complimentarily

be considered.

Omoto commented on research areas for in-vessel retention. For PWR external flooding may be

feasible, but for BWR other measures such as spray of lower vessel, control rod drive hydraulic

system injection in the bottom, or pouring water into reactor vessel may be practical.

Nagasaka(NUPEC, Japan) explained the new in-vessel retention method. This utilizes a lower head

outer surface cooling combined with in-vessel cooling, which enables the immediate cooling after

coolant injection. Even if this cooling method could not attain in-vessel retention, the accumulated

saturated water could be used for ex-vessel debris cooling with low possibility of steam explosion.

Hence the activation of water injection by operators will be warranted. He noted that this concept is

similar to those proposed by France and Korea.

Allison (ISS, USA) commented that in-vessel or ex-vessel retention is not always possible, and

that TMI accident or AP600 with small power may be a special case. He emphasized that the

combination of both in and ex-vessel flooding will be needed, especially for large core reactors.

Clement commented on the IPSN hydrogen work for the catalytic recombiner development, which

involves complex phenomena, such as physical and chemical poisoning effects of aerosols.

Hennies mentioned that the hydrogen distribution in containment is also a complex and complicated

problem. Even for existing reactors hydrogen control is not a resolved issue in Germany.

Omoto commented on the safety margin basis for hydrogen in three areas, deflagration to

detonation transition(DDT) evaluation, combustible gas control system design, and containment

pressurization. Radiolysis and hydrogen absorption technology are important research issues.

5
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Firnhaber commented on the safety requirements on hydrogen for future PWRs from German and

French high level experts committee; global hydrogen detonation must be practically eliminated and

provision must be taken with respect to local detonation and possible DDTs.

Mneev(IVTAN, Russia) mentioned that the military technologies are being utilized for designing

explosive-resistant multi-barrier containment in Russia. Initial experimental results for steel and

concrete containment have been obtained and he suggested a proposal to create an international

science and technology commission for the assessment of the study and future applications.

Abe thanked this interesting proposal and mentioned that this will be treated with suitable people.

Abe asked attendants for any other comments for any issues.

Sugimoto(JAERI, Japan) commented that steam explosion is still an open issue even for future

reactors as identified at OECD Specialists Meeting on FCI in Tokai in May 1997. This will be

further important if in-vessel or ex-vessel flooding may be failed. He pointed out that some fission

product behaviors, such as revaporization and resuspension, are also unresolved important issues

for future reactors.

Allison commented on the possible large effect of high burnup fuel on the core melt, debris bed and

fission products behaviors.

Omoto mentioned that in the case of reactivity initiated accident, the code calculations with the high

burnup fuel model look mild, provided the pressure boundary is preserved.

Allison agreed that the results will be benign in the design base accidents. He mentioned, however,

that the consequences may be largely different for severe accident conditions mostly due to large

difference of material properties.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Abe summarized the highlights of the Panel Discussion; we had a good discussion on the safety

target, research needs for future reactors, specific research topics, such as in-vessel retention,

hydrogen and some other issues.

Lastly he thanked all the Panelists and participants for their active contribution to the Panel

Discussion.
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EPR PROJECT (1)

ADOPTED PROCEDURE FOR THE DEFINITION :

TO DERIVE THE DESiGN OF THE UNITS FROM
THE DESiGN OF EXISTING PLANTS IN AN
« EVOLUTIONARY» WAY.

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT :

• THE OPERATING EXPERIENCE,

• THE IN-DEPTH STUDIES,

- PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT.

THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW FEATURES MUST BE
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT :

• THE PREVENTION OF SEVERE ACCIDENTS,

•THE MITIGATION OF THEIR CONSEQUENCES.
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EPR PROJECT (3) EPR PROJECT (2)

THE OBJECTIVE OF A SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION OF
THE RELEASES OF RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES
IMPLIES A SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT OF THE
CONTAINMENT FUNCTION :

ADVANTAGES AND THE DISADVANTAGES OF
A SPRAY SYSTEM INSIDE THE CONTAINMENT MUST
BE CAREFULLY EXAMINED AS REGARDS THE H2
RISK,

•THE RESIDUAL HEAT MUST BE REMOVED FROM
THE CONTAINMENT BUILDING WITHOUT VENTING
DEVICE,

®THE CONTAINMENT BUILDING MUST BE DESIGNED
SO AS TO WITHSTAND BOTH A GLOBAL
DEFLAGRATION OF THE AMOUNT OF HYDROGEN
AND A REPRESENTATIVE FAST DEFLAGRATION,

•THE PENETRATION OF THE BASE1AT OF THE
CONTAINMENT BUILDING BY A CORIUM MUST BE
AVOIDED (CORE-CATCHER ?).

SAFETY DEMONSTRATION :

-SINGLE INITIATING EVENTS HAVE TO BE
« EXCLUDED » OR « DEAL WITH »,

• TO « PRACTICALLY ELIMINATE » ACCIDENT WHICH
COULD LEAD TO LARGE EARLY RELEASES.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE « OUT OF VESSEL »:

• ACCIDENT SEQUENCES INVOLVING CONTAINMENT
BYPASS AND PREVENTING FAILURES MUST BE
«PRACTICALLY ELIMINATED» BY DESIGN
PROVISIONS,

• THE HIGH PRESSURE REACTOR CORE MELTDOWN
SITUATIONS MUST BE «EXCLUDED» BY
PREVENTING MEASURES,

• GLOBAL HYDROGEN DETONATIONS AND STEAM
EXPLOSIONS INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE VESSEL
WHICH MAY THREATEN THE CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY MUST BE « PRACTICALLY ELIMINATED ».
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Insight from PSA of then-current 1100Mwe BWRS design:
1) to enhance high pressure ECCS system
2) to enhance the residual heat removal system
3) to diversify the driving force for Control Rod Drive

Later in 90's
4) to provide additional

capabilities for SAM to
use all available on-site
resources . ..I

Core Damage
Frequency

I
Typical Operating Nuclear Plants in U.S.

I
Plants in
NUREG-1150

1
Advanced

Nuclear Plants

PWR PWR PWR BWR BWR ABWR

Comparison of Core Damage Frequencies
Source.GE paper @ANS 1994 by Redding

"Severe Accident Risks:An Assesment for Five U.S. Nuclear Power Plants." NUREG-1150.
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• ABWR-II (Evolutionary)

• JSBWR (Natural circulation, SBWR uprate)

• RBWR (ABWR-Breeder/High Converter)

• APWR-> NEWPWR21 (Evolutionary, Hybrid)

• SPWR (1000Mwe, AP600 uprate)

< SPWR (by JAERI)

• Super-critical LWR

Next Generation LWR Program

GOAL (industry projects) in essense
Economics, User-friendliness, Safety

Plant Constructable in 2010's

Plant Output: ISOOMwe (stretchable to 1700Mwe forABWR-ll)

ABWR-IS
Phase I (FY 91-92) Phase II (FY93-95)

»Plant Concept - nuclear boiler focus

Phase Hi (FY 96-98)

»Entire Plant Concept °T & D Program

J
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Next Generation ABWR

Design features

Large Fuel Bundle
Reduction in Refueling
Time& numbers of CR
Updating
Advanced Safeguard

- Active + Passive
Containment Cooling
- Advanced RCIC

Higher conversion
short core : a possible
option

Safety of the next-generation LWR
Probabilistic & Deterministic approach

1. Probabilistic safety targets
- IAEA INSAG-3: CDF< 10(-5)/Ry
- Release beyond the level req'ng evacuation <10(-6)/Ry
- Generation of energetic load that may lead to early

containment failure < 10(-7)/Ry

2. Confirm capability of containment to cope with
mechanical loads associated with severe core damage

- Safety Margin Basis (Design Extension Condition)
- Reduce operator burden associated w/AM
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L_

Industry's Self-regulatory Documents
FY 1996-97
Procedure to evaluate & give design/SAM considerations
if necessary

Hydrogen (DDT evaluation, CGCS design, Pressurization)
DCH
Ex-vessel FCI
Core-concrete reaction
Recriticaiity
Over-pressure & -temperature
Bypass & leakage
IVR

Safety Margin Basis - Hydrogen -
DDT evaluation

Lessthan13% under MW reaction of'75%AFC (dry, local)
Compartment effect: Nupec tests

CGCS design
5-95% confidence level in hydrogen production in analysis

PWR 100%AFC
BWR w/inert containment 10% AFC

Radiolysis : Halogen(50%) particle (1'%) in water
G-value by experiments, boiling/non-boiling

Containment pressurization
Service level C stress limit or other appropriate
Best estimate in load combination
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Safety Margin Basis - Core-concrete reaction -
Evaluation basis
Participating debris volume: Full core Timing; Best estimate

Acceptance criteria
1) No significant concrete ablation: Use EPRI criteria tentatively
- surface area of 0.02 sq. m/Mwth
- equivalent to 0.5 Mw/sq. m surface heat flux from debris
• MACE & other tests not supportive to EPRI criteria so far

Scale effect: Does stable crust persist ?
Physical process: slumping/water layer not fully included

2) Limited non-condensible gas generation
BWR with small containment: 500 k mol (ABWR, 2xPd)

3) Use of basalt concrete

Safety Margin Basis - Recriticaiity -
1) Evaluate recriticaiity

in-vessel & ex-vessel

2) Confirm if the time
window is very small
or the configuration
makes recriticaiity
difficult

3) Consideration in SAM
to add boron solution
in case resuming in-vessel injection

Time into the accident
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Off site dose target
— > Performance target

& Release target
25

Issues:
1)Definition of "cut-off

probability" (avoidance level
of early containment failure etc)
- > Tentative setting: 10(-7)/Ry

2) Definition of the level for "No / Limited Emergency Planning"
- > Tentative setting: SOmSv

10(-7)/Ry 10(-6)/Ry
Probability of

Exceedance

Current domestic licensing
Turbine missile, airplane crash < 10(-7)/Ry

Load comination ; Seismic + Accident

International
10(-6)-10(-7) risk level in

IAEA Safety Series 89, ICRP Pub. 46, USNCRP 87
URD: No CV analysis required for sequences<10(-7)/Ry
AECB: Neglect consequential event below 10(-7)/Ry

Toxic pollutant reQulation
10(-5) /lifetime for pollutant without threshold ->1.4E(-7)/Y
WHO drinking water guide
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Areas for research <ln-wessel Retension>
- Can be a substitute for a robust containment ?

- PWR: External flooding
IVR test also by Japanese PWR Utility/vendor

- BWR: Not practical to consider external flooding
A "spray" of lower vessel from outside may be practical
Massive heat sink in the bottom
Low core power density
Many stainless steel penetrations in lower head
CRD-Hydraulic System injection in the bottom
Pour water into RPV rather than to cavity

Areas for research <Core-concrete Reaction>

MACE & other test results:
Not fully supportive to EPRI criteria (0.02Sq. m/ Mwth)
Translation into real plant phenomenon

Scale effect: Does stable crust persist ?
Physical process: slumping/water layer not fully included

Establish Design Criteria
Complex physical process
Expect simplicity such as area & water volume /Mwth
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Areas for research <Hydrogen>
1) Radioiysis
<importance of radioiysis for a small containment
- Combination of H2(M-W reaction) with 02 (radioiysis)
• Current criteria for CGCSfsuch as R.G. 1.7): need change
<Research subjects>
- Radioiysis in submerged debris bed

(not inclded in the current source term)
- G-vaiue for metallic components (Effect ofHaiogen : known)
- Combination methodology

2) Hydrogen gettering technology
- Important pressurizing source for a small containment
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\'¥

;: :^0mpiíj% type igniters 50% & catalytic igniters 504
Débr i s fcbo tó í ty •. :s- ' . ' • ' ' ;; ;

pa:̂ aivfö ïeacîor csuity

?nt .vurvîvabiiïty durmg Äevi5?̂  acactenî conditions * ' -
Bö, aafihquake, pr^suäro, íempoíature.^ádsaíion. etc<

monî Structurai Integrity (lo? 24hours following accidetits)
ASME Section Hi Servsce Level C ümsf (steel containment)
f adornó Load Calegory /concrole contafnmení)
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Russian Research Center
"Kurchatov Institute"
OECD RASPLAV Project

ccident research for Mum

Prepreared by A.Merzliakov
for SARJ-97 Panel Discussion,
Yokohama, Japan
8 October, 1997

The main goals of nuclear safety research are

protect peoples, society and environment from radiological danger

decrease total risk from NPP lower than total risk from other sources
of energy.

improve public opinion about safety of nuclear energy generation
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Methodology of safety estimations

"Engineering" approach (1950-1960s)
Provision of safety during normal operation and design-
basis accidents

Probabilic safety assessment (1970-1990s )
Safety analysis, including severe accident

Hazard management (1990s-...)
Guaranteed management, demonstration of the
controllability and residual risk assessment

Required Knowledge Base

Guaranteed management,
demonstration of the

controllability and
residual risk assessment

Safety analysis,
including severe accidemems

Provision of safety during
normal operation,

transients and design-basis accidents

Development of the required knowledge base

Main goal of severe accident research - expand the knowledge
base of processes and raise its reliability

I

I
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Core Melt Retention

A lot of experiments with corium simulants
- homogeneous liquid
- homogeneous heat release

• Conclusion

Retention by ex-vessel cooling is possible

Corium stratification was observed
• New questions without answers

- Does stratification exist in molten corium or in ingot only?
- Does stratification suppress natural convection?
- Is heat release homogeneous ? {FP distribution)
- Physical properties distribution in stratified corium?
- Reology of partially melted corium
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United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

EX-VESSEL COOLING
Presentation to SARJ-97

By
AH Behbahani

Accident Evaluation Branch
Division of Systems Research

October 8, 1997

ISSUES FOR FUTURE REACTOR

• In-vessel melt retention

• Ex-vessel phenomena

Will address only the ex-vessel cooling aspect of in-vessel melt
retention
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LOWER HEAD INTEGRITY - IMPORTANT PHENOMENA

• Internal heat flux distribution on RPV lower head

Mass and composition of melt relocation to lower
plenum
Molten pool natural circulation
Stratification of melt/focusing effect of metallic layer
Melt/RPV interactions
Cooling in gaps between crust and RPV wall

• External heat removal/ex-vessel flooding

Ex-vessel boiling/critical heat flux
Effect of insulation

• RPV creep failure under high temperature and pressure
conditions

EX-VESSEL COOLING

Ex-Vessel flooding is an important concept which has been
considered as a desirable mean of heat removal generated by
the decay heat in the relocated molten corium in the lower
head.

This concept can be an important measure for accident
mitigation for future reactors such as AP600
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CRITICAL HEAT FLUX ON A DOWNWARD FACING SURFACE
(Perm State)

Objective: To demonstrate heat generated in the debris contained
in the reactor vessel lower head can be effectively
dissipated by boiling on the outer surface of the vessel.

• Perform heat transfer measurement of downward-facing
surfaces (i.e., hemispherical and toroidal geometries with
various diameters)

• Obtain database for CHF on downward-facing curved
surfaces

CRITICAL HEAT FLUX ON A DOWNWARD FACING SURFACE
(Continued)

Develop a comprehensive model for downward-facing
boiling on curved surface and validate the model against
experimental data

Establish a proper scaling law and develop a design
correlation that can be used to predict the rate of
downward-facing boiling and the value of CHF on external
bottom surfaces of commercial-size reactor vessels.

Perform experiments on the effect of thermal insulation on
the distribution of the heat flux distribution on outer surface
of a heated hemispherical vessel.
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CRITICAL HEAT FLUX ON A DOWNWARD FACING SURFACE
(Continued)

Accomplishments:

• Designed and built the subscaie boundary layer boiling test
facility

• Observed characteristic features of two-phase boundary
layers in transient quenching and steady-state boiling
experiments.

• Conducted heat transfer measurements under transient and
steady state conditions for downward facing hemispherical
surface at saturated and subcooled conditions.
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CRITICAL HEAT FLUX ON A DOWNWARD FACING SURFACE
(Continued)

• Developed scaling law for the CHF on the external surface
of a heated hemispherical vessel to estimate theoretically
the spatial variation of the CHF and vessel size effect in the
pool boiling.

• Designed and built the insulation structure around external
surface of the hemispherical vessel.

• NUREG/CR-6507, CHF Phenomena on a Downward Facing
Curved Surface {June 1997)

10

CRITICAL HEAT FLUX ON A DOWNWARD FACING SURFACE
(Continued)

Plans For FY98

• Observe characteristic features of boiling in transient
quenching and steady-state boiling experiments with
insulation.

• Conduct heat transfer measurements under transient and
steady state conditions for downward facing hemispherical
surface with insulation at saturated and subcooled
conditions.

• Develop scaling law for the CHF on the external surface of
a heated hemispherical vessel with insulation to estimate
theoretically the spatial variation of the CHF and vessel size
effect.

• NUREG-CR Report on CHF phenomena and modeling on
downward-facing hemispherical surfaces with insulation
(April 1998)

13
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SBLB Experiments - Water Tank with the Test Vessel and Insulation Structure
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C. S. Kang (Seoul National Univ.)

lOC^'Wuyirig ,earthquake: and sabotages) < "• i :;0E-5/R Y
''\''!f"--'"'• ;•' '••••.'•'. • : :• • • / { d e s i g n ' . o b j e c t i v e * 1 ; 0 E - 8 / R Y }

^ P r e g S u r e : M e ] t E j e c t i o n C D F < 1, ;0E-6/RY ' . ' •

vent) < 1.OE-6/RY

L) <1.0E-6/RY •..••:'
(cfesign.objectiveai.OE-7/RY)

3T;|%24:hpur whole body dose at the site boundary < 1 rem V

M. Firnhaber, GRS
• Beside the experimental work, already described, you

need best estimate computer codes to transfer the result
to a real reactor case.

• at GRS, Germany, extensive work in ongoing on code
development, assessment and application
e.g. ATHLET

ATHLET/CD

COCOSYS —

RALOC together with France

future: ASTEC _

• not only research interest, but also required from
licensing authority

• example: next viewgraph
• this work can only be performed and assessed with best

estimate codes, like the above mentioned or others.
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M. Firnhaber (GRS)

Safety R&jUifiSftients for Future PW:Rs
A@cid€fit Approach and Design
of th© Containment -

GPR / RSK proposal oil hydroge,n

Global hydrogen detonation must be "practically elimi-

nated". Besides, provisions must be taken with respect to

local detonations and to possibilities of DDT events, which

might jeopardize the containment and its internal struc-

tures.

The containment must be designed to withstand a global

deflagration of the maximum amount of hydrogen, which

could be contained in this building during core melt acci-

dents and a representative fast local deflagration.

Specific requirements:

- limitation of the local concentration of combustible gases

by design of the internal structures, use of catalytic de-

vices and igniters (an alternative: inertization of the

containment)

- hydrogen production corresponding to 100 % fuel clad

metal-water reaction has to be taken into account (time

dependent release rates!)

- focal high hydrogen concentrations must be prevented. If

it is not possible to demonstrate, that local concentrations

remain below 10 Vol.-% specific provisions must be imple-

mented (insrtisatlon or reinforced walls)
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I. Szabo (CEA/DRN)
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core cooling successful

cooling restored ~<i-

before significant
fuel oxidation

i cooling water
j restored before j
i vessel break

no for minimal)
core damage

degraded core
configuration

&corium
characteristics ?

j
I arrested in vesseJ I

steam explosion?!
(in-vesseij

recovery time ?
injection location
& fiowrates
intentional/inadvertent?

cooling of ex-vessel
debris successful

ex-vesseJ corium
retention system j

j activated

j steam explosion?
I (ex-vessel)

basemat meltthrough
containment failure

CORE

melts T
crust?

LOWERHEAD
+ Internal structures

poo! RPV
formation?

debris bed?- massive steam pour
' pours? explosion? composition?

relocation
at low temperature
eutelics formation debris relocation

debris heat-up
pool formation

i mixture

stability?

lateral pour?
bottom pour?
multiple pours?

oxides
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Zr fraction in
corlum = at %

pd(3

Corium pool height H
(melt door submergence)
versus quantity released

. Q Quantity o)
corium released i

Ddf1

• S H superheat duration time 1

1 O) % dT0 H

Oonum pool height H
(met door suDmerqence)

Ddf 2

2
Critical superheat dlcr

(failure cntena of the mell doorif
versus

t et H

Initial Superheat
Duration ot superheat *
Corium pool height H
(melt door suDmergence) ^
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GENERAL FEATURES

j Capacity

Unit Generation Cost

°lant Ufe4me

Seismic Design

Design Criteria

2,815 MWt

3% less than coal-fired

40 years

SSE0.2g

design basis accidents

4,000 mn I

: 20% less than coal 1
1

GQyears 1

SSE0.3g in
C©A+severe accidents U
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A. Omoto (TEPCO)
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jReductfori in weight andresultant nio0tri^t I
::W:--\:b¥:Steet:B/B^ Steel-concretestriictum '^r: A: '• • ,;;:;:;

':Se1smlcisolation '
Prehiatum shutdown
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Wrem0f:Msearcfr^ <tn-ve$$el Retension>
-Can be a subMitute for a robust containment ?

-PWR: External[floozting
;/'• W$-mm also by Japanese PWR Utility/vendor

[-: BWR: Hot practical to consider extemMLflo^odjng
A "sgrsy" of tower vessel from outside may be practical

[, ,rMd$$iv® heat sink in the bottom
Low core power density

$fBny[MBinfess steel penetrations in lower head
• CtiD-t-lydraulic System injection in the bottom
> : Pour water into RPV rather than to cavity ^r

D/W
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H. Nagasaka (NUPEC)
Pursuit of In-Vessel Retention (IVR)

Pursuit of IVR
-Difficulty in taking credit of IVR for any SA scenario without AM
for IVR
-Pursuit of IVR adopting a special AM for IVR

Favorable AM for IVR
-Applicable to both PWR and BWR
-Immediate cooling after coolant injection
-Applicable to ex-vessel debris cooling as well

Newly proposed AM for IVR (cf. Fig.1)
-Lower head outer surface cooling combined with in-vessel
cooling
-Water injection into the clearance between outer surface of
lower head and the top plate of radiation shield

-Fin cooling effect of no-evapopating falling water via
penetrations

-Accumulation of saturated water in the lower part of
containment vessel

Features of Newly Proposed AM for IVR

i Immeadiate cooling after coolant injection
-Much time required for cooling initiation after coolant injection for
pressure vessel flooding AM

-Pursuit of IVR as early as possible

> Effective usage of the accumulated no-evaporating water in the
lower part of containment for ex-vessel debris cooling in case of
pressure vessel failure
-Low probability of steam explosion occurence due to saturation
temperature of the accumulated water
-Effective prevention of debris spreading and molten core-conctete
interaction due to the existence of water above the concrete floor
in case of pressure vessel failure

• Less load on operator concering the water injection timing for
Phasell AM of ex-vessel debris cooling
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A. Omoto(TEPCO)|
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Closing Remarks

H. Ogasawara
Director and General Manager, Systems Safety Department

Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation

In closing this Workshop, I am very much obliged to all of the participants here, for your
contributions of valuable information for your eager discussions, including today's final panel
discussion. On behalf of JAERI and NUPEC, the Government of Japan, I especially appreciate the
contribution of foreign participants.

Severe accident research and development activities have been continuing for more than ten years
throughout the world. As seen in the SARJ-97 Meeting, there are several technical concerns which
are now approaching resolution from the many years of developmental efforts. However,
uncertainties remain relating to ex-vessel and in-vessel debris cooling mechanisms, the source term
problem, and fission product behavior. In this workshop, the current status of leading international
programs, including PHEBUS, Raspiav, RUT, EC/CEA project and containment testing at SNL
were presented. Significant progress in computer code development and verification in many
countries were also reported. Finally, future trends in severe accident research were indicated by
the latest information on ambitious programs of the countries represented here. Moreover we have a
new proposal from DRN/CEA, the DIVER system, Dual strategy, which will become a future item
of discussions.

I think it will be important after ten years of research activities to find a strategy to apply the results
of severe accident studies towards the safety of nuclear plants. As is well known, there is an
international movement to assure nuclear safety even under severe accident conditions.
Appropriately, today's panel discussion addressed the relation between severe accident research
and the future reactor designs. In my opinion, this kind of international discussion may be the first
step towards application of severe accident results. Some accident management ideas were
proposed relating to future plant designs, and several technical concerns were discussed. However
some differences were apparent in the panelists opinions, due to differences in national situations.
"How safe is safe enough" is still an issue to be solved. It is very important to balance safety and
economy.

I sincerely appreciate all of the people here who presented papers, cooperated in discussions and
supported the meeting with preparation work and management. Finally I must thank Mr. Yamano
for his contributions to severe accident studies in Japan. As already announced at the opening
session, he is not with us anymore. I express my deep and sincere sympathy to his family.

Thank you very much for your attention, and see you again next year in Japan.
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Appendix A Final Program for SARJ-97

SARJ-97
The Workshop on

Severe Accident Research held in Japan

Pacifico Yokohama

Yokohama, Japan

Phone: 045-223-6089, Fax: 045-223-6090

October 6 - 8, 1997

Organized by

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI)
and

Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC/MITI)

Chairperson M. Maeda (JAERI)

Co-chairperson H. Ogasawara (NUPEC)

WWW Home Page at http://sarl.tokai.jaeri.go.jp/SARJ/

Notice : Some of materials to be presented at this Workshop are preliminary in nature and contain

proprietary information which is made available only for the participants. AH participants arc

expected to obsen>e the restriction on use of such information other than for their own use.
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October 6, 1997 Room : 431, 432

Registration Starts at 8:30

9:00 Opening Remarks M. Maeda (JAERI)

Plenary Session : Overview of Research Activities
Chairperson: H. Nariai (Tsukuba Univ.), Co-chairperson: J. Sugimoto (JAERI)

910 Overview of Severe Accident Research at JAERI J Sugimoto (JAERI)

940 Present Status of Containment Integrity Tests at NUPEC H Nagasaka (NUPEC)

10 10 Overview of Severe Accident Research at USNRC A. Behbahani (USNRC)

10:40 Coffee Break
11:00 Reactor Safety Research at IPSN J. Bardelay (CEA/IPSN)

11.30 Overview of Severe Accident Research at KAERJ S. B Kim (KAERI)

12:00 Lunch Break

Session I :In-Vessel Retention 1
Chairperson:K.Y. Suh (SeoulNational Univ.), Co-chairperson: Y. Abe (Yamagata Univ.)

13:30 In-Vessel Corium Retention : Proposal of a "Dual" Strategy I. Szabo (CEA/DRN)

14:00 Thermomechanical Analysis for an Advanced In-Vessel Retention Design

K. Y. Suh (Seoul National Univ.)

14:30 Modelling Lower Plenum Core Debris S. K. Wong (City Univ. of Hong Kong)

1 5:00 Study on the One-Dimensional Flow Characteristics of the Counter-Current Flow in Debris Beds

H. Isurugi (YamagataUniv.)

15 30 Coffee Break
16 00 OECD RASPLAV Project Phase 1 Results A. Merzliakov (RRC Kl)

Session I : In-Vessel Retention 2
Chairperson: A. V. Jones (JRC Ispra), Co-chairperson: A. Serizawa (Kyoto Univ.)

16:30 Experiment and Analysis on In-Vessel Debris Coolability in ALPHA Program

Y. Maruyama (JAERI)

17:00 SONATA-1V Experiments on In-vessel Debris Coolability and Retention

J. H. Jeong (KAERJ)

17:30 Molten Material Heat Transport Tests with Coolant Boiling K. Y. Suh (Seoul National Univ.)

18:00 Lattice Gas Automata Simulations of Flow through Porous Media

Y Matsukuma (Yamagata Univ.)

18 30 Adjourn
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October 6, 1997 Room : 433, 434

Session I I : Computer Code Development
Chairperson: C. Allison (Innovative Systems Software),

Co-chairperson: K. Muramatsu (JAERI)

13:30 Simulation of the Arrival and Evolution of Debris in a PWR Lower Head with the SFD

ICARE2 Code F Fichot (CEA/IPSN)

14:00 COCOSYS (Containment Code System) - A Detailed Approach to Analyze Containment

Behavior During Severe Accidents H. J. Allelein (GRS)

14:30 Development of Super Simulator "IMPACT" Part (1) IMPACT System Configuration

N. Sato (NUPEC)

15:00 Development of Super Simulator "IMPACT" Part (2) Physical Phenomena Modeling of Severe

Accident and Some Modules Verification Tests K. Miyagi (NUPEC)

15:30 Coffee Break

Session III : Hydrogen Behavior
Chairperson: V. Sidorov (RRCKI), Co-chairperson: T. Hashimoto (NUPEC)

16:00 Large - Scale Experiment and Scaling of DDT Conditions in Hydrogen-Air-Steam Mixtures - An

Overview V. Sidorov (RRC KI)

16:30 Numerical Investigation of Missiles Acceleration by Hydrogen Explosion

A. Efimenko (RRC KI)

17:00 Analyses of NUPEC's Large Scale Hydrogen Mixing in a Reactor Containment Vessel

J. Fermandjian (NUPEC/CEA)

17:30 Summary of Hydrogen Combustion Tests Results at NUPEC T. Hashimoto (NUPEC)

18:00 Adjourn
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October 7,1997 Room : 431, 432

Session IV : Structural Integrity
Chairperson: Vincent Luk (SNL), Co-chairperson: Y. Maruyama (JAERI)

8:30 Pressunzation Test on a Full Scale Equipment Hatch Model S. Arai (NUPEC)
9:00 Pre-Test Analysis on the SCV Model Test K Komine (NUPEC)
9:30 Pressunzation Test of a 1/10 Steel Containment Vessel Model T. Matsumoto (NUPEC)

10 00 Coffee Break
10:30 Preliminary Analysis and Instrumentation Planning of a Prestressed Concrete Containment

Vessel Model D. Pace (SNL)
11:00 Analytical Study on Change of Tendon Tension Force Distribution during the Pressunzation

Process of Pre-stressed Containment Vessel T. Kashiwase (NUPEC)
11:30 Studies on Reactor Piping Integrity during Severe Accident in WIND Project

A. Maeda (JAERI)
12 00 Lunch Break
13:30 Metallurgical Examination of Piping Failed at High Pressure and High Temperature in WIND

Project Y. Harada (JAERI)

Session VII : FP Source Term
Chairperson: M. Firnhaber (GRS), Co-chairperson: A. Watanabe (NUPEC)

14:00 Status of VEGA Fission Product Release Experiment A. Hidaka / T. Nakamura (JAERI)
14:30 Results of ISP37 : VANAM M3 Experiment on Containment Thermal - Hydraulics and

Aerosol Behavior M. Firnhaber (GRS)
15:00 Fission Products Aerosol Removal Test by Containment Spray under Accident Management

Conditions H. Nagasaka (NUPEC)
15 30 Coffee Break
16:00 Deposition of Csl Aerosol in Horizontal Straight Pipe under Inert and Superheated Steam

Environment H. Shibazaki (JAERI)
16:30 Experimental and Analytical Study on Aerosol Behavior in WIND Project

A Hidaka (JAERI)
17:00 Steam Condensation on Spray Water Drops : Experimental Results and Models

D Ducret (IPSN/DPEA/SERAC)
17:30 Failure Criteria and Fission Products Trapping Effect at Containment Penetrations under Severe

Accident Conditions A. Watanabe (NUPEC)
18 00 Adjourn

18 30-20:30 Reception at 3F Lounge
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October 7, 1997 Room : 433, 434

Session V : PHEBUS/FP Program
Chairperson: J. Fermandjian (NUPEC/IPSN), Co-chairperson: A. Hidaka (JAERJ)

8:30 Fission Product Release, Transport and Chemistry Indications from the First Two PHEBUS-FP
Tests B. Clement (CEA/IPSN)

9:00 The PHEBUS Experiment FPT1 J. Furlan (CEA/IPSN)
9:30 Analysis of Bundle Degradation Behaviour in the First Two Phebus FP Tests

A. V Jones (CEC/JRC/Ispra)
10 00 Coffee Break
10:30 Evaluation of Fission Products Release and Transport in the Circuit of PITEBUS FP Test by

MACRES Code Y. Kawada (NUPEC)
11:00 Phebus FPT4 : Test Description and Pretest Calculation

F. Fichot (CEA/IPSN)

Session VI : FCI Experiment
Chairperson: A. Inoue (Tokyo Inst. Tech.), Co-chairperson: K. Moriyama (JAERI)

11:30 COTELS Fuel Coolant Interaction Tests of UO2 Debris Dropping into Water Pool
M. Kato (NUPEC)

12:00 Lunch Break
14:00 The Effect of Coolant Jet Subcooling on the Coolant Injection Mode of Vapor Explosions

H. S. Park (JAERJ.)
14:30 Deformation and Fragmentation of Molten Znand Al near Melting Points

K. Sugiyama (Hokkaido Univ.)

Session VI I I : FCI Simulation
Chairperson: K. H. Bang (Korea Maritime Univ.,), Co-chairperson: H. Okada (NUPEC)

15:00 Development of TRACER-II and Application to In-Vessel FCI's
K. H. Bang (Korea Maritime Univ.)

15 30 Coffee Break
16:00 Development of Computer Code for Expansion Stage in Vapor Explosion

A Minato (Hitachi)
16:30 Development of FCI simulation code JASMINE (1) Premixing K Moriyama (JAERI)
17:00 Development of FC1 simulation code JASMINE (2) Propagation Y Yang (JAERI)
17 30 Adjourn

18 30-2030 Reception at 3F Lounge
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October 8, 1997 Room : 431, 432

Session IX : Computer Simulations
Chairperson: K. Sugiyama (Hokkaido Univ.), Co-chairperson: M. Kajimoto (NJJPEC)

9:30 Nuclear Reactor Thermal-Hydraulic Activities at MINT TRIG A Reactor

M. S. Kassim (Malaysian Institute for Nuclear Technology Research)

10:00 Use of MAAP in the Assessment of Containment Integrity Following the Severe Accident

J. I. Yun (Seoul National Univ.)

10 30 Coffee Break

10:45 A Scoping Analysis for Containment Venting at BWR using THALES-2

J Ishikawa (JAERI)

11:15 Comparison between MAAP, MELCOR and SCDAP

C. M. Allison (Innovative Systems Software)

11 45 Hypothetical Accident in Accelerator-Driven Subcritical and Lead-Cooled Fast Systems

H. U. Wider (CEC/JRC/Ispra)

12 15 Lunch Break

Room : 433, 434

Session X : Melt Behavior and Accident Management
Chairperson: S.B. Kim (KAERI), Co-chairperson: M. Kato (NVPEC)

9:30 Experimental Comparison of VVER and PWR Fuel Under Severe Accident Conditions

Z. Hozer (KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute)

10:00 Evaluation of the RBMK-1500 Accident Confinement System

E. Uspuras (Lithuanian Energy Institute)

10 30 Coffee Break

10:45 Experimental Investigations on Melt Spreading and Scaling Analysis

V. A. Bui (Royal Institute of Technology)

1115 Molten Core - Zircon Ceramics Interaction Experiments

V. N. Mineev (1VTAN)

11 45 Investigation of Alternative Solutions for Severe Accident Management in Future Reactors

I. Szabo (CEA/DRN)

12 15 Lunch Break
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October 8, 1997 Room : 431, 432

13:30 Panel Discussion

"Severe Accident Research for Future Reactors"
Chairperson: K. Abe of JAERI, Japan

Panelist: B. Clement of IPSN, France

H. H. Hennies of FZK, Germany

A. Omoto of Tokyo Electric Co., Japan

C S. Kang of Seoul National University, Korea

A. Merzliakov of RRCKI, Russia

A. Behbahani of USNRC, USA

16:20 Closing Remarks H. Ogasawara (NUPEC)

16 30 Adjourn
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October 6, 1997

431,432

8:30 Registration Starts
9:00 Opening Remarks
9:10 Plenary Session

Overview of Research Activities

433,434

10:40-11:00 Coffee Break

11:00 Plenary Session
Overview of Research Activities

12:00—13:30 Lunch Break

13:30 Session I In-Vessel Retention 1 13:30 Session II Computer Code Development

15:30-16:00 Coffee Break

16:00 Session I In-Vessel Retention 2
18:30 Adjourn

16:00 Session III Hydrogen Behavior
18:00 Adjourn

October 7, 1997
431,432

8:30 Session IV Structural Integrity

433,434

8:30 Session V PHEBUS/FP Program

10:00~1 0:30 Coffee Break

10:30 Session IV Structural Integrity 10:30 Session V PHEBUS/FP Program
11:30 Session VI FCI Experiment

12:00—13:30 Lunch Break

1 3:30 Session IV Structural Integrity
14:00 Session VII FP Source Term

11:30 Session VI FCI Experiment
1 5:00 Session VIII FCI Simulation

15:30-16:00 Coffee Break

16:00 Session VII FP Source Term
18:00 Adjourn

1 6:00 Session VIII FCI Simulation
17:30 Adjourn

18:30-20:30 Reception at 3F Lounge

October 8, 1997
431,432

9:00 Session IX Computer Simulations

433,434

9:00 Session X
Melt Behavior and Accident Management

10:30-10:45 Coffee Break

10:45 Session IX Computer Simulations 10:45 Session X
Melt Behavior and Accident Management

12:15-13:30 Lunch Break

13:30 Panel Discussion
1 6:20 Closing Remarks
16:30 Adjourn
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Appendix B List of Participants

SARJ-97
The Workshop on Severe Accident Research held in Japan

Kiyoharu Abe

Yutaka Abe

Masayuki Akimoto

Makoto Akinaga

Mamoru Akiyama

Hans Josef Allelein

Chris M. Allison

Youichi Amano

Yasumasa Andoh

Shoji Arai

Izuo Aya

Kwang-Hyun Bang

Joel Bardelay

Alireza Bchbahani

Viet Anh Bui

Keiko Chitose

Bernard Clement

James F. Costcllo

Robert Dameron

Fernando J. Doria

Didier Ducret

Alexander Efimenko

Takashi Endo

Jean Fermandjian

Florian Fichot

Manfred Firnhabcr

Atsushi Fujioka

Satoshi Fukuyama

Jaeky Furlan

Yuji Furukawa

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) JAPAN

Yamagata University JAPAN

JAERI JAPAN

Toshiba Corporation (Toshiba) JAPAN

The Institute of Applied Energy JAPAN

Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH GERMANY

Innovative Systems Software U.S.A.

Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) JAPAN

NUPEC JAPAN

NUPEC JAPAN

SRI JAPAN

KOREA Maritime University KOREA

CEA/CEN FRANCE

U.S. Nuclear Regulator)' Commission (USNRC) U.S.A.

Royal institute of Technology SWEDEN

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,LTD. (MHI) JAPAN

CEA/DRN FRANCE

USNRC U.S.A.

ANATECH Corp. U.S.A.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited CANADA

IPSN/DPEA/SERAC FRANCE

Russian Research Centre 'Kurchatov Institute' RUSSIA

Yamagata Univ. JAPAN

IPSN/NUPEC JAPAN

CEA-CADARACHE FRANCE

GRS mbH GERMANY

Marubeni Utility Services, Ltd.(MUS) JAPAN

Japan Atomic Power Co. (JAPCO) JAPAN

IPSN/DRS CEA Cadarachc FRANCE

MHI JAPAN
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Katsubon Goda
Valentina Golovko

Masashi Goto

Mr. Gregory Gromov

Satoshi Haba

Toshiyuki Hamanaka

Ryoichi Hamazaki
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Takashi Hashimoto

Hans Heenning Hennies
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Hideo Itoh

Hiroyuki Itoh

Akiko Iwamoto

Yumi Iwamoto

Ji Hwan Jeong

Young ho Jin

Alan V.Jones

Mitsuhiro Kajimoto

Chang Sun Kang

Toshio Karakami

Takako Kashiwase

Kansai Electric Power Co.,Inc. (KEPCO)
Institute of Atomic Energy of National Nuclear Center
(IAENNC)

Toshiba

Scientific and Technical Center

Electric Power Development Company (EPDC)

Nuclear Safety Research Association (NSRA)

Toshiba

JAERI

NUPEC

NUPEC

NUPEC

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)

JAERI

Hitachi Ltd. (HITACHI)

Toshiba

HITACHI

JAERI

KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute

Computer Software Development (CSD)

University of Tokyo

NUPEC

Tokyo Institute of Technology

EPDC

JAERI

JAERI

Yamagata Univ.

JAERI

NUPEC

NUPEC

NUPEC

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI)
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NUPEC

Seoul National University
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JAPAN
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KOREA
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Appendix C Questionnaire to the Participants to SARJ-97
(Please circle the number or make comments, and forward this to Secretariats)

A. Where do you think is your
Comments or proposals

• Tokyo

• A spa

• Yokohama

• Hokkaido

• Okinawa

• Kyoto

• Not Yokohama

preferred place for the next Workshop?

oooo
o
o
o
o
o
o

B. How do you rate the presentations of the Workshop?

1. Excellent O O

2. Good O O O O O O O O O

3. Average O O
4. Poor

Comments or proposals

• Many important and useful papers were presented.

• In order to keep the time for the discussion, limiting the time for 30 min/ presentation was very

appropriate.

• Nice mixture of local and foreign papers.

• Some presentation were excellent, some were poor, The overall level was good!

C. What do you think about the topic of the Panel Discussion?

1. Timely O O O O O O
2. Out of date
3. Too early O

4. Interesting O O O O O O

5. Not interesting

Comments or proposals
• Not enough difference of opinion for an exciting discussion.

D. Have you accessed WWW server for the information of SARJ?

Yes O O O O O O O O O O O O
No O

Lf Yes, how do you rate the information on WWW server ?

1. Very helpful O O O O O O

2. Helpful O O O O O O

3. Average

4. Poor

Comments or proposals

• How to get there was not very helpful.

• It took long time to download information.

• Request electronic copies from the authors.

• Put out papers there, too.
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E. How do you rate the work(preparation, meeting etc.) of Secretariats of the Workshop?

1. Excellent O O O O O O O O

2. Good O O O O O

3. Average

4. Poor

Comments or proposals

• 3 days is too compressed - long days and little time for discussion.

F. The place of SARJ-97 has been changed from Tokyo. How do you rate the place this years ?

1. Far better O

2. Better O O O

3. Same O O O O O

4. Worse O O O

5. Very worse

Comments or proposals

• Tokyo is more convenient.

• See A Hotel too far from conference.

• I did not attend the previous SARJ, but Yokohama was excellent!

• Meeting room too small, [viewgraphs difficult to read for persons far from the screen]

G. Have you communicated with experts participating in another conferences(GLOBAL'97, KJPSA)?

1. Yes OOOOO

2. No O O O O O O O O

3. Others

Comments or proposals

• Linkage with JKPSA is very important for participants and dose for JKPSA organizer.

• Security measures make contact difficult.

H. How do you rate the Reception of the Workshop?

1. Enjoyed very much O O O O

3. Average

4. Poor

Comments or proposals

• Very sorry that I could not attend it.

I. Do you have any other comments or proposals? (Please use the opposite side of the paper if the

space is not enough.)

• The time was too short for the material to be presented -2 1/2 days should become 3 1/2 or evokes papers

should be wasted out. Speakers should focus on what is new since the last SARJ. The reception was

appreciated as was the efficiency of the secretariats.

• See above about the electronial copies.
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Appendix D Reference Paper

The following paper was not presented at the SARJ-97 Workshop due to unavoidable

circumstances. However since the paper was originally planned to be presented, this is attached

as references.
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SIMULATION OF THE LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENTS AT A NUCLEAR

POWER PLANT WITH WWER-1000 USING THE MELCOR CODE

S.M. Petoukhov, B.I. Nlgmatulin, RKh. Khasanov

Electrogorsk Research and Engineenng Center on LWR Safety,
142530 Electrogorsk, Bezymyannaya 6, Moscow Region, RUSSIA

E-mail psmi3}npp.mpei.ac.ru or. sergey'^crcc-meimskm, Fax; (095) 361-16-20

ABSTRACT
The analysis of accident sequences initiated by breaks

(with equivalent diameters of 80. 50 and 25 nun) of the
primary coolant system accompanied by a station blackout
and failure of the diesel-generators used to supply
electrical power to ECCS pumps and the SG emergency
feedwater pumps in a nuclear power plant with WWER-
1000 has been performed using the MELCOR code

This study includes a wide spectrum of severe accident
phenomena, from normal operating conditions to
concrete reactor cavity melt-through. These daia should be
used for the further study of probabilistic safer}' analysis
issues. This work is performed in the framework of the
Program of Severe Accident investigations undertaken at
the Electrogorsk Research and Engineering Center on
LWR Safety, Russia III.

INTRODUCTION
The analysis of accident sequences initiated by breaks

(with equivalent diameters of 80, 50 and 25 mm) of the
primary coolant system accompanied by a station blackout
in a nuclear power plant with WWER-1000 (water-
moderated, water-cooled pressurized reactor) has been
performed using the MELCOR code, version 1.8.2.

MELCOR is a fully integrated, relatively fast-running
code for modeling of the wide spectrum of transient and
accident regimes in nuclear power plants with light water
reactors This code has been developed at Sandia National
Laboratories, USA.

The severe accidents analysis presented includes major
in-vessel and ex-vessel phenomena such as primary
system coolant boiloff, steam generator gradual dryoul,
core heatup. oxidation, cladding and fuel melting and
relocation, reactor vessel melt-through, debris ejection and
molten core-concrete interaction, and combustible and
non-combustible gas generation. The secondary side
coolant behaviour is also analysed

The calculations show the characteristic times for such
important events as the onset of core melting, debris
ejection initiation from the reactor pressure vessel to the
reactor cavity, and concrete basemat (1.5 m thick) melt-
through for each break size.

ACCIDENT EVENT SEQUENCE AND NPP
SYSTEMS ALGORITHM

The SBLOCA sequence is initiated by a crack
appearance on the primary coolant system equipment or
by rupture of some pipe connected to the RCS. It is

assumed in this study lhat the initiating event (small hot
Jeg break) is accompanied by a loss pf off-site power, It is
also assumed that the diese!-generators fail to supply
electrical power to the ECCS pumps and the SG
emergency feedwater pumps.

After the accident initiation, the reactor scrams (with a
5 s delay), the coastdown of the main reactor coolant
pumps begins, the main turbine stop valve close? and the
turbine also starts its coastdown, and the feedwater supply
to the SGs stops.

Because of the primary system pressure decrease below
the ECCS HA emergency setpoint, water from the
hydroaccumulators enters the RPV lower and upper heads

Heat transfer between the pri mary and secondary
systems (via the SG tube walls) causes the pressure
increase in the secondary system and initiation of the
blowdown of the steam-water mixture via the SG safely
relief valve

Loss of the primai}1 coolant causes a decrease of the
steam-water mixture level in the RPV, leading to core
heatup initiation. The fuel cladding-water vapour reaction
provides additional core heating that leads to core
melting. After the core melting initiation, core fragments
relocate on the lower RPV structures. This results in the
gradual boiloff of the RPV lower head water and hcatup
and melt-through of the lower head, Melt relocates into
the concrete reactor cavity and corium-concrete
interaction begins.

The accident calculation was stopped when melt-
through of the 1.5 m thick, reactor cavity basemat was
calculated

MAIN NPP INPUT DATA
The main NPP input data used are presented in Table 1

IV.
It is assumed that reactor scram and closing of the

MTSV begins after the loss of off-site power.
It is also assumed that all the SG control valves on the

given SG are opened and closed simultaneously at the
appropriate pressure setpoints.

Because of the diesel-generator failure, the ECCS
pumps are not modeled.

The concrete composition of the reactor cavity is
assumed according IAI. Actually, the reactor cavity
basemat consists of two layers: a serpentinite concrete
layer 0.5 m thick and a structural concrete layer I m thick.
It is assumed that all the basemat is made of serpeminite
concrete.

Ii is assumed that the system for vapour-gas release
from the containment fails, this assumption aJioivs an
estimate of the maximum pressure and gas composition in
the containment

MELCOR NODALIZATION SCHEME
The MELCOR code applicability analysis to WWER

shows that it has no serious limitations in this case, The
input data files for the NPP unit with WWER-1000 were
prepared according to 111 and /3/ Fig I illustrates the NPP
nodal izaiion scheme used in this study

The four loops of the RCS are modeled as two loops.
one loop represents itself (containing the pressumer) and
ihe other represents the remaining three loops Control
volumes representing the NPP equipment have the same
volumes and elevations as the NPP equipment but do not
always exactly reproduce Ihe RCS shape For example, a
detailed representation of the loop seals is not included
because the loop seal behauour is not expected to be
important in this accident sequence The loop seal
influence on the process will be considered in the future
analysis.

The nuclear core (heated part) is represented by 9
concentric radial rings and 10 axial nodes The lower head
of the reactor is represented by 3 conirol volumes The
reactor core nodalization scheme is presented in fig 2
The metallic and concrete portions of the RCS and
containment are represented by 26 "heat structures",

The containment is represented by two control volumes
one is ihe reactor cavity and the other is the free space in
Ihe reactor building above the reactor cavity. The concrete
walis of ibe containment are modeled by corresponding
heat structures It is assumed that if the primary system
pressure is lower then 5.88 MPa, hydroaccuniulator water
is injected into the RCS The MCPs are modeled with
four-quadrant non-dimensional characteristics, the
coastdown of the MCPs lasts about 230 s, according to I'M,

It is assumed that the cladding melting temperature is
21.15 K and that the reactor lower head fails if its
Icmperaiure at any point is 171)0 K,

It is assumed m this study lhat the combustible gases
i hydrogen, e!c.) do not bum in the RCS and containment
and thai the containment gas release system fails. This
assumption allows uS to define the upper pressure limit
and total aftiounl of combustible gases generated during
this accident in the containment

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
The main results of the SBLOCA calculations of {80

mm fliametcr break) are presented in figs 3-17.
After the break initiation and the loss of off-site power,

the coasidown of the MCPs begins, SG feedwater flow
stops, and the MTSV closes. Reactor scram is initiated at
2.3 s by the loss of electrical power

The coolant level in the reactor vessel decreases in the
initial accident period bin increases after the initiation of
water injection from the hydroaccumulators to the RPV at
1130s

The cyclical character of water injection from the HA
io (lie RCS may be explained by the fact that after water
penetrates the core, the vigorous steam generation begins.
The break is not large enough to allow to relieve all of
this vapour, so the primary system pressure increases
This causes the check valve in the "HA-RPV" line to
close, and water injection stops After the vapor is
released from the primary system, the pressure decreases
below the HA valve opening setpoint and water injeciion
from HA begins again

Because of the mass loss through the leak and gradual
vapori/Jlion of the primary coolant by the decay heat, the
core dries out, fig.7 (full dryout at -100O0 s) yelding fuel
and cladding heatup with subsequent inciting , figs 11-
13, Here 104-113 are core cell numbers according to fig
2

Molten core fragments relocate on the lower reactor
head structures Boiloff of ihe water in the reactor lower
head leads to Ihe gradual heafttp of the reactor boiiom and
its failure at 10891 s. and melt relocation to the reactor
cavity at 20334 s The delay between the RPV failure and
debris ejection from the RPV is explained by the
peculiarity of the debris ejection model used in MELCOR.
(it is assumed that at least 10% of debris mass must be
melted before ejection can start)

Before the core debris ejection from the RPV, 326 kg
of hydrogen were generated in the RPV. At the time of
the reactor cavity melt-through, 1102 kg of hydrogen had
been generaled ivliich is 0,56% by mass of the gas
mixture in the containment.

During the MCCI process in the reactor cavity, concrete
thermal ablation takes place, characterized by a great
amount of gas generation the serpentinitc concrete
consists of about 35% by mass of gaseous phase These
gases are collected in the containment and thus cause the
pressure increase there (the maximum pressure is 0 71
MPa)

The accident sequences for the breaks with diameters
of 50 and 25 mm are similar to the 80 mm case but are
somewhat slower The chronological event sequences for
SBLOCAs at a NPP with WWER-1000 (V-320) are
presented in Table 2.

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the accident sequences initiated by

breaks (with equivalent diameters 80, 50 and 25 mm) of
the primary coolant system accompanied by a station
blackout and failure of the diese I-generators used to
supply electrical power lo the ESSC pumps and the SG
emergency feedwater pumps in a nuclear power plant with
WWER-1000 has been performed using the MELCOR
code

Results of this study show that in all the mentioned
cases the core heatup and melting take place. As a result,
melt leaves the RPV and MCCI starts.

The 1 5 m thick reactor cavity basemat is melted after
less than 24 hours after accident initiation for all of the
accidents considered.
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Table 2.

Additional investigation concerning the influence of
ihc water remaining in ihe RCS loop seals on the natural
circulation process in the primary system should be
undertaken.

The chronological event sequences obtained and
cjiiantitatJ^ c results of the accident analysis should be used
for further study of probabilistic safety analysis issues for
a N'PP uuh WWER-1000.

ABBREVIATIONS;
ECCS- emergency core cooling system
HA - ECCS hydroaccumulaior
WWER -water-moderated, water-cooled pressurized

reactor
SBO- station blackout accident
SG • steam generator
MCCI- mollcn core-concrete interaction
MCP - main coolant pumps
MTSV -main turbine stop \-alves
NPP - nuclear power plant

RPV - reactor pressure vessel
RCS - reactor cooling system

S R V - safety relief valve
SBLOCA - small- break loss of coolant accident
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Table 1.

Main characteristics of the NPP with WWER-1000 (Y-320)

1 Thermal power of reactor, MW

2 Coolant flowratc through reactor, m**3/s

3 Coolant bulk temperature at the reactor inlet, K

4 Coolant bulk temperature at the reactor outlet, K

5 Coolant pressure at the core outlet, MPa

6 UO2 mass in the core, kg

7 Mass of cladding in the core, kg

8.Reactor lower head mass, kg

9 Number of ECCS HA

10.Primary system jiressure for initiation of the HA injection, MPa

11 Opening pressure for pressurizer SRV, MPa

12 Closing pressure for pressurizer SRV, MPa

I3 Secondary side pressure ui the SG, MPa

14 Secondary side waler mass m one SG, kg

! 5 Opening pressure for the SG control valve, MPp

16 Closing pressure for SG control valve. MPa

17 Free volume of the containment, m**3

IS Inside diameter of the reactor concrete cavitv. in

19.Concrete cavitv basemat thickness, m

3IK10

24690

289,8

320.1

157
79500

22630

48600

4
5.S8

186
16.7

6 3

44000

823
68h

65000

2 75

1.5

The chronological event sequences of SBLOCA at a NPP with WWER-1000 (V-320)

Break diameter, mm

Event

Break initiation

Loss of off-site power

MCP coastdown initiation

SG feedwater slopped

Turbogenerator trip

Reactor scram

ECCS HA water injection initiation

ECCS HA water terminated

Core melting imitation

Mollcn core-reactor bottom interaction initiation

Core dryout

RPV bottom failure

Molten core-concrete interaction initiatiation

Water full evaporation in the reactor cavity

Water full evaporation in Ihe secondary side

Reactor cavity basemal mclt-lhrough

80 50 25

Time, s

0

0

0

0

0

2.3

1130

1700

5750

9250

10000

10891

20334

45984

0

0

0

0

0

2 3

3710

16700

3710

16392

16649

1(4672

30000

52O0O

61670

0

0

0

0

0

2 3

11670

11710

8.500

10O00

9250

11662

14885

21500

6500

45253

CV500

SOh SO2 IUMB oolleciof 1

SRV SO2SR'

J

cvno

CV10

CV500

Fig, I, Nodaii-tiidn nchanc
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